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Abstract
The dissertation describes the results from experimental studies of low frequency resistance
fluctuations of two strongly correlated transition metal oxides (hole doped lanthanum calcium
manganites) and one magnetic (nickel) nanowire system. Two manganites under study are
with optimum and very low doping concentration of calcium respectively. We study the first
manganite system in a form of oriented film and other is in a form of single crystal. The third
sample is single crystalline nickel nanowire.
Resistance fluctuations phenomena in oriented manganite films of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3
have been experimentally investigated. The films exhibit low frequency Random Telegraphic
Noise (RTN) over 1/ f noise near magnetic transition temperature TC . The films exhibited
low noise magnitude due to strain relaxation. The noise spectroscopy with external magnetic
field revealed the coupling of magnetization fluctuations with resistance fluctuations through
magnetoresistance.
We investigate nature of ferromagnetic insulating state (FMI) of low doped manganite
single crystals with composition La0.80Ca0.20MnO3. The electrical transport property in FMI
state is governed by Efros-Shklovskii variable range hopping (ES-VRH) conduction which
opens up a soft Coulomb gap of energy Δ CG ≈ 152 meV. With the application of sufficiently
high bias the system shows non-linear conduction (NLC) effect. We establish that the FMI
state turns to be a Coulomb glass due to the presence of long range Coulomb interactions
among the charge carriers. The charge fluctuation dynamics and freezing of these charge
fluctuators in FMI state are studied by low frequency noise spectroscopy. We experimentally
demonstrate that the fluctuators were activated by energy barrier E a ≈ 163 meV which is of
the same order with Δ CG . The above two independent results (conduction in FMI state and
noise spectroscopy) establish the presence of glassy dynamics in FMI state.
A “hot electron” model is introduced, which quantitatively explains the bias and
temperature dependence of NLC effect in FMI state. The “white” noise spectroscopy in
presence of varying dc input bias are studied. For sufficiently high dc bias, the system falls
out of equilibrium and becomes non-ergodic. The Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem (FDT)
breaks down. The validity of the model and results of noise spectroscopy are discussed.
The resistance fluctuations in single crystalline magnetic nickel nanowires of diameter
35 nm are investigated. Experimental studies indicate the presence of coupling between
magnetic noise and resistance noise. The origin of magnetic noise is attributed to domain wall
resistance. We show that the low field magnetoresistance (MR) which due to finite resistance
of the domain walls can couple to low frequency domain wall dynamics and can show noise
that is correlated to the MR.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The random back and forth motion of the charge carriers in any conductor is a source of
fluctuation (“noise”) in current i.e., by the fluctuations of the directions of the charge carriers
velocities. In the same systems many other physical quantities also fluctuate: the temperature,
the number of scattering centres and their orientation in the crystal, the distribution of charge
carriers in energy, and so on. However, these fluctuations, due to their symmetry, are not
measured (revealed) in the current or voltage fluctuations unless a mean current, generated by
an external current source, is passed through the conductor. The magnitude of the mean
current, which is sufficient to reveal the “hidden” fluctuations and generate a measurable
“excess” noise is often so small that the conductor in all other respects can be considered as
equilibrium one. In resistors, the excess noise becomes prominent at low frequencies. The
occurrence of these fluctuations is one of the most fundamental and universal phenomenon in
a diverse class of systems. The conduction fluctuation mechanism is very important and
challenging problems in the field of condensed matter. Several efforts have been given to
formulate a unified model to explain the phenomena in all classes of the systems but failed
even after decades. The dependence of these fluctuations is directly correlated with time or,
equivalent the frequency dependence of spectral density in any physical system. On the other
hand, the response of the same system to external perturbations is governed by the kinetic
processes which are directly related to the fluctuation dynamics. Hence, study of fluctuation
phenomenon is a sensitive and successful approach to condensed matter for investigation of
fundamental kinetics or dynamics as well as from an applied perspective. This sensitivity of
these processes is the basis of fluctuation spectroscopy. For measurements in physics using
electronics, noise is thought to be a nuisance. This motivated researchers of physics in early
days [1, 2, 3, 4], so that one can reduce the noise in measurements. These efforts lead to a
great importance to study of electrical noise from the technological point of view.
The fluctuations in conduction process affect the important physical quantity of
electronic transport i.e., resistance R . The fluctuations in resistance (called “electrical
noise”) arise from very fundamental reasons namely, various relaxation processes of the
charge carriers, defects, group of defects etc. Resistance noise is quantified by the dynamical
fluctuations δR (t ) = R (t ) − R of the resistance about its time averaged mean value R . On
the other hand, noise may come from the fluctuations of macroscopic entities, and it can thus
act as a probe of what is happening physically in the system at the microscopic scale. It can
also arise from mechanisms which are not microscopic as we see later in this thesis. The
behaviour of current flow accompanied with resistance fluctuations is not well understood [5]
in many materials. In such systems with a variety of morphologies (e.g., amorphous, single
crystalline, polycrystalline, porous, granular materials etc.), there are several possible reasons
for the resistance to fluctuate: simple scattering events at fluctuating cross-section defects,
generation-recombination events, passage of charge carriers through nearly same
conductivity regimes, and fluctuating percolating paths between grains. More complicated
collective mechanism, where interaction takes place due to long-range forces, like strain,
electrostatic, or magnetic forces etc, may also determine the fluctuating resistance noise
phenomena. Due to diversity of the physical systems producing noise, it is believed now that
each system must be individually investigated [5], rather than searching for a universal
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general mechanism. The most successful approach towards understating the kinetics and
dynamics related to conduction fluctuations and the noise spectra have been investigated in
very specific of systems [6]. Attempts have been made to distinguish and classify the variety
of systems in order to shed some light on the mechanism responsible for fluctuation and still
some of the questions remain unanswered. For these reasons study of noise is still under
intensive research though being a well developed field.
In this thesis we describe, in detail, extensive investigation of noise spectroscopy from
the perspectives stated above. We have chosen well known hole doped transition metal
oxides (manganites) having the general chemical formula L1−xAxMnO3, where L is a rare
earth transition metal Lanthanum (La) and A is a divalent species Calcium (Ca) at doping
levels x ≤ 0.33. The manganites, a member of perovskite family of oxides are complex oxides
and have long been subjects of study, because they exhibit a wide range of exotic and not
very well understood structural, magnetic and electronic behaviour [7]. By simply varying
their doping concentration the resistivity and mobility of the charge carriers can be tuned by
several orders of magnitude. In particular, these materials display a Curie transition from
metallic magnetically ordered low-temperature phase to a paramagnetic disordered hightemperature phase and below Curie temperature the conduction electrons are highly spin
polarized. Metallic conductivity is also associated with magnetism at lower temperatures in
these systems. In the high temperature state spins are disordered and scatter electrons, while
in the low-temperature phase the spins are ordered and do not scatter electrons. The spin
scattering increases the resistivity, but it localizes only a negligible part of the carriers leading
to a complicated charge transport properties in manganites. The existence of nonmagnetic
disorder in the samples is confirmed with the fact that charge transport properties are very
dependent on the oxygen content. Moreover, measurements of magnetization indicate the
occurrence of small magnetic domains in them. Almost in all cases these properties cannot be
explained within a context of the usual one-electron band theory indicating the importance of
strong electron-electron and electron-lattice correlations. With an understanding of the
complexity of the problem came the realization of the uniqueness of manganites as a test field
for condensed matter physics theories and experiments.
Manganites are electron systems where strong couplings between the electronic
(charge carrier, orbital), magnetic (charge carrier spin, localized core spin), and lattice
(phonon) are at play simultaneously, and where classical simplifications that neglect some
interactions to study others in details simply do not work. The tunability of the properties can
be achieved by changing ionic sizes, chemical compositions, external perturbations like
magnetic and electric field, pressure, etc. These systems appeared as a prototypical example
of “strongly correlated electronic systems” as a result of delicate energy balance among the
coupling mechanisms shown schematically in Fig. 1.1. As a result, the electron conduction
process is greatly affected and materials have different conductivity regimes. Again, in the
transition state there is a distribution of metastable magnetic domains or distribution of
regions with different conductance, the flipping between those metastable states implies the
likelihood of conduction fluctuations additional to the thermal fluctuations. Hence, the
investigation of fluctuations will be interesting which are not only coming from the structural
sources but also from electronic and magnetic sources. The fluctuation study has the same
importance as the dependence of resistance on the magnetic field and temperature. We found
that study of electrical noise in manganites is an evidence of correlation between noise type
and magnitude of the resistivity as a function of temperature. The influence of magnetic field,
external electric field on the shape of the noise spectra as well noise magnitude has not been
clearly demonstrated experimentally. We experimentally try to elucidate the origin of noise in
the manganites, since it would be possible to further characterize the crossover from localized
to itinerant charge carriers. From the theoretical point of view, conduction fluctuations in the
2
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transition region reveal new features of the charge transport, supplementing the results from
conventional resistance measurements of the manganite systems. We will introduce results
where noise measurements provided key information in a broad range of investigations in
such complex oxide systems.

Figure 1.1: The schematic diagram showing different coupling mechanisms responsible for “strongly
correlated systems”.

Significant contributions to these complex oxide fields have been made by numerous
workers. What started as a quest to understand why these systems contribute different kind of
temperature dependent transport properties due to the interaction at the atomic and electronic
levels? With the development of advance experimental techniques a number of issues have
opened up to be looked into. One of these issues is metal insulator transition (MIT) for the
complex systems. In this dissertation we shall discuss why MIT is important as well as
interesting in L1−xAxMnO3 systems and how we explored the phenomena of MIT by lowfrequency noise spectroscopy. In perovskite materials, the MITs are associated with distinct
magnetic phases [7]. There are possibilities of existence of different phases simultaneously
around MIT in macroscopically small regions. These phenomenon leads to the competition
among free energies associated with them and regions near MIT appeared to be spatially
inhomogeneous. The theoretical studies regarding MIT have been investigated earlier [8, 9]
in these materials whereas, several advanced experimental studies have been done using
Scanning Tunnel Microscopy (STM) [10, 11], Scanning Tunnel Spectroscopy (STS) [12, 13],
Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) [14] to reveal the nature of MIT and related
phenomena. The authors were able to visualise the regions with mixture of electronically,
magnetically, structurally distinct phases of manganites at atomic scale around MIT.
3
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Fig. 1.2: (a) Dark-field images for La5/8-yPryCa3/8MnO3 showing simultaneous presence of insulating
and metallic regions near MIT [11], (b) Topography information from L1−xAxMnO3 surface with the
3D conductance map where red areas are highly conducting and black regions are insulating [12].

The typical examples of microscopic picture of the mixture of different conductivity regions
are shown in Fig. 1.2. The submicron metallic and insulating regions are dynamic in nature
and they are directly correlated to charge inhomogeneity and conductivity fluctuations.
Moreover, fluctuations could come from different sources like defect dynamics, carrier
density or even the density of states near Fermi level. Any of these fluctuations is likely to
have an impact on the conductivity of the system. There are other external effects like
pressure, magnetic field, electric field, film thickness, oxygen stoichiometry, x-rays can tune
this dynamics significantly. According to the most theoretical models, magnetic and transport
properties of these compounds are determined by magnetic interactions and electron
exchange between Mn ions. Significant effects of electron-lattice interactions observed
manganites point to the important role of the lattice in transport and other properties of these
materials. In spite of many aspects of charge transport dynamics and electron-lattice
interactions are still unclear. Our aim is to investigate the nature of complex dynamics in
different conductivity regimes including MIT using noise spectroscopy.
Another important issue we have studied in our thesis is: depending on doping
concentration how the system L1−xAxMnO3 can give rise to a number of distinctly different
transport dynamics which relate to conduction fluctuations. We worked on two doping
concentrations of manganites, x = 0.33 and x = 0.20 where at high temperatures we find
paramagnetic insulating states in both. But at low temperatures they are markedly different
from electronically as well as magnetically from each other. Both the systems undergo a
Curie transition (magnetic) at TC and appeared to be metallic and ferromagnetic below TC.
But the low doped one (x = 0.20) fails to retain its metallic behaviour throughout the low
temperature regime and becomes highly insulating being in the ferromagnetic phase and
gives rise to another MIT. The other sample has only one MIT ~TC . We can expect distinct
signature of fluctuation processes in different phases of them. We found discrete two-level
fluctuation processes (generally called Random Telegraphic Noise, i.e., RTN) near MIT in x
= 0.33 systems. We also found that these fluctuations can dominate at very low frequency
domains and carry clear evidence of simultaneous presence of different electronic and
magnetic phases near MIT. Again, the low doped one in the insulating side shows a very slow
and correlated dynamics which can be interpreted as an onset of glassy electronic system via
long range Coulomb interaction. The physics of glassy systems is one of the most interesting
and least understood problems in condensed matter physics. In the field of disordered systems
investigating several topics including the Coulomb glasses and the low temperature
properties of these are very important to discuss. The glassy dynamics of these low doped
4
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manganites have been explored theoretically but experimentally it is not revealed completely.
By noise spectroscopy we focused to the charge fluctuations phenomena in glassy phase and
as per our knowledge which is not done till date.
Our thesis is an attempt to understand the nature of correlated dynamics and some
fundamental physical phenomena in manganites. The motivation of our present work is to try
and characterize the behaviour of these fluctuations near the MIT point over time scales
ranging from 1-1000 sec. Spectral analysis and distributions give important information about
nature of dynamics occurring in various states of perovskite manganites.
In the next section we shall introduce about the perovskite system under study and
then we shall discuss the basic theories regarding noise spectroscopy. Hence, understanding
the physics of the fundamental processes going on in manganites can be probed by simple
resistance fluctuations phenomena and this is the main interest of this dissertation.

1.2 Introduction to Perovskite Manganites
1.2.1 Introduction:
The aim of this section is to give a general introduction to structural, magnetic, and electronic
properties of doped lanthanum manganites, and thereby form the basis for the discussion on
the experimental results obtained for the La1-xAxMnO3 compounds at doping level x ≤ 0.33
under investigation. The samples belong to the broad family of manganese oxide, RE13+
3+
3+
3+
xAxMnO3, where A is the rare-earth cation (La , Pr , Y , Nd ….) and A is an -alkali or
alkaline earth cation (Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+, Na+, K+….). These are known as mixed-valence
manganites, because Mn may consist in several valence states. They are also called doped
manganites, referring to the fact that the substitution of the rare-earth cation ( RE ) with an
alkali- or alkaline earth cation (A) serves as hole doping. Most manganites form perovskite
crystals (crystal structure resembles with mineral perovskite), including the layered
perovskites (the Ruddlesden-Popper phases).
These materials display Curie transition (TC ) below which the conduction electrons
are highly spin polarized. There exists delicate energy balance among electronic, magnetic,
and lattice which makes ground state inhomogeneous, leading to a multitude of ordered
phases and thus a very rich phase diagram. There are varieties of ordered ground states for
manganites, ranging from ferromagnetic metallic state to charge and orbital ordered
insulating states can also have antiferromagnetic spin order. The most fascinating properties
of the manganites are the influence of a magnetic transition on the electronic conduction.
Already in 1950, Jonker and Van Santen [15] discovered that the resistance below the
magnetic ordering, TC exhibits a positive thermal coefficient, indicating metallic-like
behaviour and a negative gradient above TC . This brings maximum in the resistivity near TC .
this behaviour were only explored in 1993, when a reduction of the resistance was observed
in thin films under application of an external magnetic field by Chahara et al. [16] and Von
Helmolt et al. [17]. This reduction was only 50% of the zero field resistance. A year later it
proved to be possible to reduce the resistivity by several orders of magnitude [18] and could
not be compared with any other kind of magnetoresistance. To distinguish this effect from the
Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) observed in multilayers [19, 20] it was called “Colossal
Magnetoresistance” (CMR). Where GMR is restricted below TC , CMR is a bulk property
which originates from magnetic ordering and is usually confined to the vicinity of TC . This
effect opened up a new era of practical and potential applications for magnetic sensors, readwrite heads in the magnetic storage devices having larger efficiency and capacity.
5
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The coupling between electrons and lattice vibrations (phonons) are unusually strong
in these materials and brings about that a small change in chemical composition, like the ratio
between trivalent and divalent ions at the A site or the average ionic radius of the ions on the
A site, leading to a wide range of striking physical phenomena. And most crucially, a similar
effect can occur due to external effects, such as temperature, hydrostatic pressure and
external magnetic field. These materials therefore provide an unprecedented opportunity to
study the physics of strongly coupled system and to elucidate the interplay between local
structure and global properties. The following subsections will be on a brief overview of the
physics of manganite system in general, where we discuss crystallographic structure, energy
scales which have dominant effect on electrical conduction and magnetic transitions and the
phase diagrams. Following this, we give a brief review of the ferromagnetic metallic (FMM)
and ferromagnetic insulating (FMI) states in manganites. Extensive reviews are available in
the published literatures [7-9, 21-26].

1.2.2 Manganite Parameters
This section will discuss the definite ionic composition, and crystallographic structures of
transition metal oxides. In this section we give a brief phenomenological introduction to the
exotic features of these materials.
1.2.2.1 Ionic composition
Lanthanum manganites, La1-xAxMnO3, can be regarded as a binary system consisting of a
solid solution between the end-members LaMnO3 and AMnO3, corresponding to x = 0 and x
= 1, respectively. In general, the oxygen atom has a great avidity for two electrons and
studies of the crystal chemistry of lanthanum manganites Jonker and van Santen (1950) have
shown that oxygen occurs exclusively as O2−, regardless of the nature of the atom A and the
value of x. Thus, the formal valence states of the x = 0 is end-member La3+1-xMn3+O2-3. If,
however, a number of La3+ ions are substituted by a divalent ion, such as Ca2+, a
corresponding number of Mn ions become tetravalent. Hence, the resulting compound have
mixed manganese valence and can be written La3+1-xA2+x(Mn3+1-xMn4+x)O2-3. Thus,
substitutions and the co-existence of manganese in two valence states provide extensive
possibilities to tailor the chemical compositions, and thereby the properties of the materials.
The substitution affects mainly two things:
• The interatomic distances and angles causing distortions that influence not only the
crystallographic structure but also the physical properties.
• The number outer shell electrons present in the Mn ions-some of the effects of this on
magnetic and electronic properties will be discussed in the next subsections.
1.2.2.2 Crystallographic structure
The parent compound LaMnO3 crystallize in the various derivatives of the so-called
perovskite structure of empirical formula REMnO3 as shown in Fig. 1.3. The ideal perovskite
structure is cubic, and can be regarded as three dimensional networks of MnO6 octahedra,
with smaller Mn ions in the middle of the octahedra. In the cubic perovskite the RE site is
twelve-fold surrounded by oxygen ions. But the ionic radius of the RE ion is smaller than the
volume, enclosed by the oxygen ions. The volume can be reduced by rotating the octahedra
with respect to each other. Many perovskite adopt this structure at high temperatures, but are
distorted at lower temperatures.
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Figure 1.3: Left image is a sketch of the ideal perovskite Pnma structure. The detailed illustration of
the structure emphasizing the octahedral environment of the Mn cations where the oxygens are
situated at the corners of the octahedras is shown in the right image [27].

The first report on the crystal structure of the manganites dates back to 1943 by
Náray-Szabá [28]. In 1968 it was first reported that REMnO3 has the Pnma space group [29],
but this report did not include LaMnO3. Just LaMnO3 has nearly cubic (pseudocubic) lattice
parameters, which makes a structure solution and refinement very hard. Elemans et al. were
the first to report the Pnma space group for pure LaMnO3 [30]. In order for the ions to be in
contact with each other in the ideal cubic structure, ( rRE + rO ) must be equal to 2 (rMn + rO ) ,
where rRE , rMn and rO are the ionic radii of RE, Mn and oxygen ions. From this relation

Goldschmidt has defined a tolerance factor, t ′ = (rRE + rO ) / [ 2 (rmn + rO ) ]. This criterion is
fulfilled if the radius of the RE-site cation equals that of oxygen (0.140 nm) and the radius of
the A-site cation is equal to 2 − 1 rO = 0.058 nm. If t ′ differs slightly from unity the atoms
are displaced from their ideal positions to minimize the free energy and a distorted perovskite
structure is formed. The perovskite structures are stable within the range 0.89 < t ′ < 1.2 in
oxides. Larger deviations from unity will lead to a different structure, e.g. ilmenite for t ′ < 1
and calcite for t ′ > 1 [15].
The oxygen stoichiometry of these REMnO3 compounds is very sensitive to the
synthesis conditions. Most of the perovskite manganites are of cubic structure with t ′ =1, is
distorted by cation concentration, cation size mismatch and Jahn-Teller (JT) effect, and there
is a variety of cubic, tetragonal, rhombohedral, hexagonal, orthorhombic and monoclinic
structures with rhombohedral and monoclinic angles close to the ideal values α r = 60° and
α m = 90°, β m = 90° respectively. LaMnO3 has an orthorhombic, perovskite structure (at
ambient conditions), which apart from the buckling of the network of MnO6 octahedra arising
from the misfit in ionic sizes ( t ′ = 0.95), incorporates a severe distortion of the MnO6
octahedra due to JT effect of Mn3+ [21]. The insulating nature and the anisotropic magnetic
nature of LaMnO3 arises out of its structural distortions, in particular the JT distortion and
orbital ordering. Thus the structure and the distortions around the Mn3+ play a crucial role in
determining the electronic transport and magnetic properties of these oxides. The true unit
cell of La1-xCaxMnO3 is orthorhombic Pnma with a ≈ c ≈ 2a p , and b ≈ 2 a p , where a p is

(

)

the lattice parameter of the pseudo-cubic unit cell and remains orthorhombic for all levels of
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Ca doping. The true unit cell is shown in Fig. 1.4(a) and the relationship between cubic and
orthorhombic unit cells is given in Fig. 1.4(b).

Figure 1.4: (a) The Pnma unit cell of La1-xCaxMnO3, giving an impression of the distortions from the
cubic unit cell. The ions are represented by black (manganese), grey (La or Ca) and white (oxygen)
spheres respectively. The region shown comprises four cubic perovskite building blocks. [31] (b)
Orthorhombic (thick lines) and cubic (thin lines) unit cells for La1-xCaxMnO3 and the relative
orientations of the crystallographic axes [32].

1.2.2.3 Orbital structure
The end-members, x = 0 and x = 1, containing Mn in only one valence state are usually
antiferromagnetic insulators, but intermediate compositions, which have mixed Mn valence,
may be ferromagnetic and have good conducting properties.

Figure 1.5: Structure of d- orbitals in manganites and show the single-electron wavefunctions for the
d-shell in Mn. The The e g orbitals are higher in energy in the manganites (top orbitals) whereas the
bottom three orbitals represent single particle t 2 g states. The t 2 g states are oriented with electron
cloud lobes directed in between the oxygen bonds. The images are taken from [34].
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The Mn2+, Mn3+, and Mn4+ valence state of Mn found in manganites have 5, 4, and 3
electrons in 3d levels. For manganese we shall focus only on the electronically active orbitals
i.e., manganese d orbitals. Many properties of these materials, from colour to magnetism, are
strongly determined by energetics of the complex ion formation by the d-orbitals of transition
metal compounds [34].
In free space, the manganese d-levels are 5-fold degenerate. Due to the presence of
nearby atoms there is a crystal filed which lift this degeneracy wholly or partially through
hybridization or by Coulombic interactions. Fig. 1.5 shows 5-fold degenerate d-orbitals. The
orbital structures have been constructed from single-particle spherical harmonic
wavefunctions and Hydrogen atom solutions.
In manganese the crystal field splitting is cubic as Mn atom is enclosed by octahedra
of oxygen atoms. This geometry splits the 5-fold degenerate states into two sets: 3-fold set of
t 2 g orbitals (lower energy) and 2-fold degenerate set of e g orbitals (higher energy). The
ground state electronic configuration of trivalent (Mn3+) and quadrivalent (Mn4+) Mn is 3 d 4
and 3 d 3 , respectively. The Mn3+ ion has four electrons in its outermost 3d energy level, out
of possible ten. Among the five d orbitals, each of which can accommodate one spin-up and
one spin-down electron. Hund's atomic rule dictates that the four electrons in manganese ion
should point in the same direction to minimize the electrostatic repulsions. As spin-up and
spin-down states are separated in energy, four electrons occupy the spin state with the lowest
energy. Electrostatic interactions between these four electrons and the neighbouring six
oxygen ions cause this single spin state to split by the octahedral crystal field into triplet with
three electrons and doublet with one electron.
The triple degenerate electron states:
The t2g orbitals are with energy 1eV [21] and are lower than two higher lying e g states.
These three degenerate states ( d xy , d yz and d zx ) are energetically favourable for the electrons
to occupy before either of e g orbitals. Hence, these three t2g orbitals are filled at first and are
largely localized. These spins couple strongly ferromagnetically to each other and hybridize
weakly with O 2p states-strengthing the tendency to remain immobile.

Figure 1.6: Illustration of orbital overlaps between Mn t 2 g and Mn e g orbitals with a p orbital of a
neighbouring O ion.

The t 2 g orbitals have their lobes oriented between the oxygen neighbours as shown in Figure
1.6. Again, there exists strong electrostatic repulsion between the electron orbitals and the
negatively charged O bonds. Thus these electrons take more energy to be activated. This set
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of spin is treated as “core spin” of magnitude S = 3/ 2 . The on-site Hund’s coupling tends to
align the e g spin to the t 2 g core spin. The exchange energy due to Hund’s rule coupling is
~2-3 eV for the manganites. Regardless of doping, each Mn site will normally produce the
spin 3/2 magnetic moment below magnetic transition temperature.
The double degenerate electron states:
The rest 2-fold degenerate states ( d x 2 − y 2 , d 3z 2 −r 2 ) are e g orbitals point directly to O atoms
(compare Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.5). Hence, they hybridize with the oxygen 2p orbitals giving
strong itinerant characteristics [35]. Due to the presence of this hybridization, the energy
bands are dispersive and electrons would traditionally form the conduction band in
ferromagnetic states. We mentioned earlier that each Mn atom has either three or four delectrons. This implies that there is a degree of freedom for the eg orbitals. These states
contain either none or one valence electron available for filling.
After considering the degeneracy, the electronic configuration of Mn3+ is t 23↑g e g↑ , while Mn4+
having configuration t 23↑g . However all the 3d electrons are subject to strong electron
correlation effect.

1.2.3 The Main Classes of Ordering
The interesting property of manganites is its complex phase diagram with doping
concentration. There is critical energy balance among different interactions which govern the
nature of the phase diagram as well as complex structures of these systems. In this section we
shall discuss four relevant ordering mechanisms, charge, lattice, magnetic and orbital.
1.2.3.1 Charge ordering
By substituting alkaline earth atoms for rare-earths, the doping effectively changes the Mn
lattice from d 4 to d 3 . As a result, there is a mixture of Mn species.

Figure 1.7: Charge ordering for a half-doped system: a “checker board type” ordering is shown
[37]. Each black square represents Mn4+ charged ions, and white Mn3+.

A typical example of these doped manganites is the class of manganites formed by the doping
of the parent compound LaMnO3. The doping is achieved by replacing a fraction of La with
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divalent alkaline earth cations A to have mixed valence La1-xAxMnO3. These doped
manganites have simultaneous presence of manganese in different valance states and x
fraction of Mn3+ changes to Mn4+ creating (1-x) itinerant e g electrons. It has been
investigated that, below some ordering temperature, the Mn4+ ions will order mostly due to
Coulomb repulsion. Goodenough [36] presented a “checker board type” cartoon diagram of
this ordering as shown in Fig. 1.7.
This cartoon is the simplest one where equal number of sites that differ in charge by
one unit. The author found that when Coulomb interaction between “extra” charged valance
electrons dominate, the system forms a pattern that maximizes the distance between that
charges in all directions. The author has described an energy point where kinetic energy of
the itinerant electrons decreases to the energy scale of the Coulomb repulsion which localizes
the charge carriers. Below this point Coulomb energy dominates the energy decrease due to
conduction mechanism and the electrons are affiliated with the respective Mn sites. As a
result, the states become insulating with the relative energy balance of kinetic and coulomb
terms.
1.2.3.2 Jahn-Teller effect
In 1948, H. J. Jahn and E. Teller introduced theory [37] which described the electron trapping
in solids considering symmetry considerations. This effect is now well known as Jahn-Teller
(JT) effect which does not imply a lifting of degeneracy but an asymmetry corresponding to
an instability of the lattice.

Figure 1.8: (a) The JT distorted perovskite structure (the rotation is not indicated). The cubic and
orthorhombic unit cells are indicated by thin and thick contours respectively. (b) The ab plane
highlighting the alternation of the short and long Mn-O distances in a and b directions. (c) The shape
of MnO6 octahedra in Mn4+ and Mn3+ ions [32].
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In the manganites, this instability leads to a distortion of the local oxygen lattice around the
immediate vicinity of the Mn, which effectively lifts the degeneracy of the two e g d-states.
Crystal field splitting, as noted earlier, is responsible for lifting the degeneracy of the 5-fold
degenerate d-states, but leaves two e g states set with equal energies. The e g splitting takes
place due to the oxygen distortion and this distortion can act as an anomaly that traps the
electron, removing its itinerancy. The Jahn-Teller distortion is only energetically favourable
if either of the t 2 g or e g sets is partially occupied. This only occurs for Mn3+ with its single
e g electron. Mn4+ gains nothing from distortion of the oxygen octahedron. In a Jahn-Teller

distortion the Mn-O bond length is increased in the c direction and increased slightly in the ab plane as shown in Fig. 1.8(a) and Fig. 1.8(b). When an e g electron moves between adjacent
Mn ions the Jahn-Teller induced lattice distortion moves with it. This coupling between the
lattice distortion and the e g electron is known as a polaron. At room temperature, the
polarons are free to move throughout the crystal and the paramagnetic state is essentially a
polaronic liquid [38].
1.2.3.3 Magnetic ordering
The magnetic properties are largely dominated by the transfer of electrons between Mn and O
orbitals. Actually, there is an exchange interaction between the Mn ions spins. These
interactions are relatively large between the two Mn spins separated by an O atom and are
controlled by the overlap between the Mn d-orbitals and the O p-orbitals. Depending on the
types of the orbitals involved, the interaction is antiferromagnetic (AFM), or ferromagnetic
(FM). For an example: Mn4+-O-Mn4+ interaction is AFM type whereas, Mn3+-O-Mn3+
interaction may be AFM or FM type. LaMnO3 has all the Mn ions at 3+ states, both FM and
AFM type interactions coexist.
Zener [39] and Anderson [40] have shown that Mn-O-Mn bonding arrangement
determines the magnetic coupling in perovskite manganites. They inferred that if
neighbouring Mn ions point their empty orbitals towards O2- then Mn-Mn separation is small
and coupling between Mn ions is AFM. But if one of the neighbouring Mn ion points its
occupied orbital towards O then the two Mn ions will be ferromagnetically coupled.
Generally there are two different types of interactions possible for magnetic coupling in these
manganites namely, double exchange and superexchange.
Double exchange:
Due to parallel coupling to the Mn core spin moments, electrons moving with conserved spin
are origin of a ferromagnetic exchange interaction.
Zener [39] introduced the concept of the ferromagnetic double exchange for
manganites, assuming two simultaneous electron transfers: one electron from Mn3+ to a
neighbouring O 2p orbital, and a second electron transfer from this 2p orbital to an adjacent
Mn4+ ion. The final and initial states after going through this process are degenerate. Hence,
these two states coexist and the two Mn core moments couple ferromagnetically. The
schematic diagram of the double exchange (DE) mechanism is shown in Fig. 1.9. According
to Zener double exchange is a magnetic interaction mediated by itinerant spin polarized delectrons which couple according to Hund’s rule to localized magnetic moments [9]. These
itinerant electrons are energetically favourable to gain kinetic energy. The DE neglects the
role of oxygen. The author also postulated the electrical conduction mechanism by double
exchange in manganites.
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Zener calculated the electrical conductivity σ was given by equation 1.1 as

⎛ xe 2 ⎞⎛ T ⎞

⎟⎟⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
σ = ⎜⎜
⎝ a P h ⎠⎝ TC ⎠

(1.1)

where x is the level of calcium doping, a p is the pseudo-cubic lattice parameter, h is the
Planck’s constant, e is the electronic charge, TC is the Curie temperature. DE is a very simple
model to explain the basic ferromagnetism in the system. Beyond that it fails to explain neither the metal-insulator transition at TC nor the Colossal Magnetoresistance (CMR) effects
(discussed later).

Figure 1.9: A schematic diagram of the double exchange mechanism showing the simultaneous
transfer of electrons between adjacent ions and the orientation of the Mn spins.

Figure 1.10: Schematic diagram for double exchange mechanism. Adapted from reference Mathur et
al. [24].

The theory was further enriched by Anderson and Hasewaga [41] to calculate the
exact hopping amplitude of electrons. The double exchange Hamiltonian can be written in
block form as
t0 I ⎤
⎡− J H S1 .s
,
(1.2)
⎢ −t I
− J H S 2 .s ⎥⎦
0
⎣
where J H is the on-site Hund rule coupling. The diagonal elements corresponds to energy
states of one electron and a Mn4+ core at site 1 and 2 respectively. The off-diagonal elements
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correspond to transfer between the two sites, where t 0 is transfer integral and I is the (2×2)
unit matrix. The detailed diagonalization calculations are not shown here. For J H >> t 0 , there
are two low-energy solutions are possible, which gives
E=−

JH S
⎛θ ⎞
± t 0 Cos⎜ ⎟ ,
2
⎝2⎠

(1.3)

where θ is the angle between two Mn4+ core spins. The ground state energy is lowest when
these neighbouring core spins are parallel (θ = 0). Thus double exchange mechanism favours
the ferromagnetism and the transfer integral can be written in a simplified form as
⎛θ ⎞
t = t 0 Cos⎜ ⎟ .
⎝2⎠

(1.4)

Figure 1.10 shows the double exchange mechanism schematically. The double exchange
mechanism is based on two assumptions: the electron transfer takes place with spin memory
and the transfer integral t 0 depends on the angle between two adjacent core spins. An
electron travelling from a Mn4+ core with one spin direction to other Mn4+ core with different
spin direction causes the direct violation of first Hund’s rule and the energy is required to
align the core spins on the Mn sites where the electron arrives. Since the electron transfer
depends on the angle between neighbouring magnetic moments, double exchange mechanism
explains why the mixed valence manganites show a close relationship between magnetism
and electrical transport. As it was earlier mentioned that amount of Mn4+ present in a mixed
valence manganites (La1-xAxMnO3) depends on x. The basic DE model is in qualitative
agreement with the experimental data. However, it cannot successfully explain the resistivity
of the insulating state, the magnitude of the CMR effect or the observed transition
temperatures.
Superexchange:

This is a very common interaction in most of the oxides mainly in insulating magnetic oxides
where the magnetic interaction between adjacent ions is mediated by that inter mediate nonmagnetic ion with a closed shell. The intermediate ion is O2- in superexchange.
If two orbitals on adjacent ions point towards each other, with one orbital fully
occupied and the other orbital having a vacancy, then the electron will spend part of its time
in the empty orbital on the other ion. For the case of the manganites, the orbitals involved are
the vacant Mn e g orbital and the occupied O 2p orbital, and so it is the O 2p electron that is
‘shared’ between the two ions. This virtual transfer of the electron is what characterises
superexchange. This mechsnism leads to either FM or an AFM alignment of the spins,
depending o the occupancy of Mn orbitals as depicted in Fig. 1.11. There is strong Hund
coupling between the core Mn t 2 g spins and any e g electron(s). There are two cases to
consider, namely when the Mn e g orbital has one permanent electron (Mn3+) and
occasionally the virtual electron, or only the virtual electron (Mn4+). For Mn4+, the t 2 g and
permanent e g electron will be spin-aligned (Hund’s rules), so the spin of the transferred
electron has to have the opposite sign, as required by the Pauli Exclusion Principle.
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Conversely, for Mn4+, the electrons in the Mn t 2 g orbitals align with the virtual electron from
the oxygen ion.
By applying these two rules and noting that the two electrons from the O 2p orbital
have opposite spins, we find that two adjacent empty Mn orbitals or two half-full orbitals will
lead to antiferromagnetic order, whereas an empty Mn orbital pointing towards a half-full one
will lead to a ferromagnetic alignment of the core Mn spins. However, unlike double
exchange, superexchange always results in an insulating state.

Figure 1.11: Schematic diagram showing the arrangement of spins and orbitals in superexchange.
The orbitals involved are the Mn e g and O 2p, and the dashed arrows represent the virtual transfer of
the electron between these orbitals. This means that the electron is located on the oxygen ion for the
majority of the time, but can be found in the manganese orbital indicated by the arrow. The three
panels result in an (a) antiferromagnetic, (b) antiferromagnetic and (c) ferromagnetic arrangement of
the core manganese spins respectively.

1.2.3.4 Orbital ordering
The orbital ordering refers to the ordering of the valance electron wavefunctions between
sites that occupy a similar state. Due to a number of different interactions, a certain type of
pattern can occur among sites that share the same orbital characteristics. This type of ordering
is common to many d-electron systems to understand the magnetism in them. This is an
important phenomenon which is believed to be responsible for the richness of the phase
diagram of the manganites. Some of the exciting and also poorly understood functions in
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these systems are thought to the direct consequence of orbital ordering, including
ferromagnetic insulating (FMI) states, stripes, or the asymmetry in the phase diagrams [41].
The orbital ordering means the ordering of the e g d-states of manganese. In the Mn
lattice of CaMnO3 with x = 1, every site has an unoccupied e g orbital, and so any amount of
distortion of the oxygen sub-lattice will not display an effect on the d-orbitals in a cubic
crystal field. As these orbitals are largely unoccupied, the JT effect merely refers to the
structural distortion of the oxygen lattice. The magnetism has been experimentally
demonstrated by taking into the orbital ordering mechanism. In this situation, JT effect is
much stronger and is a direct effect, the orbital structure is largely dominated by the
distortion of the oxygen octahedra due to Coulomb effects between the oxygen valence and
manganese d-shell electrons. When the JT effect is weak or absent, the superexchange
mechanism will completely determine the orbital ordering. In this case the distortion of
oxygen atoms is not present yet having a strong self-ordering of the e g Mn orbitals can be
found. The orbital degree of freedom controls the sign and magnitude of the spin exchange
interaction. Parallel orbitals are AFM ordered while orthogonal ones are FM. This usually is
accompanied by a JT-distortion of the oxygen octahedra, but in certain cases can occur with
very little lattice distortion.
We have discussed different effects in manganite systems. The energy scales involved
for different mechanisms discussed so far are listed in Table 1.1 below.
Hund’s
coupling
[23, 42]

Crystal
field
splitting
[23, 43]

Jahn-Teller
distortion
[44, 45]

Coulomb
interaction
[21]

Transfer
hopping
amplitude
[46, 49]

AFM exchange
energy
[50]

η
[23, 42]

EH (ev)
0.8-2

ECF (ev)
1-1.5

EJT (ev)
0.2-0.3

U (ev)
2-5

t (ev)
0.2-0.5

EAFM (ev)
0.02-0.05

EJT/t
1-1.5

Table 1.1: Approximate values for the energy scales of interaction mechanisms in manganites.

1.2.4 Doping Dependent Magnetization
The electron transfer depends on the angle between neighbouring magnetic moments. As it
was earlier mentioned that amount of Mn4+ present in a mixed valence manganites (La1xAxMnO3) depends on x. Figure 1.12 shows the ferromagnetic moment of La1-xCaxMnO3 as a
function of x (or equivalently the Mn4+ content).
For x = 0 the material is antiferromagnetic, but as x is increased and double exchange
becomes dominant, the ferromagnetic moment increases.
For x = 0.33, maximum value of moment is observed around where the ferromagnetic
moment approaches the theoretical spin-only value for a ferromagnetic mixture of Mn3+ and
Mn4+ (calculated as (1− x )μ B + 3xμ B , where μ B is the Bohr magneton). Upon a further
increase of x the ferromagnetic moment starts to decrease. This is due to the direct overlap
between t 2 g orbitals, which leads to antiparallel exchange coupling because only the spindown states are empty [36].
For 0.33 < x < 0.5, there exists a competition between the ferromagnetic Mn3+-Mn4+
double exchange coupling and the antiferromagnetic Mn4+- Mn4+ coupling.
For x = 0.5, antiferromagnetism becomes dominant due to superexchange, charge and
orbital ordering becomes important for conduction process.
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Figure 1.12: Predicted intensity of magnetization MS as a function of x in La1-xCaxMnO3 system [36].

1.2.5 Cationic Disorder
Other than doping concentration another important parameter is cationic radius rA which
determines the physical properties of manganites. There is no doped manganite without
disorder, as long as two or more different ions reside on the La lattice site at random. For
instance, La3+, and Ca2+ in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 have different ionic radius and charge. This
disorder will be induced by the radius variation on the La site has been quantified by the
2
variance δ 2 = rA2 − rA [51].
The amount of the substitution of divalent cations controls the valence of Mn ions
while the average radius of the cations (both divalent and trivalent), is given by

rA = (1 − x )rLa3+ + xrA2+ .

(1.5)

The radius variation introduces the distortion in lattice. We have mentioned earlier that
transfer integral t of an e g electron between two neighbouring Mn sites is mediated by the O
2p-orbitals and hence the hybridization between Mn 3d-orbitals and O 2p-orbitals is sensitive
to lattice distortion and tilting of MnO6 octahedra. The distortion increases with the decrease
of rA which causes the narrowing of e g band. This will destabilize the DE FM state and
directly affecting the ferromagnetic and metallic transition temperature.
The parameter δ 2 allows explaining discrepancies of TC (Curie temperature), TN
(AFM transition temperature), TCO (Charge ordering temperature) that are exhibited by two
compounds with same doping level and rA but different cations. Whatever the value of

rA and manganese valency are, the increased δ 2

depresses the magnetic interaction in

FM and AFM and destroy CO into weak ferromagnetism when the value becomes very high.

1.2.6 Magnetic and Electronic Phase diagrams
In previous sections the essential contributions to the electronic energy in manganites have
been outlined. Summarized these are (i) the kinetic energy of eg electrons, (ii) the Hund on17
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site magnetic coupling between e g and t 2 g electron spins, (iii) the coupling between e g
electrons and distortion of MnO6 octahedra (JT Effect), (iv) the crystal field splitting in the
octahedral coordination, (v) the Heisenberg magnetic coupling between nearest neighbour
localized electron spins, and (vi) the Coulomb interaction between e g electrons. Dominance
of one or combination of these contributions results in a multitude of different ground states.
With respect to the chemical composition, the ground state of L1-xAxMnO3 depends on (i) the
number of doped charge carriers x, (ii) the average ionic radii on La and Mn lattice sites and
(ii) the scatter of ionic radii on La site measured by a disorder parameter δ. In this section we
discuss about the ground states (in general) observed for manganites include ferromagnetic
metals (frequent), antiferromagnetic insulators (very frequent), ferromagnetic insulators
(rare), antiferromagnetic metals (rare), glassy insulators, and more complex canted magnetic
structures and even mixed-phase states as described in Fig. 1.13.

Figure 1.13: Phase diagram of La1−xCaxMnO3. PM-I: Paramagnetic Insulator, FM-M:
Ferromagnetic Metal, FM-I: Ferromagnetic Insulator, AF-I: Antiferromagnetic Insulator, CAF:
Canted AF and CO: Charge/Orbital Ordering. Filled and open circles indicate Neel ( TN ) and Curie
( TC ) temperatures. Stars indicate the orbitally ordered Orthorhombic (O) to orbitally disordered
pseudo-Orthorhombic (O*) phase structural transition ( Too ∗ ) temperature. The lines joining the
data points are guide to the eye [53, 54].

In this dissertation La1-xCaxMnO3 is the main compound of our interest and here we
try to give a brief phenomenological introduction to its intricate phase diagram rich with
resistive, magnetic and structural phases. This system is very susceptible to lattice and other
interactions. The Ca doped LaMnO3 is the prototype of the intermediate bandwidth mixed
valence perovskite manganite because the ionic size of Ca (~1.16Å) is almost identical to the
ionic size of La (~1.18 Å) and thus a true solid solution forms in the entire range of Ca
concentration [52]. Furthermore, the structure, unlike other perovskite manganites, remains
orthorhombic below ~700K in the entire doping concentration. So, La1-xCaxMnO3 is a good
candidate material for basic understanding and hence its phase diagram has been described in
detail which will also help to understand the experimental data prepared for this dissertation.
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Figure 1.13 illustrates the complex phase diagram of La1-xCaxMnO3. The competing phases in
La1-xCaxMnO3 have similar free energies and can coexist in equilibrium with each other.
The parent LaMnO3 and CaMnO3 are antiferromagnetic insulator at low temperatures
with A and G type of magnetic ordering respectively. (A type ordering refers to in-plane FM
ordering with interplaner AFM order. G type ordering refers to inplane and interplane AFM
ordering).
• 0 < x < 0.1, Antiferromagnetic insulator: For low doing, the substitution creates the
non-JT Mn4+ ions that breaks the cooperative nature of the JT and suppresses the Too ∗
very rapidly. This slowly destroys the AFM order and the system exhibits a FM-AFM
mixed phase or a canting of spins within the AFM ordered lattice (as suggested by de
Gennes).
•

0.1 < x < 0.2, Ferromagnetic insulator-charge ordered insulators: Ferromagnetism
sets in and exhibits an insulating nature of the system.

•

0.2 < x < 0.5, Ferromagnetic metal: Regime is ferromagnetic metallic ground state and
CMR effect is found. The regime becomes paramagnetic insulating for T > TC
(Ferromagnetic ordering temperature). The metal-insulator transition temperature ( TMIT )
in this regime is very close to ferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition temperature (TC ).
Increased hole doing leads to decrease in collective JT distortion present in the system.
This is manifested by the structural transition between two types of orthorhombic forms,
O (with C-type orbital ordering) and O* (without long-range orbital ordering).

•

0.5 < x < 0.88, Charge ordered insulator: At close to x = 0.5, where the ratio of Mn3+
and Mn4+ ions is 1:1 a CO and AFM insulating phase starts to evolve. This phase is real
space alternate arrangement of Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions. This is followed by an AFM ordering
at low temperatures.

•

x > 0.88, Antiferromagnetic insulator: Canted AFM (mixture of FM and AFM phases)
phase starts growing.

Some comments are relevant about Fig. 1.13:
(i) The phase diagram shows the idea of double-exchange, the large Hund coupling lead to
phase diagram mirror symmetry between x < 0.5 and x > 0.5, are not suitable to describe
these materials. In general, the x > 0.5 regime in the phase diagram is dominated by low
temperature AFM phase whereas x < 0.5 regime is dominated by low temperature FM phase.
The phase diagram has clear electron-hole asymmetry.
(ii) The AF/CO/OO phase has a very complicated arrangement of spin, charge, and orbital
order. The results at x = 0.0 and x = 0.5 are widely accepted and later confirmed using
resonant X-ray experiments.
The magnetic phase boundary also separates a low temperature “metallic” phase from
a high temperature “insulating” phase. We have used terms “metallic” or “insulating” by
considering the temperature dependent resistivity as ∂ρ / ∂T > 0 or ∂ρ / ∂T < 0 respectively.
A typical example of this is shown in Fig. 1.14 for “optimal” doping level x = 0.33 with
composition La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 [55]. Considering the phase diagram represented in Fig. 1.13
we can expect a paramagnetic (PM)-ferromagnetic (FM) transition at TC . This transition is
also accompanied by a sudden reduction in the resistivity ρ showing an insulator-metal
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transition (peak in the temperature dependence of resistivity) at a temperature T = TP . The
sample undergoes a paramagnetic insulator (PI)-ferromagnetic metal (FMM) at a temperature
T = TC ~ TP . Such a drop is well known in other ferromagnetic metallic systems and is
caused by the transition from a state with spin disorder to one without. Disorder causes
charge carriers with different spin orientations to scatter from each other, which increase the
electrical resistivity.

Figure 1.14: The insulator–metal transition in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 at T = TC ≅ 270 K. The sample is
insulating above TC and metallic below TC (adapted from Jain et al. [55]).

1.2.7 Colossal Magnetoresistance (CMR): an intrinsic electrical property
The manganites became much interesting due to observation of large magnetoresistance
(MR) effect in these compounds. MR is the change in resistance of a material in response to a
magnetic field. It is a result of the ability of magnetic fields to change the scattering of the
conduction electrons. This is commonly defined as Δρ / ρ = (ρ H − ρ 0 ) / ρ 0 where ρ 0 is the
resistivity without a magnetic field, and ρ H is the resistivity in presence of magnetic field. In
normal ferromagnetic materials the magnetoresistance effect is just a few percent. But in
perovskite manganites, the values can be as high as ~ 100% in magnetic fields of few teslas.
Hence this is commonly known as “colossal” magnetoresistance (CMR) materials.
The basis of the theoretical understanding of the CMR is usually referred to the DE
mechanism where the itinerant charge carriers (holes) provide the mechanism for
ferromagnetic interaction between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions. The ferromagnetic Curie temperature
is related to the strength of the transfer integral t between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions which itself
controls the electronic (hole) conductivity. It follows that in this system one should expect a
strong interplay between magnetic, transport and structural properties. But most experimental
data in recent works show that the DE alone would not be able to explain. Hence the effect of
electron-lattice coupling comes into play by supplementing the DE mechanism [56]. The
strong electron-lattice coupling appears in explaining the high-temperature paramagnetic
state, since only the spin disorder scattering does not provide with enough localized charge
carriers to explain insulator behaviour. The link between the tolerance factor, ionic disorder,
and the energy bandwidth tune the electronic and magnetic properties of the perovskites. The
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electron-phonon coupling coupling may localize carriers, because presence of an electron in a
given Mn orbital causes a local lattice distortion which produces a potential minimum: this
minimum tends to trap the electron in that orbital. If the coupling is the strong enough, these
tendencies lead to the formation of a polaron. This polaron formation competes with the
delocalizing tendency of electron hybridization. In the manganites, the nature of the DE,
electron-lattice coupling, type of ionic composition, carrier concentrations may change over a
wide range which change spin correlations. As a result we can see the dramatic effect of
magnetic field with temperature [53]. We have picked up two typical examples of MR done
on good quality single crystals of La1-xCaxMnO3 are shown in Fig. 1.15. Both the samples
undergo PI-FMM transition at TC . But at low temperature first one is ferromagnetic insulator
(FMI) and second one is FMM. The changes in MR characteristic are markedly different in
these two cases. Again, both cases we can observe a collapse of MR belonging to different
phases (FMI or FMM) depending on x. We are not going into the details of these systems.
But we want to mention that the conduction processes in these two samples are very different
from each other at low temperatures, which are prominent from MR data also.

Figure 1.15: (a) Temperature T dependent resistivity ρ in the absence of a magnetic field, and in the
presence of a magnetic field for (a) La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 with H = 14 Tesla [57] and (b) La0.7Ca0.3MnO3
with H = 6 Tesla [58]. The respective right ordinates denote the magnetoresistance % MR.

Thus interesting and complicated electrical and magnetic properties makes the physics
of manganites most challenging and interesting. The rich phase diagram consists of various
phases like AFM, CO, FMM, FMI, PMI and others containing information about electronic
and magnetic characteristics of the system. It should be noted that the FMM and the FMI are
the most significant phases for the study. In this dissertation will mainly focus on the
dynamics related to these states. In the following sections we shall discuss about the two
phases of our interest in La1-xCaxMnO3 in brief.

1.2.8 Ferromagnetic Metallic (FMM) state of manganites
The ferromagnetic and metallic phases are generally present the phase diagrams as we
discussed earlier. It is generally happens at doping levels (0.22 < x < 0.5) where phase is
ferromagnetic as well as metallic.
La1-xCaxMnO3 was the material first studied in the full range of densities 0 < x < 1 by
Schiffer et al. [59]. These authors measured the temperature dependent magnetization,
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resistivity, and MR in La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 which are shown in Fig. 1.16(a), Fig. 1.16(b) and
Fig. 1.16(c) respectively. The temperature dependence of resistivity of this material shows
MIT from a low-temperature metallic phase to a high-temperature insulating phase
characterized by the peak at TP . Accompanying the MIT, a magnetic transition from a hightemperature PM phase to a low-temperature FM phase characterized by the Curie temperature
TC at which spontaneous magnetization appears.

Figure 1.16: (a) Magnetization, (b) resistivity and (c) magnetoresistance of La0.75Ca0.25MnO3, as a
function of temperature for various magnetic fields (from reference [59]).

For all values of x the various low-temperature phases seen in La1−xCaxMnO3
eventually give way on warming to a PMI state. In the PMI state the extra electron on the
Mn3+ ions are arranged at random throughout the lattice. The Mn3+ ions can lower their
energy by JT distortion (shown in Fig. 1.16(b)). This leads to a coupling between JT
distortion and e g electrons. The paramagnetic state of La1−xCaxMnO3 is effectively a
polaronic liquid that is insulating. The method of conduction in the high-temperature
paramagnetic phase is not well understood. The insulating state of La1−xCaxMnO3 has well
defined activation energy E a in the range 0.1-0.24 eV [60]. There are three possible
mechanisms are a thermally activated model [61], a nearest neighbour hopping model [62]
and a variable range hopping (VRH) model [63]. We have already shown the temperature
dependent resistivity with and without magnetic field as shown in Fig. 1.15(b) which has a
distinct PMI and FMM states. The intrinsic low temperature transport properties in
manganites are far from trivial. The intrinsic MR vanishes of these compounds at low
temperatures, and correlates well with magnetization. Hundley et al. [64] investigated these
correlations by relating resistivity and magnetization with an empirical expression as
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⎡ M (H ,T ) ⎤
⎥,
M0 ⎦
⎣

ρ (H ,T ) = ρ m exp⎢−

(1.6)

over a wide temperature range all the way up to TC . A typical example of this formalism is
shown in Fig. 1.17(a). This model considers DE mechanism as an important effect. But in
contrast to exponential dependence Tokura et al. [65] found to decrease of ρ (H ,T ) as a
square of magnetic field.

Figure 1.17: (a) The magnetic field H dependent resistivity ρ (H ,T ) for La0.70Ca0.30MnO3 [65]. (b)
The resistivity vs T 2 and deviation from T 2 behaviour in La0.70Ca0.30MnO3 thin film sample [66].
Inset shows the difference in magnetization and its zero temperature extrapolation vs temperature.

It has long been thought that the MIT and FM-PM transition are qualitatively
correlated via the DE interaction mechanism, i.e., the hopping of e g electrons from the e g
orbital of Mn3+ to the neighbouring empty e g orbital of Mn4+ ions through 2p orbital of O2ions in-between [39]. The hopping of the e g electrons is enhanced in the FM state in which
the core spins ( t 2 g electron spin of Mn3+ and Mn4+) are parallel. In turn, the hopping e g
electrons promote FM order because they energetically prefer to polarize the spins in their
vicinity. The hopping e g electron does not pay strong Hund coupling energy if both e g and
t2g electron spins are parallel. The electron-spin scattering is minimized in this process and
the kinetic energy of e g is optimized. The applied magnetic field can suppress the spin
disorder around TC and shift both TP and TC to higher temperatures. However as seen from
Fig. 1.17(b), the resistivity for the sample La1−xCaxMnO3 with x = 0.30, obeys the relation
ρ (T ) = ρ (0) + AT 2 (T < 200K) studied by Jaime et al. [66]. For T >50 K, T 2 dependence of
resistivity but there exists a fair contribution from T 5 term indicating electron-phonon
coupling to resistivity phenomena. The T 2 dependence vanishes below 20 K and the
coefficient of T 2 term is 60 times larger than the expected electron-electron coupling and
hence ruled out proposed electron-electron coupling contribution to conduction mechanism
and single magnon scattering theory came up.
Figure 1.18 shows the low-field (5 Oe) variation of magnetization ( M ) with
temperature ( T ) for La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 [67]. The PM-FM transition occurs at TC ~ 260 K. But
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these data can not give an idea about the order of transition (1st order/2nd order) in these two
cases. Though the DE mechanism is the predominant source of ferromagnetism in
manganites is based on electron transfer between Mn core spins but is not sufficient to extract
all information related to ferromagnetism in manganites like some PM-FM transitions
accompanied with structural changes, long-rang and the short-range nature of ferromagnetic
ordering etc. We can not have idea that La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 shows a first order transition near
TC . These results were explained by examination of critical behaviour of manganites. The
critical behaviour has been studied in several manganite systems listed in [68]. Most FM
compounds exhibit a 2nd order transition near TC . A first order transition changes to second
order when disorder is introduced by proper substitution of divalent ions and hence
introducing a strong contribution from lattice (JT distortion of MnO6 octahedra and orbital
ordering). Most of the reports suggest an activated polaronic transport due to strong JT
distortion for La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 system. Theoretical calculations [69] also predict that a
strong polaronic effect can be responsible to explain the basic physics of manganite in the
FM phase.

Figure 1.18: (a) Magnetization versus temperature under an applied magnetic field of 5 Oe and (b)
Magnetization versus magnetic field isotherms in the vicinity of TC for La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 [67].

1.2.9 Ferromagnetic Insulating (FMI) state of manganites
We have discussed FMM state so far, the basic mechanism that couples to the spin and
charge in these materials can be explained by DE interaction. Another fascinating state of our
interest is ferromagnetic insulating (FMI) region for low doping concentration. The
unexpected coexistence of ferromagnetism and insulating behaviour seems to contradict the
conventional double- and super exchange models. In this section we shall try to give a brief
literature survey on FMI phase of manganites. As we are interested only on low doped La1xCaxMnO3 systems for this dissertation, we shall discuss it in Chapter 5 in details.
Fig. 1.19 shows the explored phase diagram at low doping concentration of Ca ions
[70]. For critical doping concentration x = xC ≈ 0.225 the doping-induced FMM to FMI
transition is observed in La1−xCaxMnO3. The origin of the coexistence of ferromagnetism
with insulating behaviour is not clear, but might stem from a delicate balance of charge
localisation by orbital ordering (OO), due to the JT effect, and ferromagnetic interactions
between Mn3+-Mn4+. The exact concentration dependence of this transition or the interaction
of this orbital order transition with the magnetic ordering is not known. Moreover, the
temperature- or doping-induced MIT is also not clear till date.
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Figure 1.19: Phase diagram of the La1−xCaxMnO3 system. The open rectangle and circle are from
low-fields (20 Oe) magnetization; the filled rectangle and circle are from resistivity data; the filled
diamond is from a specific-heat measurement. The magnetically ordered two-phase region extends
between the two vertical dashed lines [70].

By detailed theoretical calculations by Millis et al. [71] had shown that there is an
electron-lattice coupling along with JT polaron effects can explain some important effects of
these systems. Van Aken et al. [54] proposed that the suppression of coherent JT distortions
arising from d-type OO needed for stabilization of FMI states. They also found evidence for
coexistence between an OO and orbital disordered state. Papavassiliou et al. [72] also
supported the conjecture of OO phenomena for the appearance of FMI phase. By 55Mn NMR
sudy Savosta et al. [73] have shown the coexistence of FMM and FMI clusters and proposed
that FMI state of manganites can be viewed as cluster glass. They mentioned that their results
contradict the previous idea regarding charge and OO phenomena. Markovich et al. [74]
carried out several experiments like electrical resistance, MR, ac susceptibility, and electron
magnetic resonance studies in FMI state of low doped perovskite. They found coexistence of
ferromagnetic cluster glass with paramagnetic phase, i.e., insulating magnetic phase born in
FMM cluster glass. Again, by magnetization studies under consideration Hong et al. [75]
proposed that short-range charge/orbital ordering may be the issue for stabilization of FMI
state.
Ramakrishnan et al. [45] has proposed theory of the existence of virtual-DE
mechanism which arises when a JT polaron and a hole are nearest neighbour. Recently,
Shenoy et al. [76] had shown that an insulating state augmented by cationic disorder can arise
under this virtual double-exchange mechanism. It was been further shown that the long range
Coulomb interactions that are inevitably present due to doping can lead to nanoscale
electronic inhomogeneities even in FMM phase. They also proposed that due to long range
Coulomb interaction the FMI state appears to “Coulomb glass”. Jain et al. [57] also explored
the low-doped manganite system La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 in details which also exhibit FMI state at
low temperatures.
The temperature dependent resistivity in the FMI state is shown in Fig 1.20 which can
readily differentiate the behaviour different from FMM state. The sudden drop in the
resistivity near TC indicates the onset of ferromagnetic “metallic” state, and then it starts to
increase. The resistivity upturn identifies the growth of ferromagnetic “insulating” state. The
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transport property of FMI state is unique because Coulomb interactions between the carriers
directly change the conduction mechanism qualitatively. This is activated below the
ferromagnetic insulating transition temperature ( TFMI ). The low temperature resistivity ( ρ )
in FMI state shows a Efros-Shklovskii variable range hopping (ES-VRH) [78] with
1/ 2
temperature dependence ρ = ρ 0' exp(T0 / T ) where ρ 0' = ρ 0T 1/ 2 . T0 represents an energy
scale expressed in Kelvin. A soft Coulomb gap opens up near Fermi energy level due to
localized charge carriers.

Figure 1.20: Temperature dependent resistivity of (a) La1-xCaxMnO3 [77] showing the onset of FMI
state in these samples.

Here we have just introduced the basic features regarding the dynamics for FMI state which
is still ill understood. There exist theoretical difficulties to explain the ferromagnetic state
which is as well as insulating. We shall discuss this state in specific context of our thesis
again and try to open up new underlying physics of FMI states of manganites.
Till now we have discussed the basic characteristics of manganites. Their diverse dynamics
make any phase diagram complex and interesting. We have also studied the basic
characteristics of FMM and FMI phases. Though we have discussed the phases individually
so far, but there exists regions where two phases exist together, we call it “phase coexistence” region over surprisingly small lengthscales. In the following section we shall
discuss about the phase coexistence in manganites in brief.

1.2.10 Phase coexistence in manganites
The term “phase” in this context refers to spin, charge, and orbital patterns formed in the
inhomogeneous states. Although the basic phases like paramagnetic insulator, ferromagnetic
metal, charge order insulator seen generally in the phase diagram, initially appear to be quite
distinct, it is nevertheless possible to have multiple phases coexisting over a microscopically
small regions. The free energies of the phases involved are quite similar and the system may
be intrinsically inhomogeneous due to the competition between the various phases to be the
stable thermodynamic phase. As a result, the “bubbles”, “clusters”, or stripes found in the
inhomogeneous states. This phase coexistence becomes important in context of manganites
because of their stability in different conditions.
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Figure 1.21: (a) Generic phase diagram of two competing phases in the absence of quenched
disorder (or when this disorder is very weak). Thick (thin) lines denote first (second)-order
transitions. (b) With increase in disorder, the temperature range of first-order transitions separating
the ordered states is decreased, (c) In the limit of substantial disorder, a window opens between the
ordered phases. The state in between has glassy characteristics and it is composed of coexisting
clusters of both phases.

Figure 1.22: (a) Scanning tunneling spectroscopy images of the local electronic structure of La1obtained just below Tc in magnetic fields of 0, 0.3, 1, 3, 5, and 9 Tesla (from left to right
and top to bottom). The data was taken on a thin film sample with x ~ 0.3 (adapted from [10]).

xCaxMnO3,

Figure 1.21 shows the schematic diagram of different competing phases. Theoretical
studies have predicted that the metal and insulator phases of manganites are separated by
first-order transitions leading to bicritical or tricritical behaviour ([8], [9], [79]) (see Fig.
1.21(a)). When the disorder is sufficiently strong, a “window” with disorder characteristics
opens in between the two phases as shown in figure 1.21(b) and 1.21(c). A glassy phase
exists between FM metal and AF insulator. Related to previous studies have unveiled the
existence of a new temperature T * where clusters starts forming well above Curie
temperature. The size of the coexisting islands can be regulated by disorder and by the
proximity to the original first-order transition. The phase coexistence occurs in a wide region
of phase diagram and not just close to the phase boundaries as thought earlier. There were
several attempts and models to investigate the phase coexistence of manganites based on
electronic phase separation on a nanometer length scales and disordered-induced
inhomogeneity. However, the presence of two distinct length scales for phase separation was
in disagreement with the majority of the rapidly accumulating experimental evidence. Mathur
and Littlewood [80] used Landau theory to explain the coexistence and predicted the phase
separation on a mesoscopic length scale. Then Ahn et al. [81] proposed that strain can tune
the phase separation and found the phase coexistence over a micron scale. There are several
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experimental evidences to prove the phase coexistence but the results were modified by
effects due to defects, grain boundaries or dislocations. Such defects can alter the delicate
energy balance between the competing phases.
The visual evidence of phase coexistence was done by Uehera et al. [11] by electron
microscopy study. Fäth et al. [10] investigated samples of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 near the Curie
temperature TC by STM study and picked up real space pictures at a microscopic level,
mainly the surface and shown in Fig. 1.22(a). They found spatial variations of the local
electronic properties on a submicrometer scale forming ‘‘cloudlike’’ regions of conducting,
insulating, and intermediate phases. At high temperatures, they observed a growth of the
insulating domains. In this temperature regime, metallic and insulating domains coexist
(“electronic phase separation”) in a chemically homogeneous sample. This is an intrinsic
behaviour of the sample. Electron microscopy and STM results suggest that phase
coexistence occurs over hundreds of nanometers lengthscales.
In the last section we have discussed about the fundamental properties of the perovskite
system which we are going to investigate in this thesis. In the next section we shall discuss
about our measurement tool, i.e., the fundaments about noise spectroscopy.

1.3 Introduction to Noise
In this dissertation the resistance fluctuation (noise) has been used extensively as a unique
and fundament measurement tool to investigate the fundamental aspects of manganites. The
underlying physics of perovskite manganites are festinating and complex from doping
concentration, resistivity, magnetoresistance, phase-separation point of view. The charge
transport, magneto-transport, and the correlated dynamics in these systems have been studied
by the noise spectroscopy.
In the following context we shall introduce the basic principles of regarding noise
phenomena and mathematical expressions to quantify noise. In general, noise is a random
and spontaneous fluctuation of any physical quantity about its mean value. In physics, as
everywhere else, together with the strongly expected and deterministic processes we have to
deal with uncertain and random processes. The theory which treats the laws and relation of
random processes is called the probability theory. Random signal theory is one of the
important parts of probability theory which can describe the nature of fluctuation processes
satisfactorily. This section is mostly compiled from reference [82].

1.3.1 Basics of Random Signal Theory and Probability Density Function
Probability can be thought of as a numerical measure of the likelihood that a particular event
will occur. Let P{......} be the probability of an event indicated in the curly brackets. The
distribution functions can be written for a random process x(t ) as:

W1 (x1 ,t1 ) = P{x(t1 ) ≤ x1},

W2 (x1 ,t1 , x2 ,t 2 ) = P{x(t1 ) ≤ x1 ; x(t 2 ) ≤ x2 },

Wn (x1 ,t1 ;....; xn ,t n ) = P{x(t1 ) ≤ x1 ;....; x(t n ) ≤ xn },
where xi is value of random quantity at instant t i .
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For instance, Wn ( x1 ,t1 ;K; x n ,t n ) is the probability that random quantity x at instant t1
is less than a value x1, and at instant t n is less than x n .
If Wn ( x1 ,t1 ;K; x n ,t n ) is a differentiable function of the variables x1 ,KK, x n ; one can
write the corresponding probability density functions:

w1 ( x1 ,t1 ) =

∂W1 ( x1 ,t1 )
,
∂x1

w2 ( x2 ,t 2 ) =

∂W2 ( x1 , t1 ; x2 ,t 2 )
,
∂x1∂x2

wn ( x1 ,t1 ;....; xn ,t n ) =

(1.8)

∂Wn ( x1 ,t1 ;....; xn ,t n )
.
∂x1∂x2 .....∂xn

The functions wn are called n-dimensional probability density functions of the random

quantity x(t ) . The calculated probability of a variable x at instant t falls in the interval a <
x ≤ b can be expressed by using one-dimensional probability density function w1 (x,t ) as
b

P{a < x(t ) ≤ b} = ∫ w1 ( x, t )dx .

(1.9)

a

If all the distributions wn ( x1 ,t1 ;K; x n ,t n ) remain constant under any identical shift of all time
points t1 ,KK,t n , the random processes are called stationary. In this case w1 (x, t ) does not

depend on time t1, whereas wn ( x1 ,t1 ;K; x 2 ,t 2 ) depends only on (t1 − t 2 ) , that is may be
written as wn ( x1 ,x 2 t1 ,t 2 ) , and so on.
The mean value of the random variable x(t ) or its “expectation” value is equals to
1

x(t ) = ∫ x(t )dW1 ( x, t ) =
0

+∝

∫ x(t )w (x, t )dx .

(1.10)

1

−∝

The mean value of x r (t ) is called the r-th order moment. The mean value of random quantity

δ ( x (t ))r , where δ ( x, t ) = x(t ) − x(t ) is the deviation of the random quantity x(t ) from its

mean value x(t ) (r-th order central moment).
The mean value of any fluctuation squared is second order central moment, called
variance. This can be written as

(δx(t ))

2

+∝

=

∫ (δx(t )) w (x, t )dx.
2

(1.11)

1

−∝

A distribution is not uniquely specified by its moments, but is uniquely specified by
its characteristic function. Generally, a random quantity has a characteristic function defined
as the mean value of the function

e iνx , where
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parameter. As we mentioned earlier that W1 (x,t ) is differentiable, then the characteristic
function is the Fourier transform of the probability density function (equation 1.8):

ϕ x (v ) ≡ e

+∝

∫ dxe

=

ivx

ivx

w1 ( x, t ) .

(1.12)

−∝

If the random variable is the sum of N independent random variables, i.e.,
N

X = ∑ xi ,

(1.13)

i=1

Then the characteristic function of X is simply product of the characteristic functions of the
variables xi :

ϕ x (v ) = ϕ x (v ).ϕ x (v ).Lϕ x (v ) .
1

2

(1.14)

n

In the random signal theory the most important distribution is the normal (Gaussian)
distribution. The one-dimensional probability density function is

w1 ( x ) =

( )

1
2πσ

2

e

− δx 2
2σ 2

,

(1.15)

where δx = x(t ) − x(t ) is the fluctuation and σ 2 is the variance. According to the central
limit theorem, the data of small and unrelated random effects tends to be normally
distributed, so often random signals with unknown distributions in a good approximation are
assumed to be Gaussian.
The statistical characteristics of a random process are non-random quantities, which
measures by a corresponding averaging of the random quantities. There are two possible
ways of averaging:
(a) Averaging over time, i.e., over a sufficiently long record of the random process. In this
case the distribution function W1 ( x1 ) of a stationary process is equal to that part of the total
time t m of measurement of this process during which random quantity x < x1 . The mean
value of the random quantity is then:

1
x(t ) = lim
t m →∝ t
m

tm / 2

∫ dt ⋅ x(t ) .

(1.16)

−t m / 2

(b) Averaging over an ensemble average of large number N of identical systems. The mean
value is in this case is:
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x(t ) = lim

N →∝

1
N

N

∑ x (t ) .
i =1

(1.17)

i

Here xi (t ) is the value of random quantity at instant t in the i-th system of the ensemble. It is
not obvious that the above two averaging will give identical mean values. The random
process is called “ergodic” when these two mean values are identical. It may happen that in
some physical processes these two averaging may break down and we get “Non-ergodicity”.
1.3.1.1

Correlation function

The correlation function is the most fundament characteristics of any random process. It is a
non-random characteristic of the kinetic of the random fluctuations δ (x, t ) = x(t ) − x(t )
and shows how those fluctuations evolve in time on average.
Let there is an ensemble of a large number N of systems with identical conditions
where δxi (t1 ) and δxi (t 2 ) are the fluctuations in the i-th system of the ensemble at instant t1
and t 2 respectively. The correlation can be defined by the following equation:

k x (t1 , t2 ) = δx(t1 )δx(t2 )

1
= lim
N →∝ N

N

∑ δx (t )δx (t ) .
i =1

1

i

i

(1.18)

2

In a stationary system the correlation function remains invariable if both instances t1 and t 2
are shifted identically. Then k x depends only on ( t1 − t 2 ).
The correlation can be expressed by averaging over a sufficiently long record of random
process x(t ) in one system.

1
k x (t1 , t2 ) ≡ δx(t1 )δx(t2 ) = lim
t m →∝ t
m

tm / 2

∫ dt ⋅ x(t

1

+ t )x(t2 + t ).

(1.19)

−t m / 2

The above two correlation functions are identical when the system is ergodic. In stationary
systems k x depend on τ = t1 − t 2 . Function k x (τ ) is called autocorrelation function. At τ = 0
, the autocorrelation function is simply variance, i.e., k x (0 ) = (δx ) . As τ →∝ the
2

autocorrelation function of the fluctuation in stationary system is zero. The time in which
k x (τ ) decays to zero is called “relaxation time”. In real systems a number of kinetic
processes with different relaxation times exist.
1.3.1.2

Spectral density and Weiner-Khintchine theorem

Weiner-Khintchine theorem establishes a relation between the spectral density and
correlation function and was discovered by Weiner (1930) and Khintchine (1934). The
fluctuation δx(t) recorded over a sufficiently long time t m from t = −t m / 2 to t = t m / 2 . The
spectral power density is a quantity which describes the characteristics of a random signal. It
gives information about the distribution of that random signal in frequency domain as:
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2

tm / 2

1
S x ( f ) = 2 lim
t m →∝ t
m

∫ dt ⋅ e

i 2πft

δx(t ) .

(1.20)

−t m / 2

Considering a random process x(t ) which is continuous and infinite. This is a
continuous and infinite signal and can not be evaluated in frequency domain unless it is made
periodic. We can define a periodic function xT (t ) with time period T and is x(t ) within
− T / 2 and T / 2 . Thus we can define Fourier series of xT (t ) by the Fourier coefficient C n as
T /2

1
Cn =
T

∫

dt ⋅ xT (t )e

−i

2πnt
T

.

(1.21)

−T / 2

The periodic function can then be defined in terms of the Fourier basis function as
∝

xT (t ) =

∑C e

i

n

2πnt
T

(1.22)

n=−∝

This above equation (equation 1.22) must satisfy Perseval’s theorem which states that

1
T

T /2

∫ x(t )

2

dt =

2

∝

∑C

(1.23)

n

n=−∝

−T / 2

The equation 1.23 is the time average of the squared sample function giving the “mean
squared value”. This represents the integral power of the signal. Since power depends on the
sample function of an ensemble chosen is a random variable. Thus the time dependence of
power can be written explicitly as

1
P(t ) =
T

T /2

∫ x(t, t ′)

2

2

∝

∑C

dt ′ =

n

.

(1.24)

n=−∝

−T / 2

Thus, the power in the n-th frequency is also a random variable. Now we have to correlate the
above result with correlation function. It can be shown easily that if a signal has a periodic
component, then its autocorrelation function is also periodic over the same interval, i.e.
k xT (T ) = k x (0 ) . Hence one can write the autocorrelation function in terms of Fourier series as

k xT (τ ) =

∝

∑b e

k =−∝

n

i

2πnτ
T

,

(1.25)

where

1
bn =
T

T /2

∫ dτk (τ )e
xT

−T / 2

i

2πnτ
T

.

(1.26)
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Considering the Fourier coefficient of two of our periodic sample functions as defined in
equation 1.21. Performing the complex multiplication of two coefficients we get
T /2 T /2

1
CmC = 2
T

∫ ∫ dt dt x (t )x (t )e

*
n

2 T

1

1

T

2

−i

2π ( mt1 −mt2 )
T

(1.27)

−T / 2 −T / 2

Defining τ = (t 2 − t1 ) and using the autocorrelation function (equation 1.19) we can write:

lim Cn

T /2

−i
1
= lim ∫ dτk x (τ )e
T →∝ T
−T / 2

2

T →∝

2πnτ
T

= bn .

(1.28)

Thus the autocorrelation function and the power spectrum are a transform pair and
2

∝

k x (τ ) =

∑C

n

e

i

2πnτ
T

.

(1.29)

n=−∝

If we assume that power spectrum made up of a set of discrete expected power terms (i.e.,
2
C n ), then the definition of power density can be defined as
∝

∫ Sx ( f ) =

−∝

1
T

∝

∑

Cn

2

rect ( f − n / T )

(1.30)

n=−∝

where rect is the standard unit function defined as 1 between ( n / T −1/ 2 ) and ( n / T +1/ 2 )
and 0 (zero) everywhere else. f is a continuous frequency variable. We can create a
continuos power spectral density for all frequency f . If we integrate the power sepctral
density over all frequency we get
∝

∫ Sx ( f ) =

−∝

∝

∑

Cn

2

n=−∝

+∝

∝
1
(
)
rect
f
−
n
/
T
df
=
Cn
∑
∫
T −∝
n=−∝

2

= P(t ) .

(1.31)

Thus, the Weiner-Khintchinen theorem is

S x (T ) =

∝

∫ dτ ⋅ k (τ )e
x

−i 2πfτ

,

(1.32)

−∝

which establishes that the spectral density is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function.
In the light of above discussion we can quantify resistance fluctuations and
corresponding spectral power density of fluctuation. The fluctuation of resistance in a current
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carrying conductor about its time averaged value R is δR(t ) = R(t ) − R . Then noise can be
described in the frequency domain by spectral density of resistance fluctuation as:
+∝

S R ( f ) = 2 ∫ κ R (τ )e

−i 2πfτ

−∝

+∝

dτ = 4 ∫ κ R (τ )cos(2πfτ )dτ ,

(1.33)

−∝

where, k R (τ ) is the auto-correlation function of resistance (applying Weiner-Khintchine
theorem) and can be defined as:
T

1
κ R (τ ) = lim ∫ R(t )R(t + τ )dτ .
T →∝ T
0

(1.34)

When a constant current bias I is applied to the system then resistance fluctuation is
equivalent to voltage fluctuation δV (t ) = V (t ) − V about the time averaged mean voltage
drop V

across the system. Then the power spectral density of voltage fluctuation is

SV ( f ) = I.S R ( f ) . The dimensionality of voltage power spectral density is V 2 /Hz. Depending
on the physical origins of fluctuations underlying in the system, the characteristics of power
spectrum vary. In the next subsection we shall discuss about different types noise and their
shape of the power spectra.

1.3.2 Types of noise and shape of the spectra
1.3.2.1 Nyquist Noise
The voltage fluctuations caused by the thermal motion (noise termed as “thermal noise”) of
the charge carriers in any conductor. A schematic sketch of thermal agitation of electrons in
conductor is shown in Fig. 1.23.

Figure 1.23: Schematic diagram of thermal motion of electrons in a conductor.
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Due to randomness of the thermal motion, the current carried by the flow of those
charge carriers moving in a given direction is, in general is not counterbalanced by the
current of those moving in the opposite direction. So the net current flowing in the system is
nonzero even absence of any external current sources. The mean value of this random
fluctuation current is zero. This noise is universal and present in all types of conductor
irrespective of the type of conduction (electronic, ionic) or type of material (metal or
semiconductor).
The random motion of charge carries generate an equilibrium current noise, i.e., by
the fluctuation of charge carrier velocities. So Nyquist noise is an equilibrium fluctuation
process. In the same equilibrium system other physical quantities like temperature,
distribution of charge carriers in energy, scattering centres (like defects or dislocations) and
their orientations in the crystal fluctuate. However, these fluctuations, due to symmetry, are
not measured in the current or voltage noise unless a mean current, generated by an external
current source, is passed through the conductor. The mean current should be sufficient to
reveal the fluctuations and generate non-equilibrium (or near equilibrium) “excess” noise. So
the sensitivity is the keyword of fluctuation spectroscopy. The power spectral density of
thermal noise at an equilibrium temperature T is given by ([1], [2]):

Sth = 4k BTR .

(1.35)

Thus, power spectral density of Johnson noise is “white” (no frequency dependence) over the
frequency range. A 50Ω resistor has about 1 nV/√Hz of thermal noise. Thermal noise stops
completely at absolute zero temperature. The left side image of Figure 1.24 shows the voltage
fluctuation across a conductor due to thermal agitation and right hand image is the spectral
density due to that thermal fluctuation.

Figure 1.24: Left image: Voltage fluctuation across a conductor due to thermal fluctuation of the
carriers inside, Right image: Spectral density of thermal fluctuation S th = 4k B TR .

1.3.2.2 Shot noise
The name shot noise is short of Schottky noise and sometimes it is referred as quantum noise.
Shot noise arises across a junction due to arrival of individual electron at random times. This
gives rise to broadband white noise and increases with increase of average current flow. It is
independent of temperature. The spectral density of the shot noise is given by
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Se = 2e I .

(1.36)

For I =1×10-3 Amp, S e ~ 2pA/√Hz is observed. The shot noise is expected in devices like
tunnel junctions, vacuum tubes where electron arrives randomly and independently and their
distribution can be described by Poissonian distribution only. In sufficiently small metallic
film of length L where l < L < l e − ph , S e = 2/3e|I| and l is the elastic mean free path and le-ph
is electron-phonon scattering length. If lee is the electron-electron scattering length in the
system and l ee < L < l e − ph , then Se = 0.89 e I [83]. The prediction was proved
experimentally by Steinbach et al. [84].
1.3.2.3 Flicker noise
Flicker noise is found in all active devices including homogenous semiconductors, junction
devices, metal films, liquid metals, electrolytic solutions, and even superconducting
Josephson junctions. In addition it has been observed in mechanical, biological, geological,
and even musical systems, in active devices and some of the passive devices like carbon
resistors. Flicker noise was first observed in vacuum tubes [85] and gets its name from the
anomalous “flicker” observed in the plate current. Flicker noise is known as “ 1/ f noise” as
its spectral power varies as 1/ f α where α is very close to unity (α =1.0±0.2). This is
“excess” noise and is made visible by passing a current through the resistor. There are some
systems that show often large departure from this behaviour showing a very large α and some
systems show “Random Telegraphic Noise” (RTN) (discussed later) that shows a Lorentzian
power spectrum which has 1/ f 2 frequency dependence.
A simple model to get 1/ f spectra was first proposed by F. K. Du Pŕe [86]. Consider
a simple double well potential where two accessible energy states are separated by energy E a .
The system fluctuates between two states with a characteristic time τ (relaxation time) which
depends on E a . According to random signal theory discussed earlier, one can define an
autocorrelation function C (τ ) ∝ exp(− t / τ ) of the fluctuation. Hence the spectral density of
the fluctuation is of Lorentzian form:

S( f ) ∝

2τ

1 + (2πfτ )

2

.

(1.37)

For fτ << 1 the power spectrum is white and for fτ >> 1, S V ( f ) ∝ 1/ f 2 . The time series of

this fluctuation gives RTN. If D(τ ) is a distribution of relaxation times for fluctuation
processes the spectral power will be a superposition of Lorentzians given by

S ( f ) = ∫ dτD(τ )

2τ

1 + (2πfτ )

2

.

(1.38)

If we choose D(τ ) ∝ 1/ τ and τ 1 ≤ τ ≤ τ 2 , spectral density S V ( f ) ∝ 1/ f α (α~1) within the
frequency range 2π / τ 2 ≤ f ≤ 2π / τ 1 . At a glance the characteristics discussed above is given
in Table. 1.2.
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Table 1.2: A comparative study: the characteristics of Random Telegraphic noise and typical 1/ f
noise.

In metal, two-level system can be realized as a defect fluctuation between two double well
potential levels separated by energy E a . So the relaxation time scale τ = τ 0 exp(− E a / k B T )
assuming the defect obey thermally activated kinetics. Similarly distribution of relaxation
times can be related to distribution of activation energy as D(E ) = τD(τ ) / k B T . Which implies
that, at a certain temperature, the criterion for the spectral density to have 1/f form for the
frequency range f 2 ≤ f ≤ f1 becomes D(E ) = constant, for the range of activation energy
kβT ln (τ 1 / τ 0 ) ≤ E ≤ kβT ln (τ 2 / τ 0 ) .
There are three relevant models which appeared in literature to explain the origin of
1/ f noise: the McWhorter number fluctuation model [87], Hooge mobility fluctuation model
[88-90] and Dutta-Horn model [91]. There are experimental evidences to support these
theories.
•
The McWhorter Model (Number Fluctuations): The McWhorter number fluctuation
(Δn) theory [87] states that 1/f noise is generated by fluctuations in the number of carriers due
to charge trapping in surface states. The theory explained origin of 1/ f noise in
semiconductor-oxide interface. This process will be activated with the quantity Ea in this case
being the depth of the trap. The fluctuation of the carrier density will cause the resistance to
fluctuate giving rise to noise. If the traps are distributed throughout the width of the oxide and
if the rate limiting step for the trapping and detrapping is the tunneling of carriers from bulk
to the traps, then the distribution D(τ ) will depend upon the distribution D(l ) of the
distances of the trap from the interface. For a tunnelling process τ = exp(l / l 0 ) and hence :

D(τ ) ∝

∂l
D(l ) ∝ l 0 D(l )τ .
∂τ

(1.39)
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Thus a uniform distribution of the depth of the traps ( D(l ) ~ constant) will give D(τ ) ∝ 1/ τ
and hence 1/ f power spectrum of the resistance fluctuations. Being a fluctuation in ( Δn ) it
is better for semiconductors or for systems close to the Metal-insulator transition.
•
The Hooge Model (Mobility Fluctuations): In his paper “ 1/ f noise is no surface
effect”; F. N. Hooge [88] proposed that 1/ f noise is essentially a bulk phenomenon.
Working with metal films [88], he championed an empirical relation for 1/ f noise in terms
of resistance fluctuations, where the spectral density of the resistance is:

SR ( f ) =

α H R 2+ β
N

fα

,

(1.40)

where N is the total number of free carriers in the bulk, α and β are constants ( β ≈ 0).
α H is known as “Hooge's constant" an empirical parameter with value about 2×10-3.
According to this equation, the spectral density is independent of temperature and material
parameters and is a power law at all frequencies. This equation fit his data for metal films
very well (see his plots in Figure 1.25.
These results [88], proved that the fluctuations in the conductivity are due to
fluctuations in mobility and not in the number of charge carriers. Hooge summarized
experimental support for his mobility fluctuation ( Δμ ) theory in [90] and some theoretical
support (a development of a phonon scattering theory) was provided by Jindal and van der
Ziel [92].
This simple model fails to explain some of the experimental results, e.g. in case of
manganin, contact noise measurement yield close to the Hooge value for αH, whereas bulk
measurements [93] yield α H <10-4. In case of such metals like Cu, Ag and Au, the noise in
bulk samples at room temperature is indeed in one order of magnitude agreement with above
equation. The noise is temperature dependent an in ways that are characteristics of each metal
and therefore can not be described by a universal function α H (T ) .

Figure 1.25: 1/ f noise in ten metal films [88]. The solid line correspond to a value of α H = 2×10-3
for Hooge’s empirical parameter.
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•
The Dutta-Horn Model: To explain the temperature dependence of experimental data
for frequency exponent α ( α H (T ) in Hooge model) in metal films, Dutta-Horm [91] left the
concept D(E ) ~ constant criteria and proposed D(E ) to be slowly varying within the
activation energy range. The model based on thermally activated kinetics, i.e.,
τ = τ 0 exp(− E a / k B T ) . Then the expression for spectral density can be written as:

S( f ) ∝ ∫

τ 0 exp(E a / k B T )
D(E )dE .
2
1 + (2πτ 0 ) exp(2E a / k B T )

(1.41)

Integrating the above equation and expanding D(E ) in Taylor’s series the expression for
spectral density can be written as:

S( f ) ∝

( )

k BT
D E' ,
2πf

(1.42)

where E ′ = −k B ln (2πfτ 0 ) . So the frequency exponent α = −∂ ln S ( f ) / ln f . Dutta-Horn
model derived the temperature dependent form of α as;

α = 1−

1
⎡ ∂ ln S ( f ,T ) ⎤
−1⎥ .
ln(2πfτ 0 ) ⎢⎣ ∂ ln T
⎦

(1.43)

Dutta-Horn model of 1/ f noise is a good explanation of the spectral shape over a
wide frequency band. The experimental observations show the coupling mechanism of defect
motion is the manifestation of resistance fluctuation. But none of the above models can
describe this coupling mechanism. However, this model implies that there are scale 1/ τ 1 and
1/ τ 2 of the frequency defined by the two extremities of D(τ ) .
In the linear conduction regime, the normalized spectral densities for voltage, current and
resistance fluctuations have the same value and are independent on V , I and R :

SV ( f ) S I ( f ) S R ( f )
=
=
.
I2
R2
V2

(1.44)

The above relation is experimentally proved and cannot be interpreted properly. But the
relation allows a statement that voltage and current fluctuation spectral densities are
determined by the resistance fluctuations spectral density.

1.4 Use of noise spectroscopy to probe manganites: A brief
review
1.4.1 Introduction
For the basic physics of manganites, the investigation of low frequency fluctuation has the
same importance as the dependence of resistance on the external parameters like temperature,
magnetic field, current injection. The magnitude of the low frequency noise carries
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information about the quality of the samples, films and crystals. From the theoretical point of
view resistance fluctuations in the transition regime reveal new features of the charge
transport, magnetotrasport. There are some other generic issues concerning noise in these
perovskite manganites,
(a) The most likely source of noise in these materials is associated with motion of oxygen. In
most of the perovskite oxides, oxygen is a particularly mobile species and has much smaller
activation energy of migration (often < 1 eV). This is much less than that of the cations. Also
the perovskites are defect stabilized and contain oxygen vacancies that facilitate oxygen
migration. Interestingly oxides like the rare earth manganites (CMR oxides) are used as
oxygen conductors. In fact it has been established in the general context of metallic
perovskite oxides like LaNiO3 that oxygen motion does cause noise in resistance as well as
drift in resistivity [94].
(b) These materials are susceptible to strain which plays a very important role in deciding the
charge transport. As a result, the presence of inhomogeneous strain can cause a conductance
fluctuation. It is to be noted that the strain in the grown layer (arising due to substrate quality,
growth condition, lattice mismatch and the thickness) can be inhomogeneous. Therefore, the
noise in these films depends on good control of the film growth, controls of strain and oxygen
stoichiometry necessary to produce low noise oxide films.
(c) Devices made from artificial grain boundaries are common in these oxides. Grain
boundaries are prominent sources of noise.
In this section we give a brief overview on some selected reports on low frequency resistance
fluctuation phenomena in manganites in form of thin films and single crystals.

1.4.2 Overview on published results
We have reviewed the published papers in the following categories:
(1) Issues of CMR and grain boundary effects,
(2) Issues of charge ordering and other phenomena, and
(3) Issues regarding phase separation in manganite systems.
1.4.2.1 Issues of CMR and grain boundary effects
Starting from 1994, CMR materials have become interesting to look into. We can observe
very significant changes in resistivity even with a very low magnetic field ~ 0.01 Tesla. So,
electrical fluctuation phenomena in these materials revealed interesting physics of
manganites.
One of the first reports on noise in manganites was made by Alers et al. [95] on thin
films of La0.6Y0.007Ca0.33MnOx near metal-insulator transition. They observed the power law
dependence of noise spectral density with frequency exponent α = 1±0.2 at all temperatures,
except near the transition. The magnitude of normalized noise in ferromagnetic metallic
phase was found to be many orders of magnitude larger than the typically observed in metals.
This result was unconventional from any defect mediated mechanism. The authors described
the observed equilibrium fluctuation of resistivity at low frequency caused by local
magnetization fluctuation and the 1/ f noise is a result of domain fluctuation. The peak of
normalized noise versus temperature was accompanied by a peak in the frequency domain
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was observed in the region near transition as shown in Fig. 1.26. Authors conclude that
resistance fluctuation is directly coupled to the imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility,
χ″, through which magnetic domain fluctuations is manifested as resistance fluctuation. The
resistance fluctuation is related with local magnetization as
2

2

⎛ M ′ δρ ⎞ κTχ ′′
⎛ δR ⎞
⎟⎟
,
⎜ ⎟ = ⎜⎜ S
⎝ R⎠
⎝ ρ δM ⎠ ΩfM S

(1.45)

where M is the internal local magnetization, M S is the small field saturation magnetization,
and M S is the large field saturation. Most of the temperature dependence of noise appears
due to temperature dependence of χ″. The effect of a magnetic field on magnetization
fluctuation is to align the domains and suppress the spontaneous fluctuations of the relative
alignment of neighbouring domains. Application of magnetic field causes to decrease of
noise peak amplitude and such behaviour is also observed for χ″ in ferromagnetic materials at
ferromagnetic transition.

Figure 1.26: Temperature dependent 1/ f noise magnitude normalized by volume and resistivity.
Inset shows the frequency dependence averaged over 1 octave at 115 K with zero field and a field of
10 kOe (adopted from Alers et al. [95]).

Rajeswari et al. [96] reported 1/ f noise in two hole doped manganite perovskite
oxides, La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (LCMO) and Pr0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (PSMO) oriented films, which
exhibit CMR effect. They have compared there results against very high quality epitaxial
films of YBa2Cu3O7. They have estimated noise magnitude by calculating Hooge parameter
and found 5-6 orders larger than those of the epitaxial films. The normalized noise spectral
power density in the oriented films increases with decreasing temperature below the
resistivity peak. The experimental data for their films has been shown in Fig. 1.27. Based on
their transport measurements they have quoted possible origins: (1) the materials showed
high correlation with oxygen contents, (2) the charge transport mechanism is highly governed
by DE mechanism and the conduction process is related to hopping rate of the electron
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between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions, (3) the sensitive dependence of this hoping rate to Mn-O-Mn
bond length and bond angles, (4) oxygen migration, and (d) spin dependent conductivity in
FMM states. But they also found some anomalies also, like- for T > TP (high temperature
insulating state) the noise decreases with decreasing temperature, whereas, for T < TP noise
increases with decreasing temperature. The behaviour on the insulating side conforms to what
is expected from the Dutta-Horn model of defect fluctuations the noise data on the metallic
side is strikingly different and if interpreted in the framework of the Dutta-Horn model,
implies a rise in density of states with decreasing temperature, suggestive of the presence of
additional modes of fluctuations with lower characteristic energies

Figure 1.27: Comparison of the normalized noise power spectral density of epitaxial thin films of
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 and Pr0.67Sr0.33MnO3 with that of epitaxial thin films of YBa2Cu3O7 as a function of
temperature [96]. The transport data for respective films have been shown inside the picture.

One published report by Hardner et al. [97] discussed the origin of resistance noise in
manganites. They observed the electrical noise arising from the thermal fluctuations of
magnetic domains and noise spectral density S ( f ) is close to 1/ f form. Authors argues if,
for example, deviation in resistance δR came from fluctuations in inerdomain hopping rates
2
but R came primarily from other processes, surprisingly for (δR / R ) to change by only a
factor of 3 upon reducing H from 5T to zero at 115 K while R(H ) changes by a factor of
80. Thus if the noise came from a weakly H -dependent component one would expect a
change in fractional noise power of a factor of 6400. So, authors believed that noise is not
probing the minor transport or fluctuation dynamics rather the main process responsible for
the CMR in this material. The noise they observed was non-Gaussian. Individual steps in
resistance had amplitude (δR / R ) ≈ 10-3. If one would relate those steps to the domains in
homogeneous conductor, the fluctuating domains would have to have area on the order of 104
cm2 which is quite unrealistic. These results create doubt about the current homogeneity in
manganites. Later on most of the authors have supported intrinsic inhomogeneities in
manganites and recognized as a general property of the material.
Reutler et al. [98] studied low frequency 1/ f noise of epitaxial thin films of
manganites with temperature and applied magnetic field. Authors observed that structural
disorder and strain arising from lattice mismatch between the substrate and the film can tune
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the amplitude of the resistance fluctuations. They assumed that resistivity is a unique function
of net magnetization. So the spectral density of the noise defined as
2

⎛ dR ⎞
S R ( f ) = S M ( f )⎜
⎟ ,
⎝ dM ⎠

(1.46)

where noise spectral density due to magnetization fluctuation S M ( f ) is directly related to
magnetic susceptibility χ″ as
SM ( f ) =

k T
2 1
χ ′′( f ) B .
π f
Ω

(1.47)

They observed the normalized noise amplitude ( a R as appeared in report [98]) values
obtained for strain free thin films are by several orders of magnitude smaller than data
published earlier for manganites, both for thin films [95, 97, 99-103] and bulk samples. In
particular, authors did not observe an increase of the noise level in the ferromagnetic regime
and the 1/ f noise level is comparable to that of a conventional metal. The noise peak
appeared near ferromagnetic transition temperature TC at zero applied magnetic field and
severely suppressed by magnetic field > 2Tesla (see left image of Fig. 1.28).

Figure 1.28: Left image: Temperature dependent normalized resistance fluctuation aR with different
applied magnetic fields for strain free film. Inset shows a R / R with temperature at ferromagnetic
phase, Right image: Temperature dependent a R for a strained film (adopted from Reutler et al. [98]).

Increase of aR arsing from additional noise sources going from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic
regime which is not directly related to resistance. Authors claimed that complex magnetic
structure in paramagnetic region can be viewed as consisting of small ferromagnetically
ordered clusters embedded into a paramagnetic environment. Additional fluctuations in
disordered regions at domain boundaries or fluctuations of the domain magnetizations other
than regular defect scattering are responsible for increased a R . The suppression of noise
peak at TC by an application of magnetic field is directly related to ordered/disordered
transition at magnetic phase transition. As TC is approached large fluctuating ferromagnetic
clusters freezes and helps to form ferromagnetic domains. Application of magnetic field
above 2T the sample enters in homogeneous ferromagnetic metallic phase and further
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increase of magnetic field causes further reduction of a R . The strong coupling of resistance
to magnetization gives rise to low frequency resistance fluctuation. The estimated Hooge
parameter was reported as 8×10-2 at room temperature which is larger than the conventional
metal. Authors claimed that low-strain film with less disorder can have less value of Hooge
parameter than conventional metal. They performed noise experiments on strained film (1.5%
lattice mismatch) and Hooge parameter obtained was 106. This large increase of Hooge
parameter as well as noise magnitude support the increased disorder plays an important role
in noise. However, this result can be evidence there could be a phase separation near the
metal-insulator transition.
Merithew et al. [104] discussed the equilibrium conductivity fluctuations of
mesoscopic domains in film and bulk crystals of manganites. The average statistical
properties of noise were found independent of whether it was measured below or well above
coercive field H C , and independent of field cooling versus zero field cooling. The results are
expected if the fluctuation arises not between the states with different magnetization
orientations but rather between the ones with different magnetization magnitudes, with the
preferred orientations set by local and applied symmetry breaking field. There is fair
possibility of the presence of magnetization orientation fluctuations in the system. They
observed discrete two-level fluctuation process. The discrete resistance steps (δR / R ) were
found to be 10-4 and the calculated domain volume was 10-9 sample volume. Thus the
homogeneous current model can be ruled out for these manganite systems. For each
fluctuator Boltzmann factor (ratio of time spent in the two states) have magnetic field
dependencies, strongly indicating that the stability of the mixed phase comes from a term in
the free energy favouring the mixture of two microphases.

Figure 1.29: Magnetic-field dependence of noise level for low fields, with H parallel (a) and
perpendicular (b) to the grain boundary at T = 10 K. The corresponding dc resistance is shown for
comparison (dotted lines). In (c) and (d) the noise levels are plotted vs the dc resistance (reproduced
from reference [105]).

Mathieu et al. [105] studied electrical noise, which originates from grain boundaries
[104]. They performed magnetoresistance as well as resistivity in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 film
deposited on a bicrystal substrate. The authors found that noise spectra could be characterized
by 1/ f noise as well Lorentzian spectrum. The magnitude of the Lorentzian part of the noise
wasn’t proportional to the magnetic field derivative of the dc resistance and proposed that
noise does not originate from random domain wall motion. The authors estimated the energy
barrier and resulting domain size and concluded that domain -wall fluctuations with energy
barriers determined by the pinning energy of defects, are the origin of the Lorentzian
resistivity noise contribution. Magnetic field dependence of the noise level for low fields in
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both orientations (perpendicular and parallel to the grain boundary) plotted against film
resistance was found to be hysteresis (see figure 1.29). Thus two level fluctuators, which is
responsible for the Lorentzian noise contribution is a precursor of larger and more dramatic
changes in the domain configuration occurring when the resistance switches between lowand high-resistance states.
1.4.2.2 Issues of Charge ordering and other phenomena
We have already discussed that depending on the composition (Mn4+/Mn3+), average A-site
cationic radius, temperature, and magnetic field, the ground state can in general be a FMM,
charge-ordered insulator (COI), charge-disordered antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI), and
even FMI. In the composition range where the Mn4+/Mn3+ ratio is ~0.25-0.5, the ground state
is typically FMM or COI.

Figure 1.30: (a) The spectral power as a function of frequency at few representative temperatures
(0.94< T / TCO <1.04). The appearance of a distinct Lorentzian riding on the 1/ f background is seen.
The inset shows the appearance of RTN at T ~ TCO responsible for low frequency Lorentzian
fluctuations (b) The contribution of the 1/ f component

(ΔR )2 / R 2

2

(ΔR )2 / R 2

1

and that of the Lorentzian

as function of the dc bias J dc at T = 226 K. Adapted from reference [106].

Bid et al. [106] investigated low-frequency ( f <10 Hz) noise spectroscopy of the
COI system Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3, which shows a well-defined transition at TCO ~ 245 K. They
have studied ac noise characteristics in presence of dc bias. Their investigations were not
only to find whether there is a clear possibility of coexisting phases at T ~TCO but also to find
out the destabilization of CO phase by inducing dc bias currents. They found that this dc bias
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leads to non-linearity in conductivity due to CO destabilization. They studied a broad 1/ f
component of noise that exists at all temperatures. But there is an additional low-frequency
component that becomes very large close to TCO . This low-frequency component contributes
a Lorentzian of corner frequency f C to the power spectra as shown in Fig. 1.30 (a). They
have shown that the Lorentzian power spectra are associated with appearance of RTN in the
time domain. Such low frequency noise components riding on the 1/ f spectrum also appear
when a dc bias is applied above a threshold current density J th . They found at J ≈ J th , there
is onset of nonlinear conductivity in the system and as T → TCO from above (in the COI state)
there is a rapid rise in the magnitude of the 1/ f component of the noise whose magnitude
below TCO remains more or less T independent at least down to T / TCO ≈ 0.8 and shown in
Fig. 1.30 (b). They mentioned that in the region close to but above the transition where the
1/ f noise steeply rises as T is lowered.

Figure 1.31: (a) Resistivity and 1/ f noise intensity at f =1 Hz as a function of temperature. ρ (T )
was recorded using 10 µA dc current bias. Inset shows a typical power spectral density of the noise in
La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crystal samples; (b) Current dependence of the noise intensity at f =1 Hz.
The dashed line is drawn according to S V ∝ I 2 [107].

Recently, Wu et al. [107] investigated nonequilibrium 1/ f noise in La0.82Ca0.18MnO3
single crystals. The crystals were injected dc current bias and the noise had been investigated
in such current biased systems. The authors observed that temperature dependent noise
follows the resistivity changes with temperature. They observed noise scales as a square of
the current as expected for equilibrium resistivity fluctuations. When the current was
increased above a threshold value, the noise started to decrease. Figure 1.31 shows the
temperature dependence of noise spectral power seems to follow the change in resistance
with temperature, independently of the dominating conduction mechanism and magnetic state
of the system. The noise spectral power SV was found to be proportional with square of the
applied current (I) except at T = 77 K. The authors found the initial increase of noise power
with I 2 but around 1 mA it started to decrease. Moreover, they found normalized
S V = S V /V 2 = S R / R 2 = S r = Constant , where spectral density of resistance fluctuation S R
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is temperature and current independent. Since R varies strongly with temperature, they
suggested that at all temperatures the resistivity fluctuation equals a fixed fraction of the
resistance and δR ∝ R . This result abbreviated the surprising change in the magnetic state
and dissipation mechanism of the sample with changing temperature. The current flow
actually suppresses the noise at low temperatures which is more surprising. As an
explanation, they proposed that 1/ f noise observed is an incoherent superposition of
individual random two level fluctuation (Lorentzian power spectrum) processes which are
thermally activated. This work reported noise feature for low doping manganite with
increased current bias.
Tumer et al. [108] recently observed small fluctuating components in Pr0.5Ca0.5MnO3
system and the transition was characterized by a competition between pinned orbital domain
topology that remains static and mobile domain boundaries exhibit slow, temporal
fluctuations. They performed coherent soft x-ray resonant scattering measurements and
analysed time as well as temperature dependent Bragg peak associated with speckle pattern
near charge-ordering temperature and below. The authors recorded the time evolution of
domain wall motion and change in the spackle pattern which is prominent in time scale. The
dynamics is slow and they are also associated with domains that occur on large length scales,
about 50 lattice spacings. They interpreted, at a given temperature; the bulk of a domain
volume is static. The domain walls are pinned except for temperature very close to the
transition where the domain walls are able to execute small-amplitude motion. The
manganites possess a source of quenched disorder which couples to the orbital ordering
parameter. Moreover, the coupling pins the domain walls, and though critical fluctuations are
absent in this regime. The coupling between multiple degrees of freedom- charge, spin, and
lattice has mostly been considered at the mesoscopic level. They investigated the interactions
between order parameters which are complex and involve a range of length scales. The
dynamic time-domain measurements give an insight not only at transition but explore new
features of complex oxides.
1.4.2.3 Issues of phase separation
Podzorov et al [109] to explained noise in phase separated manganites by a model
based on percolation theory. They measured 1/ f noise in the polycrystalline as well as
single crystalline bulk samples of La5/8-xPrxCa3/8MnO3 with x = 0.35. They observed
diverging behaviour of 1/ f noise. In accordance with percolation theory, transition
temperature TC was determined with high accuracy. Critical components, found from scaling
analysis of SV and R on the metallic side of the CO-FM transition gave values of critical
exponents in consistency with the predictions of the inverted random-void model of the
continuum percolation. The magnitude of R was found to be similar for both types of
samples but R for the single crystal reproducible steps as a function of T in the vicinity of
TC .
Raquet et al. [110] also investigated fluctuations with time in the ratio of
contributions coming from the two phases. They observed the presence of fluctuators
fluctuating between two discrete levels of energy states below ferromagnetic Curie
temperature. They performed resistance fluctuation experiments on thin films of
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 grown on LaAlO3. The authors proposed a mixed-phase percolating
conduction process by which fluctuators can swap between two phases with differing
conductivities on a timescale of few hundreds of milliseconds. The discrete two-level
resistance fluctuation process, random telegraphic noise (RTN) was investigated by them in
detail. They have observed RTN at various temperatures below the ferromagnetic Curie
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temperature TC . From 4 to 170 K, the resistance fluctuations appear due to presence of few
fluctuators and hence give anomalous non-Gaussian behaviour (see left image of Fig. 1.32).
In few temperatures single fluctuator dominates and gives rise to RTN. The fractional
resistance ΔR/R varies from 0.01% to grater than 0.2% and which is surprisingly high for
macroscopic sample. For other temperatures where there is no RTN, noise spectral density
has 1/ f form. They proposed that two-level fluctuation process is a thermally activated
motion of the fluctuators between two accessible energy states (up and down) separated by
activation energy E a . So from Arrhenius law, the average time spent by a fluctuator in i-th
state can be written as τ i = τ 0,i exp(E a / k B T ) where τ0,i describes about the coupling between
the thermal bath and the fluctuator. The temperature dependence of τ i arises purely from
thermal fluctuations. They have studied the magnetic field dependence of noise and τ i they
have defined magnetic field dependent barrier energy as shown in right image of Fig. 1.32.
Thus, authors argue, that those fluctuators, even though they have a strong magnetic field
dependencies, can not originate from magnetic domains. Instead, rapid variation of energy
with temperature, as inferred from RTN, suggest the dynamic coexistence of two phases: a
ferromagnetic metallic phase and a phase with relatively depressed magnetic and electrical
properties. The RTN occurs when resistance switch back and forth between two phases. The
applied magnetic field stabilizes the most favourable ferromagnetic state which has low
resistance.

Figure 1.32: Left image: Resistance vs time at different temperatures. The noise alternates from a
strongly non-Gaussian fluctuation-type to a random telegraphic noise (RTN) with ΔR / R ranging
from 0.01 % to 0.2%. There exists superposition of few two-level fluctuations processes with different
characteristic lifetimes. At certain temperatures only a single fluctuator dominates, giving rise to
RTN. Right image: (a) Schematic representation of an asymmetric double-well model used to describe
the fluctuation process; (b) The measured average lifetimes for the high-resistance state ( τ up ) and the
low resistance state ( τ down ) are plotted versus the reciprocal temperatures; (c) τ up and τ down versus
magnetic field (see reference [110]).

At low temperatures, the conductivity is high and passes through ferromagnetic metallic
phase. When temperature is increased, some of the ferromagnetic clusters move to depressed
state with increases resistance, the resistance change results appearance of RTN. Authors
proposed an existence of mixed phase percolation process to explain its complex conduction
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process. In spite of, there exists a noise peat below Curie temperature as in metallic phase.
Thus the conduction process is dominated by narrowest current paths. A few clusters sitting
at those current paths have huge effect on conductivity in the metallic network, which results
a large increase in noise level. The typical size of the switching cluster is (20 nm)3 which
involve 105 Mn atoms. Finally authors emphasized that the final state was never exactly the
same upon thermal cycling: the RTN could disappear altogether and, if present, displays
different characteristics. The mixed phase is not related to any chemical inhomogeneity or
physical disorder.

Figure 1.33: (a) Frequency dependence of noise spectral power at temperature T =86 K. In the inset,
bias current of the noise spectral power density SV for La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 at 86 K and 20 Hz; (b)
Temperature dependence of the normalized noise at 20 Hz. In the inset, the resistivity of the film on
(100) MgO; (c) Magnetic field dependence of the normalized noise power spectral density: Noise ( H
) = [ S V /V 2 (H ) − S V /V 2 (0 ) ]/[ SV /V 2 (0 ) ], at room temperature and at 20 Hz. In the inset, the
high magnetic field magnetoresistance of the same sample at 300 K. (d) Frequency dependence of the
normalized noise power spectral density at 12 Tesla and 300 K for the same film. Adapted from
reference [111].

The detailed investigation was done by Raquet et al. [111] on La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 film on
MgO substrate as a function of the temperature (5-300 K) and magnetic field (up to 12
Tesla). The normalized resistance noise was characterized by Dutta-Dimon-Horn model and
suggested that, below ferromagnetic Curie temperature the resistance fluctuation is directly
coupled to the thermally activated spin fluctuations. The authors also observed the drastic
decrease of noise level when a continuous magnetic field (12 Tesla) was applied to the
manganite sample. Figure 1.33(a) shows the normalized spectral power density at 86 K where
figure 1.33(b) shows the temperature dependence of normalized noise spectral power. The
spectral power clearly indicated the 1/ f noise and by the application of continuous magnetic
field, up to 12 Tesla revealed a 75% decrease of noise level. But the authors didn’t observe
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any significant variation in the frequency exponent α as a function of field indicated in figure
1.33(c) and 1.33(d). To explain the effects observed, the authors assumed that mean square of
resistance fluctuation should be temperature dependent and the energy distribution should be
multiplied by a temperature dependent function g (T ) . The function expected to be
temperature dependent power law. Best fitted curve was found to be proportional to T 4.2 .
Temperature dependent resistivity was related to the term T 4.5 and which is closely related to
the best fitted curve. They proposed that the fluctuations could be associated with electronmagnon interaction in the double-exchange theory. So temperature dependent resistivity can
be linked up with number and strength of the fluctuators associated with the spin fluctuations
in the system whose coupling to the resistivity is proportional to T 4.5 . These arguments were
supported because of suppression of noise spectral power with an application of magnetic
field. The established link between noise feature and resistivity was further verified by this
experiment within the framework of Dutta-Dimon-Horn model because the same scattering
centres seem to be responsible for the resistivity and its fluctuations.
We have discussed that although double exchange and electron-phonon coupling
effects are most common accepted interactions in manganites, but these are still insufficient
to describe correctly the complex transport properties, fluctuations in resistances and
obviously the features associated with phase separation. There are theoretical as well as
experimental studies to rectify the intrinsic inhomogeneity due to the presence of strong
tendencies towards phase separation. The submicron ferromagnetic metallic and
ferromagnetic insulating regions are directly correlated with charge inhomogeneity and
results conductivity fluctuations. Moreover we also discussed the dynamic behaviour of
different phases of manganites. All the dynamic features keeping in mind we dedicate our
dissertation on time dependent resistance fluctuation process which will explore not only the
dynamic phase separation but also discuss the time dependent phenomena in different phases.
In the next section we will discuss the basic theories related to resistance fluctuations
(“noise”) built up the main layout of the thesis.

1.5 The Layout of the thesis
Here we present our motivations regarding the work which we are going to present in this
dissertation are as follows:
• To understand the underlying dynamics associated with ferromagnetic metallic state of
manganites by measuring resistance fluctuations in the system using well characterized
thin films of manganites.
• To understand the electrical resistance, non linear conductance process in the
ferromagnetic insulating states of manganites and to study the fluctuation dynamics
related to transport phenomena in this particular phase using single crystals.
• To study the resistance fluctuations in ferromagnetic insulating state with the application
of external dc current. Then to study the basic characteristics of noise spectral power
present in this particular state. Then to investigation the fundamental noise sources
responsible for the resistance fluctuations.
We will focus ferromagnetic metallic state as well as ferromagnetic insulating states of
manganites in form thin films and single crystals respectively. The film is of composition
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 which had been grown on oriented single crystals of SrTiO3. We have used
La0.80Ca0.20MnO3 single crystals to study the ferromagnetic insulating state of manganites.
The thesis contains seven chapters as follows:
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1. Chapter 1: In this present chapter, we presented a brief overview of the physics of
manganites and the relevance of the study. This chapter includes the basic theories of
resistance fluctuations which can be used as a tool to investigate dynamics of the
fluctuating processes in different phases of manganites. This chapter will gives an outline
of the problems addressed in this dissertation.
2. Chapter 2: In this chapter we discuss the film growth technique and give a brief overview
of the methods to grow the single crystals. Then we discuss the experimental techniques
to characterizations of the samples grown. The data obtained have been presented the
subsequent chapters, chapter 4 through 5.
3. Chapter 3: We have used noise extensively as an experimental tool. In this chapter we
discuss the experimental noise measurement techniques in detail. This discussion will
include the low frequency noise measurement using digital signal processing to show its
applicability and strength. As the low frequency noise measurements are very sensitive to
external noise sources, we have dedicated a section on grounding and shielding of the
system from all possible noise sources. This is to increase the sensitivity and performance
of the system as well as to increase the quality of the data obtained.
4. Chapter 4: In this chapter we have studied resistance fluctuation in thin films of
composition La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 grown on oriented single crystalline SrTiO3 substrates. We
have studied temperature dependent resistivity and low field magnetoresostance of the
sample. The noise has been investigated on these films and compared with the previous
data in published literatures. The film were very low noisy through out the temperature
range of investigation (77 K – 300 K, includes the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic
transition regime) and we investigated how strain plays in important role in these
samples. The magnetic filed dependent noise has also been studied to capture the
coupling between magnetization and resistance fluctuations. This important observation
explores the dynamics near ferromagnetic phase transition.
5. Chapter 5: This chapter we have studied temperature and frequency dependent noise on
low doped (La0.80Ca0.20MnO3) manganite single crystals. The sample exhibits non-linear
conductance in the ferromagnetic insulating regime and are very sensitive to external
current bias. They follow Shklovskii-Efros hopping conduction below ferromagnetic
insulating transition temperature and shows electroresistance phenomena. We have
investigated very Nyquist noise with external current bias and also with varying
temperature. We have measured low frequency noise by ac bias in presence of dc bias.
There is a dramatic change in the nature of white noise has been observed. This chapter is
dedicated to investigate the fluctuation dynamics of ferromagnetic insulating state of
manganites.
6. Chapter 6: In this chapter we have investigated a very novel system like nickel nanowire
which is ferromagnetic even in the form of nanowire and remains metallic. We have
already extensively investigated a ferromagnetic metallic system like hole doped
perovskite (La0.67Ca0.33MnO3) and studied the magnetization fluctuations in that systems
in Chapter 4. We extended and generalized our view to see the nature of the fluctuation
processes in ferromagnetic metallic system and asked whether we can see the coupling of
magnetization with the resistance or not. The samples were single crystalline and
polycrystalline in nature. The noise amplitude depends on the crystallinity of the wires.
This chapter presents an extensive work done on nickel nanowire of different diameters
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varying from 15 nm to 50 µm. Moreover, we observed thermally activated magnetization
reversal process in the systems and suppression of noise spectral power with the
application of low magnetic field.
7. Chapter 7: We conclude our discussion by introducing future plans and scope of further
researches in this field based on the work done for this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Sample Growth and Characterization Techniques
All the data presented for this dissertation was taken on hole doped rare earth transition metal
oxides (manganites) as a form of highly oriented films and single crystals. In this chapter we
shall discuss about the growth techniques of the samples and the instruments used for
essential characterizations.

2.1 Introduction
Lanthanum manganites (manganites in general) can be prepared by many different synthesis
techniques and in various forms, including single crystals, polycrystalline ceramics and thick
or thin films. Single crystals can be grown in several ways, for instance by the floating-zone
method (Urushibara et. al. 1995 [1]). Polycrystalline samples can be prepared by solid state
mixing, involving repeated steps of mixing, grinding and heating of oxides until a singlephase manganite is obtained. Polycrystalline manganites can also be synthesized by various
wet-chemical methods (Mori et. al, 2000 [2]; Philip and Kutty, 2000 [3]). Thick manganite
films can be produced by spraying techniques and well-defined 2D-patterns can be obtained
using screen printing techniques (Balcells et. al. 2000 [4]). Thin films are usually grown by
laser ablation (pulsed laser deposition) or sputtering using sintered polycrystalline targets
(Prellier et. al. 2001 [5]). Depending on the substrate, thin films can be prepared in epitaxial
as well as polycrystalline forms (Gupta et. al. 1996 [6]).
The hole doped manganites under investigation in this present work have the general
formula RE(1−x)AxMnO3 and are obtained by replacing “ x ” fraction of the rare earth
transition metal element “RE” is La, a trivalent elements “A” is Ca, a divalent cation. This
has the effect of creating Mn4+ ions from the Mn3+ ions as are present in the pristine
compound LaMnO3 for x = 0. The electrical and magnetic properties of manganites are
strongly dependent upon the Mn3+/Mn4+ ratio. This ratio is also affected by oxygen nonstoichiometry or cation (La and/or A) non-stoichiometry since crystal structure of manganites
admits vacancies in the La (A-site) sublattice. These factors in turn affect the crystallographic
and defect structure of the compound. From a crystal growth point of view then, the adjusted
formula of the compounds may be written thus: (La(1−x)Ax)yMnO3−d, where “ y ” quantifies
the La and/or A cation non-stoichiometry, and “ d ” represents the oxygen non-stoichiometry.
The Ca-doped lanthanum manganite samples characterized in the present work were
films and single crystals prepared by the wet-chemical technique and by the floating zone
methods respectively. For films, the divalent Ca-ion concentration was taken as 33%, i.e., x
= 0.33 and the hole doped lanthanum manganites prepared as La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (LCMO33).
The single crystal samples prepared with Ca-ion concentration as 20% ( x = 0.20) which
gives manganites as La0.80Ca0.20MnO3 (LCMO20). This chapter gives a description of the
sample preparation and the characterization techniques. This will help to built up an idea
about the data collected on the samples and presented in the subsequent chapters in this
thesis.
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2.2 Growth of the films of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (LCMO33)
2.2.1 Overview on chemical solution deposition technique:
The chemical solution deposition (CSD) technique [7] is a method where unit species of
material to be deposited is applied in a liquid/solution form at lower temperatures (<100°C)
and typically atmospheric pressures on the substrate which act as a physical support where no
reaction occurred. The technique, which includes the sol-gel process, is one of the most
common processes used as a fabrication technique for thin films. This process can be widely
used for optical, electrical, magnetic, mechanical and catalyst applications. The important
advantages of the chemical solution technique are high purity, good homogeneity, lower
processing temperatures, precise composition control for the preparation of multi-component
compounds, versatile shaping, and preparation with simple and cheap apparatus, compared
with other methods.
The chemical solution deposition technique is essentially a mass transport process.
The transformation of a liquid solution to a solid crystalline film is accomplished through
three steps as shown in Fig. 2.1:
Metal-Organic Molecule

Control of Chemical Bonds in
Intermediate Compound

Precursor Solution

Concentration
Coating

•Selection of starting materials
•Selection of solvents
•Selection of additives (ligand)
•Controlling the reaction of metallo-organics in solution

•Forming the metal-organic complexes
•Controlling the viscosity
•Selection of substrate
•Selection of coating method
•Optimization of coating conditions

Precursor Film

Crystallization

Thin Film

•Optimization of crystallization conditions
(Heating conditions and atmosphere control)

•Annealing the film

Figure 2.1: Flow-sheet describing the steps for chemical solution deposition technique.
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In this technique, the starting raw materials are not only mixed at a molecular level in
the solution, but also reacted to cause an appropriate chemical modification of the metalloorganic complexes, leading to the development of new molecular engineering.

2.2.2 Preparation of precursor solution
2.2.2.1 Materials
Commercial lanthanum acetate hydrate, calcium mono-acetate hydrate and manganese (II)
acetate tetra-hydrate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, India [8]. Acetic acid was
purchased from Merck, India [9]. The molecular structures of these materials are shown in
Fig. 2.2.

Lanthanum acetate
La(CH3COO)3.1.5H2

Calcium acetate
Ca(CH3COO)2.H2O

Manganese acetate
Mn(CH3COO)2.4H2O

Figure 2.2: The molecular structures of the three compounds used for precursor solution preparation.

2.2.2.2 Method
The precursor solution of three component oxide was prepared from lanthanum acetate
hydrate (La(CH3COO)3.1.5H2O), calcium mono-acetate hydrate (Ca(CH3CO2)2⋅H2O) and
manganese (II) acetate tetra-hydrate (Mn(CH3COO)2⋅4H2O) by dissolving them in a solution
of water and acetic acid (1:1 by volume) in the correct stoichiometric proportion. The
concentration of the precursor solution was maintained at 0.4 M. The reaction was carried out
at slightly elevated temperature (70°C) until the transparent solution was getting prepared.

La(CH3COO)3.1.5H2O + Ca(CH3COO)2.H2O + Mn(CH3COO)2.4H2O

CH3COOH + H2O (1:1)
70oC, stir (6 hr)

La0.67Ca0.33MnO3

The continuous stirring of the precursor solution was necessary for proper ionic dissociation
as well as mixing of the cations. After getting the transparent solution the source of heat is
withdrawn. The final precursor solution was prepared by stirring it continuously for 6 hrs at
ambient temperature. The solution is preserved for film depositions. Figure 2.3 (steps from IIII) shows the precursor solution preparation schematically. Detailed of film preparation is
described in reference [10].
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2.2.3 Preparation of films
The precursor solution prepared mentioned earlier is used for the deposition of films on
different substrates. We have used single crystalline Strontium Titanate (SrTiO3) substrates
for film growth. In this section we shall discuss about the cleaning of the substrates used and
the steps regarding the preparation of films.

Figure 2.3: The schematic diagram of precursor solution preparation from three oxide components.
Where, a = La(CH3COO)3.1.5H2O, b = Ca(CH3COO)2⋅H2O and c = Mn(CH3COO)2⋅4H2O.

2.2.3.1 Cleaning of SrTiO3 substrates
The most crucial step of the film preparation is cleaning of the substrate surface. The
schematic diagram of the steps to be followed for cleaning is shown in Fig. 2.4. These steps
of cleaning remove traces of oil, grease, any organic substances from the substrates surface.
The cleaning procedure also makes the substrate surface hydrophilic otherwise the precursor
solution will not be able to wet the crystal surface. The films can curl up after heat treatment
due to poor cleaning of substrate surfaces. Moreover, proper cleaning reduces the impurities
from the films grown which is very important for any experiments.
Films were prepared on orientated (orientation along [002] crystal plane direction)
single crystalline substrates (single side polished) of Strontium Titanate SrTiO3 (STO). The
dimension of these substrates is 5mm×5mm×1mm. If the lattice parameters of the film and
substrates are sufficiently well matched, i.e., in-plane lattice parameters of the films will lead
to an in-plane lattice strain (either tensile or compressive) in the film that is likely to alter the
film properties, as electron-lattice interaction in the manganites in particularly crucial. It is
possible to have an epitaxial strain over ~1%, e.g. LCMO33 grown on STO and a wide
variation of TC (80-280 K) is observed. Table 2.1 shows the list of lattice parameters for
different substrates which can be used to grow films of LCMO33. The STO substrates have
lattice parameter closer to lattice parameter of bulk LCMO33 (3.855 Å). The lattice mismatch
is ~ 1% and this lattice mismatch will lead to strained films.
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Figure 2.4: The schematic diagram of the cleaning steps followed to clean SrTiO3 substrates.

Composition

Lattice
parameters at
300 K (Å)

Properties

Lattice
mismatch
(%)

SrTiO3 (STO)

3.905

dielectric and diamagnetic

1.29

LaAlO3 (LAO)

3.789

dielectric and diamagnetic

1.71

NdGaO3 (NGO)

3.864

dielectric and diamagnetic

2.33

MgO (MGO)

4.21

dielectric and paramagnetic

9.20

Table 2.1: Table of lattice parameters of different substrates.

2.2.3.2 Deposition of films
The precursor solution of lanthanum calcium manganese prepared (described in
earlier subsection) with proper stoichiometric proportion was spin coated on STO with 6500
r.p.m for 30 sec each followed by pyrolysis at about 350°C [10]. Five consecutive coatings
were done before annealing at 900°C for 10 min. The resulting films were oriented films of
thickness ~ 500nm. The annealing time controls the size of grain boundaries in these films.
The steps for the complete process have been described in Fig. 2.5.
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The heat treatment was standardized according to phase evolution of manganites. The heat
treatment leads to decomposition of several compounds as:
150°C: Evaporation of physically absorbed water
250-300°C: Evaporation of more strongly boned water leads to construction of new
bonds and formation of crystalline trace phases
300-600°C: Decomposition of carbonates
Formation and dissolution of the trace phases
600-700°C: Complete decomposition of carbonates and crystallization into the
perovskite phase
700-1000°C: Crystal growth, oxygen loss and increases distortion of unit cell
The evolution discussed above can be represented by Fig. 2.6. Keeping the different
decomposition processes in mind, we have standardized the annealing temperatures of the
film growth technique.

Figure 2.5: The schematic diagram of epitaxial film growth technique from precursor solution. The
substrates have been used for growth is single crystalline oriented ([002]) STO substrates which have
~1.3 % lattice mismatch with LCMO33.
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Figure 2.6: Typical weight versus temperature graph for a solution-to-oxide conversion, and
schematic illustration of phase evolution [11].

2.3 Growth of single crystals by floating zone techniques
There are two well known techniques which are widely used for growing single crystals are
floating zone technique and the flux growth technique. The single crystals used for the
experiments were prepared by floating zone method at the Moscow State Steel and Alloy
Institute, Moscow [12] by using an image furnace. The floating zone method is more
favourable when it is very difficult to produce highly perfect crystals and to have high
oxygen pressure over the melt where contamination of the crystallizing material must be
prevented or for refractory oxides and related compounds. This technique employs a radiative
heating process, i.e., it is crucible less method and avoids all possible contaminations of melt
by the crucible material.

2.3.1 Instrumental Overview
This section briefly discusses the floating zone technique and the apparatus used for single
crystal growth process. There are following requirements which allow using the floating zone
method to grow manganite single crystals:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The material to be grown should be highly defect and dislocation free perfect crystals
The crystal should be refractory with high melting point (≈ 3000oC)
A high pressure of ambient gas (here O2) is required for the crystals growth and post
growth annealing process.
The gas phase over the melt during the crystal annealing should be controlled in
uniform fashion.
The annealing of growing crystals at uniform temperatures should be maintained and
sufficient to relieve elastic stresses.
The stoichiometric composition and desired doping level of metal ions should be user
controlled.
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•
•

The rate of growth is required to be user controlled.
The zone heating in radial direction should be uniform, i.e., growth front is required to
be planer.

The above requirements are fulfilled by introducing image furnace in a zone melting
apparatus using radiation heating. The schematic diagram of image furnace is depicted in
figure 2.7(a). It optical scheme consists of a biellipsoidal mirror assembly with a vertically
positioned optical axis. A high power xenon arc lamp is positioned at the lower reflector
focus and the radiation is focused at the other focus point. This configuration optimises the
coefficient of utilization of light flux. The light flux concentrated on the heating object and
generally uses 20% of electric source power. The other mirror is placed so that it can be
moved along the optical axis. Two holders allow the sample rods to approach into the focal
point where melting occurs. Out of two sample rods one is formed by pressed and sintered
powder of material (feed rod) and other rod ends in a single crystal seed of the material (seed
rod). The feed rod is placed in such a way that the focus of the movable mirror can be placed
anywhere along the length of the feed rod. Both rods are placed in contact with each other
while being slowly rotated in opposite direction. The design parameters of a typical furnace
for growing crystals can be obtained from Balbashov et al. [13].

Figure 2.7: (a) Schematic of the floating zone melting apparatus used for the growth of
La0.80Ca0.20MnO3: (1,7) ellipsoidal reflectors, (2) feeding rod, (3) crystal, (4) heater, (5) light flux
regulator, (6) xenon lamp. (b) Schematic of crystallization chamber: (1) Insulator, (2) RF coil, (3)
eddy current concentrator, (4) annealing furnace, (5) siloxane rubber packing, (6) quartz container.
From Balbashov et al.[13].

The design of the sample chamber is depicted in figure 2.7(b). The major and crucial
element of the chamber is ring shaped power container made of with optical grade fused
quartz. The container has an inner diameter ≈ 30 mm and with a wall thickness 25 mm.
During the growth process of oxide compounds it is difficult to preserve the stoichiometry of
their compositions. The deviation can be caused either by loss of internal oxygen or
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evaporation of other components. To establish the equilibrium partial pressures of
components at gas phase, it is necessary to provide an excess pressure over the melt and it is
about hundreds of atmosphere. The crystallization chamber provides a pressure ≈ 100 atm in
the growth zone. The temperatures at the growth zone can/need be as high as ≈ 3000oC. Also,
during the growth process, materials might escape/evaporate from the feed rod. To protect the
inner wall of the container, as well as to keep it free of contamination, further replaceable
quartz tubes are incorporated into the container. The quartz container also protects the mirror
assembly from sample vapour. Further, two annealing furnaces are provided. The first uses a
radio frequency (RF) heating scheme and achieves temperatures up to ≈ 1600oC. The second
heater is cylindrical shaped and surrounds the cavity. This heater can achieve temperatures of
up to 2000oC. Specific details about the design parameters of the particular heaters deployed
in the image furnace used to grow the present crystals may be obtained from Balbashov et al.
[13]. The packing of the chamber is done by siloxane rubber. The region where seed rod and
feed rod meets is now slowly passed in the “hot zone”, hence the rod tips melt and fuse. Then
the “hot zone” is slowly scanned along the feed rod with a predetermined speed (~ few
mm/hr). As the molten regions resolidify, the single crystalline seed acts as the nucleating site
for grain growth, the feed rod grows as single crystal.

2.3.2 Growth of La0.80Ca0.20MnO3 (LCMO20) single crystals
For the growth of La0.80Ca0.20MnO3 single crystals, the starting materials were high purity
powders of La2O3, MnCO3, and CaCO3. From the binary phase diagram (in air atmosphere)
[14] shown in the Fig. 2.8, the homogeneity region of the LaMnO3 defined at 1123 K is 0.908
< La:Mn ratio < 1.202.

Figure 2.8: The pseudobinary La2O3-Mn2O3 phase diagram in air. From Roosmalen et al. [14].

During the growth process, La/Mn ratio in the growing crystal depends on the
composition of the zone melt established. It in turn is influenced by non-stoichiometry of the
feed rod and evaporating losses of Mn from the melt. The increase of La/Mn ratio shifts the
molten zone composition towards La2O3-LaMnO3 eutectic point (see Fig. 2.8). Because of
the temperature difference is low between Tsolidus and Tliquidus (as low as 100-150ºC) for this
concentration in the diffusion layer can lead to crystallization of La2O3 inclusion. The
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distribution coefficients for Ca is defined as k A = C s / C L where C S and C L denote the
concentration of Ca in the grown-solid respectively, and in the melt-liquid zone respectively
which is less than unity. The CS distribution expressed as:

⎡
⎛ − k z ⎞⎤
C S = C f ⎢1 − (1 − k A ) exp⎜ A ⎟⎥
⎝ l ⎠⎦
⎣

(2.1)

where C f is the concentration of the A-site element (L and/or A) in the feed rod, z is the
current length, and l is the zone length. This causes the concentration of Ca to increase in the
melt during the steady growth stage [15] causing the cation ratio (La+Ca)/Mn in the melt to
exceed unity.
For the final growth process highly pure La2O3, MnCO3, and CaCO3 were taken with
desired ratio, mixed and pressed with pressure 0.6-0.8 ton/cm2 and heated in air at 1000°C for
24 h. MnCO3 was calcined in air at 1000°C for 24 h to form Mn3O4 and La2O3 was fired in air
at 900°C for dehydration. The pressed tablets were ground and feed rods formed using a
pressure 1 ton/cm2 and sintered in air at 1300°C for 24 h. The growth process was carried out
in Ar pressure of 3-5 bar or in air, at a crystallization rate 10-20 mm/h. A previously grown
crystal was used as a seed. The feed rod and seed rod were rotated with the rotation rate 1 and
50 rpm, respectively. The phase composition of the obtained samples was studied by X-ray
powder diffraction. Analyses of chemical composition were carried out using an electron
probe microanalyzer (EPMA).

2.4 Experimental tools used for characterization
In this subsection we discuss about the experimental tools which we have used to characterize
the films and single crystals. The experimental tool used for extensive noise experiments will
be discussed in next chapter, Chapter 3 in details. The phase purity of polycrystalline powder
and film were checked by x-ray diffraction pattern. The surface characterizations of the films
were done Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
The electrical, and magnetization measurements like temperature dependent resistivity,
temperature and field dependent magnetization, low field magnetoresistance (MR)
measurements of films and single crystals were also performed. In this section we will
discuss about the basic ideas of these characterization techniques and in the proceeding
chapters we shall produce data based on these measurements.

2.4.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD)
The starting material for epitaxial film growth process was a precursor solution which was
simultaneously used to prepare the polycrystalline powder (discussed in earlier section). The
polycrystalline powder was first characterized by XRD to check the phase formation of
LCMO33 manganites. As the same solution was spin coated and same heat treatment was
given to the substrates for film growth, we can expect a good quality of film which follows
the orientation of the substrate. Monochromatic x-rays are used to determine the interplanar
spacing (d) of unknown specimens. The interaction of the x–ray with a sample creates
secondary diffracted beams which are related to d following Bragg’s law,

nλ = 2dSinθ
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where n (= 1, 2, 3 .....) is an integer number, λ is the x-ray wavelength, d the interplanar
spacing and θ is the diffraction angle. The XRD instrument used was a PANanalytical X’Pert
PRO [16] with CuKα radiation having a wavelength 1.54 Å. The operating voltage was 45
kV and the current was 40 mA. This energy is sufficient to penetrate the solids and permit to
analyze the data obtained. All diffraction patterns were obtained at room temperature. As the
polycrystalline samples do not have any preferential orientation and therefore all XRD peaks
should present. The oriented films mainly show the peak corresponding to substrate
orientation (orientation along [002] direction for STO) and a small peak appears just beside
this peak.

2.4.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The scanning electron microscope was a FEI Quanta 200 [17]. The SEM technique consists
of an energetically focused beam of electrons. The highly focused beam is obtained using a
series of magnetic lenses. As SEM uses electrons instead of light as used in a standard
microscope, the sample has to conduct electrically relatively well. The beam hits the sample
and this creates to release secondary electrons that are then counted by a detector amplified to
obtain a reasonable signal. A set of scanning coils moves the beam across the specimen in
order to obtain an image of area under study. The image can be gathered at various
magnifications generally from 1-20000 times. We have used SEM for analyzing the film
surfaces under study and we shall present SEM images in the next subsequent chapter.

2.4.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a technique to obtain images and other information from
a wide variety of samples, at extremely high (nanometer) resolution. AFM works by scanning
a very sharp (end radius ~10 nm) probe along the sample surface, carefully maintaining the
force between the probe and surface at a set, low level by a feedback mechanism as it scans
over the surface. The movement of the probe to stay at the same probe-sample distance is
taken to be the sample topography.

Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of basic AFM operation.

Usually, the probe is formed by silicon (Si) or silicon nitride (Si3N4) cantilever with a sharp
integrated tip, and the vertical bending (deflection) of the cantilever due to forces acting on
the tip is detected by a laser focussed on the back of the cantilever. The laser is reflected by
the cantilever onto a distant photodetector (typically a split photodiode). The movement of
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the laser spot on the photodetector gives a greatly exaggerated measurement of the movement
of the probe. This set-up is known as an optical lever. There are a variety of modes of
scanning, but in the simplest mode, the probes touches gently the sample as it moves over the
surface (contact mode). The movement of the probe over the surface is controlled by a
scanner. This is normally made from a piezoelectric material, which can move the probe very
precisely in the x, y, and z axes. The signal from the photodetector passes through a feedback
circuit, and into the z-movement part of the scanner, in order to maintain the probe-sample
distance at a set value. Because the cantilever acts as a spring, this fixed cantilever deflection
means a fixed probe-sample force is maintained. The amount by which the scanner has to
move in the z axis to maintain the cantilever deflection is taken to be equivalent to the sample
topography. The highly precise movements by the scanner, combined with the careful control
of probe-sample forces allow the extremely high resolution of AFM. Depending on the
details of the experiment, the resolution can be very high. z (height) resolution is extremely
high and can be sub -Angstrom, whereas lateral resolution could be of the order of 1 nm. Fig.
2.9 shows the schematic diagram of basic operation principle by AFM. We have used Veeco
CP II [18] for our AFM imaging in air and it had been used for study the topography of the
film surface. We have measured average grain size of the LCMO33 film from these images.
The average rms (route mean square) or peak-to-valley roughness are given for
characterization of a grown film.

2.4.4 Temperature dependent resistivity (R-T) measurement
The temperature dependent resistivity measurements were performed using standard fourprobe technique. This technique consists of two leads, on the outside, used to supply the
current to the specimen and two others, in the inside, to measure the voltage drop across the
sample.

Figure 2.10: (a) Optical microscope image gold contact pads made by gold evaporation on film
surface and thin (50μm) Cu wires were used as leads. (b) Optical microscope image of Ag-In contact
pads made on single crystal surface. Au wires were soldered on the contact pads as leads.
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To make the electrical contacts on the film surfaces four linear gold contact pads were
evaporated and Cu leads (diameter 50 μm) were soldered using silver epoxy procured from
RS components [19]. The contacts over the single crystals were done by using silver-indium
(Ag-In) binary alloy. In this case the leads were soldered using gold wire (diameter 50 μm) as
the single crystals are sensitive to contact materials used. Fig. 2.10 shows the optical
microscope images of the contact pads made on film surface (a) and single crystal (b)
respectively. Inset of Fig. 2.10 (b) shows a closer view of Ag-In contact pads. These leads are
generally low noisy electrical contacts which are extremely crucial for further noise
experiments and are kept unaltered throughout the experiments. The alteration of probes can
result unclean sample surface as well as can erroneous results due to noisy contacts.
The resistivity measurements were done by two methods:
1. By measuring bias current and simultaneous measurement of voltage drop across the
sample with varying temperature.
2. By measuring current-voltage (I-V) characteristics at different fixed temperatures.
The resistance ( R ) in ohms ( Ω ) versus temperature ( T ) was measured by supplying
constant current from a programmable source meter by a Keithley (Model 2400) [20] and
measuring the voltage drop simultaneously recorded with a programmable digital multimeter
(DMM) by Keithley (Model 2000) [20]. The current flows through the outside leads and the
sample but a negligible amount of current flows in the voltmeter’s leads due its large internal
resistance. Therefore, this technique eliminates contact-resistance errors and it is necessary
when resistance is small ( R < 10-100Ω). Moreover, a positive negative value for each current
is applied to eliminate the thermo-electric voltage or voltage offsets. This reverse current bias
technique is especially advisable when measuring low voltages. The data was recorded
American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) format via General Purpose
Interface Bus (GPIB) interfacing cards [20] connected with a computer.
The electrical contacts were onto the sample as shown in Fig. 2.10. The measurements
were performed from low-temperature (from 80 K) to room temperature by dipping the low
temperature insert (with good vacuum 10-3 mbar usually) in a liquid nitrogen dewar. Further
low temperature (~ 25 K) resistivity was measured using cryo-cooled refrigerator (CCR)
system. The temperature was monitored by a standard Pt-100 (80 K < T < 300 K) or by a
silicon diode sensor (for 25K < T < 300 K) using a temperature controller by Lakeshore
(Model 340) [21]. A good thermal stability was maintained throughout the experiments. The
schematic diagram of R-T measurement setup is shown in Fig. 2.11. The current “ I ” passed
through the outermost leads of the sample where the voltage drop “ V ” was measured
simultaneously by innermost leads. The resistance R = V / I was obtained, and from which
resistivity ρ = AR / l , where “ A ” is the area of cross section of current flow, and “ l ” is the
distance over which the current must flow is calculated. For I-V characteristics, low and high
current values were chosen depending on the sample properties. The low current value was
chosen to be one within the regime where the I-V characteristics are linear, and the high
current value was chosen from within a regime where I-V characteristics are strongly nonlinear. This aspect will be discussed in later, in Chapter 5.

2.4.5 Temperature dependent electroresistance measurement
The I-V characteristics in the insulating state of manganites at high current densities j are
usually non-linear. The electroresistance (ER) may therefore be defined as:
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ER% = 100 ×

ρ ( jlow ) − ρ ( j high )
ρ ( jlow )

(2.3)

where, ρ ( jlow ) and ρ ( j high ) refer to the value of resistivity ρ for low current density jlow
and high current density

j high

respectively. For measuring temperature dependent

electroresistance we have used the R-T measurement setup as described in section 2.4.4 (see
Fig. 2.11). The detailed characterization done by electroresistance has been discussed in
Chapter 5.

Figure 2.11: The temperature dependent resistivity measurement setup using low temperature
cryostat (partial picture cryostat insert shown). The current source is a Source Meter by Keithley
(Model 2400) and the voltage measuring instrument is a digital multimeter by Keithley (Model 2000).
The temperature sensor (not shown in picture) is mounted on the sample base and temperature is
monitored using a temperature controller by Lakeshore (Model 340).

2.4.6 Temperature dependent low field (H ≤ 0.12 Tesla) magnetoresistance
measurement
The magnetoresistance is the change of the resistivity on application of an external magnetic
field, H . We define magnetoresistance by,
MR% =

ρ (H = 0) − ρ (H )
ρ (H = 0)

(2.4)

where, ρ (H = 0) and ρ (H ) refer to the value of resistivity ρ in the absence of any magnetic
field H and in the presence of a magnetic field of magnitude H respectively. The MR is an
important parameter in the perovskite and therefore the development of a magnetoresistance
apparatus was necessary for the characterisation of our samples. We are interested in
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ferromagnetic materials, the coercive fields ( H C ) and saturation of magnetization can be
observed in a very low field for these samples. In the next subsequent chapters we will show
how the magnetization fluctuations contribute to the resistance fluctuations through MR.
Above, HC this contribution due to domain rotation subsides. Hence, we are not interested to
study MR in high magnetic field values. We used a simple air core solenoidal magnet made
of with copper wire. The calibration constant is 0.12 Tesla/amp at room temperature and
measured by a hall probe.
The hardware, interface and software were put together in order to perform MR
measurements at room (~300 K) and liquid nitrogen (~ 77 K) temperature. The sample was
placed in a uniform longitudinal magnetic field, H, produced by a magnet having a maximum
field of 0.12 Tesla with a step size of 0.04 Tesla. A current was passed through the sample
and the voltage was measured. This was done under various applied magnetic fields to obtain
the magnetoresistance. The sequences of measurements as well as the electronic hardware
were similar to those used in the resistivity measurements. A dc current supplied by a DC
power supply was passed through the magnet to create the magnetic field. The external field
produced by the magnet was changed manually as no interface was available to control it.
The measurement at each magnetic field was repeated a number of times to get an average
and the experimental uncertainty. There was a two pole switching arrangement for reversing
the magnetic field from + H to − H .

2.4.7 Magnetic measurement
All the magnetization measurements were performed by using a commercial vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM) from Lakeshore (Model 7400 series) [22]. This VSM features a
sensitivity of 50 x 10-6 emu at 10 seconds/point sampling. Model based on variable gap 4"
electromagnet providing field strengths to 3 Tesla. Comprehensive Windows software
featuring multi-user levels, experiment profiles for extended operation are provided by this
VSM. A sliding head assembly with quick disconnect sample rod allows for easy, fast and
reproducible sample exchange. An optional cryostat that operates with either liquid helium or
nitrogen provides for variable temperature measurements from 8K to 425K. The schematic
diagram of basic components in VSM is shown in the Fig. 2.12 (a) where Fig. 2.12 (b)
illustrates the basic principle of operation. In Fig 2.12 (c) the commercial VSM setup [17]
from Lakeshore is shown.
The working principle of VSM is based upon Lenz’s law, according to which an e.m.f
is induced in a conductor by a time-varying magnetic flux. In, VSM a sample magnetized by
a homogeneous magnetic field is vibrated sinusoidally at small fixed amplitude with respect
to stationary pick-up coils. The time t dependent voltage thus induced Vinduced (t ) is given as:
dΦ
dt
⎛ dΦ ⎞⎛ dz ⎞
=⎜
⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ dz ⎠⎝ dt ⎠

Vinduced (t ) =

(2.5)
(2.6)

where, Φ represents the magnetic flux; the axis of oscillation of the sample is conventionally
chosen to be along z-axis. z represents the position of the sample along z-axis. As the sample
is vibrated sinusoidally, the voltage induced in the pickup coils can be written as
Vinduced (t ) = cmAωSinωt
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where, c is the coupling constant, m is the DC magnetic moment of the sample, A is the
amplitude of oscillation and ω = 2πf , where f is the frequency of oscillation of the sample.
The detection of magnetic moment of the sample thus accounts to measuring the coefficient
of the sinusoidal voltage response Vinduced (t ) in the detection coils. For the commercial setup
the actual position of the sample is well defined inside the cryostat and the oscillations are
performed exactly midway between the pick up coils. There remains a facility for the rotation
of the sample and it is extremely important samples with inhomogeneous distribution of
magnetic moment. To detect reasonable signal above noise floor sometimes rotation is
important. Generally it happens for films not for powder or single crystals. The reliability of
the measurements performed using VSM dependent upon the size of the sample, the shape of
the sample, and the magnitude of the magnetic moment that one is trying to measure. The
temperature dependent magnetization (M-T) and field dependent magnetization (M-H) at
different temperatures had been recorded based on this measurement technique and setup.

Figure 2.12: (a) The schematic diagram of VSM with basic components, (b) The detection coils and
sample position with principle of operation is shown, (c) The commercial setup from Lakeshore (7400
series) used for magnetization measurements.
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Chapter 3
Noise Measurement Techniques
3.1 Introduction to Low Frequency Noise Measurement
Measurements of noise involve both statistical analyses, which were described in Chapter 1, and
experimental setup. Since we are dealing with small signals, the hardware part for noise
measurements has some special requirements to be fulfilled to gain the required sensitivity. Those
involve not only the sensing part to have good “noise” performance, but also the whole measuring
system to be at maximum isolated from external influences as much as possible to reduce their
influences on the noise to be measured. When we measure noise we need to take note of the fact
that addition to the sample whose noise we would like to measure, everything else like electronics,
the environment etc. can also contribute. However these extraneous sources can have different
characteristics like their power spectra which one may utilize to reduce their contribution. In
general a combination of hardware as well as software been used to solve this problem.
In noise measurements, the sample is usually current biased by a very low noisy source and
the resistance fluctuation in the system is registered by measuring the voltage fluctuation developed
across the sample δV (t ) = V0 (t ) − V (where V is the mean voltage). Typical voltage fluctuation
measured across the sample is as small as 0.5 nV-5 nV. This is too small compared to some of the
extraneous signals. The most crucial part of the noise spectroscopy is to eliminate noise coming
from other sources like the measuring electronics, cable designs, electrical contacts on the sample,
ground loops, improper shielding, electromagnetic interferences, impedance mismatch, presence of
any sparking in electrical circuits, and temperature fluctuations of the sample. In spite of this,
during data processing improper digital data acquisition acts as another source of noise. So, extreme
care has been taken both for hardware and software concerned to experimental setup. We have used
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) technique supported by low noisy hardware support allows us to
achieve a spectral noise floor SV ( f ) down to 10-20 V 2 /Hz or even less over a wide frequency range
10-4 Hz-10 Hz. This chapter gives the opportunity to discuss about the low frequency noise
measurement techniques [1] and we shall introduce some examples to show its power of
applicability to noise spectroscopy.
As we mentioned earlier in Chapter 1 that the quantity which is measured the fluctuations is
δV (t ) . This can be directly connected to power spectral density SV ( f ) to quantify noise as [2]:
2

T
⎤
1 ⎡
SV ( f ) = lim
δV (t ) exp(− 2πift )dt ⎥ .
⎢
∫
T →∝ 2T
⎣ −T
⎦

(3.1)

The autocorrelation function C(τ) is the cosine transform of power spectral density and can be
expressed as:
T
1
(3.2)
CV (τ ) = lim
δV (t + τ )δV (τ )dt .
T →∝ 2T ∫
−T
The frequency range over which the spectral power is to be determined depends on the time scale of
the fluctuations being investigated. If the fluctuation is occurring with a time scale of τ , it will
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(

)

show up in the power spectral density as a Lorentzian 2τ / 1 + (2τπf ) with a corner frequency
f C = 1/ 2πτ . With a distribution of relaxation time D(τ ) , the power spectrum is a superposition of
Lorentzian and is given by

[

∝

]

SV ( f ) = ∫ dτD(τ )2τ / 1 + (2πfτ ) .
2

2

(3.3)

0

3.2 The framework of noise experiments
To study the resistance fluctuation of the current biased sample and its spectral, we have used three
different specified circuit arrangements depending on the need and applicability. This reduces the
selected extraneous noise. Our noise measurement technique is based on four-probe [3] and fiveprobe ac-detection systems [4]. We have also designed another five-probe noise measurement
circuit with capability for simultaneous measurements of noise of the sample while passing a
current through it and of keeping track of resistance of the sample during the current stressing in the
sample as well. For this an in-situ noise measurement setup consists of a circuit arrangement to mix
a dc stressing current with ac excitation through the sample [5]. Here dc current stresses the sample
while the small ac signal used as a carrier signal for detection of noise. In both cases, for four-probe
or two different five-prove noise measurement circuits small ac signal was used as noise detector
signal. In this section we shall discuss about the circuits used so far for noise measurements. All the
noise data which will be presented for this thesis had been collected using this home-made setup
only.

3.2.1 The general noise (ac) detection scheme
There is a general ac detection scheme which has been used as a basic principle of noise
measurement irrespective of four-probe or five-probe setup. The sample is biased by an ac signal
from dual channel lock-in amplifier (LIA) SR830 [6] at a frequency f 0 . The average voltage is
blanked off (reduced) by a bridge technique or digitally. The voltage developed across the sample is
amplified by a low noisy preamplifier whose output is detected by the same LIA. But it is highly
recommended to use a preamplifier so that the input and output impedances of the preamplifier
should match to the sample impedance and LIA’s input impedance respectively. Otherwise
impedance mismatch (discussed later in details) will generate a huge amount of noise as well as
wrong results. The basic steps regarding noise detection are as follows:
•
•
•

•

•

The average voltage signal V

coming from the input channel of the LIA is digitally

subtracted off by the LIA to give the fluctuating component δV (t ) of the signal.
δV (t ) is significantly amplified (generally 100 times) by the preamplifier used.
The amplified signal δV (t ) is demodulated by the LIA to give the noise sub bands at
frequencies f 0 ± Δf where Δf is the frequency at which noise signal of desired to be
measured. This process has been depicted schematically in figure 3.1.
The time constant τ LIA of LIA’s inbuilt low-pass filter at output channel is fixed so that
Δf max = 1/ (2πτ LIA ) , where Δf max is the maximum frequency at which noise signal can be
obtained.
The signal from the preamplifier output channels are fed to the input channels of LIA and can
be amplified further to increases the sensitivity of the measurements depending on the
experimental requirements.
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•

Then the output channels of LIA are connected to the computer motherboard for data
collection. The LIA output data is in analog form whereas computer collects the data in digital
format. So we used a dual channel analog-to-digital (ADC) data converter (PCI-DAS6036, 32
bit and 200ksamples/sec) [7] to transfer the data from LIA to computer via a PCI-slot
commercially available with the data converter. There is a C++ program which is used for data
collection process.

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the basic scheme to obtain power spectra from the time series. The top
panel shows the sequence of events in time domain whereas the bottom panel shows the same thing in
frequency domain.

3.2.2 Impedance-mismatch problem and solution
The typical resistance of the sample is small (1Ω ≤ R sample ≤ 50 KΩ) compared to the input
impedance of the LIA which is around 10MΩ. The voltage drop across the sample can not be fed
directly to the LIA input because of large impedance mismatch between the two. This mismatch is a
source of erroneous results in the noise measurements. The insertion of preamplifier with proper
input and output impedance serves two purposes namely the amplification of the signal and the
reduction of extra noise that could be generated from the large mismatch in impedances between
sample and the detector LIA. We have used SR554 [8], a transformer preamplifier or SR560 [9], a
low noise FET preamplifier for noise measurements depending on the sample impedance. Since
SR554 has an input impedance of 0.5Ω and output impedance ≥ 5 KΩ, it can be inserted between
the sample and detector (LIA) when sample resistance ≈ 1-100Ω. The sample resistance > 100Ω,
SR560 is used with proper selection of amplification value and frequency bandwidth of the built-in
low pass filter. The preamplifier itself can be an extra noise source. To have minimum contribution
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of noise from preamplifier, we have to choose carrier frequency ( f 0 ) of the ac signal according to
the “noise figure” (NF) of the preamplifier. The NF of a preamplifier represents the dependence of
the output noise of the preamplifier on the input signal’s frequency and the load at its input and it is
traditionally plotted as function of frequency for different load called noise contours. The NF can be
defined as
outputnoise
NF (dB ) = 20 log
.
(3.4)
gain × Nyquistnoise

Figure 3.2: The NF as a function of frequency of (a) SR554 transformer preamplifier and (b) SR560 low
noise FFT preamplifier.

Figure 3.3: (a) A plot of gain versus frequency of a SR554 transformer preamplifier and (b) A plot of low
noise preamplifier’s input noise voltage versus frequency.

For an ideal preamplifier all the noise appearing at the output is Nyquist noise and NF is 0 dB.
Practically, in all real preamplifiers there remain considerable “ 1/ f ” noise components which
make NF > 0. The NF as a function of frequency for SR554 and SR560 is shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and
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Fig. 3.2(b) respectively. It is clearly seen that while NF is minimum for 2-200Ω in case of SR554,
for SR560 low noise preamplifier it is for 5 KΩ-10 MΩ with 1dB. For this reason we have used
SR554 for low resistance sample and SR560 for high resistance > 100Ω sample. Since the gain of
the preamplifier also depends on the input signal frequency and the load at its input we chose the
carrier frequency ≈ 230 Hz, around which the gain of the preamplifier is maximum and flat
(frequency independent) for a wide band (see Fig. 3.2 (a) and Fig. 3.3 (a)) and it is applicable for
low resistance sample only where we can use SR554. In case of SR560, the amplifier’s input
voltage noise approximates that of a 1000Ω resistor about 4nV/√Hz. In a bandwidth up to 10 Hz
this will imply spectral power ( SV ( f ) ) of 16×10-17 V 2 . If the sample resistance is less than 1000Ω,
the output noise will be dominated by amplifier’s input voltage noise. A typical input voltage noise
versus frequency is shown in the Fig. 3.3 (b) for SR560. The voltage noise increases for lower
frequencies (“ 1/ f noise”). The reason for using a carrier frequency f0 = 230 Hz is to do the
detection at a frequency zone where the amplifier noise is very low as can be seen in Fig. 3.2 and
Fig. 3.3.

3.2.3 The four-probe ac noise detection system

Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of four-probe noise measurement technique. The ac voltage bias is fed to the
sample from LIA and a standard register is connected in series with the sample so that a digital multimeter
(DMM) can monitor the constant current passing through the circuit. The voltage drop generated at the
innermost probes on the sample is fed to the low-noise preamplifier input. The amplified signal goes to the
input channels of the LIA. The data is collected by the computer via ADC card.

The four-probe ac noise detection system is shown in Fig. 3.4. This is the simplest possible noise
measurement circuit among the three mentioned earlier. This technique is used depending on the
applicability, simplicity and experimental requirements keeping in mind. This technique is less
sensitive than the five-probe technique, but its simple detection circuit makes the technique popular.
The sensitivity depends on noise floor and the drift of voltage measured. The noise floor we
generally get in this case is ≈ 5×10-19 V 2 /Hz for a 10 Ω resistor at 300 K. The drift of voltage is
nearly ≈ 5-20 nV. With careful grounding and proper shielding of instruments we achieved a noise
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floor down to 2×10-20 V 2 /Hz for 1 Ω resistor at 300 K. If the sample resistance is high (>500Ω)
enough, one can use four-probe method. This technique also follows the same detection scheme as
we discussed earlier in section 3.2.1.
To measure voltage fluctuations across the sample we made the system as a constant current
bias system by using a standard resistor ( R0 ) in series. We used standard wire wound resistors
(5W). The wire wound resistors are coiled in a volume which is very large than the sample volume
under study. As noise is proportional to inverse of the volume of the resistors, the wire bound
resistors will contribute very small amount of noise itself. The resistance of R0 is generally 100
times greater than the sample resistance. If the sample resistance changes with temperature in orders
of magnitude, then it is difficult to maintain the constant biasing condition. So the careful
measurement constraints should be kept in mind before measurements. The low noisy digital
multimeter (DMM) (Keithley, Model 2000) [10] has been used to monitor the constant biasing
current in the circuit. The LIA acts as a constant voltage ac source in this circuit. Instead of using ac
bias, dc bias can be used but the sensitivity of measurements is greatly reduced in the second case.
The chassis of all the instruments are put together to one laboratory ground point, i.e. in a star
ground configuration (discussed later in details) to avoid ground loops or multiple ground points.
The ground point is marked as G in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.5: The raw time series data of voltage fluctuation recorded at 300 K (a) across a good quality 1Ω
carbon film resistor and (b) from the background. Voltage drifts are present in both time series. (c) The
corresponding power spectral density (background subtracted) along with the background noise estimated
from the above time series.

In Fig. 3.5(a) and Fig. 3.5(b) we have presented the raw time series data of voltage fluctuations
measured across a good quality 1Ω carbon film resistor along with its background voltage
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fluctuations respectively. The typical data have been collected in four-probe ac noise detection
method for ≈ 48 min at room temperature. The corresponding power spectral density (background
subtracted) and its background noise have been estimated from the above raw time series are also
shown in Fig. 3.5(c). It is very clear from the data that the noise from the sample is very low and the
background is flat in the measured frequency band width. There are voltage drifts present in both
time series. The voltage drifts recorded are ≈ 25 nV and 10 nV in sample and background time
series respectively. These voltage drifts come from thermal fluctuation, poor electrical contacts on
the sample, imperfect electrical connection with the instruments due to cables used for the set-up
and from bad grounding. But we want to mention that in spite of all the imperfection we achieved a
very low (≈ 4×10-20 V 2 /Hz) background noise even in four-probe noise detection method.

3.2.4 The five-probe ac noise detection system

Figure 3.6: A schematic diagram of five-probe ac noise measurement setup.

We use an ac Wheatstone bridge configuration to measure resistance fluctuations as depicted
schematically in Fig. 3.6. This method is most useful from sensitivity point of view than the ac/dc
four-probe method discussed earlier. The technique is based on an idea suggested by Schofield [3],
which has been suitably modified with digital data acquisition and processing (discussed later)
techniques. The name “five-probe” came after the five electrical contact leads put symmetrically on
the sample surface, where two current leads (outer leads, + I and − I ) and two voltage leads (inner
leads, + V and −V ) are connected symmetrically with respect to middle grounded lead. Sample
resistances are r1 and r2 with respect to ground lead serve as two lower arms of the bridge circuit.
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R1 is a variable resistor (low noisy decade resistance box [11]) and R2 is a standard resistor sitting
at the upper arms of the bridge. We have used non-inductive wire wound resistor R2 along with a
variable capacitor box C [12] across it. A carefully designed capacitor bank (variable range) with
good quality dielectric capacitors [13] was also used across R1 . R1 and R2 are large current
limiting resistors ( R1 , R2 >> r1 , and r2 ), and are used to balance the Wheatstone bridge. These
large resistors are kept in shielded boxes and properly grounded to reduce external noise and to
avoid ground loops. For ac-bridge, it is required to balance both amplitude as well as phase, and to
facilitate this we used low noisy variable capacitor or capacitor bank across the resistive upper arms
of the bridge. The bridge is powered by a function generator (here internal oscillator of LIA). The
voltage difference is generated from the voltage leads of the sample resistances ( r1 and r2 ) are fed
into a preamplifier (SR554/SR560) from which it was sent to the input of the LIA. The sample
resistances r1 and r2 are attached such a way that they contribute nearly same resistance values in
the lower arms. This criterion enables the bridge to be balanced by adjusting two upper arm
resistances in nearly equal magnitude as well. Then the currents through each sample arm are nearly
equal and when the bridge is balanced, the voltage drops are equal. The measured voltage across the
two arms is the difference between the voltage biases across each arm. If the bridge is balanced
perfectly, this difference only picks up the voltage fluctuations. In amplifiers, presence of common
mode voltage increases the amplifier noise level. The suggested arrangement reduces the common
mode voltage. It also reduces effects due to thermal fluctuations and drifts which are nearly equal in
both arms. The bridge can be balanced to better than 10 nV with the help of variable resistors and
variable capacitors. The resistance balance sensitivity generally achieved ~10ppm.
Now we briefly discuss the mathematical concept behind this measurement technique. A
small excitation ac signal ν = ν 0 Sin(2πf 0 t ) with carrier frequency f 0 passes through the current
limiting resistance in the upper arms of the bridge, so the current i = i0 Sin(2πf 0 t + θ ) is limited by
R1 and R2 . The phase θ arises from the stray reactance in the circuit. The voltage measured by dual
channel LIA which is capable to detect in-phase and 90° out-of-phase (quadrature) component of ac
voltage developed across the sample. The voltage drop across the sample as a function of time can
be written as
V (t ) = V0 + δV (t)

(3.5)

where V0 is the average value corresponding to average resistance r0 , and δV (t ) is the voltage
fluctuations. We can easily write δV (t ) as

δV (t ) = [δr1 (t ) − δr2 (t )]Sin (2πf 0t + θ ) .

(3.6)

δr1 (t ) and δr2 (t ) are the resistance fluctuations across the sample resistances r1 and r2 respectively.
Hence δV (t ) is ac coupled to the preamplifier input and amplified signal from preamplifier output is
ac coupled to LIA for phase sensitive detection at a phase angle θ. Since, [ δr1 (t ) - δr2 (t ) ] has a
bandwidth of frequency components ( Δf ), the δV (t ) is a signal when carrier signal gets modulated
by fluctuation of resistance resulting in two sidebands of frequencies ( f 0 − Δf ) and ( f 0 + Δf )
besides the carrier frequency f 0 . Thus noise signal appear as two side bands about carrier frequency
of LIA. This signal gets demodulated by LIA resulting signal with only sidebands (see also Fig.
3.1). The output of LIA is amplified and low pass filtered by its internal amplifier and low pass
filters respectively. In general, δV (t ) consists of two parts: one coming from resistance fluctuations
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and other from background fluctuations, i.e., δV (t ) = δV f + δVbg . If the average bias is zero, the

measured fluctuations contain background fluctuations only, δV (t ) = δVbg , since the part containing
resistance fluctuations is directly proportional to the average bias across the sample. The power
spectral density of the output signal of LIA is given as

⎡
⎤
i2
SV ( f , θ ) ≅ G02 ⎢ SV0 ( f 0 − f ) + 0 S R ( f )Cos 2θ ⎥
2
⎣
⎦

(3.7)

where G0 is the gain of the preamplifier and LIA, S V0 ( f 0 − f ) is power spectral density of the
i02
S R ( f ) [ = SV ( f ) ] is the power spectral density of the sample’s noise and
2
f is the measurement frequency. The dual channel of LIA detects the input signal at a phase θ at
one channel and at a phase ( θ + 90 o ) at other channel. So that signal is now appearing as two
outputs X and Y. The power spectral density of the X-output is
background noise and

{

SV ( f , θ )X ≅ G02 SV0 ( f 0 − f ) + SV ( f )Cos 2θ

}

(3.8)

)}

(3.9)

and that of Y-output

{

(

SV ( f ,θ )Y ≅ G02 SV0 ( f 0 − f ) + SV ( f )Cos 2 θ + 90 o .

By adjusting θ as 0 (adjusted with the phase-shift option in LIA), we can get X-output having a
power spectral density of the total noise and a Y-output having a power spectral density of the
background noise. Sample’s noise (spectral power density) can be obtained by subtracting out
background from the total noise. The main objective of this measurement technique is: it allows us
to measure sample’s noise and background noise simultaneously.
As we mentioned earlier that there is a inbuilt low-pass filter at the output channels of LIA.
The time constant ( τ LIA ) of this filter is optimally chosen to reject the unwanted noise coming form
the power-line where the instruments are connected. The cut-off frequency of this filter is given by
f LIA = 1/ (2πτ LIA ) . During our experiments, filter was typically set at a time-constant of 30msec or
10msec depending on the frequency of the power spectrum of our interest. The roll-off was
24dB/octave. The time constants for 30msec and 10msec we had cut-off frequencies ~ 5.3 Hz and
~7.96 Hz respectively. We can get a filter response flat for f < 5 Hz and f < 7 Hz in those cases.
Thus a signal at the LIA output was composed of full gain signal for ~5Hz or 7Hz and greatly
attenuated (≈ -90dB) for higher frequencies up to ≈ 32 Hz. Power-line noise mainly consists of the
harmonics of power-line frequency 50 Hz. Hence the noise signal output in our setup is free from
power-line noise. This procedure rejects the noise contribution from power-line frequency at 50Hz.
With this setting, we set the maximum frequency limit approximately 7Hz of measurable noise
frequency of our interest. Depending on the experimental observations we have selected our
frequency ranges. The sensitivity of LIA was selected so that the demodulated signal appears in the
output as ±10V due to amplification when it was full scale in the selected sensitivity range. Later
during computation of noise the data were scaled-down by net gain from the preamplifier and LIA.
In Fig. 3.7 (a) we have presented the raw data of voltage time series measured across a 10Ω
carbon film resistor in five-probe ac detection technique at 300 K. The typical data have been
collected for more than 2hrs and there is very small voltage drifts can be noticed. The background
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voltage fluctuation is very stable throughout the data collection time and almost free from drifts.
The corresponding spectral power density SV ( f ) (background subtracted) and the background
noise have been estimated from the above time series data and shown in Fig. 3.7(b). The
experimental background noise (2.3×10-19 V2/Hz) is very close to the calculated ( 4k B TR sample )
background noise. There is a slight drift in sample voltage fluctuations but still it is small for long
data acquisition time. It is also clear from this data that quality of the experimental data can be
improved in five-probe ac detection technique.

Fig: 3.7: (a) The raw time series data of voltage fluctuation measured across a 10Ω carbon resistor in fiveprobe ac noise detection method at 300 K. The sample voltage fluctuation is shown by black solid line while
the background voltage fluctuation is given by red solid line. (b) The corresponding spectral power density
and the background have been estimated from the time series data presented in (a).

3.2.5 The five-probe ac noise detection system in presence of dc bias
It is often required to measure noise in a system in the presence of a dc current, e.g. during the
electromigration stressing of a sample [14] or current induced destabilization of the charged ordered
manganites [15]. It also is interesting to measure noise at different dc bias values in systems
showing nonlinear conduction. This is because in order to obtain the correct relative fluctuation
S V ( f ) /V 2 the measured voltage fluctuations needs to be scaled by the measuring bias and not by
the dc bias. We have developed a technique in which noise can be measured with a fixed amplitude
ac signal (as described above) but one can also independently apply a dc bias which does not
interfere with the noise measurements. The dc bias ( J dc ) was applied using a circuit shown in Fig.
3.8.
The separate control of ac ( J ac ) and dc ( J dc ) is important because it decouples the current
stressing measurement from noise measurement. The observed noise SV ( f ) always maintains a
quadratic dependence on Vac , which is the bias used to measure the noise. Thus, in this technique
one can obtain nonlinear bias-dependent conductivity, and yet retain a well-defined meaning for
S V ( f ) /V 2 . Separation of the dc stressing bias and ac noise measurement bias allows us to ensure
that even at a high level of stressing current, the small ac bias ensures S V ( f ) /Vac2 and thus the noise
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measurement process stays Ohmic. The capacitors and inductors shown in the figure decouple the
ac and dc sources and prevent dc being applied to the pre-amplifier circuit. It is important to check
that the capacitors and inductor do not affect the gain and the phase of the amplifier and also do not
introduce additional features in the power spectra. This setup has been used to measure the noise
during the current induced destabilization of the ferromagnetic insulating state in a single crystal
manganite (discussed in Chapter 5). The mathematical concept behind this measurement technique
is same as we discussed for five-probe ac biasing noise measurement in section 3.2.3.

Figure 3.8: The schematic diagram for noise measurement setup with ac bias in presence of dc bias. The
value of L is 0.8 mH and C is 10μF.

In Fig. 3.9 we have presented the power spectra data measured across a 10Ω carbon film
resistor in five-probe ac biasing technique in presence of dc bias, L and C . We performed the
experiments using only ac bias, with L and C without dc bias, and with L, C and dc bias. The
background noise is also shown in the same figure. It is also clear from the data that the
introduction of external dc bias, electronic components like L and C do not introduce any
imperfection or change in power spectrum (got from using ac bias only). The background noise
remains unaltered in both noise measurements.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of noise data taken with ac bias with and without superimposed dc bias as well as
with and without L and C for a 10Ω carbon film resistor.

3.3 Data acquisition
The entire process of noise measurements involve several steps and fall under digital signal
processing (DSP) technique. There are several advantages than an analog signal processing as
follows:
• No need to design large bank of analog filters with large roll-off
• Simple well-understood filter algorithms can be designed with desired roll-off and cut-off
frequencies.
• Bulky electronic components can be avoided for data acquisition
• Robust with respect to aging and weather
• The efficiency is very good
• Quick to install in computer and maintenance free
The first step is data acquisition. The continuous time-domain analog signals at LIA output
channels are transferred to computer via 32 bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) card (PCI
DAS6036, 200ksamples/sec). To analyze the noise data with computer one needs to digitize the
analog signal both in discrete time and amplitude and this process is done by analog-to-digital
conversion by ADC card. Since the LIA analog output has a range of ±10V, the ADC card was set
to this input range in all of the measurements. The user friendly C++ program collects required
number of data points in digitized form through two output channels simultaneously. The in-phase
(X-output, total noise) as well as out-off phase (Y-output, background noise) signals are digitized at
a specified rate and divided by total gain (preamplifier gain×LIA’s gain) to obtain the actual voltage
values. All the data are saved in computer hard drive for further computations and analysis. Typical
total gain is usually 105-108 and a typical experiment requires 106-107 data points at a sampling rate
of 1024 data points/sec. This data collection process is called “sampling” and sampling rate is 1024
data point/sec.
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Figure 3.10: Waveforms illustrating the digitization process. (a) The time-domain analog voltage signal (b)
S/H stage, where the only information retained is the instantaneous value of the signal when the periodic
sampling takes place. (c) The ADC converts the voltage to the nearest integer number.

Figure 3.10 shows a typical example of analog-to-digital conversion process of a voltage
signal in time domain. There are two sections like sample-hold (S/H) and ADC where S/H is an
inbuilt component of modern ADC cards. The S/H is required to keep voltage entering the ADC
card constant while the conversion is taking place. The output of S/H is allowed to change only at
periodic intervals, at which time it is made identical to the instantaneous value of the input signal.
Changes in the input signal that occur between these sampling times are completely ignored. The
sampling converts the independent variable (time in this case) from continuous to discrete. The
highest frequency used in our analysis is ≈ 10 Hz. Thus we are collecting data 102 times faster. Thus
these issues are not much of our concern.
The large number of data points reduces the errors during measurements and voltage drifts
due to thermal instability. The rate of data collection is kept high to eliminate any possibility of
stray components coming into the signals through the process aliasing. Aliasing effect and its
removal are going to be discussed in the next section. Other than the advantages there are several
disadvantages as well, these are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Appearance of quantization errors due to finite resolution of analog-to-digital converter and
due to finite precision in representation of digitized values in computer.
Ground loops, electromagnetic radiation, vibration from external sources, electronic noise
appearing from loose cable contacts, poor performance of electronic instruments contribute
reasonable amount of extra noise to the ADC card.
Improper grounding of ADC card itself can be a noise source.
Ill performance of computer hardware and sometimes software conflict with ADC card
become problematic.

For the above reasons the digitized signals become corrupted and to recover original signal
from sample one would need faster data processing that is discussed below. It is important that all
other extraneous noise sources should be removed as much as possible.
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3.3.1 The aliasing effect and its removal
Aliasing occurs when analog continuous time signal is converted in discrete time signals, i.e.,
during sampling. The continuous time signal changes its frequency during sampling and assumes an
identity (an alias) which is not its own. Since the digital data is no longer uniquely related to a
particular analog signal, an unambiguous reconstruction is impossible. There is no information
regarding the original analog data and the true identity remains completely hidden. This is an effect
of improper sampling.

Fig 3.11: A schematic diagram for realizing aliasing phenomena and its contribution to the noise power
spectral density.

The reason for aliasing is explained through Shannon sampling theorem or Nyquist
sampling theorem. Theorem states that a continuous signal can be sampled properly, only if it does
not contain frequency components above one-half of the sampling rate. Suppose a continuous
waveform of frequency f1

y1 (t) = ACos(2πf1t + δ ) = ACos(Φ1t + δ )

(3.10)

is being sampled at a frequency FT , or, interval of time T = 1/ FT . The discrete sequence of
continuous signal developed at instances t n = nT (= n / FT = 2πn / Φ n ) and can be written as

⎛
⎞
2nπ
y[n] = ACos(2πf1t n + δ ) = ACos(Φ 1 nT + δ ) = ACos⎜⎜ Φ 1 ⋅
+ δ ⎟⎟ = ACos(ω1 n + δ ) ,
Φn
⎝
⎠

(3.11)

where ω1 = 2π (Φ 1 / Φ n ) = Φ 1T . In the same way, the continuous signals of the form
y1,k (t) = ACos [± (Φ 1t + δ ) + kΦ n t ] , for k = 0, ±1, ±2......

(3.12)

leads to the identical discrete sequence

⎡ 2π (Φ 1 + kΦ n )n
⎤
y1,k (nT ) = ACos[(Φ 1 + kΦ n )nT + δ ] = ACos ⎢
+δ⎥
Φn
⎣
⎦
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⎛ 2πΦ 1 n
⎞
= ACos⎜⎜
+ δ ⎟⎟
⎝ Φn
⎠
= ACos(ω1 n + δ )
= y[n]
Hence the spectral power at frequencies (Φ 1 + kΦ n ) {k = 0, ±1, ±2......}, where Φ n / 2π is the
sampling frequency “reflected” into the frequency Φ1 . This enhancement of spectral power due to
the reflected power from outside the bandwidth can be realized as “aliasing” [16, 17, 18, 19]. The
aliasing thus can enhance spectral power of signals with f < 10 Hz “imprinting” large power from
the 50 Hz region if care is not taken in digitizing data. The realization of aliasing effect and its
contribution to the noise power spectral density is shown schematically in Fig. 3.11.

Figure 3.12: An example of aliasing. (a) The original sinusoidal continuous signal at frequency 4 Hz (black
solid line) is digitized at a rate 6 samples/sec (orange dots). (b) The digitized signal suffered from aliasing
effect and appears as a signal of frequency 2 Hz.

We can consider an example where we have a continuous sinusoidal analog signal of
frequency 4 Hz with amplitude 1V in Fig. 3.12 (a) (black solid line). If the signal is sampled with a
sampling rate 6 Hz (see Fig. 3.12 (a)), the digital signal will appear of frequency 2Hz (See Fig. 3.12
(b)). So if the sampling rate is less than twice of maximum desired frequency ( f max ), the signals
with frequencies higher than f max will also appear within the desired frequency band and this will
lead to corruption of signal as well the wrong estimation of spectral power density. There will be an
enhancement of spectral power density due to the contribution coming from aliased power. To get
an aliasing free signal we have to set sampling rate higher than ( 2 × f max ). The frequency f = 2 f max
is called Nyquist frequency.
Using DSP technique [5, 20, 21, 22] we can solve above mentioned problems. We
mentioned earlier that the signal from LIA output is up to ≈ 32 Hz is allowed by using a built-in low
pass filter in LIA. In our experiments to avoid excessive noise coming from 50 Hz we limit f max to
10 Hz, hence a sampling rate more than 2 f max = 20 Hz will be sufficient to avoid aliasing. For ease
of taking fast Fourier transformation (FFT), we keep digitization rate (Δ) at 32 Hz (= 2 f max ), so that
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it gives f max = 16 Hz. Δ decides to set LIA’s low pass filter time constant to a value τ LIA = 1/ (2πΔ ) .
For Δ = 32 Hz, τ LIA = 5 msec. The closest value for τ LIA available in SR830 model is 3msec
corresponding to a frequency ≈ 53 Hz. The low pass frequency window of 53 Hz will allow all
possible contributions from power line fluctuations at 50 Hz. We can observe peak structures in the
power spectra due this kind of contributions in voltage fluctuations. By increasing τ LIA one can
reduce low pass frequency band only by a factor of 2, and improvement becomes slightly better
when roll-off suppresses 50 Hz only by 24 dB, i.e., a factor of 10. This is not sufficient to filter 50
Hz power-line noise. In practice, the signal is sampled at a rate Ω s = D × f max . For f max = 16 Hz
and Ω s = 512 or 1024 samples/s, D = 16 or 32. At these high sampling frequencies the attenuation
due to the low pass filter of LIA is ~ -90dB. Thus the possibility of a signal of higher frequency
aliasing itself onto a frequency lower than f max (which is our region of interest) is greatly reduced.
The data is then low pass filtered with a digital filter having a roll-off as high as 80-100 dB/octave
(which is virtually impossible to achieve with an analog filter because of the cost and the bulk of
such a filter) and a cut-off at f max . This virtually removes all stray signals of frequency higher than
f max from the digitized data. The data is then re-sampled by retaining only the D -th point to bring
down the effective sample rate to the desired value of 2 f max and is called “downsampling”. This
process of digitally filtering the data and combining with subsequently reduction of the effective
sampling rate from Ω s = 2 × f max to 2 f max is called “Decimation” in the time domain. The
decimated data is further used to estimate the power spectral density of noise or probability
distribution function (PDF) of the voltage fluctuations. The power spectral density is calculated by
using fast Fourier transformation (FFT). For PDF calculations, sample noise is separated from
background noise using proper digital filer called “weiner filter” in frequency domain and then the
cleaned data is transformed back to time domain (by inverse Fourier transform), histogram of
voltage jumps are calculated. These steps will be discussed in the subsequent sections in this
chapter.

3.3.2 Decimation: downsampling and digital filtering
We have already discussed about the downsampling followed by digital filtering of the signal,
called “decimation”. The re-sampled data is generated retaining every D -th point in time scale and
D is denoted as decimation factor. For the decimation process the first step is to design low-pass
digital filters. The filters fulfil two purposes: signal separation and signal restoration. Signal
separation is needed when a signal has been contaminated with interference, noise, or other signals.
Signal restoration is used when a signal has been distorted in some way. Any linear filter has a
frequency response, an impulse response and a step response. Each of these responses contains
complete information about the filter, but in different form. If one of the three responses is specified
then other two are fixed and can be directly calculated. All the three responses will determine how
the filter will react in different circumstances.
An ideal low-pass filter should able to pass all the frequencies up to its cutoff frequency f C
while blocking all other frequencies higher than f C . The frequency response of an ideal low-pass
filter is shown in Fig. 3.13 (a). Its frequency response can be written as
|H(f)| =

1 for | f | ≤ fC

=

0 for | f | > fC,

(3.14)
and the impulse response is
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h(n ) =

fC

∫ exp(2iπfn)df

= 2 fC

for n = 0

− fC

=

Sin (2πf C n )
for n ≠ 0.
πn

(3.15)

An infinite-length Fourier series could represent h(n ) correctly. But in practice, this is not possible
to do. Hence the function, h(n ) has to be approximated by a series of finite-length with n-th
coefficient of h(n ) as (Now on, in our discussion “[ ]” will be used for a coefficient in discrete-time
sequence while a “( )” will be used for continuous-time series)
⎡
⎛
M −1 ⎞⎤
⎟⎟⎥
Sin ⎢2πf C ⎜⎜ n −
2Ω
S ⎠⎦
⎝
⎣
h(n ) =
⎛
M −1 ⎞
⎟
π ⎜⎜ n −
2Ω S ⎟⎠
⎝

(3.16)

where, M is the order of the filter and Ω s is the sampling rate. This approximation leads to
appearance of large-magnitude ripples in the filter’s frequency response as shown in the Fig.
3.13(c).

Figure 3.13: Frequency response of (a) an ideal low-pass filter (b) of an impulse (c) of an actual low-pass
filter. The actual low-pass can be realized as convolution of the ideal filter function and impulse function.

Though the ripples can not be completely removed but their amplitude can be controlled by
multiplying the impulse response h(n ) by a suitable window function w(n ) . The impulse response
h′(n ) of the resultant filter becomes
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h′(n ) = w(n )h(n ) .

(3.17)

Since w(n ) itself is a finite length time series it also suffer from some ripples. A typical frequency
response of a window function is shown in Fig. 3.13(b). Some well known window functions like
Hanning, Hamming, and Kaiser window functions are shown in Fig. 3.14.

Figure 3.14: The well known Hanning, Hamming, and Kaiser window functions are shown.

In our case we have used Kaiser window due to its excellent control over ripples and quick decay of
magnitude. Kaiser window function [18] can be written as
I α (1 − [(n − α ) / α ] 2 )
w[n] = 0
I 0α
=0

1/ 2

for 0 ≤ n ≤ N

(3.18)

otherwise

where, α is the shaping parameter and
2

⎡⎛ x ⎞k ⎤
p ⎢⎜ ⎟ ⎥
2
I 0 ( x ) = 1 + ∑ ⎢ ⎝ ⎠ ⎥ p is a sufficiently large number.
⎢
k! ⎥
k =1
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

(3.19)

I0(x) is a zero-th order Bessel function of first kind. We used p = 0.30.

3.3.3 Scheme to construct digital filers
•

Passband and stopband frequencies f p and f s are selected and they estimate the filter cutoff

•

Allowable passband ripple ( A p ) and stopband attenuation ( Ar ) are selected.

frequency f C = ( f p + f s ) / 2 .
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•

•

α=

0.1102( Ar – 8.7)
0.5842( Ar - 21)4 + 0.07886(Ar - 21)
0

(3.20)

The window length, Dkw with the following empirical formula
Dkw =
=

•

Ar > 50
0 ≥ Ar ≥ 21
otherwise

( Ar -7.95)/14.36
Otherwise

Ar > 21
(3.21)

The order of the filter M is determined, and M should satisfy the criterion
M≥

Ω S Dkw
fs − f p

(3.22)

Figure 3.15: Parameters for evaluating frequency domain performance. The frequency responses shown are
for low-pass filters. Three parameters are important: (1) roll-off sharpness, shown in (a) and (b), (2)
passband ripple, shown in (c) and (d), and (3) stopband attenuation, shown in (e) and ( f ).
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•

The functions w[n] , h[n] , and h′[n] are computed.
The decimated data can be obtained by registering D -th sample of the convolution of the signal
x(m ) with filter’s impulse response h′[n] using the relation
y[n] =

M −1

∑ x[m]h′[Dn − m]

(3.23)

m=0

In this case the filters are of non-recursive style and they are generally known as “finite duration
impulse response” (FIR) filters [18, 20]. The comparison between the poor and good responses of
digital filters is shown in Fig. 3.15. For optimization of the memory space available in the computer
hard drive as well as RAM and to make the processing and data collection faster we performed
decimation in three stages.

3.3.4 Scheme for multi stage decimation
Figure 3.16 (a) depicts the schematic diagram of multi-stage decimation process [16, 19] and Fig.
3.16 (b) is shows the actual response functions of digital filters used at different stages mentioned
above. We have used the same decimation algorithm for each stage of decimation.

Figure 3.16: (a) A schematic diagram showing the multistage decimation process. (b) The response
functions of the three stage digital filters used. The LIA filter response is shown for comparison as a dotted
line.
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The net effective decimation factor should be decided from f max value of our interest and D should
be equal to 2 f max at least. The original sampling rate Ω s was 1024 samples/sec and after
downsampling with decimation factor D = 128, the effective sampling rate at final stage became
Ω s = 8 samples/sec. The maximum frequency f max is 4 Hz. Decimation factors at each stage, Di,
was calculated in such a way that and it is a divisor of that in the previous stage, Di −1 and it is just
larger than

(Di −1 ) . Thus with

D = 128, the decimation factors at 1st, 2nd and last stage becomes

16, 4 and 2 respectively. For all stage s we used same f p ≈ 3.85 Hz and f s ≈ 60, 12, and 4.15 Hz
at first, second, and third stages respectively. The corresponding values of f c are ≈ 32, 8, and 4 Hz
respectively and corresponding to roll-off values 6dB/octave, 47dB/octave, and 1283dB/octave. For
all stages we allowed pass-band ripple, A p = 0, and stop-band attenuation Ar = 100 dB. Here the
orders of filter in three stages are 118, 52, and 322 respectively. The higher roll-off of the digital
filters we used in comparison to that of the LIA (= 24dB/octave) implies the superiority of our
filters.

3.3.5 Detrend, a linear trend removal process
Ideally the voltage fluctuations recorded in time domain should be drift free. Sometimes due to
thermal drift of average resistance in the Wheatstone bridge balancing and other arms, there is a
deviation of bridge balance leading to drift. Also poor quality of cable arrangements and mostly
poor thermal instability give rise to linear drift in the voltage fluctuations recorded. In this case
recorded data contains frequency components with a time period which is much larger than the
actual data collection period and this information has a low-frequency component which does not
carry any information about the sample noise and contribute a component in power spectra.

Figure 3.17: (a) Voltage fluctuations showing linear trend due to drift. The solid red line indicates the leastsquare fitted data and (b) same voltage fluctuations after trend removal. The voltage fluctuations (y-scale)
are in nV.
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This linear trend can be removed by a filter with “least squares fitting” [23] procedure. If the
deviation does not follow linear trend then it is recommended to discard the data for further
analysis. For this procedure, trend in the data, V1 [n] is first found out as

⎡ n ⎤
V1 [n] = b0 + b1 ⎢ ⎥ ,
⎣Ωs ⎦

2(2N + 1)∑n =1V[n] − 6∑n =1 nV[n]
N

where b0 =

b1 =

N

N (N −1)

{

(3.24)

and

}.

Ω s 12∑n=1 nV[n] − 6(N + 1)∑n=1V[n]
N

N

N (N −1)(N + 1)

Then by subtracting V1 [n] from original data V [n] and then we replace V [n] with trend-free data.
Trend removal is a very important step to get distortion-free power spectra. The effect of trend
removal is shown in Fig. 3.17.

3.4 Data analysis: estimation of power spectral density
The digitized and subsequently decimated data sheet gives us the filtered voltage fluctuation in time
domain. We can calculate the power spectral density in frequency domain from it. The estimation of
power spectral density was developed by Peter D. Welch using fast Fourier transformation and is
known as “method of averaged periodogram” [24]. This method optimizes the number of
computation steps along with the maximum usage of hard disk memory in the computer and
obviously reduces the computation time. In this section we shall describe the essential steps
regarding this method.

3.4.1 Welch’s method for averaged periodogram
After decimation process the continuous voltage fluctuations have been recorded into digitized
sequence of N data points with a sampling rate Ω s . The discrete frequencies can be estimated as
f k = Ω s k / N where k = 0, 1, 2,......., N/2. The spectral power density can be estimated as [25]
S[ f0 ] =

1
2
V [0]
2
N
1
2
2
S [ f k ] = 2 V [k ] + V [N − k ] , k = 1, 2,........., (N/2 - 1)
N
1
S [ f max ] = 2 V [N / 2]
N

[

]

(3.25)

where, f max is the maximum frequency and
N −1

V [k ] = ∑ v[n ]e 2πink / N , k = 0, 1, 2,............, (N - 1).
n=0

The sequence of S [ f k ] is called as “periodogram”.
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There are two different roots of errors generated during this process:
• Periodograms are estimated at discrete frequencies. Thus it contains average information about
the surrounding frequencies which are not desired at all. Hence the spectral density at actual
frequency becomes erroneous. This effect is called as “leakage”.
• Statistical error due to finite length of the sequence in the time domain. This error generally
present in any of the finite width calculation.
The first error can be removed by a useful method called “data windowing” and second error is
resolved by a method called “averaging of periodograms”.
a. Method of Data Windowing

The discrete sequence of voltage fluctuations can be written always in Fourier transform equation as
N −1

V [k ] = ∑ u[n ]v[n ]e 2πink / N , k = 0, 1, 2,..........., (N - 1)

(3.27)

n=0

where, u[n] =

1

0≤n≤N

=

0

otherwise

(3.28)

And power spectrum of which can be given as
1
Q[s ] = 2
N

⎡ Sin (πs ) ⎤
⎢ Sin (πs / N ) ⎥ ,
⎣
⎦
2

(3.29)

Q[s ] has finite width and sidebands and leakage information come from surrounding sidebands. A
window function w[n] introduced to resolve the problem. The scheme is to weigh the actual data
sequence v[n] with this window function by multiplying v[n] with w[n] . So the modified
periodogram becomes
S[ f0 ] =

1
2
A[0]
Qss

S[ f k ] =

1
2
2
A[k ] + A[N − k ] , k = 1, 2,............, (N/2 - 1)
Qss

S [ f max ] =

[

]

(3.30)

1
2
A[N / 2]
Qss

and
N −1

A[k ] = ∑ w[n]v[n]e 2πink / N , k = 0, 1, 2, .............., (N - 1)

(3.31)

n=0

N −1

2

where, Qss = N ∑ [w[n]] .
n=0

Any window function has a main lobe accompanied by its side lobes. Good window functions has
its main lobe’s magnitude much higher than its side lobe’s magnitude, hence we have used Hanning
window function defined as
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w[n] =

1⎡
⎛ 2πn ⎞⎤
1 − Cos⎜
⎟⎥ n = 0, 1, ............., (N - 1).
⎢
2⎣
⎝ N ⎠⎦

(3.32)

b. Method of Averaging Periodograms

To do the “averaging of periodogram”, the complete decimated dataset is partitioned in few
segments of equal length, say of 2L data points. The partitioning is done such a way that any two
consecutive segments are overlapped by half segment length. That means the last L data points of
the first segments are first L data points of the second segment, similarly the last L data points of
the second segments are first L data points of the third segment and so on. If total number of
partition is M , then there will be total (M + 1) segments and 2(M +1)L number of data points can
be segmented that way. Now for each segment modified periodograms are estimated as described
above for the discrete frequencies f k = Ω sk / 2L fk here k = 0, 1, 2, ........., L . Then for each
frequency, f k power spectral density is calculated by averaging the periodograms at this frequency
over all the segments. To calculate the Fourier transform 2.24, we used a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm developed by Danielson and Lenczo [26] because this algorithm is very economic
from the computational point of view. In this method the single Fourier transform of complete set of
2L data points can be written as two Fourier transforms, one from the even-numbered positioned
data and other from the even numbered positioned data as,
A[k ] =

2 L−1

∑ a[n]e π

2 ink / 2 L

n=0
L−1

, k = 0, 1, 2,............., (2L – 1) and a[n] = w[n]v[n].
L−1

A[k ] = ∑ a[2n ]e 2πi (2n )k / 2 L + ∑ a[2n + 1]e 2πi (2n +1)k / 2 L
L−1

n=0

n=0
L−1

n=0

n=0

= ∑ a[2n]e 2πink / L + e 2πink / 2 L ∑ a[2n + 1]e 2πink / L

[

]

(3.33)

= Ake + e 2πink / L Ako .
k

Ake and Ako are even and odd components of Fourier transform of length L . Now each component
again separated to two parts each similar way and can be kept on going until finally each part
becomes length of 2 data points. To achieve this we always chose L as a power of 2 (typically
512). To realize this during computation the complete data set is rearranged such that these final
level data points stay next to next by a method called “bit reversal method”. From this data set the
required Fourier transform can be computed with highly improved computational speed and
averaged periodogram can be estimated very fast.

3.4.2 Recovery of “uncorrupted” time domain signal: Weiner filtering
So far we focussed on discussing about the power spectral density from the time domain series.
From the time series i.e., data in time domain one would like to obtain the probability distribution
function (PDF). In the case when the voltage fluctuations are orders of magnitude higher than the
background level, the time domain analysis like construction of PDF is accurate if we use in-phase
time series only. However, if the voltage fluctuations are such that within the measured bandwidth,
it is comparable with background fluctuations, then in-phase signal is highly corrupted by the
additional contributions coming from the background signals, and the effect of background should
be removed before further analysis of the time domain. Hence to obtain the “uncorrupted” time
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series free from background fluctuations one can use Weiner filtering. The Weiner filer sufficiently
removes the background signal and we get an in-phase component containing sample information
only and a quadrature component from background fluctuations. The Weiner filter translates the
time domain signals into frequency domain, and retains only that fraction of the power that
corresponds to the “excess” noise (i.e. from the one arm of the sample) over the background. It then
re-transforms the “cleaned” spectrum into the time domain to produce an “uncorrupted” time
domain signal. The power spectral density of the uncorrupted signal only contains information
about “excess” noise with the backgrounds signal removed.

Figure 3.18: The flow chart of the algorithm used to execute the “Weiner filter” to eliminate the background
noise from the “in-phase” signal.

As we mentioned earlier, the X-output of the LIA is noise signal containing sample noise corrupted
by background noise and Y-output is only the background noise. Power spectra of both these noises
namely SVx ( f ) and S Vy ( f ) can be estimated as described in the last section. Now if SV ( f ) is the
sample’s noise excess over S Vy ( f ) , one can design Weiner filter ϕ ( f ) such that when it is applied

to the corrupted signal SVx ( f ) , one recovers a signal SVC ( f ) . This SVC ( f ) is very close
approximation of the uncorrupted signal SV ( f ) . The filter performance is said to be good if the
least squared difference between SV ( f ) and SVC ( f ) is minimum, i.e.,
+∝

∫ S ( f ) − S (( f ))
C
V

V

2

df

is minimum

−∝
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+∝

or

∫ ϕ ( f )[S ( f ) + S ( f )] − S ( f )
V

Vy

V

2

df

is minimum.

−∝

An important assumption in this estimation is that the background and the uncorrupted signals are
uncorrelated. SV ( f ) becomes uncorrelated to the background one can write

ϕ( f ) =

SV ( f )

2

SV ( f ) + SVy ( f )
2

.

2

(3.34)

Since | SV ( f ) |2+| S Vy ( f ) |2 ≈ | SVx ( f ) |2 then we can easily write ϕ ( f ) as a function of the fluctuations
which we have already estimated from the X-output and Y-output data. So
SVx ( f ) − SVy ( f )
2

ϕ( f ) =

SVx ( f )

2

2

,

(3.35)

and if we operate ϕ ( f ) on our measured X-output in frequency domain and performing inverse
Fourier transformation, we can recover the original voltage fluctuations in the sample excess noise
over the thermal fluctuation in time domain with which the statistical analysis is done. The
algorithm to execute Weiner filtering process is depicted in Fig. 3.18.

3.4.3 Test of Gaussianity of noise and quantifying non-Gaussian noise
In noise measurements it is a common practice to characterize fluctuation by its power spectral
density SV ( f ) or equivalently by the second moment of the fluctuations. For Gaussian fluctuations
this will suffice because Gaussianity implies that all higher order correlation functions
V (t )V (t + t1 )KV (t + t n ) can be expressed by decomposing them into the sum of all possible
products of pair wise correlation functions [23, 27]. Thus for Gaussian noise the first moment
determines higher moments. By the Central Limit Theorem, a distribution is Gaussian if and only if
the individual events of the distribution are uncorrelated, i.e. the occurrence of one event does not in
any way influence that of any other event. However, in many physical situations this need not be
the case. In many complicated systems, the fluctuators may not be completely independent of each
other, giving rise to correlations. This kind of behaviour is expected in systems near phase
transitions [28, 29] or in frustrated systems like spin glass [30]. Under these circumstances, limiting
the analysis of resistance fluctuations to its spectral power density only does not completely
characterize the fluctuating system. When the fluctuations become non-Gaussian higher order
statistics are needed to describe them. In this section we discuss two techniques used by us to
quantify the non-Gaussianity of a distribution- “Probability Density Function”, “Second spectrum”
a. Probability Density Function (PDF) analysis

An important parameter that characterizes the nature of fluctuations in any system is the estimation
of its probability density function (PDF) [20, 21]. The essential criteria for estimation of PDF are:
one has to estimate the approximate frequency at which excess noise is comparable to background
level, the excess noise magnitude should be at least one order higher in magnitude than the
background level and the real time series of voltage fluctuations then decimated down so that the
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band width is restricted below this frequency. The details of estimating PDF is shown by a
flowchart as shown in Fig. 3.19.

Figure 3.19: The flowchart showing the detailed procedure for estimation of PDF from sample time series
data.

The PDF so obtained is an experimental quantity. Next step is to analyse the nature of the PDF to
check whether it is Gaussian or some other distribution. In general a Gaussian probability density
with zero mean can be written as
P(x ) =

⎛ − x2
exp⎜⎜
2πσ x
⎝ σx
1

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(3.36)

where σx is the variance of the distribution. It is clear that logarithm of P(x ) as a function of x 2
should be a straight line and slope giving twice the variance of the distribution. In Fig. 3.20 (a) we
have plotted the raw times series of voltage fluctuation of a nickel wire of diameter 50μm at five
different temperatures. The PDF of voltage fluctuations were obtained using the above process from
the above time series (see Fig. 3.20(a)). Fig. 3.20(b) shows the PDF P(ΔV ) at few representative
temperatures. The data have been plotted as (ΔV ) versus ln[ P(ΔV ) ]. We have fitted the straight
2

2
line with equation ln[ P(ΔV ) ] = K + m[(ΔV ) ] (linearized form of Gaussian probability density
function) where K and m are the fitting parameters. The relative variance of the voltage fluctuations
(ΔV )2 /V 2 calculated from the slope of the curve and is shown in the Fig. 3.20(c) (filled
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triangles). The integrated power spectral density in frequency domain over a bandwidth of our
interest was also calculated using DSP technique described earlier. That data (filled circles) have
been plotted in the same graph for comparison. We can make out that these two techniques give
identical data indicating the fluctuations are Gaussian. This also establishes that the DSP techniques
do not add any artefacts to the data.

Figure 3.20: (a) The raw time series of voltage fluctuations recorded for a 50 μm wire nickel wire at few
representative temperatures. (b) The Probability Density function (PDF) of voltage fluctuations were
2
measured from the above time series. Logarithm of P(ΔV ) is plotted against (ΔV ) and gives straight line.
The inset shows the relative variance of voltage fluctuations calculated from PDF analysis (open circles)
and from FFT of time series (closed circles).

b. Second spectrum calculation and analysis

We further extend our analysis for the distribution other than Gaussian distribution. Then we have
to study the nature of the of the noise power determined from various measurements and to compare
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it with that expected from Gaussian noise [30, 31]. One of the way one can do analysis of nonGaussian noise data is to use higher order moments and look into the variation of spectral power.
This can be quantified by the second spectrum of the noise data, we explain this below. To calculate
the second spectrum of noise we have to obtain repeated measurements of noise power over a
frequency band to form a time series of noise power. The power spectral density of this time series
gives the power spectrum of the fluctuations in noise power within a frequency band of the original
spectrum and is called “Second Spectrum”. The second spectrum is fast Fourier transform of four
point correlation function expressed as [32]

S (2) ( f ) = ∫ V 2 (t )V 2 (t + τ ) Cos(2πfτ )dτ

.

(3.37)

If we take infinite time approximation, the estimated power at any frequency component will not
vary with time and hence the second spectrum will be identically zero. Every frequency component
of the spectrum has a finite variance due to the finite bandwidth of measurement is called “noise in
noise”. For uncorrelated fluctuation processes, the variance or “noise in noise” [31] is expected to
have a frequency independent white spectral power.

Figure 3.21: The flow chart showing the procedure for obtaining second spectrum from the time series data
of voltage fluctuations.
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The spectral power is called Gaussian background and is given by

S P(2)
2
=
T

Gaussian

bH − p

∑

S

= 8T

(1)
n+ p

bH − p

∑

*
An+ p An+
An An*
p

n=bL

S

(3.38)

(1)
n

n=bL

where bL = Tf L and bH = Tf H , f L and f H are the lower and upper frequency of the bandpass filter,
T is the total time taken for the data collection. We obtain a frequency dependence of second
moment when the fluctuators are correlated in time. The scheme of derivation of second spectrum is
as flows:
• The raw time series of voltage fluctuations are made uncorrupted by passing it through the
Weiner filter.
• This uncorrupted signal is digitally band-passed through a small frequency window, within
which the fluctuation of the spectrum is estimated.
• The time series data sequence is squared point-by-point and stored in a specified file.
• The power spectrum generated from this new time series gives the second spectrum.
Figure 3.21 shows the basic algorithm regarding the second spectrum calculations from the original
time series of voltage fluctuations.
A typical data of normalized second spectrum for a 50μm nickel wire Fig. 3.22 were calculated
using the original time series data (see Fig. 3.21 (a)) is shown in Fig. 3.22. The second spectrum
data also indicate Gaussian nature of the noise and the green solid line (in Fig. 3.22) indicates the
Gaussian fit of the data. The second spectra data support the data which we already obtained from
PDF calculation.

Figure 3.22: The plot of normalized second spectrum as a function of frequency at few representative
temperatures for a 50μm nickel wire. The solid green line indicates the Gaussian fit of the data. The
normalized second spectra show the Gaussian nature of voltage fluctuations in the wire.
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3.5 Low temperature noise measurement set-up
3.5.1 Design of a cryostat
Our experimental set-up is capable of resistivity against temperature measurement and simultaneous
noise measurement at various temperatures. The temperature range of our measurement is from 350
K down to liquid Nitrogen temperature 77 K. We have used another cryostat which operates within
temperature range from 77 K down to liquid Helium temperature 4.2 K. The complete design of the
cryostat is shown in the figure 3.23.
•

Cryostat body: The cryostat is made of two non-magnetic stainless steel (SS 304) hollow
cylinders. The outer cylinder has diameter 35 mm and the inner one is of diameter 15 mm. The
thickness of the stainless steel sheet is 1 mm. The end of the outer cylinder is closed by 2 mm
thick brass disc. An annular flange made of brass with an O-ring grove was welded at the top
end. Matching to this flange there is another brass flange welded on the inner tube also, so that it
can be screwed vacuum-tightly when the inner tube remains inside the outer one. We have
chosen stainless steel because of its mechanical strength and low thermal conductivity through
the temperature range we are interest for. In spite of this the top portion of the cryostat generally
sits at room temperature where as the bottom part is at low temperature. So a thermal gradient
will arises between the top load and the sample insert. But due to low thermal conductivity of
the cryostat material will not destroy the thermal stability at the sample end.

Figure 3.23: A schematic design of the cryostat used for resistivity and noise measurement setup.
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•
•
•
•

•

•

Lead box: There is a brass lead box welded on top of the inner tube furnished with vacuum
sealed low noisy high quality BNC female connectors and one multipin (8-pins) connector [13].
Heater: The lower end of the inner tube is welded firmly to a blow hole free copper bobbin
winded with 4 feet manganin wire (12.5 Ω/feet) serves as heater in the cryostat.
Sample holder: The bobbin extends as a sample holder made of thick copper plate with
dimension 8 cm×3 cm×0.5 cm. The holder is wrapped with cigarette paper using GE-varnish.
The samples are mounted on the sample holder using Apiezon N-grease [33].
Thermometers: Thermometer is mounted on the sample holder by GE-varnish at opposite face
of the copper plate where sample is mounted. The thermometer and its leads are carefully
mounted and thermalized so that they can contribute very little thermal fluctuations at a
particular temperature. The GE-varnish serves as a good thermally conducting but electrically
insulating medium requires for any low temperature measurement. We have used two different
thermometers for two different temperature ranges of measurements: a Pt-100 film thermometer
for 77 K-350 K and a Silicon Diode thermometer (model: Lakeshore DT470) [34] for 4.2 K-77
K.
Vacuum: The outer and the inner cylinders should be good vacuum sealed, otherwise the
thermal fluctuations can hamper the sensitive experiments. The top load (sitting at room
temperature) will be thermally connected to the sample insert (sitting at low temperatures) due
to poor vacuum, which is at all not desirable. The outer cylinder is evacuated by rotary oil pump
and the pressure is kept 10-3 mbar inside it. But the inner cylinder is kept at high vacuum of
pressure 10-6 mbar which is sometimes required for noise experiments. Otherwise the inner
cylinder can be maintained vacuum of pressure 10-3 mbar.
Electrical connections: The electrical connections between sample leads to the BNC
connectors have been done by twisted pairs of silver coated coaxial cables. The thermometer
and heater connections have been done by twisted copper wires (diameter 100 μm) terminated
to the multipin connector in the lead box. All these cables and wires go through the inner
cylinder only. The electrical connections between the BNC and the measuring instruments were
made through BNC cable twisted in pair and that between the multipin connector and the
instruments were made through a multi core shielded cable [13].

3.5.2 The experimental setup
The schematic diagram of our experimental noise setup is shown in the figure 3.24(a) and the actual
setup at our laboratory is shown in figure 3.24(b). The four-probe, five-probe, and ac-dc mixing set
up schematics are given in figures earlier. The low frequency and low temperature noise
experiments are very sensitive and we have to take lots of precautions to acquire good and
reproducible results. The setup is always kept isolated from all external noise sources like
electromagnetic radiations, mechanical vibrations, power line fluctuations, any kind of electrical
sparking, and improper grounding of the measuring instruments. We have dedicated power supply
which is a battery based inverter for the noise measurements. The cryostat along with cryogenic
dewars and the measuring electronic instruments (except LIA) are kept in Faraday cage during
experiments. Faraday cage is nothing but a huge box made of layers of two metals, mild steel (2
mm thick) and aluminium (1 mm thick) which shields of electromagnetic radiations to interfere the
noise experiments. The noise detection circuits (standard resistor in case of four-probe and the ac
Wheatstone bridge in case of five-probe as described in section 3.2) are kept in a thick (6 mm)
aluminium box. There is a μ-metal sheet which covers the inner walls of the box.
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Figure 3.24: (a) Schematic diagram of noise measurement setup, (b) The actual noise measurement setup at
our laboratory.
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During the measurement the cryostat is dipped in the liquid Nitrogen or liquid Helium
dewars and the temperature at the sample end is measured and read by a digital temperature
controller from Lakeshore (model: 340) using PID control. The temperature stability is always
maintained ~ 2 mK and we have recorded that this stabilization remains intact for more than 5 hrs.
The sample is biased ac voltage by LIA (SR830) and the output voltage from the sample is
amplified by preamplifier (SR554/SR560) and again fed to the LIA. The output of the LIA is
recorded by ADC card (PCI-DAS6036) through computer. For resistivity measurements we have
used GPIB card (IEEE-488.2) [34] for data collection. The sampling rate of ADC card is 1024
samples/sec where as GPIB card data acquisition rate is 10 points/sec, much slower than ADC card.
Though GPIB card is insufficient for data acquisition for noise measurements but it suffices the
requirements for resistivity measurements.

3.5.3 Calibration of the setup
After designing the setup, calibration is always required to check the applicability, sensitivity and
reproducibility of any measurement. For calibration we simply calculated Nyquist noise (
4k B TR sample ) for a standard 1Ω carbon resistor because the noise depend only those parameters
which are completely known to us. The Nyquist noise also helps to find out the accurate thermal
noise which is to be subtracted out to extract the actual noise information coming from the sample.

Figure 3.25: The noise data for a 1Ω carbon resistor, open circle and closed circles are total noise (sample
noise + background noise) and sample noise (background subtracted) respectively. The triangles are
showing for background ( 4k B TR sample = 1.75×10-20 V 2 /Hz) only.

If the background noise is much higher than the calculated one ( 4k B TR sample ) then there always exist
some other noise sources like ground loops, poor thermal equilibrium, and interference of electrical
noises from measuring instruments. As the Nyquist noise is “white”, i.e., frequency independent,
we have to check that it should remain flat throughout the measuring frequency bandwidth. The
external noise generally hampers this background noise at lower frequencies and a frequency
dependent upturn is generally observed, which is not desired. Sometimes the background noise
follows the trend (frequency dependence) of sample noise without being flat which is mostly caused
by poor thermal equilibrium of the system under investigation. We have to make sure that these
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possibilities of errors should be minimized or eliminated before going to any experiment because
DSP fails to correct these errors.
Figure 3.25 shows the experimental noise data for 1Ω carbon resistor (filled circle) at 300 K
where background is frequency independent. The estimated Nyquist noise for this sample is
1.656×10-20 V2/Hz and the experimentally obtained value is 1.75×10-20 V2/Hz. It is recommended to
make a calibration check of the system before starting a set of experiments. The good calibration
depends on a basic criterion, grounding of all instruments related to the setup. We have used “star”
grounding for our measurement purposes which we will discuss in the next section.

3.5.4 Controlling noise:
3.5.4.1 Grounding:

Controlling noise in measurement systems is vital because it can become a serious problem even in
the best instruments and data acquisition hardware. Most laboratories contain abundant electricalnoise sources, including ac power lines, heavy machinery, radio frequency antennas, and a variety
of electronic equipment. Radio antennas generate high-frequency noise, while computers and other
electronic equipment generate noise in all frequency ranges. Building a completely noise-free
environment just for running tests and measurements is seldom a practical solution. Fortunately,
simple devices and techniques such as using proper grounding methods, shielded and twisted wires,
signal averaging methods, filters, and differential input voltage amplifiers can control the noise in
most measurements. Some techniques prevent noise from entering the system, while others remove
extraneous noise from the signal. Here we shall discuss how the improper grounding implants
erroneous signals during sensitive noise measurements and the possible ways of removal.

Figure 3.26: (a) Series ground connection, (b) Parallel ground connection.

•

Grounding conflict: The most common problem comes from “grounding conflict” when
ground as a place in contact with the earth, a common return in an electrical circuit, and an
arbitrary point of zero voltage potential. Grounding, or connecting some part of an electrical
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circuit to ground ensures safety for personnel and it usually improves circuit operation.
Unfortunately, a safe environment and a robust ground system often do not happen
simultaneously. It takes planning based on systematically understanding how electricity behaves
in various types of circuits. In our lab we have used special type of ground treated as reference
node of for this particular instrument. The manner in which these wires connect to the actual
reference point determines whether a “series” or “parallel” ground method is being used. The
series and parallel ground connections are shown in Fig. 3.26(a) and Fig. 3.26(b) respectively.
The series ground connection is pretty common because it’s simple and economical. However,
this “cheap and dirty” connection is also the noisiest due to common ground impedance between
the circuits (as indicated by the resistor symbol). When several circuits share a ground wire,
currents from one circuit (flowing through the finite impedance of the common ground line) can
cause variations in the ground potential of the other circuits. If the ground currents are large
enough, the variations of the ground potential can cause serious disruptions in the operations of
all circuits attached to the common signal ground. The parallel ground connection eliminates
common ground impedance problems, but does so at the expense of using a lot of wire. Also,
the impedance of each individual ground wire can be very high, and the ground lines themselves
can become sources of system noise. Most of the impedance and noise problems can be
minimized by choosing the correct size and type of ground conductor. We used thicker stranded
grounding wire for each distribution loop. The use of large gauge wire helps reduce the ground
resistance, while the use of stranded wire reduces the ground impedance. It is recommended not
to use solid wire for the ground distribution loops.
We followed parallel ground connections for our set-up. We have used long solid (diameter
6 mm) copper rod which went inside the ground and serves as a ground wire. The main ac
power supply comes from UPS supply of our laboratory is connected to the primary of an
isolated transformer input. The output of secondary of that transformer is the main ac line
voltage we used to connect all the instruments we have used for our noise measurements.
Separate inverter uses the laboratory ground which is not connected to our special ground. So
we tried to isolate our ac power line free from any line voltage fluctuations coming from other
instruments sharing the same UPS and ground. We grounded all our measuring instruments by
terminating their ground paths to a common point, i.e., our special ground point. This
connection prevents the internal system from floating at an ac potential between earth ground
and the input ac supply potential.
•

Ground loops: Sometimes, a measurement error is mistakenly attributed to a ground loop
problem, especially where a ground is not strictly involved. Any type of unwanted or
unexpected current flowing through a ground line is referred as “ground loops”. The basic
concept of the ground loop is shown in Fig. 3.27. The true problem arises as earth-ground is not
really at the same potential in all locations. Earth ground potential and resistance can vary due
to environmental conditions as soil composition, water content, salt contents, time of year, and
corrosion of the earth ground conductor. If the two ends of a wire are earth ground at different
location, the voltage difference between the “two” ground points can drive significant currents
through the wire. The ground loop phenomenon relates to two types of situations; shared current
flow in a circuit path, which produces unintended voltages, and inadvertent circuits that
interfere with the proper operation of intended circuits. Measuring instruments that contain an
earth ground as described above usually generate a ground loop. A ground loop can become a
serious problem even when the ground voltage on the measured point equals the ground voltage
entering the instrument through the line cord. A voltage that develops between the two grounds
can be either an ac or a dc voltage of any value and frequency, and as the voltage and frequency
increase, the effects of the ground loop become more troublesome.
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Figure 3.27: The schematic diagram of a ground loop affecting the noise measurements.

3.5.4.2 Shielded wiring:

Metallic shields placed around equipment and test leads effectively prevent noise from either
entering or leaving the system. For example, loose or exposed wires become affected for radio
frequency signal pickup, and can form loops that radiate noise. The best instrumentation wiring
schemes consist of carefully grouped lines, twisted in pairs, occasionally covered with a second
shield, and routed through a dedicated conduit or raceway. A shielded, twisted pair is quite
commonly used in a channel to connect a signal from a source to an input terminal. Shields
minimize capacitive coupling and twisted wires minimize inductive coupling. Proximity to other
wires, especially power wires carrying high voltages and high currents can couple noise into lowlevel signal conductors. Capacitive coupling can exist between any two pieces of metal in close
proximity, including two conductors in totally separate circuits. When the sensor or transducer is in
a shielded metallic enclosure, which is also connected to earth ground, the shield may be connected
at the sensor end and remain open at the input channel terminals. When the sensor is well insulated,
the shield may float and connect to the analog common of the data acquisition system input
terminals. Occasionally, multiple-conductor cables composed of a bundle of wires and an overall
shield are acceptable for a group of high-level, dc or low-frequency signals, but would not be
recommended for the general data acquisition case. Compromising a well planned wiring system
with low quality wire, shared conductors or shields, and parallel, untwisted wires will produce less
than optimum results. There are two common types of wires are used twisted pair cables (in
shielded or unshielded form) and coaxial cables.
•

Twisted pair cables: The twisted pair cables are generally available in two varieties,
shielded and unshielded are shown in figure 3.28 (a) and 3.28 (b) respectively. The shielded
variety has a grounded metal wire-braid which gives an extra protection from external
interferences. Twisted pair cables are typically bundled together to form 4 or 5-pair twisted
pair cables (8 or 10 wires altogether).

Figure 3.28: (a) Shielded twisted pair cable and (b) unshielded twisted pair cables.
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•

Coaxial cables: Coaxial cable consists of a silver/gold coated copper core surrounded by a
grounded sheath (usually a woven braided copper mesh with silver coating). The sheath
gives the copper core excellent protection from external noise and allows coaxial able to be
used near machinery and other sources of electromagnetic radiation. It also reduces
attenuation due to the skin effect because less energy can be radiated from the outer surface
of the core. Coaxial Cable is commonly used for digital transmission. The coaxial cable we
have used has a resistance of 50 Ohms/metre but cables of resistance of 75 Ohms/metre are
also available. The schematic diagram of the construction of a coaxial cable is shown in
figure 3.29

Figure 3.29: (a) Schematic diagram of a coaxial cable showing the components of it and (b) the actual
coaxial cables available commercially.

In the following chapters we discuss the results of the resistance and resistance fluctuation
measurements carried out on different sample like thin films, single crystals and nanowire using the
experimental techniques described in this chapter.
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Chapter 4
Study of very low frequency resistance fluctuations
in perovskite manganite films
4.1 Introduction
The most canonical example of perovskite manganites are the doped manganite systems La1which are medium bandwidth systems and are more susceptible to the lattice and
other interactions. These mixed valence manganites are interesting because of the interplay
between charge, spin, orbital, and structural degrees of freedom. This gives rise to a multitude
of ordered phases and thus a very rich phase diagram as we discussed in Chapter 1. There are
varieties of ordered ground states for manganites, ranging from ferromagnetic metallic state
to charge and orbital ordered insulating states that can also have antiferromagnetic spin order.
The presence of interactions of comparable strengths provide a delicate energy balance so
that ground states sometimes may not be homogeneous, leading to mesoscopic electronic
phase separation [1, 2]. The electronic phase separation that leads to this inhomogeneity
couples to a number of physical properties and are ill understood. It is well established that
for optimal doping concentration, i.e., x ≈ 0.33, the material undergoes a paramagnetic to
ferromagnetic phase separation (TC ) accompanied by a metal-insulator transition at the same
temperature. Investigation of resistance fluctuations (noise) phenomena in the ferromagnetic
metal (FMM) and paramagnetic insulating (PMI) (below the Curie temperature TC ) states in
manganite thick films of composition La0.67Ca0.33MnO3. The La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 is abbreviated
as LCMO33. LCMO33 grown on oriented single crystalline SrTiO3 substrates is the main
theme of this chapter. We further study the phenomena of phase coexistence by using noise
spectroscopy.

xCaxMnO3

Figure 4.1: Electronic structure of (a) Mn3+ in octahedral coordination, before and after Jahn-Teller
distortion; (b) Mn4+ in octahedral coordination; (c) energy band diagram in ferromagnetic
manganites La0.67Ca0.33MNO3 (adapted from reference [8]).

For the specific system La1-xCaxMnO3 for x = 0.22-0.4, there is a well defined
paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition at TC on cooling and also a transition from a
polaronic insulating state at high temperature to a ferromagnetic metallic state at low
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temperature, which results in a peak in resistivity at TP . Typically in good manganite
samples, TC ~ TP . Besides the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effect near the
paramagnetic (insulator) to ferromagnetic (metal) transition at TC ( TP ), also distinguish
themselves by the small coercive field and high spin polarization at the low temperature
ferromagnetic region [3, 4]. Sample with optimal concentration x ≈ 0.3 exhibit a large peak
in resistivity below TC , which has been attributed to spin-disorder scattering of magnetic
polarons [5]. Ferromagnetism occurs in the composition range 0.1 < x < 0.5, where it is
associated with the simultaneous presence of Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions as we discussed in Chapter
1 [6]. The end members ( x = 0, and x = 1) are antiferromagnetic insulators. But the
intermediate compounds exhibit high conductivity and magnetization approaching the spinonly value expected for a ferromagnetic mixture of Mn3+ ( 3d 4 ) and Mn4+ ( 3d 3 ) ions. The
trivalent manganese is severely Jahn-Teller distorted in octahedral sites whereas the fourth
manganese d electrons, the e g↑ electrons, becomes delocalized with increasing x hopping
among Mn4+ ion cores. The 55Mn hyperfine interaction [7] also reveals that the structure is
orthorhombic with a ( 2a0 , 2a0 , 2a 0 ) superstructure of the elementary cubic perovskite cell
and O-Mn-O bonds are sufficiently linear so that the ground state is ferromagnetic. The
charge carriers are delocalized and Jahn-Teller (JT) distortions are suppressed. The electronic
band structure of LCMO33 is illustrated in Fig. 1; the e g (σ *) band is of energy 1 eV and the
t 2 g − e g energy band gap is 1.5 eV wide. The 2p(O) level lies 3.0 eV below the Fermi energy

level and the carrier density in the e g (σ *) band is 4.5×1027 electrons/m3 [8].
However, for manganite films it is known that their transport properties are strongly
affected by the film thickness, e.g., at the nanometer scale the films have TP (TC ) different

from those of the thick films or bulk materials (bulk LCMO33 has TP ~ 250 K [9]) at the
same doping level. Table. 1 represents some published data regarding the variation of TP (TC
) depending on the film thickness of LCMO33 grown on single crystalline SrTiO3 substrates
[9-24]. This effect may reflect the decrease of spin polarization at the interfaces and is
thought to be detrimental to the performance of devices like the spinpolarized tunnel
junctions [25, 26]. Although being extensively studied, the thickness effect has not been
properly explained yet owing to the involvement of a variety of factors, mainly the biaxial
strain induced by substrates, dimensional effects, and the oxygen deficiency as well.
The ferromagnetic metallic state observable in LCMO33 differs from the metallic
state of conventional metals. Due the inadequacy of double exchange model there are several
theoretical models to explain these systems. Millis et al. [27] argued that the physics in the
paramagnetic (PM) phase is dominated by the interplay between a strong electron-phonon
coupling and the large Hund coupling effect that optimizes the electronic kinetic energy by
the generation of a ferromagnetic (FM) phase. A dynamical JT effect was proposed, at hole
doping x > 0.2 and T > TC , without leading to long-range order but the strong electronphonon coupling localizes the conduction band electrons as polarons. As a result the
paramagnetic phase dominated by these polaronic effects which are strongly suppressed in
FMM phase. The polaron effect being turned off as T is decreased through TC , permitting
the formation of a metallic state. Some experimental evidence and theoretical work [28] also
predict that polaronic distortions present in the PM phase, persist in the FM phase. In this
case, the high temperature competition for the FMM phase is not with the ordered mixedvalent insulator, but with something resembling a melted version of it- generally called a
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“polaronic liquid”. Such polaronic effects giving rise to regions of varying conductance in the
sample, which is termed “phase separation”.
SL. Reference
No.

Substrates
(orientation)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Bibes et al. (2002) [11]
-doChou et al. [12]
Bibes et al. (2002) [11]

SrTiO3 (001)
SrTiO3 (001)
SrTiO3 (001)
SrTiO3 (001)

5.

Pranjape et al. (2003) [13]
Reutler et al. (2000) [14]

SrTiO3 (002)
SrTiO3 (001)

6.

Pranjape et al. (2003) [15]

7.

Bibes et al. (2002) [11];
Bibes et al. (2001) [16]
Marithew et al. (2000)
Palanisami et al. (2001) [18]
Bibes et al. (2001) [16]
Bibes et al. (2001) [16]
Pranjape et al. (2003) [13]
Mathur et al. (1997) [19];
Chou et al. (2006) [12]
B. Ghosh et al. (2004) [20]

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Film
thickness
t (nm)
6
12
20
27

TP
(K)

Method of film
growth

110
130
146
150

rf sputtering
,,
,,
,,

40

198
110

PLD
MBE

SrTiO3 (002)

50

276

PLD

SrTiO3 (001)

54

246

rf sputtering

70

153

MBE

108
180
200
200
200
500

260
rf sputtering
270
rf sputtering
215
PLD
240
PLD
242
rf sputtering
270 Chemical Solution
Deposition

[17]; _______
SrTiO3 (001)
SrTiO3 (001)
SrTiO3 (002)
SrTiO3 (002)
SrTiO3 (001)
SrTiO3 (002)

Table 4.1: A survey of published literature on variation of TP with LCMO33 film thickness t grown
on oriented single crystals of SrTiO3 substrates.

4.1.1 Microscopic fluctuations: Phase separated!
In Chapter 1, we have already discussed how charge, spin, orbital ordering, lattice preserve
the delicate energy balance in manganite systems. This critical balance is very susceptible to
a number of external perturbations. The overwhelming properties of manganites are stabilized
by several competing interactions which make the system inhomogeneous. Fig. 4.2
reproduced from Moreo et al. [29] shows that in all phases, including the FMM one, and even
at high temperatures, inhomogeneities have been unveiled. The particular experimental
technique(s) on the basis of which was one can obtain the information corresponding to the
particular x - T region is mentioned also. In literatures we find names like “droplets”,
“domains”, “clusters”, “polarons”, and other, but they all refer to the same notion: the system
is inhomogeneous [1].
de Gennes had suggested that FM ground state of La1-xCaxMnO3 is reached by hole
doping of the parent compound LaMnO3 by interpolation through a canted antiferromagnetic
(AF) state [29]. The detailed theoretical studies based on one-orbital model [30] showed that
instead of a canted state, an electronic “phase separated” (PS) regime interpolates between
hole doped FM and undoped AF phase. Such carrier rich and deficit regions can extend up to
few lattice spacings. The low doped manganites have AF regions and large FM regions can
be achieved when critical doping concentration is reached. The carrier concentration
mismatch effect is least in the middle of the FM region in phase diagram (see Fig. 4.2). Still
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carrier concentration driven inhomogeneities were reported from different experiments like
muon spin resonance [32], x-ray absorption [33], optical experiments [34] etc. In the high
temperature, polaron like inhomogeneities were inferred from neutron scattering [35, 36] and
x-ray absorption [37] experiments. In all cases, the characteristic length scales of the
localized charges were of the order of a few lattice spacings, or 1-2 nm. Moreover, some of
the experiments also predict that in PS regime, there may be a percolative kind of metalinsulating transition (MIT), where the insulating phase grows at the cost of the metallic ones
as TC is approached until it goes over to the high temperature insulating phase.

Figure 4.2: Schematic phase diagram of La1-xCaxMnO3 from Moreo et al. [29].

From phase diagram we can observe that for x = 0.33, there exists a definite FMM to
PMI transition and following the above discussion one can expect the presence of
inhomogeneous region near MIT. In the PS regions, there exists two or more different phases
in thermodynamic equilibrium. These thermodynamic phases generally occurs either because
of disorder (where one phase is more favourable than the other) or because of an imposed
conservation law. The change in external parameters e.g. mechanical strain, temperature,
pressure, volume etc, two phases readjust themselves in two different proportions and this
readjustment directly tunes the electrical and magnetic properties of these physical systems.
NMR studies are well known probe to study the ionization state and the local
magnetic environment of 55Mn atoms. The coexistence of Mn(IV)/Mn(III) species can be
found out by it to search the presence of metallic regions in the system [38]. Since the NMR
is sensitive only to the local environment level, it fails to establish the existence of two
thermodynamic phases.
Neutron data has been used to investigate short-range and long-range ordering. In
LCMO33, zero-field neutron echo studies have found out the low temperature FM phase and
presence of inhomogeneity in the system in a length scale of ≤ 30Å. The parallel muon
studies suggest that the spin dynamics are quite different at different regimes and carrier
concentration inhomogeneities reported at low temperatures from muon spin resonance [39].
Moreover, the low temperature FM phase consists of soft zone boundary of magnons and
phonons and this idea is supported by inelastic neutron scattering experiments [40] also.
The existence of Jahn-Teller distortions with short range correlations and existence of
local magnetic clusters were revealed by Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) studies [41].
These experiments clearly indicate that there are inhomogeneous regions over length scales
comparable to unit cell dimensions. In some cases inhomogeneities may occur in longer
length scales. The idea of the low temperature phase separated regime, also predicts a
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percolative kind of metal-insulator transition, where the insulating phases grow at the cost of
metallic ones as TC is approached until it goes over to the high temperature insulating phase.
These inhomogeneity form the subject of our interest and this chapter is dedicated to study
the nature of their existence.

Figure 4.3: (a) Temperature variation of resistance and normalised noise power for La0.67Ca0.33MnO3.
(b) Time traces exhibiting discrete fluctuators at different temperatures. Note: The high resistance
state is favoured at higher temperatures [17].

We have discussed various probes to investigate the phenomena of “phase separation”
for the coexistence of mesoscopic and macroscopic/microscopic thermodynamic phases. Low
frequency resistance fluctuation (noise) also indicates the two-phase coexistence; and is used
as an important probe to study the phase separation in manganites. In this chapter noise has
been studied extensively in the manganite systems which will give us important information
about the coexistence phases in these materials. This idea will help us to build up the basis of
our experiments to understand the underlying physics of manganites.
In addition to the conventional transport measurements, noise spectroscopy has been
used earlier to study the dynamics of phase separation [42-45]. Figure 4.3(a) shows the
variation of integrated noise data ( S V ( f ) / V 2 ) and resistivity for La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 with
temperature. The data is for 70 nm thick epitaxial film on STO, deposited by MBE [17]. We,
however note that though the film has been grown by MBE it has an unusually broad
transition and very low TC (~ 155 K). This will imply that this film may be highly strained
and has high degree of inhomogeneity. In general films of LCMO grown on STO of lower
thickness show this behaviour although with TC ~ 200 K. The above results show that noise
peaks up near transition temperature. This data indicated the possibility of percolation like
transitions between high and low conducting phases. For such inhomogeneous transitions
consist of two-level discrete resistance fluctuation process as shown in Figure 4.3(b).
There are reports [14, 46, 47] showing the sample resistance fluctuates between two
resistance values, like a two-state system, giving rise to random telegraphic noise (RTN) as
we discussed already in Chapter 1. The resistance fluctuation in these films is generally
attributed to electronic phase separation and phase coexistence of the high resistance
(paramagnetic) and low resistance (ferromagnetic) phases. Notably, the data (see figure
4.3(b)) shows that the high resistance state is more favoured at higher temperatures. It is the
coexistence of these phases and the dynamical nature of the phase equilibrium that
determines the time scale of the resistance fluctuations. The authors have found that for
difference between two magnetic moments Δμ (in two states) ≈ 2μ B per unit cell typical size
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of the fluctuators are 104-105 unit cells. This data was supported by the results obtained by
Palanisami et al. [48].
Hess et al. [49] reported the presence of two-state resistance switchers in single
crystals of LCMO33 near mesoscopic phase separation. Most of the studies investigated
noise with spectral power S V ( f ) /V 2 ~ 1/ f (the “ 1/ f ” noise), a wealth of physical
information came from discrete fluctuators that typically occur in small temperature windows
for T < TC .

Figure 4.4: The time series of voltage fluctuation (ΔV(t)) at four representative temperatures in the
range 0.94 ≤ T / TCO ≤ 1.04. (a), (b), (d) have voltage fluctuations which give rise to 1/ f noise in
power spectral density. (c) The voltage fluctuates between “high” and “low” volatage levels and give
rise to RTN [50].

We note that coexisting phases giving rise to discrete fluctuators have been seen in the
case of charge ordering transition (TCO ) also. Existence of low frequency discrete fluctuators
showing RTN (along with broadband 1/ f noise) have been observed in single crystals of
Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (PCMO) reported by Bid et al. [50], which shows a transition from a
paramagnetic insulating (PMI) state to a charge ordered insulating (COI) state. They clearly
showed that at T ~ TCO , there exists RTN type jumps in the time series (voltage fluctuations
ΔV(t) had been recorded with time) as shown in Figure 4.4. Only at temperature 0.96 ≥
T / TCO ≥ 1.04 (see Figure 4.4 (c)), RTN dominates over 1/ f noise. Outside this temperature
window only 1/ f noise (see Figure 4.4 (a), (b), and (d)) was observed and they suggested
that RTN was not appearing either it doesn’t exist due to finite observation time consideration
or has a very small magnitude beyond the detection limit. They also suggested that voltage
fluctuation oscillates between a “high” fluctuation and “low” fluctuation level which gives
rise to RTN type fluctuations. They recorded presence of a substantial component of 1/ f
noise in the power spectra within each “high” and “low” stage voltage jumps.
These two-level fluctuation (TLF) processes were observed earlier by Anane et al.
[51] in La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 system and they inferred the coexistence of FM and COI phases with
different conductivities. The PCMO system shows relatively large RTN fluctuation than a La
system ([51]). Actually, in the Pr system the transition is associated with two insulating
phases (PMI and COI) with similar conductivities while in the La system the transition has a
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percolation aspect. If we assume a phase separated sample with regions of two different
conductivities and a dynamic phase separation with the clusters switching between the two
conductivity states, then it is quite likely that it would be a source of electrical noise. It is
likely that such switching is thermally activated and associated with these fluctuations there
would be a typical time scale that describes the dynamics/energy scale of this switching [47].
Indeed if the source of the noise is due to fluctuations of these individual domains, it can give
rise to RTN. However, most of the direct evidence of this phase separation via scanning
probe techniques [52, 53] shows a local static tendency of phase separation (at least in the
time scale of measurement) than a dynamic one, as expected from the low frequency noise
measurements. The case analysis of the resistance fluctuation data, it does give us important
information about electrical conduction in the sample.

Figure 4.5: MFM images of La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 film on SrTiO3 taken at decreasing temperatures of (A)
250 K (25 μm by 36 μm by 52 nm), (B) 233 K (22 μm by 32 μm by 56 nm), and (C) 207 K (19 μm by
27 μm by 47 nm) [54].

Theoretically, the predicted phase separation is not only electronic but also has a
magnetic character. The metallic and insulating domains are supposed to be FM and AF
respectively. An ideal probe to study surface magnetic character, in the nm scale, is the
magnetic force microscopy (MFM). MFM on thin films of La0.65Ca0.35MnO3 [54] on SrTiO3
(STO), carried out as a function of temperature showed that magnetic domains started to
appear at 250 K ( ≈ TC ) (Fig. 4.5). However, the domain contrast was small, which meant that
there was a small domain magnetization. The domain size and contrast increased rapidly
during cooling became fairly clear at 233 K and stronger at 207 K. The domain contrast says
nothing about their type/direction of magnetization but does confirm that the sample in the
FM phase is not fully magnetized, down till 100 K (where the domains were typically a few
microns in dimension). They also observed that neighbouring domains always had opposite
magnetization and as the temperature was decreased the domains increased in size and their
mobility was considerably diminished. A similar study was carried out on thin film of
La0.33Pr0.34Ca0.33MnO3 grown on NdGaO3 (NGO) [55] clearly indicates the growth of FM
domains below TC , which grew in size and contrast (strength of magnetization) with the
lowering temperature.
The above experiment failed to register any correlation between the MFM and the
underlying topography images (except some of the scratches which probably served as
domain pinning centres). Thus, the phases below TC are also seen to be magnetically
inhomogeneous. Kanki et al. [56] studied MFM across the TC (~ 303 K) on La0.8Ba0.2MnO3
thin film on STO and calculated the magnetization from the images. Figure 1.16 shows this
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data compared with magnetization measured by a SQUID and the result is shown in Fig. 4.6.
The error bars also give us an idea of the spread in local magnetization M local in the system
as a function of temperature.

Figure 4.6: Temperature dependence of local magnetization calculated from MFM images and the
magnetization measured by SQUID on La0.8Ba0.2MnO3 thin film on STO [56].

Figure 4.7: (I). La0.67Sr0.3MnO3 thin film (a) STM topography and (b) corresponding conductance
map (with PtIr tip); (II) La0.67Sr0.3MnO3 thin film (a) STM topography and (b) corresponding
conductance map (with magnetic tip). The contrast in (b) is represented by both conductance and
spin-polarization contributions [57].

Akiyama et al. [57] carried on a unique spin polarized STM/STS studies were carried
out by on epitaxial thin film of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 on NGO with a La0.7Sr0.3MnO3-coated PtIr
and bare PtIr tips. Fig. 4.7(I) shows the simultaneously taken topography (Fig. 4.7(I) (a)) and
conductance maps (Fig. 4.7(I) (b)) taken at room temperature ( T < TC ). But they failed to
observe any contrast (phase separation) in the conductance maps, which correlated with the
topography only at the step edges. Again Fig. 4.7(II) shows similar data taken with the
manganite coated tip. The coated tip was magnetized parallel to the sample surface prior to
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the experiment. In absence of any detectable phase separation in the previous experiment the
contrast in this conductance map is purely due to the presence of magnetic domains with
different magnetization axes and not due metallic/insulating phases. They observed broad
magnetic domains (μm). The lower half of Fig. 4.7(II) (b) shows magnetic domains (200500 Å) which are strongly correlated to the surface topography. This, as mentioned before,
may be due to the fact that structural defects often serve as pinning centres for small magnetic
domains. The above study is unique in the sense that though the spin polarized conductance
maps show the existence of magnetic inhomogeneity below TC , they do not show electronic
phase separation!
Phase separation has been reported mainly in the film samples of manganites. Many
people believe that phase separation is an intrinsic part of the basic physics of the manganites,
and is essential to explain various observations like CMR, the large drop in ρ just below TC
and the broad transition seen from the ρ vs T data. But there is lack of conclusive evidence
that it is indeed the case. It just so happens that if we assume the concept of phase separation
and a percolation model, it does help us in understanding many of the observations. The
observation of phase separation still remains unexplained. More importantly, it has not been
established clearly that phase separation is ‘intrinsic’ to the manganites. The factors like
strain, microstructures or strain inhomogeneity play an important role to nucleate phase
separation and these features still need further investigations. We note that the issue of phase
separation has been investigated, except one or two publications the importance of starin on
noise has not been investigated. We made extensive studies by noise spectroscopy on
manganite films grown on oriented single crystal substrate to segregate the response from the
effects due to strain fields and phase inhomogeneity.
The experiments were carried out on 500 nm thick film of hole doped manganites of
composition LCMO33 grown on oriented single crystal SrTiO3 substrates which have there is
a well defined paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition at TC ≅ 268 K on cooling and also a
transition from a polaronic insulating state at high temperature to a ferromagnetic metallic
state at low temperature, which results in a peak in resistivity at TP . Typically in good
manganite samples, which are not strained have TC ≈ TP . In the following section, we begin
describing the strain accommodation in the films and the strain relaxation phenomena
depending on the lattice mismatch with the substrate and the thickness of these films.
Following this, we investigate the noise characteristics of these films with structural disorder
and discuss about the electrical conduction mechanism. We explored noise spectroscopy
focusing the region close to the ferromagnetic transition temperature where the two phases,
ferromagnetic metallic and paramagnetic insulating regimes coexist. Here we also discuss
magnetic field dependent resistance fluctuation phenomena near phase separated regions.
Finally, we investigated strong coupling of magnetic and resistance fluctuations through the
mechanism of temperature dependent magnetoresistance (MR). This is followed by the
summary.

4.2 Structural disorder and Phase separation
The manganites are well known to be susceptible to various perturbations resulting drastic
change in sample properties. For films, properties like ρ 0 , TC , width of the transition
temperature, electrical and magnetic properties and noise spectra are closely related to certain
parameters: (a) film-substrate lattice mismatch induced biaxial (tensile/compressive) strain,
(b) film thickness, (c) deposition technique, (d) post-deposition annealing etc. As has been
pointed out by Millis et al. [10], due to the JT splitting term of lattice distortion (because JT
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splitting of the energy levels is directly proportional to the distortion of the octahedra), TP (
TC ) of manganite is extremely sensitive to biaxial strain.
Usually there is a critical limit of film thickness for films grown epitaxially on a
lattice-mismatched substrate, and below this thickness the film is grown coherently and
strained uniformly at the same time. Thus when the stored elastic energy due to strain will
cross a critical value, this will make the film to relax its strain by creation of dislocations and/
grain boundaries. If the film thickness increases beyond a critical value, the lattice strain will
be fully relaxed accompanying the generation of defects like dislocations in the films [58].
When the strain is relaxed partially, i.e., strain is not uniform then films are structurally
inhomogeneous. Several studies [11, 59, 60] have suggested that the properties of these films
are greatly dependent on manganite-insulator (film-substrate) interfaces. When the strain
factors come into play for films of manganites, two physical properties are greatly modified
due to strain: resistivity and the magnetization. The studies by Sun et al. [61] and Zeise et al.
[62] interpreted the presence of electrical dead layers located at the interfaces which leads to
the modification of resistivity (i.e. TP ). This is accompanied by a decrease of magnetic
moment and magnetically dead layers have also been detected also [63, 64]. The thickness of
these dead layers is order of a few nm and highly dependent on the nature of the substrates.
Millis et al. [65] studied theoretically the strain effect in manganite films and stated that the
one must distinguish between uniform bulk strain ( ε Bulk ) and biaxial strain ( ε * ) effects on
TC . The author suggested that εBulk can led to an increase of TC depending on the sign of the
strain, while ε * favours electron localization in e g levels splitting by static JT distortion,
causing TC to decrease.

Figure 4.8: Experimentally observed dependence of TC on biaxial strain in epitaxial strained La
0.67Ca0.33MnO3 films on STO [67].

Rao et al. [66] followed the above model and tried to explain results for LCMO films
grown on STO and found that it did not account for the decrease of TC upon thickness
reduction. We discussed before that there are evidences of existence of multiple phase
separation into ferromagnetic-metallic, ferromagnetic-insulating, and non-ferromagneticinsulating regions. The nucleation of non-metallic regions appears to be related to the
modification of carrier density in the metallic phase which causes TC to change. Hence,
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doping, strain, thickness play key roles in manganite films. If TC is sensitive to biaxial strain,
the magnetic transition may also be inhomogeneous. Fig. 4.8 shows a typical example how
transition temperature (TC ) of a film varies with ε * in the films of manganites. Hence, such
subtle disorder effects are unavoidable and all these factors should be taken into account for
interpretation of all current experimental data.
While strain is supposed to be most important component of the physics of
manganites, very few theoretical works have been done on strain induced hallmark features
for manganite films. Two parameters that permit to characterize the strain are: ε * (biaxial
strain) and ε Bulk (bulk strain) defined by the equations 4.1 where ε zz , and ε xx , ε yy are out of
plane strain and two in plane strain components respectively. ε * and ε Bulk permit to
characterize the anisotropy and compaction (or expansion) in the volume of the unit cell
respectively.

ε* =
ε Bulk

1
(2ε zz − ε xx − ε yy )
4
1
= (ε xx + ε yy + ε zz )
3

(4.1)

Bulk strain remains nearly constant with film thickness indicating that the volume of the unit
cell is constant. However, the anisotropic strain is constant for film thickness below the
critical film thickness for strain release, and diminishes for thicker films. According to Millis
model [65] the transition temperature TC and biaxial strain ε * is related by a relation
through two parameters, β and Δ defined as:

1
⎡
⎤
TC (ε ) = TC (ε = 0 )⎢1 − βε Bulk − Δε *2 ⎥ ,
2
⎣
⎦

(4.2)

where β = (1/ TC )(dTC / dε Bulk ) and the coupling parameter Δ is connected to TC and ε * as

(

)

Δ = (1/ TC ) d 2TC / dε * 2 . Millis et al. [65] estimated β = 10 and Δ = 1.0×103 for the LCMO
films indicating the dependence of transport properties on ε * . If a film is compressively
strained in the in-plane direction then there must be an associated tensile strain in the
direction perpendicular to the film surface and vice versa. If we assume the film is epitaxial,
the out of plane strain ε zz will related with two in plane strain components ε xx and ε yy as

ε zz = −

ν (ε xx + ε yy )
1 −ν

(4.3)

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio. For LCMO33, ν was found to be approximately 0.38. Note
that for ν < 0.5, the unit cell volume is reduced compared to the bulk material.
One can make a quick estimation of the strain character from the lattice parameters of
bulk LCMO33 ( a LCMO = 3.855 Å) grown on different substrates. The substrates have lattice
parameters slightly greater (STO) and less (LAO) than the lattice parameter of LCMO33.
Hence, the LCMO33 films grown on those substrates are expected to be under tensile or
compressive stresses. The in-plane stress ε is defined as ε xx (% ) = (a sub − a LCMO ) / a LCMO where
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asub is the lattice parameter of the substrates. Considering ν = 0.38, we can deduce the out of
plane distortions ε zz = −2νε xx / (1 − ν ) where the in-plane stress ε xx = ε yy . In Fig. 4.9 we have
shown how the tensile or compressive strain arises in film due to lattice mismatch between
film and substrates.

Figure 4.9: Schematic diagram for the mechanism of tensile or compressive strain arises in the film
due to lattice mismatch between film and substrate.

Composition
SrTiO3 (STO)
LaAlO3 (LAO)

Lattice
parameters
at 300 K (Å)
3.905
3.790

ε xx (% ) = (a sub − a LCMO ) / a LCMO

ε zz (% ) = −2νε xx / (1 − ν )

1.16
-1.68

-1.42
2.06

Table 4.2: Lattice parameters of different substrates and amount of in-plane ( ε xx ) and out-of plain (

ε zz ) strain components for LCMO33 films grown on them STO and LAO substrates.
In Table. 2, we have listed lattice parameters of two substrates and associated in-plane and
out-of-plane strain components arising in the LCMO33 films. If a film is compressively
strained in the in-plane direction then there will be an associated tensile strain in the direction
perpendicular to the film and vice versa. The average microscopic properties, of the films are
strongly influenced by strain. In practice, the film microstructure may not be constant
throughout the thickness. This is particularly true for thicker films (above ~100 nm) and films
grown on substrates with a greater lattice mismatch. The thicker films may have a two
layered structure of a coherently strained bottom layer and a (partially) strain-relaxed
possibly defect rich upper layer, both separated by defect rich zone [68, 69]. The degree of
strain will affect the crystal structure of the film and hence the physical properties. Figure
4.10 illustrates schematically how the microstructure varies with the degree of relaxation.
Investigations by Chen et al. [70] on the growth kinetics of films reveal that, while
growing a film, a continuous wetting layer of a few monolayer thicknesses covers the
substrate first, and islands are nucleated above this layer. This growth mode leads to a
variation in the strain on the film, normal as well as parallel to the surface. Compressive
strain leads to an island growth mode of the film and hence a non-uniform distribution of
strain is generated. The top of the islands are relatively strain free while the edges of the
islands are regions of very high strain (higher than the lattice mismatch strain). This type of
the strain distribution limits the lateral growth of the islands, resulting in uniform island size
in the entire film. This leads to a two-phase behaviour in the strained thin films with the top
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of the islands displaying properties similar to the bulk compound and the edges of the islands
are insulating.

Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram showing the microstructure of an epitaxial film that is (a) coherently
strained, (b) partially relaxed and (c) fully relaxed.

Experimentally the strain accommodation in films has been explored by several
authors. Rao et al. [71] studied 3D strain states and crystallographic domain structures of
epitaxial thin films of La0.80Ca0.20MnO3 of various thickness ranging from t = 25 nm - 400
nm on LaAlO3 (LAO) and STO. The system has bulk lattice mismatch of -2.37%
(compressive strain) with LAO and +0.60% tensile strain) with STO. As the thickness of the
film increases, strain relaxes in the film; both in-plane and out of plane lattice parameters
tend to deviate away from those of the substrates toward s the bulk value. Due to lager lattice
mismatch between La0.80Ca0.20MnO3 and LAO films grown on LAO show partial strain
relaxation. The AFM topography results show that thinner films are much smoother than
thicker films, due to strain relaxation in the thicker ones. The authors observed systematic
variations in TC and TP with respect to film thickness and in turn with ε * .
Zhang et al. [72] reported interesting results on magneto-transport properties of La1Ca
MnO
x
3 ( x = 0.05-0.33) films grown on STO substrates where strain profile varies from
x
tensile to compressive in nature with respect to doping concentration x ≅ 0.20. They
observed enhance of FM significantly with tensile strain whereas compressive strain reduces
TC .
Paranjape et al. [15] reported strain induced electrical transport properties of
LCMO33 films grown on NdGaO3 (NGO) and STO substrates of different substrates. They
have used scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and potentiometry (STP) probes to study
the microstructure of the films shown in Figure 4.11(a), (b) and (c). Depending on the lattice
mismatch with the substrate and the thickness of the film, the LCMO33 films with thickness
~50 nm can have very low strain (grown on NGO) or uniformly strained (grown on STO),
and they observed a clean terrace and step-type growth pattern. Thicker films of LCMO33
(grown on oriented STO substrate) are strain relaxed and the microstructure shows platelet
structure (columnar type) with misfit dislocations threading the platelet boundaries. They
reported broad electrical transition characteristics on both films grown on STO. But the film
grown on NGO which has best lattice match with LCMO33 has single crystal like transition
with much lower resistivity values than the other films (see Figure 4.11(d)). The strain
dependent suppression of transition temperature was also reported by the authors. They
suggested that the height modulation seen in the microstructures leads to local fluctuations,
which in turn lead to conductivity inhomogeneity that picked up in the correlated STM and
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STP measurements. The presence of local strain variations in the films thus leads to
inhomogeneous current flow in these materials even in the paramagnetic state.

Figure 4.11: STM images across the platelet and step for ~ (a) LCMO/STO(200), (b) LCMO/
STO(50), and (c) LCMO/NGO(50) films (arrows shown in the STP images indicate the applied
current direction), (d) temperature dependence of the resistivity of LCMO/STO(200),
LCMO/STO(50), and LCMO/NGO(50). Adapted from reference [15].

Biswas et al. [73] studied LCMO33 thin films (15 nm) deposited on NGO and LAO.
The films grown on LAO are biaxially strained with compressive strain ~ 2%. The strained
film resistivity is completely insulating and it can be made metallic by the application of an
external magnetic field of 8.5 Tesla which reduces ρ and a broad metal-insulator transition
shows up near 200 K. The strain free NGO film differs strongly from the other one and the
comparative study on the resistivity has shown in Figure 4.12(a). They suggested the
presence of two phases FM metallic and charge ordered (CO) insulating phases. The field
driven metal-insulator transition is associated with the coexistence of two phases with a
change of metal volume fraction through a percolation threshold. The AFM images taken on
the films (Figure 4.12(b)) show that the film on LAO has an island growth mode, while that
on NGO has a step flow growth (step height ~ 4Å). These data were also supported by the
transmission electron microscope (TEM) images (on LAO film) where they observed at the
island boundary than at the centre. Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) images (see Figure
4.12(c)) on the same film at 80 K show that magnetic domain sizes are similar to the island
sizes. The effect is absent for NGO films. They infer that low strain regions are FM metallic,
while the high strain ones are CO insulating at low temperatures with the strain (structural
disorder) stabilizing the insulting phase.
Bibes et al. [16] carried out thickness dependent studies on strained films of LCMO33
on STO using 55Mn nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). They observed clear signature of
coexistence of multiple phase separations like, FM metallic, FM insulating and non-FM
insulating regimes. They indicated that only FM metallic and non-metallic regions are present
in very thin films. But there is a critical thickness beyond which film becomes more
homogeneous being primarily composed of FM metallic regions. They observed systematic
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variation of magneto-transport properties depending on the phase separation. Further studies
[11] by the same group on STO, LAO, and NGO revealed inhomogeneous magnetoelectronic nanostructures with distinguishable regions containing localized charges. They also
observed charge density fluctuations near the interfaces of the films and conclude that both
the films are electrically inhomogeneous. The inhomogeneity varies with train which is much
larger in the strained film on STO than on NGO.

Figure 4.12: La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 thin film (a) Resistivity versus temperature for films deposited on NGO
and STO; (b) AFM topography images for LAO (left image) and for NGO (right image) films; (c)
MFM images of the LAO film at 80 K. The first image is a 1.4 × 1.4 μm topographic image showing
the island growth mode. The other three are magnetic images at the same scale showing the magnetic
domains. Adapted from reference [73].

Biswas et al. [74] observed the presence of clear phase separation near film substrate
interfaces for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 film on STO. They concluded that vertical growth of
inhomogeneous magnetic structures in system leads to phase coexistence. But Zeise et al.
[75] concluded that the double exchange interaction due to ordering of the atomic orbitals is
responsible for phase separation. They also mentioned that the strain variation across the
islands grown is far too small to induce strain related phase separation on length scale of ~
100 nm.
Recently Gao et al. [76] have performed experiments on strained as well as strain
relaxed films of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 on STO of thickness 50-150 nm. They observed
ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition at TC ~ 260 K for fully relaxed films. The partially
relaxed films have inhomogeneous magnetic and structural transitions. Two thickness
dependent TC were detected for each film. All these experimental results conclude one fact
that the transition temperatures are highly correlated with the film thickness mainly due to
strain! The authors also mentioned that the lattice constant mismatch that induces
inhogeneneities in both the strain state and magnetic transitions.
The results discussed so far are not exhaustive but give us an idea regarding the
various explanations available in literatures. They all focused the presence of phase
separation in the strained and strain relaxed films and creation of macroscopic and
nanoscopic structures depending on the film thicknesses. There is lack of systematic
investigation microstructure driven dynamics near phase transition. As stated before we
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investigate how strain and strain relaxation affects noise in these systems. We have already
discussed (please see in Chapter 1) some of the published results available in literature where
noise has been studied thoroughly in manganites. As we stated earlier, while most of the
studies investigated the noise with spectral power SV ( f ) ~ 1/ f (the 1/ f noise), a wealth of
physical information came from discrete fluctuators that typically occur in small temperature
windows for T < TC . But the exact nature of their origin may not be clearly established. We
have grown films which are well characterized strain relaxed and have microstructure with
misfit dislocations. These films are accommodated with specific type of quenched disorder.
We shall show that these films can show very low frequency 1/ f noise (0.25 ≤ f ≤ 1 Hz)
and in the frequency range ( f ≥ 10 mHz) below that, discrete fluctuators start to originate.
We explore the temperature range 100-300 K close to phase transition.

Figure 4.13: Field-cooling M-T (left) and R-T (right, lines) curves measured from the films grown on
STO (001) substrates with thicknesses of 15, 30, 45, 60, and 150 nm, respectively. For each film the
derivative of the M-T curve (solid symbols) is shown correspondingly in the right panels. For all the
films thicker than 30 nm, two magnetic transitions were observed for each M-T curve. The higher
transition temperature is TC1 and the lower is TC 2 . Both TC1 and TC 2 increase with the film
thickness. Adapted from reference [76].

4.3 Film preparation and characterization
The oriented and strain relaxed doped perovskite manganite films studied in this dissertation
were all grown by chemical solution deposition (CSD) [20, 77] technique on single
crystalline STO substrate as discussed detailed in Chapter 2. Here we briefly discuss the
method for completeness.
We have prepared precursor solution with proper stoichiometry from acetates of
Lanthanum, Calcium and Manganese and dissolved in a solution of Acetic acid and water
(with volume ratio 1:1) by heating at 70°C. The solution was spin coated with speed of 6500
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r.p.m on STO substrates. Five consecutive coatings were done before annealing at 900°C for
10 min. The heat treatment was also standardized according to phase evolution of manganites
and decomposition of several organic compounds. The resulting films were oriented films of
thickness ~ 500nm. The annealing time controls the size of grain boundaries in these films.
After growth, the crystallinity was investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and the surfaces
of the samples were characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM). We have studied the
transport properties of the films to investigate the phase transition from high temperature
insulating to low temperature metallic phase. The films have also been characterized using
magnetization measurements i.e., temperature dependent magnetization ( M ) at a fixed
magnetic field ( M (T ) vs T ) and field ( H ) dependent magnetization at fixed temperatures
(M-H) using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). We shall be discussing our results
below which will help us to understand the basic features of the films grown.

4.3.1 X-ray Diffraction
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a non-destructive technique used to study the basic structure
of the films. We have used CuKα radiation with λ =1.54 Å (PANanalytical X’Pert Pro) in θ2θ configuration.

Figure 4.14: A typical XRD line scan data for film grown on STO (002) substrate. The film is of
thickness ~500 nm and follows the orientation direction that of the substrate. The small sample peak
appearing near STO (002) indicates the strain relaxation in film.

Figure 4.14 shows the linear scans around LCMO33 (002) from the film thickness of ~500
nm. The XRD data clearly indicates that films maintain the orientation direction that of the
substrates. It is also observed that a small sample peak appears just beside the substrate (002)
peak indicating the strain relaxation has occurred in the films due to lattice mismatch and
sample thickness.
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4.3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy
The surface morphology of the sample was investigated by contact mode atomic force
microscopy (AFM). Figure 4.15 shows a topological image of the film surface. One of the
major advantages of this technique is that the image obtained directly corresponds to the
surface profile. The image was produced by dragging a cantilever with Si3N4 tip across the
sample. There are interatomic interactions between tip and sample surface that causes the tip
to bend. A laser beam is deflected back from the cantilever and onto a piezoelectric
transducer. The degree of bending of the tip can be measured by using this piezoelectric
transducer together with a feedback loop. The output voltage signal is then used to produce a
profile of the surface. The smoothness of the films is measured by root-mean-square (r.m.s)
roughness and appeared ~7 nm.

Figure 4.15: (a) AFM image of LCMO33 film surface grown on oriented single crystal STO. The
average roughness of the film is 6.96 nm and average platelets size is ~100-200 nm.

The strain relaxed film show platelets. These platelets are different from grain boundaries
with size ~100-200 nm. These platelets are forming during the strain relaxation to
accommodate the strain due to lattice mismatch. The platelets boundaries consist of misfit
dislocations which span from the substrate to the film surface. The surface morphology of our
films is quite different from LCMO33 films grown on single crystalline substrates by pulsed
laser deposition as described in reference [15]. We have performed our noise spectroscopy on
strain relaxed films (thickness ~500 nm) and compared our results with films which were
with uniform strain (LCMO33/STO (~50 nm)) and very little strain (LCMO33/NGO (50
nm))(discussed later in detail).

4.3.3 Electrical transport measurements
The a.c electrical resistivity of the samples was measured as a function of temperature. Five
silver contact pads were deposited using thermal evaporation of 99.99% pure Gold (procured
from Kurt J. Lesker [78]). The electrical contact leads were made by 50 μm thin Copper
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wires using silver epoxy [79]. We always keep these contact pads unaltered when performing
our noise measurements because this will reduce the appearance of contact noise. We have
already discussed the details of temperature dependent resistivity measurement procedure in
Chapter 2 (see section 2.4.4). The main aim of the electrical transport measurements was to
determine the temperature of a transition (if any) from an insulating state (defined as
dρ / dT < 0 ) to a metallic state (defined as dρ / dT > 0 ). This can be done by resistance
values alone, but the absolute resistivity values are included for comparison with other
materials. However, here we discuss about the results what we acquired from our
measurements relevant to this chapter.

Figure 4.16: The temperature dependent resistivity data for a LCMO33 film grown on STO with
thickness ~500 nm. The resistivity shows high temperature polaronic insulating to low temperature
metallic phase transition at TP ≈ 270 K.

The resistivity ( ρ ) was measured down to 25 K by a four-probe ac biasing technique. In
Figure 4.16 ρ shows a distinct peak corresponding to the transition from the high
temperature insulating polaronic phase to the low temperature metallic phase at TP ≈ 270 K.
We have compared the residual resistivity and TP values in our films with results obtained for
two other films, namely LCMO33/STO (~50 nm) and LCMO33/NGO (50 nm) [15]. The film
grown on NGO, the strain being least, ρ peak ~20 mΩ-cm at TP ~ 268 K and residual ρ ~ 0.2
mΩ-cm. In the uniformly strained 50 nm film grown on STO, the TP is severely suppressed ~
215 K and the ρ peak is considerably larger at about 130 mΩ-cm. This film, however, has a
low residual ρ ~ 0.3 mΩ-cm. In the strain relaxed films, typical peak in ρ occurs at
temperature TP ~ 270 K, which is similar to the unstrained films or single crystals. The film
shows a peak in dρ / dT at a temperature ~ 228 K. The films have a typical ρ peak ~ 45 mΩcm and a residual resistivity of ~ 0.7 mΩ-cm. The strain relaxation brings down the ρ peak
compared to uniformly strained films (like those grown on STO) but the presence of the
platelet boundaries increase the residual resistivity. All relevant transport data have been
collected in Table 4.3.
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Sample
LCMO33/STO (50 nm)
LCMO33/NGO (50 nm)
LCMO33/STO (500 nm)

Thickness
50
50
500

ρpeak (mΩ-cm)
130
20
45

ρ20 K (mΩ-cm)
0.3
0.2
0.7

TP (K)
215
268
270

Table 4.3: Electrical characterizations of sample used.

4.3.4 Magnetic measurements
The films were also been characterized using magnetization measurements [ M (T ) vs T and
M-H] using VSM. The phase diagram of LCMO33 systems was presented in Chapter 1 and
shows that, the system has a well behaved ferromagnetic state below TC . This is established
on the basis of temperature and magnetic field dependent magnetization in magnetic field
results which are shown in Figure 4.17 and 4.18 respectively.

Figure 4.17: Temperature dependent magnetization (M-T) has been plotted for field-cooling (FC) and
zero-field-cooling (ZFC) conditions. The inset shows that films show definite paramagneticferromagnetic transition at TC ~ 266 K.

Figure 4.17 shows temperature dependence of magnetization (M-T) measured from
the film of 500 nm thick grown on STO. From the field-cooling (FC) and zero-field-cooling
(ZFC) curves, we can estimate the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition (Curie) temperature
TC = 266 K (see inset of Figure 4.17). We have carried out most of the noise experiments on
these films are we were interest to probe near the region of phase transition. So in Figure 4.18
(a) we have plotted magnetic field dependent magnetization at few representative
temperatures around TC for visual clarity. In Fig. 4.18(b) we have expanded the hysteresis
loop around origin to show the coercive field at H C ≈ 0.01 Tesla. The magnetization reaches
technical saturation for H ≤0.15 Tesla. The typical films have a saturation magnetic moment
in the range of 6×10-3 emu. In the low magnetic field (0.01 Tesla), the ZFC and FC differ
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below the Curie temperature TC . This difference is the signature of spin disorder that is
frozen into this ferromagnet order. This is a likely scenario because of the quenched cationic
disorder σ 2 = 2.72×10-6 nm2 [80] and the competing mixed interactions that are known to be
present in manganite systems. The random field created due to the randomly distributed
dopant atoms (Ca) is the factor that contributes to the spin disorder and irreversibility in the
system.

Figure 4.18: (a) Magnetic fields dependent magnetization (M-H) curve has been plotted at few
representative temperatures around TC . The magnetization saturates around 0.15 Tesla. The arrow is
indicating the direction of temperature increase. (b) The hysteresis loop expanded around origin
which shows the coercive field appears at H C ≈ 0.01 Tesla.

So far we have discussed straight forward approach to characterize the samples
grown. We have also established that there exists high temperature paramagnetic insulator to
low temperature ferromagnetic metal transition near TC ≈ TP . In the next section we shall use
noise spectroscopy to probe the regions around this transition regime. The measured noise
spectral density ( SV ( f ) ) consists two parts: thermal noise (Nyquist noise [80, 81]) which is
independent on current and frequency, and excess noise which basically has frequency
dependent component. As we discussed earlier in Chapter 3 that the origin of thermal noise is
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clearly understood and its magnitude is easily estimated from resistance and temperature
measurements, so our results are focused only on the excess noise. Everywhere in figures
thermal noise part is subtracted otherwise we will mention in the related figure captions.

4.4 Resistance fluctuation in La0.67Ca0.33MnO3/SrTiO3 films
The analysis of noise spectroscopy in 500 nm thick films with composition La0.67Ca0.33MnO3
grown on STO single crystal substrates have been studied in this present section. We have
scanned temperature window staring from 80 K-300 K encompassing the transition
temperature TC . We observed “ 1/ f noise” and a contribution coming from discrete
fluctuators. These discrete fluctuators show RTN in time series of voltage fluctuations. They
contribute noise in very low frequency (< 10 mHz) regime.

4.4.1 Noise measurements
Study of resistance fluctuation is a very sensitive tool to study low frequency dynamics in
condensed matter systems [82-86]. The resistance fluctuation (noise) measurements were
carried out using digital signal processing (DSP) based five probe ac biasing technique ([87]
and section 3.3 in Chapter 3), which allows simultaneous measurement of background noise
as well as bias dependent noise from the sample [87-89]. The technique has been used in the
past to study resistance fluctuations in a number of systems [90-100, 50]. The sample is
current biased by a low noisy source and the voltage fluctuation δv(t ) = v0 (t ) − v , (where

v

is the average voltage) is the measure of resistance fluctuation. This measurement

procedure often involves detection of voltage changes of the order of 0.5 nV-5 nV. δv(t ) is
the main physical quantity which is recorded over a time period and generates a time series
data. The efficiency of the noise spectroscopy lies in the elimination of contribution coming
from sources other than sample. We have used both software (DSP) and hardware techniques
for elimination of extraneous noises. It is challenging to detect spectral power of low noisy
sample because sometimes measuring instruments noise remains high and instrument itself
contribute a 1/ f noise. There are two specific aspects of noise measurements which I just
want to mention here:
(a) first is related to hardware, involving elimination of background noise coming
from the environment, poor temperature control and measuring instruments. There remain
fair extraneous noise components from ground loops, impedance mismatch and electrical
contacts.
(b) second aspect is related to software aspects which involves modern DSP technique
[87]. The high speed data acquisition process, decimation, digital filtering, fast FFT helps to
reject large amount of external noise (mostly line frequency 50 Hz and its harmonics).
The most popular way to represent the noise is through the power spectrum SV ( f ) of
the measured fluctuation δv(t). The strength of above aspects can be realized when we
successfully calibrated our apparatus down to a spectral power SV ( f ) =10−20 V2/Hz (section
3.5.3 in Chapter 3) by measuring the Nyquist noise [81] SV = 4k B TR for a calibrated resistor
at a known temperature. The frequency range for which the spectral power is to be
determined depends on the time scale of the fluctuations being investigated which in turn
depends on the dynamics associated with the underlying physical process that causes the
fluctuation. In general, if the dynamics is occurring at a time scale τ , it will affect the power
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spectrum around the frequency range f ~ (1/ 2πτ ) . The relaxation process that can cause the
conductance to change with the characteristic time τ makes a contribution to the power
2
spectrum SV ( f ) of the voltage fluctuation which is given by a Lorentzian 2τ / 1 + (2πτ )
[see section 1.3.2 in Chapter 1]. Our experimental observations involve very low frequency
range (> 0.3 mHz). So a complete set of time series data at each temperature consists of
5×106 data points or more and from which the spectral power density SV ( f ) was determined
numerically by using fast Fourier transform (FFT). For long time data-acquisition process,
which is needed here, we have to subtract a monotonous long time drift by a least-square fit
to the data (we have already discussed linear trend removal process in section 3.3.5 in
Chapter 3). We have ensured that such a subtraction does not distort the power spectrum. The
low frequency limit of the spectral power has been limited by the drift process, and the
temperature control was sufficiently good to ensure stability of such low frequency i.e., long
time series data. We found that the typical temperature drift for a set of time series data is ~2
mK (time taken is ~2 hr). The lowest frequency limit ( f min ) has been imposed by the
temperature stability.
As we have already discussed the circuit diagram of five-probe ac biasing noise
measurement in Chapter 3 (section 3.2.4), here we do not go into detail. In this technique, the
sample is biased by an a.c bias from lock-in-amplifier and the signal is demodulated by lockin amplifier itself. This shifts the detection frequency to a region where the preamplifier
(transformer preamplifier or low noise preamplifier) has very low 1/ f component. Typical
carrier frequencies are around 228 Hz. Generally the carrier frequency is much larger than the
bandwidth of the power spectrum measured. The choice of the carrier frequency is to operate
on region of low noise figure of the preamplifier and the lock-in amplifier. The output of the
preamplifier is fed to a lock-in amplifier. In this case the bandwidth of the output low-pass
filter of the lock-in amplifier will decide the upper-band limit of the spectrum. The output
low-pass filter of the lock-in amplifier has been set at 3 msec with a rolloff of 24dB/octave.
For a 3 msec time constant the output filter of the lock-in amplifier with 24 dB/octave is flat
to f < 10 Hz. This determines the upper limit of our spectral range. The output of the lock-in
amplifier is sampled by a 32 bit analog to digital card and stored in the computer. We used
samples of dimension 5mm×5mm×500 nm. Five silver contact pads were evaporated on the
sample and the contacts to the sample were subsequently made by soldering 40 μm copper
wires using silver epoxy. It may be noted that making low noise and low resistance contacts
is always a problem in noise experiments. We always recorded background noise, when the
experiment is carried out in a well shielded enclosure, we should have a spectral power close
to S V = 4k B TR . We find that when the contact resistance is low the background noise is

(

)

close to 4k BTR . To quantify noise the relative variance of the resistance fluctuation

(ΔR )2 / R 2

within the detection bandwidth ( f min → f max ) was obtained by integrating the

power spectrum and it is given by the following equation

(ΔR )2
R2

1
= 2
V

f max

∫ S ( f )df .

(4.4)

V

f min

The normalized resistance fluctuation

(ΔR )2 / R 2

for the sample of resistance R quantifies

the resistance fluctuations in it. When we compared our data with different films [LCMO33
films grown on STO (50 nm) and on NGO (50 nm) ], we used the quantity β defined as
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β =Ω

(ΔR )2
R2

,

(4.5)

where Ω is the volume of the region of the film on which the noise measurement has been
made. This normalization is needed because the volume used for measurements is different
2
for different films. If the noise arises from the bulk then (ΔR ) / R 2 is proportional to 1/ Ω .
This is rationale for the multiplication in equation 4.5.

4.4.2 Noise in strain relaxed films at room temperature
In this section we discuss the results of our study of resistance fluctuations as a function of
frequency in our strain relaxed films of thickness 500 nm at room temperature. We abbreviate
it as LCMO33/STO (500 nm) in the following subsections.
As we mentioned earlier the noise measured using five-probe ac biasing technique.
During the noise measurements we ensured that the spectral power S V ( f ) ∝ V 2 where V is

the bias voltage (typically few hundreds of μV). We have plotted this SV ( f ) at f = 1 Hz as a
function of V in Fig. 4.19. The solid line gives the least square fit to the data. This is also
clear that the spectral power follows V 2 dependence.

Figure 4.19: Plot showing the V 2 dependence of the measured noise for LCMO33/STO (500 nm) film
at 300 K. The straight line is a least square fit to the data.

In Fig. 4.20 we present a typical example of raw voltage time series data for the film
at 300 K. The upper panel of Fig. 4.20 shows voltage fluctuations ( ΔV sample ) measured
coming from the sample while, the lower panel shows the background voltage fluctuations (
ΔVbg ). The magnitude background voltage fluctuation is one order less than the measured
voltage fluctuations coming from the sample. There is sharp difference between the two time
series which has to be noted. This difference is reflected when we extract the frequency
dependence of power spectral density from these two time series. The sample voltage time
series contains large number of small peaks, whereas background voltage time series does’nt.
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Figure 4.20: The raw voltage time-series measured across the film sample (upper panel) and from
background (lower panel) at 300 K. The sharp difference between the two time series should be noted.

Figure 4.21: (a) The plot showing the power spectra SV ( f ) along with the background estimated
from the two time series represented in Fig. 4.20 (upper panel and lower panel respectively). (b) The
power spectral density S V ( f ) /V 2 for three different ac bias voltages at 300 K. The solid line shows
for which α =1.
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In Fig. 4.21(a) we have plotted the spectral power SV ( f ) of the noise measured
across the sample as well as the background. The background is “white” in frequency scale.
These power spectra have been estimated from the above time-series presented in Fig. 4.20.
Fig. 4.21(b) shows three different power spectral densities measured across the film for three
different ac bias voltages at 300K. These spectra show the reproducibility of our noise data
with changing bias voltages. We can see there is a clean 1/ f α noise at room temperature
with α ~ 1.0. The solid line in the graph shows plot with α = 1.0.
It is interesting to see how noise is behaving as a function of temperature and whether
it retains its 1/ f α behaviour or not. In the next section we have explored the noise
mechanism at low temperatures.

4.4.3 Temperature dependent low-frequency noise in strain relaxed films
We have selected two distinct temperature regions: one is FMM region i.e., T < TC
and other is PI region i.e., T ≥ TC . Later we see that the nature of the spectra have actually
separated these two temperature regions for further investigations. Here we have chosen
frequency range 0.3 mHz < f < 10 mHz for our investigations.

Figure 4.22: The plot showing the power spectral density S V ( f ) /V 2 as a function of frequency for
few representative temperatures below TC . The noise at low temperatures i.e., sufficiently below TC
shows 1/ f α noise. The solid line shows for which α = 1. The spectra started deviating from 1/ f
nature at low frequencies approaching towards TC .

In Figure 4.22 first we plot the typical nature of power spectral density of the
resistance noise appearing from the strain relaxed film below TC . We have selected few
representative temperatures in this respect. We can see that for temperatures well below TC
the noise spectra are following 1/ f α behaviour. The solid line in the graph gives the line for
α = 1.0. We can clearly observe that approaching towards TC , the power spectra started to
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deviate at low frequencies. To show the deviation clearly at low frequencies we have plotted
f .S V ( f ) /V 2 for the same temperatures as shown in Fig. 4.23. The change is observed for
higher temperatures. We discuss this temperature dependence in detail in the next part. Such
a change in spectra is rather interesting and would indicate the presence of additional noise
mechanisms in these samples which are not present at low temperatures. This issue is dealt
with in further detail in the next part where we discuss the temperature dependence of noise
in these samples above TC .

Figure 4.23: The plot showing the power spectral density f .S V ( f ) /V 2 as a function of frequency
for the same temperatures mentioned in Fig. 4.22. The spectra started deviating from 1/ f nature at
low frequencies approaching for higher temperatures.

Figure 4.24: The spectral power S V ( f ) /V 2 measured at few representative temperatures as a
function of f covering the transition temperature TC. The significant change in nature of the power
spectra near transition is noted.
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In Fig. 4.24 we have plotted S V ( f ) /V 2 for few representative temperatures
encompassing TC. We can observe the significant changes in nature of these power spectra
around FMM-PI transition. For f > 10 mHz, we can see all the power spectra collapse
together and follow 1/ f noise. Again, for f < 10 mHz, the spectra separate out from each
other and show up low frequency Lorentzian noise component clearly. To accentuate the low
frequency deviation from 1/ f dependence we plotted f .S V ( f ) /V 2 in Fig. 4.25. It is also
clear from this figure that there is an enhanced low frequency component of noise in the
frequency range 0.3 mHz < f < 10 mHz in a narrow temperature range around transition. For
f ≥ 10 mHz, the spectral power exhibits a clean 1/ f dependence below and above TC.

Figure 4.25: The spectral power f .S V ( f ) /V 2 measured at few representative temperatures as a
function of f covering the transition temperature TC .

Figure 4.26: The scaled spectral power S V ( f ) /V 2 measured at few representative frequencies as a
function of T along the sample resistivity ρ (T ) .
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In Figure 4.26 we show that the spectral power S V ( f ) /V 2 for 500 nm film measured

at few representative frequencies as a function of T along with the sample resistivity ρ (T ) .
This is the consequence of previous graph to show that at low frequencies ( f ≤ 10 mHz),
spectral power has a nontrivial temperature dependence around the transition temperature
while at high frequencies ( f ≥ 10 mHz), there is no dependence on temperature. We want to
mention that spectral power at low frequencies passes through a distinct maxima at transition
region while the higher-frequency spectral power does not have any such distinct features
close to transition. This observation also implies that close to TC , SV ( f ) severely deviates
from its 1/ f frequency dependence at transition regime. A similar kind of result was
reported by Bid et al. [50] in charge ordered manganite sample near charge ordering
transition temperature TCO. But the frequency range of their investigations was 1 mHz < f <
10 Hz which is 10 times higher than the frequency range our investigations.

4.4.4 Temperature dependent time-series of voltage fluctuations and
analysis of noise spectral power density

Figure 4.27: The voltage time series data at few representative temperatures showing RTN in time
series.

The nature of the spectral power appearing in Fig. 4.24 and Fig. 4.25 can be realized
by investigating the voltage time series ( ΔV (t ) with time t ) data at temperatures where we
have measured noise. The voltage time series data is presented in Fig. 4.27 at few
temperatures. We observed the presence of RTN in voltage time series at few temperatures
just below TC . For an example, we show that at 250 K and 265 K RTN noise is more
prominent and the nature of the voltage time series significantly differs from the time series
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at 220 K and 274 K (i.e., which are far from TC ). The RTN type time series appears due to
presence of discrete fluctuators which has been established earlier. We also infer that RTNtype time series shows that the fluctuators causing the resistance fluctuations are of two-level
type. However, it appears that there may be two or more superimposed two-level fluctuators
with different levels. We have already discussed in Chapter 1 that the presence of RTN will
give us a Lorentzian type spectral power in frequency domain. Similarly we recorded
Lorentzian nature of spectral power (see Figure 4.25) for the temperatures where RTN picks
up. Mathematically, the spectral power density of this fluctuation can be written in
Lorentzian form as:

S( f ) ∝

2τ
2 ,
1 + (2πfτ )

(4.6)

which has 1/ f 2 frequency dependence. We have fitted the spectral power at each
temperature T in the complete frequency region by the following relation (Eq. 4.7) which
consists of a 1/ f tern and a Lorentzin term with temperature-dependent parameter f C (T ) ,
called corner frequency,

SV ( f ) A(T ) B(T ) f C (T )
=
+ 2
.
f
V2
f + f C2 (T )

(4.7)

The fitted data is shown by the solid line in Figure 4.25 and we can clearly separate out two
spectral components ( 1/ f part and Lorentzian part) in well separated frequency domain. The
temperature-dependent constants A(T ) and B(T ) are obtained from the fitted data and they
give relative weights of the two contributions.

Figure 4.28: The plot of temperature dependent weightage of 1/ f noise A(T ) .

Plot of A(T ) as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 4.28. A(T), the weight of the 1/ f
term has very little temperature dependence. Plots of f C (T ) and B(T ) as functions of T are

shown in Figure 4.29. Both f C (T ) and B(T ) show nontrivial temperature dependence, in
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particular, around the transition region (T / TC ≈ 0.9-1.0) where they become substantially
large. Both of them reach a maximum at T / TC ≈ 0.95. The observed corner frequencies
f C (T ) are low and < 5 mHz.

Figure 4.29: The temperature dependence of B(T ) and Lorentzian corner frequency f C (T ) .

Note that in earlier studies, the reported spectral range was for f >100 mHz. As a result
these fluctuations could not be observed. The discrete fluctuators in this temperature range
were seen earlier studies in epitaxial films grown on NGO [14]. We point out that this kind of
fluctuation in strain relaxed films with quenched disorder has not been reported in any of the
past studies. The average time scale for the two-level-fluctuators (TLF) τC is related to the
corner frequency f C seen in the power spectrum by the relation τ C−1 = 2πf C . The data show
that, near the ferromagnetic transition, the TLF fluctuators become measurable in the time
scale of the measurements ( f C becomes more than 0.25 mHz) and also there number density
increases.
2
In order to compare the relative resistive fluctuation (ΔR ) / R 2 by integrating
S V ( f ) /V 2 within the experimental bandwidth fmin ≈ 0.1 mHz and fmax≈ 1 Hz and using Eq.
4.7 we can write

(ΔR )2
R2
=

f max

∫

=

f min

(ΔR )2
R2

+
1

A
df +
f

f max

∫

f min

(ΔR )2
R2

Bf C
df
f 2 + f C2
.

2

The temperature dependence of the total fluctuation
1 / f component

(ΔR )2 / R 2

(4.8)

1

(ΔR )2 / R 2

and that of the Lorentzian

and the contribution of

(ΔR )2 / R 2

2

are shown in Figure

4.30. It is clear that Lorentzian component contribution to the total noise is much higher in
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comparison with the component coming from 1/ f noise. The nontrivial temperature
dependence of f C has been plotted simultaneously and it follows qualitatively nearly same
temperature dependence as

(ΔR )2 / R 2

.

Figure 4.30: The variation of relative resistive fluctuation

(ΔR )2 / R 2

with temperature along with

Lorentzian corner frequency f C has been plotted.

Figure 4.31: f C is related to thermally activated process with activation energy E a and are plotted
simultaneously with temperature.

We have already discussed that f C is related to TLF process can be expected to arise
from thermal activation through a barrier energy E a . In this case we can write

⎛ − E a (T ) ⎞
⎟⎟ .
f C = f 0 exp⎜⎜
⎝ k BT ⎠

(4.9)
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In Figure 4.31 we have plotted f C and E a together with temperature. This may arise from
temperature dependence of attempt frequency f 0 but it is less possible.
Temperature dependence of E a is very small for T < 250 K and reaches its
maximum value at the vicinity of TC (just below TC ) and gives a small peat at TC . This
result is directly related to the TLF process and spectral power near transition is dominated
by single-frequency Lorentzian two-level-type fluctuators. These TLF type fluctuators are
associated with phase separation near TC . We have calculated the attempt frequency f 0 =
4.5×1014 Hz. The activation energy of the discrete fluctuators reported so far in La1xCaxMnO3 system ( x ~ 0.3-0.33) have much lower activation energy E a < 0.1 eV.
From our experimental results we have gather information about the discrete
fluctuators with very high activation energy related to the very small relaxation time so they
contribute to the very low frequency range in the noise power spectra. The challenge of
observing such a low frequency noise from discrete fluctuators is to reduce the 1/ f noise that
can become substantial in this frequency region.
Now we show in the next section that a very low 1/ f noise can be achieved in
oriented films of LCMO33, which have quenched disorder created by strain relaxation.
Interestingly, the 1/ f noise in these films can even be less than that seen in low strain
LCMO33 films grown on NGO. Such a low 1/ f noise in the strain relaxed films facilitates
observation of very low frequency discrete fluctuators.

4.4.5 Comparison of noise in strain relaxed films with films of low and
negligible strain
The power spectra of a film with low strain (see Table 4.3) (thickness of 50 nm)
grown on NGO and those of uniformly strained films grown on STO show only 1/ f
dependence. These films (50 nm) on STO and NGO were grown using PLD. However, the
spectral power in the uniformly strained film grown on STO is much larger (by nearly two
orders of magnitude), as can be seen in Fig. 4.32 where the quantity has been plotted as
function of temperature for the films. The noise peaks close to TC in the film grown on STO.
However, (in the film grown on NGO) does not show any peak and shows a small decreases
as it is cooled through TP . In the film grown on STO, the 1/ f noise is too large for
observation of any discrete fluctuators. However, the existence of the discrete fluctuators
(close to TP ) cannot be ruled out. A clean separation of the noise power between a 1/ f
dependence and the Lorentzian-type contribution from discrete fluctuators was not possible.
The data presented here match very well with those reported before on STO and NGO films
[14]. For the films with quenched disorder, the observed noise is very different. In particular,
in the film with thickness of 500 nm, one can cleanly separate out the 1/ f part and the
contribution from the discrete fluctuators. As can be seen from Fig. 4.32, this film has β
which is less than that seen even in the LCMO33 (50 nm) grown on NGO. The total noise has
a 1/ f noise component that is essentially temperature independent. At T = 300 K (where
the noise has substantial 1/ f contribution), the Hooge parameter [102] has a value of ~500.
This film, close to the transition region, also shows very low frequency noise.
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Figure 4.32: Temperature variation of β for LCMO33/STO (50 nm), LCMO33/NGO (50 nm) [9],
and LCMO33/STO (500 nm) film [101].

Figure 4.33: The variation of relative resistive fluctuation

(ΔR )2 / R 2

with temperature measured

in two different samples i.e., for Sample-2 (upper panel) and Sample-1 (lower panel). This data check
the reproducibility of the noise of different samples under study.
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The type of noise behaviour we discussed so far was repeatedly seen in these type of
films. In Fig. 4.33 we present noise data for two samples (Sample-2 and Sample-1) to check
the reproducibility of our noise magnitude. These films have been grown independently by
maintaining the same growth mechanism and conditions. From this data we can easily infer
that these types of noise properties are inherent character of such strain relaxed films and due
to quenched disorder which is created by strain relaxation. Thus not only strain but also
microstructure can change the nature of resistance fluctuation in these films, not only
quantitatively (by orders of magnitude) but also qualitatively.

4.4.6 Discussion on the results obtained for strain relaxed films
Our observation shows that the strain (as well as the microstructure) plays an important role
in determining the magnitude of noise power as well as the spectral nature of the resistance
fluctuation in manganite films. In particular, in films with quenched disorder, there is a
significant drop in the noise and it is even lower than that of the film grown on the NGO,
which has very little strain. This is a particularly important observation that quenched
disorder can lead to suppression of noise. One way that we may justify this observation is if
the fluctuators that contribute to the noise in the films with quenched disorder have very large
energy for thermal activation. In that case only a small number of fluctuators will be
observable in the frequency window of the resistance noise measurements and it is the slow
kinetics that makes most of the fluctuators unobservable in the observation window. Large
energy for thermal activation ( E a ) can arise if the fluctuation process involves long-range
strain accommodation that would be needed to have coexisting phases. Although there is no
direct experimental evidence, there are suggestions that coexisting phases can have
martensite-type long-range strain accommodation [103] In case of the LCMO with x ≈ 0.30.35, the coexisting phases close to TC are the ferromagnetic metallic (FMM) phase and the
polaronic paramagnetic insulating state. There is a difference in the JT distortion around the
Mn3+ ions in the two phases, and when phases are coexisting in dynamic equilibrium, there
will be small strain accommodation. The physical size of such strain accommodation will be
limited by the misfit dislocations. In that case the strain accommodation occurs over regions
with diameter of approximately 50-100 nm and thickness limited by the film thickness 500
nm. With a bulk modulus of Ξ = 190 GPa, as reported for LCMO33, the strain
accommodation will lead to E a ≈ 0.25-1.0 eV even for a small strain of only ε ≈ 2×10−5.
The corner frequency f C is small and has a strong dependence on temperature close to TC .
At lower temperatures, for T < 250 K when f C increases in heating, one can associate a
thermally activated process for relaxation of the two-level fluctuators. Using the limited
range of data available ( T < 250 K) and the Arrhenius relation f C = f 0 exp(− E a / k B T ) , we
evaluated the attempt frequency, f 0 = 4.5×1014 Hz, and the activation energy, E a ~ 0.7 e.V.
The high value of the activation energy justifies the very low value of f C seen in these
materials. This observation of high Ea supports the suggestion made in the previous
paragraph. We note that fluctuators with such high E a have been seen near the charge
ordering transition before [50]. We also note that there is a decrease in f C for T > 250 K.
We do not have any clear explanation for this behaviour. This can occur due to a hardening of
E a and/or a decrease in the attempt frequency. It may also be that the RTN that contributes to
the spectral power in this region may have a complex temperature-dependent behaviour. As
pointed out before, the RTN observed may actually be a superposition of two RTN processes
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with their corner frequencies having different temperature dependences. The nontrivial
temperature dependence of f C may be a reflection of this.

4.5 Dependence of resistance fluctuation (noise) on magnetic field
in La0.67Ca0.33MnO3/SrTiO3 strain relaxed films
The magnitude of the Lorentzian-type noise that arises from the discrete fluctuators can be
tuned even by a small field. Hence the resistance fluctuation has a distinct dependence on the
applied magnetic field ( H ), particularly at low fields.

Figure 4.34: β as function of magnetic field H at few representative temperatures. The upper panel
shows the saturation of the magnetization at 250 K.

In Figure 4.34, we plot relative resistance fluctuations β with H at few representative
temperatures. In the top part of the same graph, we show a part of the M-H curve at T = 250
K where the noise power shows a peak. The M-H curve establishes the scale of the magnetic
field. The field dependence becomes very weak as T → TC . Power spectrum (not shown to
avoid repetition) shows that most of the spectral weight comes from the region with f ≤ 10
mHz. The noise is suppressed initially for low magnetic field (0.05 Tesla), which is similar to
(but somewhat lower than) the value H C of the film. Beyond that it starts rising for higher
fields and shows saturation. The saturation magnetic field is lower than the technical
saturation seen in M-H curve. It is important to note that such a small field has substantial
effect on the noise power. One important observation merits attention although the magnitude
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of the resistance fluctuation has strong dependence on the magnetic field: the value of the
corner frequency f C has negligible dependence on the magnetic field. This is in contrast to
past studies [17].
In our case, the absence of an effect on f C is expected because the applied field is
small and the scale of M .H is far too small compared to the activation energy E a . As an
origin for the dependence of the resistance noise on the magnetic field, we note that the local
resistance can change if they are coupled to the magnetization M . The only quantity that
changes substantially at temperatures close to TP and that can also be changed by such a low
field is the magnetization M . The resistance fluctuation at very low frequency that appears
can be related to the fluctuation in local magnetization. Such a fluctuation will couple to the
resistance fluctuation via magnetoresistance (MR = dR / dH ) and the derivative of the
magnetization dM/dH. The low-field MR at different T is shown in Figure 4.35. The dR / dH
has been obtained by actual measurements in low field (H ≤ 0.1 Tesla). The R decreases
linearly in H and dR / dH peaks near TC , as shown in the inset of Figure 4.34.

Figure 4.35: MR as a function of magnetic field for few representative temperatures. MR as a
function of temperature (measured with field 0.1 T) is shown as an inset.

The magnetization fluctuation

(ΔR )2
R

2

⎛ 1 dR ⎞
= ξ⎜
⎟
⎝ R dM ⎠

2

(ΔM )2

(ΔM )2

will give rise to the resistance fluctuation:

,

(4.10)

where ξ is the constant that takes care of the fact that the current flow is inhomogeneous and,
if the fluctuators sit on a path of high current concentration, even a small magnetization
fluctuation leads to much larger resistance fluctuations. Such an effect has been also seen in
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past studies on discrete fluctuators [48]. Since dR / dM = (dR / dH ) / (dM / dH ) one would
expect

(ΔR )2
R

0.5

2

Figure 4.36:

∝

dR
.
dH

(ΔR )2
R2

(4.11)

as a function of dR / dH at temperatures T < TC .

Such a linear relation exists, as can be seen in Figure 4.36. Very close to and above TC , the
linearity breaks down because the magnetization itself collapses. The fluctuation in
magnetization (ΔM ) can occur due to two reasons:

• Close to TC, a contribution due to domain rotation can arise. The contribution of the
domain rotation to

(ΔR )2
R2

is expected to decrease as H increases and eventually at

H ≥ H C , this contribution should subside. Thus a variation

(ΔR )2
R

2

∝ 1/ H α is

expected.
• Another contribution to (ΔM ) can arise from the coexisting phases. The two coexisting
phases that give rise to the noise have different magnetization. One of the phases with
lower resistance will be the ferromagnetic phase with higher magnetization, and the other
higher resistance phase will be paramagnetic or even antiferromagnetic and will have low
moment. The contribution to (ΔM ) due to difference in the magnetization of the two
coexisting phases is thus expected to become larger as M becomes larger on application
of the field. A simple expectation will be

(ΔR )2
R
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∝ 1/ M n , where n ≅ 2 . In the range of
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our data ( H below technical saturation), M ∝ H η , where the observed η ≅ 0.25-0.27.
Thus one would expect

(ΔR )2
R

2

∝ H γ , where γ = nη .

We fitted the experimental field dependence of the resistance fluctuation to the empirical
relation

(ΔR )2
R

2

0.5

=

P
γ
+ Q (H − H C )
α
H

(4.12)

and find that such a relation indeed fits the data, as shown by the solid line in Figure 4.34.
The observed γ ≈ 0.4 compares well with expected estimate of γ ≈ 0.5 . The above
discussion strongly suggests that the observed resistance fluctuation arises from the
magnetization fluctuation and the coupling occurs by magnetoresistance.

4.6 Investigation of correlation between temporal and special
fluctuations
Till now we have discussed about the temporal fluctuations which can be probed directly by
noise spectroscopy. The special fluctuations can also be recorded by local probes like STM
[9, 104] and STM topography images of the films taken at room temperature which are
shown in Fig. 4.37. One can investigate direct correlation between these two different kinds
of fluctuation processes. The variation of local fluctuation in g, as measured by STM, shows
that these films have substantial degree of special phase separation. The establishment of
such a correlation between these fluctuations, although tempting, has its problems, which is
related to the time scales of the image acquisition in the local probe methods and thermal drift
in the subsequent scans.

Figure 4.37: STM topography of LCMO33 films. (A) LCMO/NGO (1.2μm × 1.2μm × 0.5nm), (B)
LCMO/STO(50) (0.95μm × 0.95μm×0.6nm) and (C) LCMO/STO(200) (0.15μm × 0.15μm × 0.8nm).
Adapted from reference [9].

The coexisting phases are electronically distinct and thus are expected to have
different density of state at the Fermi level [N (E F )] . Thus [N (E F )] is expected to show
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spatial fluctuations as one scans the local tunneling conductance g ( g ∝ [N (E F )]) of the
phase-separated regions by the STM. From the measured local map of g , we can compute
the root-mean-square (RMS) relative fluctuation in the local tunneling conductance

(Δg )2

0.5

/ g . The special fluctuation in these films generally peaks up around T ~ TP ~ 1-

0.95 and is found to be largest in the uniformly strained 50 nm film grown on STO as shown
in Fig. 4.38.

Figure 4.38:

(Δg )2

0.5

/ g calculated from line scans across local conductance mapping of

LCMO33/STO (50 nm), LCMO33/STO (200 nm), LCMO33/NGO (50 nm) films as a function of
temperature [9].

We suggest that the large conductance noise in LCMO33/STO (50 nm) is related to
phase separation and large inhomogeneity in the system. A dynamic fluctuation between
regions of different conductivity can give rise to large conductance fluctuations. The
conductivity mapping is the direct evidence of conduction inhomogeneity. A comparison of
the noise (see Figure 4.32) in LCMO33/NGO (50 nm) and LCMO33/STO (50 nm) indicates
that the lattice mismatch strain in LCMO/STO (50 nm) is primarily responsible for the
increased noise level both in the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic regime. As we stated earlier
that even in the FMM phase, an appreciable enhancement in the noise, over 2 orders of
magnitude, is observed as compared to strain free film and the strain relaxed films are even
less noisy than a strain free film. So we can infer that there exist a direct correlation between
phase separation and strain accommodation which fix the noise levels by controlling the
conductance inhomogeneity in the samples.
We want to mention that the map of g from which the special fluctuation has been
computed was taken over a time scale of ~ 1sec. It can be regarded as a “snapshot.” This is
faster than the time scale over which the RTN occurs. In fact if we keep the STM tip at a
point on the sample, we can clearly observe the RTN-type fluctuation in the time series of the
tunneling current. This is in addition to the usual 1/ f noise of the STM amplifier. If the data
are taken over by a longer time scale, some of these features get averaged out, showing the
dynamic nature of the spatial image. However, over longer time scales, there is a thermal drift
that blurs out some of the contrast in the images of spatial fluctuation. Due to these effects,
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the time scale associated with the spatial fluctuations cannot be uniquely specified. Where
conductance map in STM probes the static inhomogeneity in the surface, conductance
fluctuations probe the dynamics of the fluctuating electrical conductance. Noise spectroscopy
directly maps the dynamic nature of conductance fluctuation in temporal fluctuation spectra.

4.7 Conclusions
In conclusion we can summarize the results presented in this chapter as follows:
1. We have performed investigation of very low frequency (0.3 mHz < f < 1 Hz)
resistance fluctuations in La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 films near ferromagnetic to paramagnetic
phase transition TC . These films are strain relaxed with quenched disorder.
2. These films are very low noisy than films with low strain and with uniform strained
films. We observed well behaved RTN at very low frequencies which are appearing
due to the strain relaxation and phase coexistence. RTN are two-level-fluctuation
(TLF) type and gives rise to Lorenzian contibution to the spectral power other than
1/ f noise. Where the RTN driven relative resistance fluctuations have nontrivial
temperature dependence, the 1/ f noise is temperature independent. The TLFs
fluctuators have large activation energy ~ 0.7 eV.
3. There exists a distinct dependence of these fluctuations on applied magnetic field. We
observed the saturation of total fluctuations in presence of magnetic field also. This
can be understood by taking into account the strong coupling of magnetic and
resistance fluctuations through the mechanism of magnetoresistance. The magnetic
fluctuation is found to have a contribution from both domain rotations as well as from
coexisting phases. It is observed that the strain and microstructure play an important
role in determining the noise power as well as the spectral nature of the resistance
fluctuation in manganite films.
4. We have investigated a close correlation between temporal fluctuation and special
fluctuations in these films. We used noise to probe temporal fluctuations of resistance
and STM conduction map probes special fluctuations in conduction. Around TC
temporal fluctuations driven by conduction fluctuations gives the idea of phase
coexistence in this region.
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5.1 Introduction
We have already discussed about the ferromagnetic insulating (FMI) phase of manganites
La1-xCaxMnO3 from phase diagrams in Chapter 1. In this chapter we shall try to understand
the physical mechanism dominated by transport properties of FMI state of La0.80Ca0.20MnO3
(LCMO20) by noise spectroscopy. The FMI state as we will see below is a unique state that it
is ferromagnetic and yet an insulator and it has all the indications that the electrons are
localized due to strong Coulomb interaction (long range) as in an electron glass. It also
appears to have strong magnetic inhomogenity. The central theme of this chapter is to explore
these issues using low frequency noise spectroscopy which allows us to explore the charge
dynamics in it. One may use the following simple arguments to show why the noise
spectroscopy (at low frequency) can explore the charge dynamics. The electrical conductivity
is σ C ≈ neμ where σ C is the conductivity, n is the carrier density and μ is the mobility. In
a typical metal, the fluctuation in noise arises from fluctuations in the mobility μ which being
determined by scattering of electrons from defects or phonons or similar collective
excitations mainly give information on the kinetics of scattering centres. In contrast, in an
insulator, the main fluctuation would arise from a fluctuation in the carrier due to carrier
trapping and de-trapping processes. Such fluctuations have been explored in the past in doped
semiconductors like the McWhorter model (discussed in Chapter 1). In a glassy system a part
of the charge fluctuations occur in a time scale which can be slow. Low frequency noise
spectroscopy will be able to explore such long time charge fluctuations. We will see that the
noise spectroscopy can be used to study slow dynamics in FMI state of manganites as it is
cooled down to an electron glass.
The work reported in this chapter is carried out in three parts. In the first part we show
that the FMI state follows an Efros- Shklovskii (ES) type hopping and has a non-zero density
of states at the Fermi level. This is in the line of the work done by Jain et al. [1]. Next we
measure the excess noise or the resistance noise that has a powers spectrum nearly with 1/ f
spectra. This data have been analyzed using concepts of second spectrum to show to what
extent the noise is correlated. This noise is close to what one may call as a probe of
equilibrium charge fluctuations. In this part we will establish unambiguously that in the FMI
state of manganites the charge fluctuations freeze kinetically controlled by an activation gap
that quantitatively matches with the Coulomb gap determined from the conductivity data. In
the next part we have probed the charge dynamics by probing the Nyquist noise to probe
whether there is an electron heating. This is a new approach to the physics of manganites and
we show that there is a strong evidence of breakdown of ergodicity as the electronic system
becomes glassy. Recently, hot-electrons have been suggested as a model for non-linear
conduction in these systems [2]. Our experiment to use noise spectroscopy is a significant
new step to explore the issue of electron heating and the resulting non-ergodicity.
In the following we give a brief review of the state of the art of the knowledge
understanding of this field. FMI state typically occurs at low hole doping levels when the
ground state of the system has become ferromagnetic, but not yet metallic. In La1-xCaxMnO3
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the electronically active orbitals are the Mn d x 2 − y 2 and d 3z 2 −r 2 . The mean number of d
electrons per Mn site is (4-x). The Hund’s rule coupling is believed to be stronger than d − d
hopping and spin-orbit coupling so the spins of all of the d electrons of a given site must be
parallel [3]. Three of the d electrons go into tightly bound core-like d xy , d xz , and d yz orbitals
forming a core spin of magnitude 3/2, to which the outer shell electron (which may hop from
site to site) is aligned by Hund’s rule coupling. It has always been modelled with phenomena
of “double exchange” (DE) where relevant physics is the tendency of carrier hopping to line
up neighbouring spins [4]. The detection of ferromagnetic insulating state (FMI) phase in
manganites indicates that DE is inadequate for full description of the basic properties
(magnetic and electrical transport) in these systems. The understanding via the Anderson
localization effect considers the motion of itinerant e g electrons in a disordered background
of t 2 g spins leads to the localization of the electronic states close to the Fermi energy EF [5].
However, calculations by Li et al. [5] have shown that, even for the maximum possible
disorder of t 2 g spins, the fraction of electronic states localized via the Anderson localization
effect are ≤ 1%. Recent experimental studies on angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) results support the unlikelihood of the above conjecture [6]. Detailed calculations
by Millis et al. [7] proposed that in addition to DE there exists a strong electron-phonon
coupling arising from Jahn-Teller (JT) splitting of the outer Mn d levels plays a crucial role.
Their theory successfully describes some of the features like size of the magnetoresistance,
metal-insulator transition and phase coexistence close to Curie temperature TC .

Fig. 5.1: Phase diagram of La1−xCaxMnO3 near the FMI-FMM transition, modified from Uehara et
al. [8]. The critical concentration xC , indicates the metal-insulator transition at T = 0. The phase
separated region is indicated by P.S..

Uehara et al. [8] sketched phase diagram partially (later modified by Van Aken et al.
[9] ) in Fig. 5.1, shows the doping induced FMI to ferromagnetic metal (FMM) transition at a
critical concentration xC ~ 0.21. The origin of the coexistence of ferromagnetism with
insulating behaviour is not clear, but might stem from a delicate balance of charge
localisation by orbital ordering (OO), due to the JT effect, and ferromagnetic interactions
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between Mn3+-Mn4+. Neither the exact concentration dependence of this transition nor the
interaction of this orbital order transition with the magnetic ordering and the temperature- or
doping-induced metal-insulator transition are known. The O’-O* (orbital order to not orbital
order) transition is typically associated a re-entrant insulating behaviour [9]. There are some
theoretical [10, 11, 12] and experimental results [13, 14] where OO has been accepted as an
important factor controlling the e g -hole mobility. In a typical sample like La(1-x)SrxMnO3
with doping concentration 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.15 , FMM to FMI transition is associated with charge
ordering, OO, and strong reduction of the JT lattice distortion in low temperature phases [13,
14]. A similar kind of transition was proposed for La(1-x)CaxMnO3 (LCMO) systems for
0.125 ≤ x ≤ 0.2 [15, 16]. There are few results which show that the onset of FMI state is
associated with diffuse structural transition, characterized by strong reduction of the
orthorhombicity [15], and rotation of the easy axis of magnetization [17]. These
characteristics set the nature of the orbital ordering phenomena on cooling.
The electronic configuration of Mn3+ in RMnO3 (R = rare earth atoms) is t 23g e1g , in an
octahedral coordination. There exists double orbital degeneracy and a strong JT effect. On the
other hand, the e g orbitals are empty in Mn4+. When RMnO3 is doped with holes, namely,
puts Mn4+ ions in the background of the Mn3+ ions, the e g orbitals of all the Mn3+ site
surrounding the Mn4+ site tend to be directed towards it as displayed in Fig. 5.2. Such an
orbital orientation occurs for two reasons. One is simply steric: oxygen ions sitting in
between the Mn ions move towards the Mn4+ site and, consequently, the MnO6 octahedra of
the neighbouring Mn3+ sites are elongated along the axis pointing to the Mn4+ site. Another
factor is that the orbital occupation helps to optimize the covalency between the Mn3+ and
Mn4+ sites: the e g orbitals directed towards Mn4+ site allow for maximal Mn-O-Mn hopping.
An important consequence of such an orbital ordering is that, the exchange interaction
between the Mn3+ and Mn4+ in this cluster is ferromagnetic. Thus one can treat this object
simultaneously as a lattice (both breathing-type and Jahn-Teller-type) polaron, a
ferromagnetic polaron, and an orbital polaron. Considering this conjecture Mijokawa et al.
[18] theoretically calculated that these orbital polarons may crystallize into an orbitally
ordered FMI state in lightly hole low doped manganites.

Figure 5.2: Schematic drawings of the orbital polaron around Mn4+-ion. The shaded orbitals and
circles indicate the Mn3+ and Mn4+ sites, respectively. The open circles show the oxygen ions sitting
between the Mn3+ and Mn4+ sites. The arrows indicate the shifts of the oxygen ions. Adapted from
reference [18].
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Dai et al. [19] reported the results on glassy freezing in doping region 0.17 ≤ x ≤ 0.20
. They used neutron scattering experiments on single crystals to demonstrate the presence of
lattice polarons and their short-range correlation effects. They observed diffused neutron
scattering arising from lattice distortions associated with polarons because these lattice
distortions (polarons) occur for manganese sites containing e g electrons (Mn3+) [20-22].
They also considered the effect of polaron-polaron correlations for short range charge
ordering [20-22]. They have shown that for doping x = 0.20, LCMO has an insulating
ground state, i.e., resistivity first decreases below TC but, upon further cooling, shows a sharp
upturn with low temperature insulating behaviour shown in Figure 5.3(a). In Figure 5.3(b) the
intensity of neutron diffuse scattering has been plotted with temperature at the peak positions
of charge ordering modulation wave vectors and away from them. They observed clear
presence of diffuse scattering around (0,1,0), (0,2,0), and (-1,2,0) Bragg peaks shown in
Figure 5.3(c). The diffuse scattering increases below TC for ferromagnetic insulating
La0.80Ca0.20MnO3. Moreover, they proposed that butterfly-shaped diffuse scattering at about
(0,2,0) has a origin of lattice distortions. The temperature dependence of diffuse scattering
(Figure 5.3(b)) is a measure of polaron-polaron correlation and single polaron scattering to
investigate the nature of transport properties. While the scattering at the ordering peak
positions gives information about the population of the correlated polarons (•), the intensity
of away from them measures the total number of uncorrelated polarons in the system (o).

Figure 5.3: (a) Temperature dependence of the resistivity for (a) LCMO20. (b) The intensity of
neutron diffuse scattering at the peak positions of charge ordering modulation wave vectors (•) and
away from them (o) for LCMO20. (c) The observed neutron diffraction patterns of LCMO20 at
various temperatures in the [H,K,0] reciprocal plane obtained by the WAND diffractometer. The
arrows indicate structural diffuse scattering, and the horizontal color bars represent the intensities in
counts per 5 min. Adapted from Dai et al. [19].
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They observed that the population of correlated polarons decreases with reducing temperature
in LCMO20. The resistivity rise below TC is controlled mostly by uncorrelated polarons. So
they inferred that lattice polarons and their short range interactions are directly imaging the
transport properties of LCMO20 sample. Their experimental results suggest that LCMO20
does not require the development of long-range charge or orbital order. These results contrast
with the previous results with the expectation of the DE model, where long-range
ferromagnetic order should facilitate metallic behaviour. Their short-range polaron
correlations in insulating LCMO20 indicate that long-range charge [23] orbital [24], or
canted anti-ferromagnetic ordering [25] are not prerequisites for localizing the conduction
band electrons. They established that the population of correlated and uncorrelated polarons,
and competition between the charge correlations and the ferromagnetic DE mechanism
determine the low temperature transport and conduction properties in these materials.
Papavassiliou et al. [16, 26] investigated low doping ferromagnetic insulating state by
55
Mn NMR spectroscopy and showed that less conductive phase exhibits a faster nuclear spin
resonance. From 55Mn NMR line shape of LCMO for doping level 0.17 ≤ x ≤ 0.20 , they
suggested that a mixed ferromagnetic state exists which is comprised of ferromagnetic
insulating and ferromagnetic metallic regions. Though the above two phases are different in
OO, at an increasing temperature they cross over a TOO line and establish an orbitally
disordered ferromagnetic metallic state. This transition at the TOO was also interpreted as a
re-entrant transition to spin glass phase [27] or a transition from a polaron liquid to a polaron
crystal [28].

Figure 5.4: (a) Field cooled and zero field cooled magnetization (MFC,MZFC) of La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 single
crystal measured at applied magnetic field of H = 100 Oe, for P = 0 and P = 8.9 kbar. Inset: the
same curves for P = 0 in extended scale. (b) Temperature dependence of ac susceptibility of
La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 single crystal measured at different frequencies: real component χ ′ and (c)
imaginary component χ ′′ [32].
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Hong et al. [29] investigated single crystals of LCMO20 and observed onset of FMI
state below TC . They proposed that the system lies in the vicinity of the critical doping region
at which metal-insulator transition takes place. So they inferred that charge/orbital fluctuation
would be reinforced in this particular system. They observed divergence between field cooled
and zero field cooled magnetization versus temperature dependence curves below TC . They
inferred that this observed phenomena can be attributed to the magnetic frustration arising
from competition between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions. They mentioned
that charge/orbital fluctuations in enhanced in LCMO20 samples. They mentioned the
presence of short-range charge ordering as a likely mechanism in these systems and longrange ferromagnetic ordering is hindered in this systems. They verified their conjecture with
the results of specific-heat coefficient relating to the Debye temperature [30] and the orbital
fluctuation [31] in the doped manganites.
Markovich et al. [32] performed measurements of magnetization and ac susceptibility
on single crystals of LCMO20. They observed distinct frequency dependent cluster spin-glass
or superparamagnetic-like behaviour in ac susceptibility. Both real and imaginary
components of ac susceptibility χ ′ and χ ′′ exhibit a sharp change around T ~80 K,
corresponding to the change in slope of magnetization, see Figure 5.4 (a). Both the observed
drop in χ ′ and peak of χ ′′ (see Figure 5.4(b) and (c)) was found to be frequency dependent
and therefore could not ascribe a homogeneous FM ground state. They proposed that FMM
clusters, dispersed in a FMI phase may exhibit a characteristic superparamagnetic frequency,
described by Arrhenious relation in frequency, f = f 0 exp(− ΔE / k B T ) where f 0 is the
frequency of attempts for a cluster to change its spin direction. ΔE = KV where K is the
magnetic anisotropy and V is the volume of the cluster. They obtained ΔE = 0.47 eV using
K ~ 105 erg/cm3 and obtained the size of the FMM cluster at appropriate temperature is ~ 10
nm. They concluded that in LCMO20 samples, there is mixed phase ferromagnetic metallicferromagnetic insulating ground states below TC . The similar study was done by Savosta et
al. [33] where they reported temperature dependence of relaxation rate in FMM and FMI
clusters. The authors suggested that the above two type of regions are intertwined on a
microscopic scale. Finally their experimental results indicate that the FMI state can be viewed
as a cluster glass, which is supported by temperature and frequency dependence of ac
susceptibility. Similar result was reported previously for La0.86Sr0.14MnO3 having a doping
level below critical doming concentration xC ~ 0.16 [34].

Table 5.1: The list showing some of the important physical parameters in LCMO20 and NPMO30
single crystal samples. The data have been adapted from Jain et al. [1].

Ramakrishnan et al. [35] proposed the theory of interactions between JT-polaron and
a hole when are nearest neighbours give rise to virtual DE mechanism. They also infer that
other interactions like ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic superexchange interaction between
t2g spins along with virtual DE mechanism are responsible for survival of FMI state. It has
been proposed that due to minimal carrier concentration and presence of very dissimilar sizes
of A-cite cations can also give rise to cationic disorder in a low hole doping system. The
cation-site disorder is quantified as the second moment (variance) of the A-cite cation radius
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distribution, σ 2 = ∑ y i rA2 − rA

2

, where yi is the fractional substitution level of the ith A-

i

site species with ionic radius rAi , and rA = ∑ y i rA represents the average A-site cation
i

radius. It has been investigated that increasing cation-cite disorder leads to the metal-insulator
transition and stabilizes the insulating state [36-39]. The experimental observation regarding
the cationic disorder has been reported by Jain et al. [1] in low hole doped La0.82Ca0.18MnO3
(LCMO18) and Nd0.70Pb0.30MnO3 (NPMO30) systems and the relevant data are shown in the
Table 5.1 [1]. They reported σ 2 (NPMO30) > σ 2 (LCMO18) gives rise to TC (NPMO30) <
TC (LCMO18) but TFMI (NPMO30) > TFMI (LCMO18). Thus the cationic size disorder
strengthens the FMI state while weakening the FM order.
Shenoy et al. [40] by using simulation have shown that Coulomb interactions and
dopant ion disorder can lead to electronic inhomogeneities. They linked ferromagnetism,
insulating conductance, and Coulomb interactions by introducing a new model Hamiltonian.
The investigation is based on the general frame work of the model proposed by
Ramakrishnan et al. [35]. Generally, manganites are considered as “orbital liquid” due to lack
of long-range orbital order for x in the range 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.4 . The model proposed the phase
diagram shown below.

Figure 5.5: Critical doping levels xc1 and x c 2 . xc1 separates the lightest region, where no b states
are occupied, from the intermediate shade region, which has b states occupied in puddles. The
darkest shaded region, with x > x c1 , has some occupied b states that percolate through the 103 box.
Results shown are averages over 100 realizations of the dopant ions. Adapted from reference [40].

The investigation showed that the electronic configuration is strongly dependent on E JT and
the doping concentration x . At a fixed value of EJT they have considered two critical doping
concentrations namely, xc1 and x c 2 as shown in Figure 5.5. They discussed three cases as:
For x < x c1 : there are no occupied b electron states in the systems, and the holes form
insulating states. Further increase of doping level leads to the metallic behavior in the system.
Again the polarons opens up a soft gap at the chemical potential, as in the classical Coulomb
glass [41, 42-45]. They mentioned that the electrical transport will follow the relation

σ C ≈ e−A/

T

.

(5.1)
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For xc1 < x < x c2 : There should be two contributions- one from Coulomb glass due to l
polarons and second a variable range type hopping of the electrons in the b puddles.
For x > x c2 : They found a highly resistive metal.
They concluded that the long-range Coulomb interaction is a “singular perturbation” that
prevents the macroscopic phase separation where the sizes and distribution of clumps (on a
hole cluster, which has two or more sites, each accessible to the other by electron hopes) are
determined by the distribution of dopant ions. Their quantitative analysis discussed the
presence of long-range Coulomb interactions frustrating the phase separation induced by
local correlation. Finally, they emphasized that the inhomogeneities can lead to the nanoscale
insulating regions even in FMM states.
The above discussion shows that the issue of Coulomb interaction in the low doped
regions are important and its role has not been settled. The investigations will be presented in
the thesis is thus important for it addresses some of these issues directly through experiments.
The results we have discussed so far indicate nonequlibrium phenomena, and likely
onset of quasinonergodicity (“freezing”) on cooling. A spin-glass transition in low doped
LCMO systems has also been suggested in published literature [46]. There exist competitions
between critical slowing down and spin freezing that makes characterization of the spin and
orbital dynamics in the system a nontrivial task. These results are all from the view point of
absence of proper long range order in the spin system. In this chapter our main focus as stated
before is to explore the charge fluctuations in the ferromagnetic insulating state in which long
range Coulomb interactions can play an important role. The current theoretical developments
do point towards possibility of charge freezing either in the band electrons or development of
a Coulomb glass due to the polarons. Use of noise spectroscopy allows us to investigate these
issues.

5.1.1 Theoretical models regarding insulating temperature dependence of
resistivity
The insulating nature of temperature dependence of resistivity has been investigated by
various theoretical models. Among them the Arrhenius model [47, 48], the Mott variable
range hopping model [49-50], the Efros -Shklovskii variable range hopping (ES-VRH) model
[42, 52], the polaron hopping model [53] are mostly distinguished models to discuss.
5.1.1.1 Arrhenius model
Thermally activated conductivity can manifest itself in two distinct ways. If one assumes a
model of thermally activated hopping between nearest neighbour impurity centres spaced an
average distance of 2R1 apart, where R1 is the radius of an average spherical impurity
volume, then the overlap of the impurity 1s ground state wave functions is proportional to
exp(− 2αR1 ) , where α is the coefficient of exponential decay of the hydrogenic 1s wave
functions, i.e., (α −1) is the spatial extent of the wave function localized at a single site, one
obtains an Arrhenius temperature T dependence of resistivity ρ :

⎛ Ea ⎞
⎟⎟
⎝ k BT ⎠

ρ = ρ 0 A exp⎜⎜

(5.2)
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where, α is the average temperature independent activation energy account the random local
field generated at the site due to the other impurities. This kind of insulating electrical
conduction process is generally observed in the high temperature paramagnetic state in
manganites.
5.1.1.2 Mott variable range hopping model
This model consider that the hopping occur only between nearest neighbour sites. Any
electron hopping between any two sites are determined by the potential energy difference and
the distance between these two sites. Mott showed that as the temperature is lowered the
conductivity changes from its usual activated form (see Equation 5.2). This has been termed
as “variable range hopping” as the carrier tends to optimize between the distance of the hop
and the barrier energy of the hop. The 3D Mott conduction process can be written as:
1/ 4

⎛T ⎞
ρ ∝ exp⎜ 0 ⎟
⎝T ⎠

(5.3)

where T0 = λα 3 / k B N (E F ) and λ is a dimensionless constant whose value depends on
specific microscopic model considered. Generally λ ~ 16 [49] or 18 [54], α −1 is the
localization length within the Mott variable hopping range model, and N (EF ) is the density
of states at the Fermi level.
5.1.1.3 Efros-Shklovskii variable range hopping model
Though Mott’s formula successfully analyse a large number of experimental results but it
ignores the Coulomb interactions between the carriers. Coulomb interactions change the
temperature dependence of conduction mechanism qualitatively from Mott’s formula
described earlier. In a lightly doped system at low temperatures electrons are localized and
the conductivity is due to hopping between the two sites. There are two well known regimes
of hopping transport. At relatively high temperatures electrons use almost all the sites for
hopping. This regime is called nearest-neighbour hopping. In this case energy scatter due to
random potentials of charge carriers plays only a secondary role, leading to fixed activation
energy of conductivity. At low enough temperatures activation required for the use of charge
carriers becomes very costly and charge carriers are only within a narrow band of energies
around the Fermi level participate in the conductivity. With decreasing temperature the width
of this band shrinks and hops become longer. This explains the name “variable range
hopping”. Due to Coulomb interaction of localized electrons there appears a Coulomb gap
near Fermi energy level. The density of states N (E ) under this model can be written by self
consistent equation as:

N (E ) = N 0 (E − E F )

2

(5.4)

where, N 0 ≈ κ 3 / e 6 and κ is the dielectric constant of the sample. The increase in
localization manifest as an increase in the exponent of temperature in equation 5.3 to 1/2:
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1/ 2

⎛T ⎞
ρ ∝ ρ 0′ exp⎜ 0 ⎟
⎝T ⎠

(5.5)

with, T0 = C / ξk B N 01/ 3 where, ξ is the localization length of the electrons and C ≅ 2.8. The
proportionality factor ρ ′ = ρ 0T 1/ 2 .
5.1.1.4 Polaronic hopping model
In manganites, for high temperatures and T > TC , the conductivity is ruled by localization of
charge carriers on small polarons. The localization is a consequence of large electron-phonon
interactions. In the high temperature regime, magnetic interactions become negligibly small
and electron-lattice interaction becomes dominant. In this model the resistivity can be written
in the form as:

or,

n

⎞ ⎡ 1 ⎤
⎡ ε 0 + W − λ3 − 2n ⎤
⎟ ⎢
exp ⎢
⎥
⎟ ⎣ c(1 − c )⎥⎦
k BT
⎣
⎦
⎠
⎛ Ep ⎞
⎟⎟
ρ = ρ pT n exp⎜⎜
⎝ k BT ⎠

⎛ ha ⎞⎛ T
ρ = ⎜ 2 ⎟⎜⎜
⎝ e ⎠⎝ T p

(5.6)

where “ a ” is the hopping distance, c is the polaron concentration, 2W is the polaron
formation energy, k B TP is a characteristic polaron energy scale which gives the polaron
tunnelling rate, λ is the transfer integral and ε 0 is the energy required to produce intrinsic
carriers. Depending on the magnitude of the optical phonon frequencies there are two
physical limits for these hopping processes: For k B TP >> hω ph (where, ω ph is the
characteristic phonon frequency involved in the polaron formation) the hopping is termed
adiabatic meaning that the relevant optical mode lattice vibration of frequency ω ph is long
lived compared to the relevant polaron tunneling event. In this adiabatic limit, the exponent
n = 1 in equation 5.6. In the other case, for non-adiabatic transport, the electron tunneling
event is not necessarily fast compared to the relevant optical mode lattice vibration, the

(

exponent n = 3/2 and TP , λ and 2W are related as k B TP = πλ4 / 4W

)

1/ 3

.

In the following section we present the resistivity data to show how the conduction process is
dominated by ES-VRH mechanism. Then we try to focus on the fact that why noise is
important to study the insulating phase of manganites where Coulomb interactions come into
play.

5.1.2 Electrical conduction process in FMI phase: Efros-Shklovskii variable
range hopping
In this section we look into the temperature dependent resistivity for single crystals of
LCMO20. As shown in the figure 5.6, the sample undergoes insulator-metal (I-M) transition
in the temperature range 25-300 K within which resistivity is investigated. As one lowers the
temperature from 300 K (where sample is in paramagnetic insulating state), the first I-M
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transition is encountered nearly concomitant with its Curie transition at TP ≅ 186 K. The
second I-M (or rather metal-insulator) transition is encountered when the sample transition to
its ferromagnetic insulating phase at temperature TFMI ≅ 120 K. It is also clearly seen that for
T < TFMI < TC the sample LCMO20 is ferromagnetic as well as insulating.

Figure 5.6: The temperature dependence of resistivity ρ of LCMO20. The paramagnetic to
ferromagnetic Curie temperature is TC ≅ 186 K. The ferromagnetic insulating transition occurs at

TFMI ≅ 120 K .
From equations 5.2 one sees that Arrhenius dependence is revealed if a plot of ln(ρ )
vs 1/T is a straight line and this model fails to fit the experimental resistivity data obtained as
shown in Fig. 5.7(a). From equation 5.3, one sees that a Mott variable range hopping
behaviour may be present if a plot of ln(ρ ) vs 1/ T n , where “ n ” is an appropriate exponent,
is also a straight line. We have fitted the experimental data with the Mott variable range
hopping model as shown in Fig. 5.7(b) and the deviation of experimental data from model it
also very clear. An ES-VRH mechanism as given by equation 5.5 is revealed if a plot of
T −1/ 2 ln(ρ ) vs T −1/ 2 is a straight line. In Fig. 5.7(c) we show the temperature dependent
resistivity of LCMO20 in the FMI state below TFMI ≅ 120 K. The data are plotted as
T −1/ 2 ln(ρ ) vs T −1/ 2 , and give a definite indication of the ES-VRH nature of the electrical
conductance in the FMI state of these materials. In Fig. 5.7(d) we have plotted the Polaronic
hopping model which satisfies equation 5.6. The solid line in each plot shows the least square
best fit curve. From the all fitted curves shown in Fig. 5.7, we can immediately conclude that
below TFMI , the electrical conduction process follows ES-VRH model (see Fig. 5.7(c)).
Hence, we can easily estimate the values of ρ 0 and T0 by fitting the temperature dependent
resistivity data in the FMI state to equation 5.5. These values allow us to calculate another
important parameter namely hopping length of the charge carriers. The expression of the
1/ 2
Coulomb gap can be written as: Δ CG = e 3 N (E F ) κ 3 / 2 [52], where e is the electronic charge,

N (EF ) is the density of states near Fermi energy level, κ is the dielectric constant of the
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system. The dielectric constant for LCMO20 is κ ~ 20 [55]. For the calculation of Δ CG we
assumed that ES-VRH conduction process emerges at a temperature TSE when the activation
energy for nearest neighbour hoping becomes equal to the ES-VRH Coulomb gap energy
[42]. This assumption will allow us to calculate Δ CG in terms of T0 and TSE as,

Δ CG = k B (T0TSE )
Table 5.2.

1/ 2

[56]. We have taken TSE ≅ TFMI and listed the value of Δ CG ≅ 152 meV in

Composition

ρ0

La0.80Ca0.20MnO3

(ΩcmK-1/2)
1.09×10-6

T0
(K)
2.59×104

Δ CG
(meV)
152

ξ
(nm)
0.25

Table 5.2: The list of parameters estimated from temperature dependent resistivity data shown in Fig.
5.6((a) and (d)).

Figure 5.7: The experimental ln(ρ) vs. 1000/T data has been plotted and compared with different
theoretical models like: (a) Arrhenius model, (b) Mott variable range hopping model, (c) ES-VRH
model in the FMI state of LCMO20. (d) Polaronic hopping model (with n=1). The data ((a), (b), (c)
and (d)) are shown for temperatures below TFMI . The solid line is the least square best fit curves.

The value of localization length can be expressed as: ξ = Ce 2 / κk B T0 , where C ≅ 2.8 [52].

The value of N (EF ) = 1.6×1024 eV-1mol-1. This value of ξ can be used to calculate the
hopping length lh using the expression l h ≅ (ξ / 4)(T0 / T ) . The temperature dependent
1/ 2
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hopping length lh is plotted in Figure 5.8. The value of perovskite unit cell is a 0 ≅ 0.547 nm.
Here we want to mention that T < 120 K, i.e., below TFMI , the hopping length lh is
increasing considerably from perovskite unit parameter a 0 . From the known molar volume of
the sample ~ 36×10-6/m3, the number density can be estimated by following the relation n( x )
= 1.7×1028 x carriers/m3 [57]. So the carrier density for our sample is n LCMO20 ≅ 3.4×1027

carriers/m3. We can estimate the distance r between two hopping sites where the Coulomb
interaction is taking place. Using the relation r / 2 = [3 / (4πn LCMO 20 )] , the estimated value
1/ 3

of r ≅ 0.8 nm. From Fig. 5.8 we can infer that at the lowest possible temperature below

TFMI , the value of r is nearly equal to the value of lh at-least in order of magnitude. We
can also suggest that electrons are localized in the FMI state. The above analysis is a review
of the analysis done by Jain et al. [1].

Figure 5.8: Temperature dependence of ES-VRH hopping length lh in FMI phase of LCMO20 has
been plotted along with the correlation length ξ and unit cell parameter a 0 .

In the last section we have seen that in the low doped perovskite manganites
LCMO20 at low temperature, electron transport is dominated by variable range hopping of
localized electrons. We have also seen the Coulomb interaction between the localized
electrons give an important contribution to the energy of an electron. In this disordered
system with highly localized electronic states will strongly influence the special distribution
of electrons by long-ranged Coulomb repulsion between them. This leads to a depletion of
the single particle density of states (DOS) near the chemical potential known as Coulomb
gap. It is also expected to cause deviation at low temperatures from Mott’s T −1/ 4 law [49] for
electrical conduction and opening up a soft Coulomb gap energy ΔCG near Fermi level
considering ES-VRH. Both experimental and theoretical studies have demonstrated the
presence of a “soft Coulomb gap” and the phenomena is believed to be related with glassy
behaviour of electrons. The classic work of Efros et al. [42] has clarified some basic aspects
of this behaviour. Despite a number of studies the underlying physics of hopping systems,
Coulomb glasses, and glassy properties are still unclear. In the following sections we discuss
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about the basic properties of glassiness in electronic systems and discuss about the dynamics
which will further motivate us to study noise spectroscopy in such systems.

5.1.3 Glassiness in electronic systems: Electron glass
First Pollak [58] and Ambegaokar [59] pointed out that actually electron-electron Coulomb
repulsion should reduce the density of states near Fermi energy in a disordered system where
electronic states are localized near Fermi surface. Interacting electrons localized by disorder
often form an “electronic glass” state. The term “glass” is due to the many features it shares
with other glasses, indicating the slow dynamics and aging. The sluggish relaxation
phenomena are basic observable properties in these glasses. The relevant study was
extensively done by Efros and Shklovskii [60] where they assumed that the quantum
localization length is much smaller than the distance between the centres and overlapping of
the wavefunction is negligible. The energy of the system can be written as:

H = ∑ ε i ni +
i

1
∑ eij ni n j
2 i≠ j

(5.7)

where, εi is the energy of the electronic state “i” not taking into account the contribution of
electron-electron interaction, eij = e 2 / κrij is the energy of electron-electron interaction,
rij = ri − r j is the distance between the states “i” and “j”, κ is the dielectric constant and ni

is the occupation number ( ni = 0, 1). However, it should be noted that rij is the distance
between the two sites which is much larger than the spacing of the atoms of the host lattice,
so the electronic states in the doping band can indeed be taken as localized. The authors
introduced the energies of one-particle excitation as:

Ei = ε i + ∑ eij n j .

(5.8)

j

At temperature T = 0, ni = 1 for Ei < E F and ni = 0 for Ei > E F , where E F is the Fermi
level. Energy cost of removing an electron at site i is − E i . Similarly energy cost of adding an
electron at site “j” (site “i” being empty) is − E j . The schematic diagram of the hopping
mechanism is shown in Figure 5.8. The change in the system energy due to an electron
hopping from site “i” to “j” is then

ΔH = E j − Ei − eij > 0.

(5.9)

i→ j

The last term in equation 5.8 gives Coulomb-interaction due to created electron-hole pair and
its presence causes the Coulomb gap. The schematic diagram of this interaction mechanism is
shown in Fig. 5.9. So in the ground state any two energies E i and E j separated by the Fermi
level should satisfy the inequality (equation 5.9). Detailed mathematical calculations
concludes the presence of a energy gap Δ CG (Coulomb gap) which also satisfies the relation
N (Δ CG ) = N 0 . The Coulomb gap is “soft” gap because it vanishes at E = E F and can be
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distinguished from Hubbard gap, as it is due to short range forces. This ground state shows
behaviour of a glass.

Figure 5.9: The schematic diagram for Efros- Shklovskii variable range hopping mechanism. The
2
hopping cost of energy appears to be ΔH = E j − Ei − e / κrij .

Davis et al. [61] carried out extensive numerical simulations to explore the properties
of electron glass. The authors have rewritten the equation 5.7 in an Ising form by setting
ni = Ψi = 1/ 2 and the Hamiltonian for the half filled band can be written as

H = ∑ ε iψ i +
i

1
∑ eijψ iψ j .
2 i≠ j

(5.10)

The site energies are considered to be distributed about zero energy. In this case, the
Hamiltonian is in random field, but with the long-range antiferromagnetic interactions. This
is analogous to Ising spin glass model but authors have introduced it for simplistic
realization. The detailed estimation of order parameter gives a non-zero value at low
temperature revealing a glass transition in the systems. They considered two- and threedimensional models of highly localized electrons interacting by unscreened Coulomb
potential. They found that at low temperature, single particle excitations might not be bare,
but rather might be electron polarons. If an electron (or hole) is added to a site, the system
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can relax in order to lower the total energy of the transition, if nearby electrons move away
thereby creating a polarization cloud.
The Coulomb gap for polarons is clearly much narrower than that for bare excitations.
These polarons may be important for the electrical conductivity at low temperature, but the
details of this remain controversial. A polaron is essentially localized around the starting site.
The electronic ground state and the low lying excited states of the system with an added
electron will have less energy than this polaron, and many of them are selected site occupied.
Hence, to achieve such states it is necessary to rearrange a large number of electrons. These
states may not therefore be accessible from the starting site at low temperatures. This picture
of inaccessible phase space is typical of a “glass”. They inferred that glassy state arises from
the competition between Coulomb energies and the random site-energies. The authors solved
the Hamiltonian (see equation 5.10) by mean-field approach to solve the electronic properties
of the systems of localized Coulomb-interacting electrons. Their simulation also results
appearance of a large number of metastable states in the energy space. After “heating up” the
system and subsequently slowly cooling down, lower metastable states are reached. They
have shown that akin to spin glasses, their calculations results good agreement to
experimental specific heat, susceptibility and order parameter which strongly supports the
existence of an electron glass.

Figure 5.10: (a) Specific heat cμ has been plotted against T and linear variation of it is noted [61].
(b) Molar specific heat C P versus temperature T for La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 (LCMO18) has been plotted
to reveal the linear contribution in the specific heat. The solid line is the curve for least square fit to
the equation C P = γT + β T 3 , where γ and β are the coefficients of the electronic and lattice
contributions to the specific heat [1].

Efros et al. [60] pointed out that the Coulomb gap exists only in the spectrum of
energies Et which corresponds to the withdrawal of one electron or its addition to the system.
There are other small-energy excitations in the system appearing due to electron-hole pairs
with separation between the electron and hole. The energy of such an excitation is given by
ωtj = E j − Et − e 2 / κrtj . It was shown that the density of states N (E ) is small near the Fermi
level. The density of states of such electron-hole pairs is finite when ω → 0 and is order of
N 0 . Therefore the temperature dependence of the heat capacity is linear. The specific heat (

C P ) was calculated from the derivative of the total energy with respect to temperature and
from the variance of the fluctuations of energy, with insignificant differences. The numerical
calculations by Davis et al. [61] also found the linear temperature dependence of specific heat
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as shown in Fig. 5.10(a). They have plotted specific heat c μ = γT and found γ = 1.36 which
indicates large DOS ~ 0.83 per site per unit energy. They inferred that large contribution to
cμ is coming from complicated excitations whose energies lie near Coulomb gap. We have
discussed already that the electron glass has been considered in both theory and simulation,
with an emphasis on the many-body effects that should contribute to the long-time relaxation.
This theoretical result discussed so far has been supported by experimental observations of
specific heat experiments. Jain et al. [1] reported the presence of a finite electronic
contribution γT to the specific heat for low doping La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crystal samples
below TFMI and is shown in Figure 5.10(b). The linear term specifies the finite DOS ( N (E F ) )
near Fermi energy E F and is consistent with ES-VRH conduction mechanism we discussed
already. On the other hand most electron-hole pairs with small excitation energies are very
compact and isolated from each other and they cannot contribute to the DC conductivity.
A disordered many-electron system (“electron glass”) with long range Coulomb
interaction is turned into a “Coulomb glass” and this long-range nature of the Coulomb
interaction can give rise to complex rearrangements of electrons across a spectrum of free
energies and times. A Coulomb glass shares the same properties as an electron glass does and
its ground state can only be reached by the displacement of several electrons. Usually a
complex pattern of relaxation paths has to be taken into account, comprising not only oneelectron hopping but also many electron displacements over a long distances. Hence, several
relaxation time scales are important for the overall relaxation process which is typical for a
glassy behaviour. These systems are interesting to study because of their transport properties
at low temperatures are strongly influenced by the movements of the particles which are
strongly correlated due to interactions. These correlations become especially important for
interactions with longer-range. This long-range Coulomb interaction is also important in case
of our low-doped LCMO20 single crystals under study where electrons can hop over fairly
long distance and follow variable range hopping process (ES-VRH) at low temperatures.
Although Coulomb glasses have been studied extensively, the number of analytical well
established results is rather limited [60, 62-65]. The first theoretical simulation model on
Coulomb glass was performed by Kurosawa et al. [66]. The theoretical understanding of
Coulomb glass was further studied by several researchers [35, 40, 61, 67]. Since then, a
number of numerical works has been steadily growing and recently a work has been reported
by Kirkengen et al. [68] on dynamics of Coulomb glass. There are several experiments have
been performed which emphasize nature of “glassiness” in different systems [69-71]. Despite
the number of numerical studies the underlying physics of hopping systems, Coulomb
glasses, and glassy properties are still unclear. In the following sections we discuss about the
basic properties of glassiness in such electronic systems and discuss about the dynamics
which will further motivate us to study noise spectroscopy in such systems.
An important and characteristic feature of the Coulomb glass is the many valley
structure of its configuration space, not only concerning single-particle hops, but also with
respect to some classes of more complex excitations. Baranovskii et al. [63, 65] found, by
computer simulation of a simple model of the electron glass, several energy minima, i.e.,
metastable, or pseudoground, states, very close to the lowest-energy minimum that can be
considered as the ground state. The same structure of the low-energy states was found also
for a more realistic model of the Coulomb glass [62]. It was also found in Ref. 63, 65 and 62
that the differences between the energies of the ground state and these metastable states are
very small, usually less than or of the order of the characteristic energy of the Coulomb
interaction at the mean distance between neighbouring donor impurities, E C = e 2 n1D/ 3κ ,
where nD is the concentration of the major shallow impurity, and κ is the dielectric
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permittivity of the host crystal. The ground state and these low-lying pseudoground states are
called below ‘‘valleys.’’ The low lying energy states are separated by a high enough
activation or tunnel barriers and the transitions among those valleys take long enough
relaxation times. Davis et al. [61] performed computer simulations with their theoretical
model which also confirmed the presence of cluster of low-lying energy states. The relaxation
times of these low-lying excited states in Coulomb glass have been studied by Mochena et al.
[72]. The authors found extremely slow relaxation processes and associated them with
relaxation from metastable states of the Coulomb glass. The schematic diagram of the
relaxation process in the low-lying configuration space, Coulomb interactions and the
hopping mechanism are shown in the Figure 5.11. As a result of presence of valleys and
barriers, slow approach to the equilibrium process is hindered in these systems at low
temperatures. The system is trapped for a relatively long time in one of the local minima
before it manages to cross a barrier and move to another metastable state.

Figure 5.11: Glassy behaviour in disordered Coulomb systems. The electrons (red) in a random
landscape interact with other (yellow-orange lines). The properties at low temperature are governed
by collective hopping of these electrons (green arrow). Adapted from reference [73].

We can infer from the above discussion that transport is accomplished by correlated
electron hopping e.g., sequential hops as well as simultaneous or collective hopping. But the
approach is more difficult theoretically and is harder to verify experimentally. So our
motivation is to understand the dynamics experimentally in Coulomb glass systems seems to
appear in FMI state of manganites at low doping concentration level. The measurements
could help us to determine if correlated electron motion involved in transport in Coulomb
glasses. However noise comes from the fluctuations from microscopic entities and it can act
as a probe of what happening physically at the microscopic scale.

5.1.4 Review of published reports on 1/f noise in Coulomb glass systems
Coulomb glass is a special example of electron glass where electrons are localized and
interact with each other via long range Coulomb potential. We have already studied that these
systems appear to be glassy and electron hopping can occur on very long time scales. The
transitions between low-lying energy valleys of the glassy systems are a real source of
hopping conduction noise. Each inter-valley transition, in general a reconstruction of a large
number of electrons, which can occur by one electron hops, but by a great number of such
hops. Moreover, only the transitions which have long enough relaxation times contribute to
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the growth of the spectral density of noise at low frequencies. The LCMO20 system is very
interesting below its FMI transition where it follows SE-VRH conduction process and
electrons are appeared to be localized in this regime. There are very few experimental results
are available in Coulomb glass noise. Here we discuss about the available results in
literatures. In general, the studies regarding Electron glass, Coulomb gap and other such
many-electron effects have been studied mostly in doped Si. Study of these effects in doped
Si needs low temperatures and often temperature below 1 K. This is because the scale of
Coulomb gap is very small in doped semiconductors (~1-5 meV) since the carrier density is
small. In case of oxides with large carrier density the scale of the Coulomb gap is large
(~100meV) and as a result one observes these effects at a fairly high temperatures( ~100 K)
in contrast to the case of oxides where these effects are visible at low temperatures (~1K).
Doped materials are strongly correlated systems and well known examples of electron
glasses. Most of the experiments deal with variable range hopping and focus on temperature
dependence of 1/ f noise [74-76]. Voss [77] reported the experimental studies on doped
Silicon and shown that low frequency 1/ f noise is produced solely by hopping conduction.
Massey [78] found that in Silicon 1/ f noise amplitude decreases when temperature goes
down, while McCammon [79] observed exponential increase of 1/ f noise with the
decreasing temperature. Again Kar et al. [80] investigated noise in doped Silicon also and
reported that the noise is independent of temperature at lower temperatures (2-20 K) and
decrease with temperature at higher temperatures. Hence, the results seem to be quite
controversial.

Figure 5.12: (a) Noise amplitude ( S 1/ 2 ) spectra of an 81% Si:B sample at several different
temperatures. The bias current is 4.5 mA. The noise power shows 1/ f noise. Inset shows noise
amplitude at 2Hz as a function of the dc bias current. (b) Noise amplitude ( S 1/ 2 ) at 1Hz and 10 Hz as
a function of temperature at same bias current. Adapted from reference [78].

Massey et al. [78] used low frequency noise probe to study the interacting charge
dynamics in variable range hopping in Boron doped Silicon. They have quantified noise
spectral power S ( f ) with dc current bias injected in the system. Measurements of dynamics
without injecting excess charge can elucidate the roles of single and many particle excitations
on transport. They studied low frequency (0.1 Hz < f < 12 Hz) electronic noise spectra and
found S ( f ) = β I 2 f α , where β describes overall noise magnitude, I is the dc current bias,
and α is the spectral exponent as illustrated in Figure 5.12(a). They also observed decrease
in spectral power for a particular frequency over a temperature interval as shown in Figure
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5.12(b). The spectral power exponent was found to be slightly grater than unity for all
possible temperatures. Finally they found an energy scale in the temperature and frequency
range over which the noise features are appreciable is E* = −k B T ln (2πfτ 0 ) ≈ 60-100 K. This
energy was found to be ten times larger than the Coulomb energies determined from response
to single-particle charge perturbations [81, 82]. They infer the existence of thermally
activated rearrangement of many electrons among random sites. This idea is supported by
theoretical investigations by Kogan [83] where 1/ f noise in interacting variable range
hopping systems can appear from fluctuations among low energy, many electron
configurations. His simulations show that the charge arrangements have a large number of
nearly degenerate total energy minima all lying within a Coulomb gap energy, of order 1 K,
of each other. These energy valleys are separated by a broad distribution of energy barriers
which can greatly exceed the gap energy, leading to thermally activated configurational
fluctuations between energy minima when the temperature is of the order of the Coulomb
gap.
We have already mentioned that low frequency 1/ f noise was investigated in many
materials with wide variety of transport mechanism (See Chapter 1 and Chapter 3). But we
found no detailed experimental observations (except one discussed later in detail) regarding
the hopping conduction in low doped perovskite single crystals. The single crystals are
excellent for studies as there are free from random common defects like grain boundaries.
These single crystal samples increase the efficiency and quality of the experimental data also.
To discuss the noise with hopping transport we want to mention the two well-known regimes
of the hopping transport. At relatively high temperatures where electrons use almost all sites
for hopping and called nearest neighbourhood hopping (NNH). This hopping mechanism
leads to fixed activation energy for conductivity. At low temperatures the activation required
for the use of the carriers becomes very costly and a very narrow band of energies around the
Fermi level participate in the conductivity. With decrease of temperature the width of the
band shrinks and hops become longer and called variable range hopping (VRH) (eg. ES-VRH
conductivity). The original theory of 1/ f noise in the hopping transport by Shklovskii et al.
[84] and Kogan et al. [85] deals only with NNH and at sufficiently high temperature where
NNH conductivity is temperature independent. According to their theory there are several
electron traps in the system, trap electrons from the transport path i.e., from conducting media
and releases it back, both having characteristic time scales. They also mentioned that these
time scales are much larger than the time scales of VRH hopping conductivity. This capture
an release mechanism of charge carriers lead to modulation of the number density of the
conducting carriers at low frequency ω and the spectral density of current noise I ω2 with a
behaviour of 1/ ω or 1/ f . This idea is based to the similar explanation given by Mc.Worter
number fluctuation number fluctuation ( Δn ) theory [86] which states that 1/ f noise is
generated by fluctuations in the number of carriers due to charge trapping in surface states.
The theory explained origin of 1/ f noise in semiconductor-oxide interface and found that
the fluctuation of the carrier density will cause the resistance to fluctuate giving rise to noise.
But in case of hopping transport these traps are located throughout the conducting media.
Shklovskii [87] carried out theoretical calculations to generalize the idea of Refs. 84
and 85 to the VRH conductivity and found the characteristics of current noise I ω2 which
approximately follows Hooge law with frequency exponent α in VRH case. They also found
that this noise decreases with temperature in these systems. According to the authors the
relative fluctuations of the concentration of charge carriers lead to the fluctuations of
conductivity, i.e.,
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I ω2
nω2
∝ 2
I2
N (δ )

(5.11)

where I ω2 is the spectral density of current fluctuations, I is the average current through the
sample, nω is the spectral density of the fluctuations of the concentration of conducting
electrons and N (δ ) is the concentration of donor impurities in the δ band around Fermi
level. They estimated I ω2 / I 2 and found the Hooge law as:

I ω2 Γ(ω ,T )
=
,
I 2 ωN DV

(5.12)

where, N DV is the total number of donors and Γ is the Hooge coefficient. Discussing the
above relation we want to mention that when the majority carriers are free electron in any
system then fluctuations of the carrier concentration of free electrons directly lead to
I ω2 / I 2 = nω2 / n 2 at a fixed electric field where n is the concentration of free electrons. For
NNH such proportionality between fluctuations of I and n is obvious for strongly
compensated samples, where electrons play the role of carriers, or for a weakly compensated
semiconductor, where the role of carriers is played by a small concentration of holes (empty
donors). However, even in this case there could be such an intermediate compensation ratio
N A / N D , where the coefficient in linear proportionality between fluctuations of I and n
vanishes. Here N A is the concentration of acceptors. In VRH conductivity connection
between fluctuations of I and n is not so obvious and the relation is non-trivial. Moreover,
without Coulomb interactions fluctuations of the concentration of charge carriers are uniform.
Coulomb interactions make these fluctuations localized because of screening of trapped
electrons. Hence, fluctuations of the concentration of conducting electrons do not propagate
to the bulk of the conducting media. As a result conducting electrons gets perturbed locally
and affect the total current of the sample. They mentioned that in case of Coulomb glass
which is formed by a frozen distribution of interacting electrons on random donors have
energy valleys with different conductivities. These can lead to 1/ f noise and eventually it is
difficult to evaluate and estimate the noise in such systems. However, we believe that the
basic relation spectral power ~ nω2 , will be of general validity and the measured spectral
power will thus give us information on the spectral power of the charge fluctuation in the
system.
This investigation as well as the investigation of Jain et al. [1] established
unambiguously that variable range hopping mechanism describes charge transport in FMI
state of low-doped manganites. However, noise spectroscopy in perovskite manganites at
FMI regions is not well studied at all, as mentioned before. We found only a single report that
has been published recently in La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crystal sample. Wu et al. [88]
investigated nonequilibrium 1/ f noise in La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crystals and their results
are shown in Fig. 5.13. They followed the same experimental scheme as described by Massey
et al. [78] and Shklovskii [87]. The crystals were injected varying dc current bias and the
noise had been investigated in such current biased systems. The authors observed that
temperature dependent noise follows the resistivity changes with temperature (please see Fig.
5.13(a)). They observed noise scales as a square of the current ( I 2 ) as expected for
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equilibrium resistivity fluctuations (please see Fig. 5.13(b)). When the current was increased
above a threshold value, the noise started to decrease. This result showed the onset of
nonequilibrium fluctuations in the system. The work of Wu et al. [88] however, has several
ambiguities which are pointed out below.
•

•

•
•

From experimental point of view, the authors have used simple four-probe dc biasing
technique to measure noise in the single crystal samples which is less sensitive than ac
biasing technique which we followed in our studies. In particular, the subtartion of the
back ground is non-trivial.
They have injected dc bias current I and was used again to estimate the relative
spectral power of noise. But, these systems show non-linear conductance through out
the temperature regimes (77-300 K) of their interest and the resistivity is strictly bias
current dependent. Hence, it is not desirable to use the same current to excite the
sample as well as to study the fluctuation phenomena in it.
They did not discuss about whether there is any noise contribution coming from phase
coexistence or not. The external bias can force the change the topology of phase
separation. No data has been presented considering these facts.
Finally, we have talked about the glassy nature of the low doped perovskite which
follow ES-VRH conduction mechanism. It has been found earlier [1] the
La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crystals samples fall in this category. The authors did not
discuss what happened to the fluctuators at low temperature where very few of them
are accessible for electronic transport, in particular whether there is a glass like
freezing.

Figure 5.13: (a) Resistivity and 1/ f noise intensity at f = 1 Hz as a function of temperature. ρ (T )
was recorded using 10 µA dc current bias. Inset shows a typical power spectral density of the noise;
(b) Current dependence of the noise intensity at f = 1 Hz. The dashed line is drawn according to

S V ∝ I 2 . Adapted from reference [88].

In our investigations we addressed to the lacuna in the earlier studies and also directly
addressed the issues like possibility of glass like freezing in the electronic system. Our
approach to use the noise spectroscopy for study of the FMI phase, as we have pointed out
before, is to use it as a tool to investigate the following issues:
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(a) To use the excess noise (that is not white) as a probe of charge dynamics and to study
how in the insulating state ( T < TFMI ) the spatial correlation develops that leads to
non-Gaussian fluctuations.
(b) To study the white noise as a function of electron heating which have been suggested
as the origin of strong non-linear conduction and Colossal Electroresistance in these
materials. For this work we have used a technique of measuring the noise by ac in
presence of dc. This is required in strongly non-linear systems and has been
successfully employed before in study of charge ordering using noise spectroscopy
where also one observes a strong non-linear conduction [89]. It is shown that in nonlinear systems, the current that produces the non-linearity need be separated out from
the current that measures the noise.
In the next section we describe the experimental methodology where we studied the nonlinear transport in our system first and then we describe the study of the noise spectroscopy in
the LCMO20 single crystals samples by five-probe ac measuring technique in presence of dc
bias. We shall present the temperature dependent noise data in the temperature range 40-300
K covering two transition temperatures namely TC and TFMI for a fixed dc bias. Following it
we shall present noise spectroscopy in the same by varying dc current from 1μA-1mA.
Below 40K the resistance is too large to make a meaningful measurement.

5.2 Experimental methodology
All the noise studies have been performed on La0.80Ca20MnO3 (LCMO20) single crystals
grown by floating zone technique. The details of growth mechanism have been presented
earlier in Chapter 2. The main features of measurement techniques are presented here. Five
gold contact pads were evaporated onto the crystals and Cu leads (diameter 40 μm) were
soldered onto the pad using an Ag-In alloy paste. Four probes among the five were used for
temperature dependent resistivity measurements and current-voltage (I-V) characteristics. The
probes are kept always unaltered for noise measurements. All the measurements should be
done on a single batch of contact probes otherwise huge contact noise can hinder the
experimental results seriously. The ac four probe temperature dependent resistivity
measurement setup had been used for temperature dependent I-V characteristics which we
have already discussed in Chapter 2.
We have used five-probe ac noise measurement setup in presence of dc biasing
current. While the ac biasing current is going to measure noise, the dc current will induce
charge carriers and stress the sample. The working principle of electrical circuit has been
already mentioned in Chapter 2. Here we have studied frequency dependence excess noise
spectra at a particular dc current with the lowest possible current available, i.e., 1μA. In the
next paragraph we discuss the reason behind the selection of a particular biasing current
value. Again temperature dependence of excess noise will help us to study the dynamics near
phase separated regions. We shall also discuss what happens to the white noise (“Nyquist
noise”) with the application of varying dc bias current.

5.3 Non-linear conduction and Colossal Electroresistance
Continuing the study of ferromagnetic insulating (FMI) phase one important aspect of this
phase is the presence of “colossal” electroresistance (ER) in LCMO20 sample. The ER,
arising from a strong non-linear dependence of resistivity ρ on current density j , attains a
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value ≅ 100% in FMI state. The severity of the non-linear behaviour of resistivity at high
current densities is progressively enhanced with decreasing temperature. Jain et al. [90] has
reported that concomitant with this built of ER, there is a sharp drop of MR. The author has
shown that the MR collapses to < 20% even in a magnetic field 14 Tesla in La0.78Ca0.18MnO3
(LCMO18) shown in Fig. 5.14. They inferred that the phenomenon supports decoupling
mechanism of ER and MR in FMI state.

Figure 5.14: Temperature dependence of resistivity ρ in the absence of a magnetic field, and in the
presence of the magnetic field 14 Tesla. The collapse of the MR is established when sample is
entering in the FMI state. The values of current densities are jlow = 9.5×10-4 A/cm2 and j high =
9.5×10-1 A/cm2. Adapted from reference [1].

Figure 5.15: (a) Temperature dependence of resistivity ρ for four representative current bias
ranging from 1μA-1000μA. The suppression of resistivity with increasing current bias is noted. (b)
Temperature dependence of electroresistance at three current densities j high (1000 μA, 100 μA, and
10 μA) has been plotted. The value of jlow = 1 μA has been taken for estimation of electroresistance.
The electroresistance value reached to ~100% in FMI phase.
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Fig. 5.15(a) shows the temperature dependence of resistivity of LCMO20 sample for
four representative bias currents. The values of lowest and highest current densities are jlow =
1×10-4 A/cm2 (for I = 1μA) and j high = 1×10-1 A/cm2 ( I = 1mA). We have chosen the value

of jlow such that ρ ( jlow ) is independent of measuring current density for all temperatures of
measurements. To confirm the scenario we studied temperature dependence of I-V curve for
the sample and we have seen that temperature dependence of ρ ( jlow ) can be considered to be
the pristine linear response of the sample. The resistivity exhibits a peak near TC ≅ 186 K
and below which the sample enters in FMM phase. This FMM phase however, appears to be
highly resistive and percolative in character. The behaviour in this phase, of the ρ-T curve,
suggests that the FMM phase may be coexisting with an insulating phase. The resistivity
exhibits a small drop till TFMI ≅ 120 K. Further reduction of the temperature results in the
build-up of the FMI state below TFMI ≅ 120 K where dρ / dT becomes negative, i.e., the
resistivity takes an upturn. It may be recalled that, in the last chapter it was shown that the in
the FMI state, the temperature dependence of the resistivity follows ES-VRH behaviour.
The comparison of two resistivity data confirms that there is a strong suppression of
ρ with increased current density below TFMI . Since the sample is highly resistive and
dρ / dj < 0 in this underlying state the contributions of Joule heating to the observed
depression of resistivity at high current density need to be ascertained. But Jain [1] had
shown that in LCMO18 sample at lowest possible temperature, T = 55 K (i.e., at highest
possible resistance) the contribution of Joule heating is not more than a percent (~ 2-3%) of
the observed effects. The ER arises from strong non-linear dependence of resistivity ρ on
the current density j . This phenomenon limits the current value of our “excess” noise
measurements. We wanted to avoid additional current stressing of the sample by external
bias. As the resistivity is strongly dependent on current density j we have to be extremely
careful about the selection of the bias current. The depression in current induced resistivity in
Fig. 5.14(a) can be quantified in terms of electroresistance defined as

ER%(T ) = 100 ×

ρ ( jlow ) − ρ ( jhigh )
(T ) .
ρ ( jlow )

(5.13)

The observed ER is positive indicating the decrease of resistivity with increasing current
density for all temperatures of measurements as shown in Fig. 5.15(b). The ER continues to
rise with decreasing temperature and reaches nearly 100% at the lowest possible temperature
observed. Though we are focusing mainly the FMI phase, there is a substantial component of
ER for T > TC . For T = 300 K, resistivity is nearly 1.0 Ωcm with high value of ER nearly
70%. But the physics of ER in two insulating phases namely, FMI phase for T < TFMI < TC
and PI phase for T > TC are completely different.
There are few points that we also note. The nature as well as the value of the ER is a
strong function of the measuring current. This is expected since the transport is non-linear.
The data at a current as small as 10 μA, which has low power dissipation, the ER is still high.
It is more than 60% at room temperature, which is the polaronic conduction region. It dips
considerably in the FMM region below Tc and as the FMI state is approached it increases
again and at 40K for a current as small as 10 μA the ER approaches 90%. The trend is
qualitatively similar at 100 μA, although the ER is larger than 60% in most regions and it
approaches 100% at lowest temperatures. With a measuring current of 1000 μA, the nature of
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the ER is some what different that the dip in the FMM region is almost absent. We see below
that with such a measuring current we may be in a very different non-equilibrium regime as
seen by the noise spectroscopy as well as the non-linear I-V curve.

Figure 5.16: (a) Current density versus electric field ( j − E ) characteristics at few representative
temperatures covering two transition temperatures TFMI and TC . (b) The same j − E characteristics
have been plotted in log-log scale to show the power law dependence between j and E .

We have studied the temperature dependent I-V characteristics. As we mentioned
earlier that it will help us to choose the specific value of current bias for noise spectroscopy.
We have varied current from 1μA-1mA and the variation differs by three orders of
magnitude. The data is rendered independent of particular sample dimensions by plotting it
in specific units as current density ( j ) versus electric field ( E ), i.e., j − E characteristics
and shown in Fig. 5.16(a). The temperature T mentioned over here is the temperature of
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phonons T ph and different from the electron temperature Te (will be discussed later in detail).
The non-linear nature of the conduction in the FMI state below TFMI ≅ 120 K is clearly
evident, and the data reveal a continuous decrease in ρ (= E / j ) as j increases. The nonlinearity becomes progressively more severe with decreasing temperature. Further in Fig.
5.16(b), we plot the same j − E characteristics on a log-log plot. From these plots, it is
evident that the j-E plots are non-hysteretic and that there is a power law relationship between
j and E .

Figure 5.17: Representative log-log plots showing two regimes of power law variation of
representative ρ as a function of current density j for different temperatures. The threshold current
density jth separates out two power law regimes, j < jth and j > jth. The solid lines are best fit curves
with equation 5.14 (see text).

For further clarification we plot the resistivity ρ = E / j as a function of current density j
individually in log-log scale for few representative temperatures as shown in Fig. 5.17.
Plotted individually in this way, it is clearly seen that there exists a threshold current density
jth for each temperature separating two ρ − j regimes. We have fitted the data with the
equation

ρ = αn jm

n

(5.14)
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at a particular temperature where α is a fitting parameter, n = 1 , and 2 for j < jth and
j > jth respectively. We can see that there is a current which we denote as jth so that for
j < jth , ρ is weakly dependent on j and ρ ∝ j 1 where m1 is close to zero, as it should be
for a ohmic ands linear transport.. But for j > jth, the non-linearity sets in and ρ decreases
m

severely with increasing j . In this situation ρ ∝ j 2 the exponent m2 deviates from zero
strongly and the coefficient α 2 quantifies the extent of the non-linearity in the system.
Our analysis below has been performed keeping in mind the above observation of the
temperature dependent threshold current density that separates two power law regimes of j
dependence of resistivity. The analysis captures the temperature dependence of the non-linear
conductivity for two power law regimes, viz., j > jth , and j < jth , i.e., Fig. 5.17 captures the
development of the non-linear conductance (NLC), i.e., the strong current dependence of the
resistivity, in the low temperature FMI phase. The jth is marked in Fig 5.17. The existence as
well as its definition at this stage is rather empirical and there is a clear theoretical ground
form which we can claim its existence.
m

Figure 5.18: (a) The temperature dependence of threshold current density jth showing a distinct
feature below TFMI. The lowest possible jth = 3×10-4 A/cm2 ( I th = 30μA) at 80 K. (b) The
temperature dependence of threshold power Pth showing the maximum power dissipation is ~
28μWatt.

In Fig. 5.18 the temperature dependence of the relevant parameters including Pth (=
I th Rth , where Rth is the value of the sample at I th ). It is evident from Fig. 5.18(a) that jth
does not have significant variation for T > TFMI . However, it increases below TFMI and at
even lower temperature there is a down turn. In Fig. 5.18(b) we have plotted Pth against T
and we can observe a sharp rise of it below TFMI though it is nearly temperature independent
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above TFMI . The above discussion though empirical brings out the salient features of the
electrical conduction in the FMI state and shows that the conduction in thios state has
distinctive features that make it different from the conduction in then regime T > TFMI .. We
will again take up these issues when we seek an understanding in terms of an electron heating
model.
The above discussion also helps to choose the suitable value of the bias current for
equilibrium noise measurements so that non-linear effects due to high bias current can be
avoided. We will see below that the bias we used for equilibrium noise is taken much smaller
than the lowest possible value of I th . Pth in these materials is not more that 30μW. We have
chosen bias current even less, i.e., 1μA (power dissipation ~20 nW at 80 K) for our “excess”
noise measurements to avoid any contribution coming from non-linear conduction process in
the FMI phase.

5.4 Temperature dependent noise spectroscopy without dc bias:
Investigation of the “excess” noise.
In this section we report the temperature and frequency dependence of “excess” noise of the
LCMO20 single crystal samples. This noise is the equilibrium noise in the sense that the
measuring current does not take the system to a non -equilibrium state unlike what happens in
presence of a strong d.c bias that leads to electron heating.
The temperature range we are interest for our measurement is 40-300 K and
frequency range is 60 mHz-10 Hz. The measured TC ≈ 186 K and FMI state is realized below

TFMI ≈ 120 K. We have already studied the temperature dependent resistivity phenomena in
the LCMO20 sample to separate out different conductivity regimes. To concentrate in noise
spectroscopy we have to discuss about the power spectrum as a function of frequency for
different temperatures. For this purpose we have used ac bias current 1μA without ant dc
bias. The excess noise investigated here is thus an equilibrium noise which will not be
affected by such issues as electron heating etc and the noise is expected to give us
information on the charge fluctuations and the slow dynamics associated with the charge
fluctuations.

5.4.1 Magnitude of “excess” noise
Fig. 5.19 shows a representative data of power spectrum SV ( f ) of the excess noise (with
background noise subtracted) a temperature 80 K. The back ground noise (without any
measuring power) is also shown. The magnitude of the background noise if it the experiment
is properly and without any extraneous noise power contributing to the background should be
given by the Nyquist noise ( 4k BTR ) of a resistor R at a temperature T The Nyquist noise
which has been plotted simultaneously in the same graph and it is much less (six orders of
magnitude) from the sample noise. These are typical representative data that we will discuss
in more details later on. The power spectrum shows that the noise spectral power has
predominantly 1/ f character. We show in the next section that there are details in the power
spectrum like small contributions form narrow band discrete frequency Lorentzians.
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Figure 5.19: The noise power spectrum as a function of frequency at T = 80 K below TFMI . The
background noise is also plotted to show that the white noise in this case is given by the Nyquist
value. The observed data show that the spectral power is predominantly 1/ f noise.

Figure 5.20: The relative resistance fluctuations

(ΔR )2

/ R 2 as a function of temperature has been

plotted where two transition temperatures have been marked also. The resistivity plotted in the right
ordinate simultaneously to distinguish different conductivity regimes.

The measured noise can be quantified by the relative resistance fluctuations (mean
2
2
squared fluctuations) (ΔR ) / R 2 . The (ΔR ) / R 2 has been calculated by integrating the
power spectrum over the frequency range for al temperatures. In Fig. 5.20,

(ΔR )2

/ R 2 has

been plotted as a function of temperature along with the resistivity ρ in the right ordinate. It
is clear from the graph that there exists a nontrivial dependence of

(ΔR )2

/ R 2 with

temperature. We have marked two transition temperatures in the same graph to distinguish
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nature of total noise characteristics in different conductivity regimes. Following the resistivity
plot we can separate out three temperature regions, namely T > TC , TFMI < T < TC , and

T < TFMI . While there are shallow temperature dependences in the other temperature regimes,
the most visible change, however occurs in the range of temperature below TFMI . The very
sharp fall in the

(ΔR )2

/ R 2 , seen below 80K is an important observation. Such a large drop

can happen due to kinetic freezing of the charge fluctuation. The charge fluctuation is
associated with the existence of the Coulomb gap Δ CG , hence the rate of fluctuation, if it is
thermally activated would imply crossing an activation barrier E a . The size of the activation
barrier thus can be measured from the kinetic freezing. To check that a kinetic freezing
indeed occurs we have studied the frequency dependence of the spectral power S V ( f ) / V 2 .

Figure 5.21: (a) The variation of S V ( f ) / V 2 as a function of temperature at eight representative
frequencies. There are distinct peaks are appearing at low temperatures. The peaks shift towards high
temperature at higher frequencies. There are also broad peaks appearing in PI region but the nature
of peak shift is not clearly observable. (b) The graph showing the plot of ln ( f / f 0 ) versus 1/T for
the above three frequencies (filled circles). The experimental data have been fitted with Arrhenius
model and solid line shows the best fit curve which is linear. The activation energy calculated is ~ 163
meV with f 0 = 109 sec-1.
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We have plotted S V ( f ) / V 2 for eight frequencies as a function of T in Fig. 5.21(a).
The spectral power has much weaker temperature dependence above TFMI . However, for
T < TFMI in the lowest temperature region the spectral power is strongly temperature
dependent and it shows a large and sharp down turn. The down turn is spectral power is
shown as distinct peaks in temperature. The data shown are for different values of f . We call
the temperature at which the peak occurs TP ( f ) for a given f . The peak temperature TP has
strong temperature dependence. We can clearly see that the peaks get shifted towards low
temperature at low frequencies. We would explore whether TP is like a kinetic freezing
temperature. The dependence of TP on frequency can be of the type that we expect in case of
kinetic freezing.
To investigate whether the freezing process is due to the thermal activation
mechanism we checked whether TP ( f ) followed an Arrhenius model of activated kinetics as
f = f 0 exp(− E a / k B TP ) .

(5.15)

We plotted ln ( f / f 0 ) as a function of inverse temperature ( 1/ TP ) (filled circles) as
shown in Fig. 5.21(b). The solid line is the linear best fit curve and the activation energy
estimated from it is Ea ≅ 163 meV. This value is very close to the Coulomb gap energy Δ CG
≅ 152 meV which we found from resistivity data previously. It is thus interesting that the two
independent measurements lead to very similar energy scales. The close proximity of Ea and
Δ CG clearly shows that the charge fluctuation in the electronic system is activated across the
Coulomb gap. The rapid fall of the noise below TP thus can be taken a signature of kinetic
freezing of the charge fluctuations as the electronic system with long range Coulomb
interaction enters an insulating state in the FMI state. We however, note that at the lowest
temperature there is a small upturn in the power spectrum (below 45K). At this point we are
not sure whether it is an experimental artefact since due to very high sample resistance the
current stability cannot be ensured by the series resistor. This can lead to extra noise.
Yu et al. [91] investigated noise in electron glass systems by simulation studies. They
found that spectral density S ω ~ ω −α and α vary from 1.07-1.16 in electron glass systems by
charge fluctuations due to hopping between isolated sites. They have shown that noise
amplitude decreases due to Coulomb gap at low temperatures. This result exactly matches
with our result as shown in Fig. 5.20. At high temperature they also found saturation of noise
amplitude. They inferred that the decrease in the noise amplitude is due to the presence of
activated hopping processes which decreases with decrease of temperature. We also found
the same kind of activated processes in the regions T < TFMI as the authors have suggested.
Hence, we can conclude that our results have a good theoretical agreement where the systems
are considered as electron glass.

5.4.2 Analysis of resistance fluctuation time series
Power spectral density is the most commonly used method of characterizing fluctuations,
however, it is often not enough as it contains only the information about two-point
correlations in the system. An important aspect of the fluctuation in systems that are
correlated is that the fluctuation may deviate from Gaussian behaviour. Gaussian behaviour
arises when the fluctuators are independent. In systems under consideration, the glassy
behaviour develops due to long range Coulomb interaction. One would thus expect
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development of correlated fluctuations in a glassy system. In the manganites the insulating
states are intrinsically correlated. As a result one would expect correlated fluctuations to
occur over a wide temperature range.
A study of non-Gaussian noise involves the study of a rather different set of statistical
variables- the most commonly used and most informative methods are Probability density
Function (PDF) and Second Spectrum (generally called “Noise of noise”). The detailed
description regarding the estimation of these quantities has been described in Chapter 3.
While the PDF can show large deviations from Gaussian spectrum, the more sensitive tool is
the second spectrum. An example of development of large non-Gaussian fluctuations in
doped Si undergoing insulator-metal transition has been reported before. Kar et al. [70] have
investigated systems like doped Si near metal-insulator transition (MIT) and reported
appearance of large non-Gaussian components in PDF ( P(ΔV ) ) as shown in Fig. 5.22(a).
They found that the non-Gaussian tails follow log-normal dependence of voltage fluctuation (
ΔV ). They also estimated the second spectrum near MIT to check the non-Gaussian
fluctuations clearly in the frequency scale and the second spectra have been shown in Fig.
5.22(b). This data clearly show that in the regime of strong electron correlation, one would
expect appearance of non-Gaussian fluctuation. In the part below we apply the above
concepts in the manganites.

Figure 5.22: (a) Upper three panels show the PDF at 4.2 K for the metallic sample PS41, and
insulating samples K242 and K139, which develop a non-Gaussian tail. The lower panels show how
this tail grows for another insulating sample K240 with decreasing T . (b) Normalized second
spectrum S (2) ( f ) at 4.2 K. The spectra have been shifted down vertically for visual clarity by factors
shown in brackets. The inset shows the sharp growth of frequency dependence at the critical
concentration n = nC at 4.2 K.

In Fig. 5.23(a) we have plotted PDF of voltage fluctuations of the LCMO20 sample at
different temperatures below TFMI. The PDF of voltage fluctuations for other temperatures are
shown in Fig. 5.23(b). For Gaussian fluctuation, the probability of the voltage fluctuation
follows the relation (as given in Chapter 1):

P (ΔV ) =

(

− ΔV 2

1
2πw

2

e

2 w2

)
,

(5.16)

2
Thus a plot of ln[ P(ΔV ) ] against (ΔV ) should give a straight line if the fluctuation is
Gaussian and deviation from a straight line will be manifestation of non-Gaussianity in PDF.
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The inverse slope of the straight line will give the width of the distribution w. The process of
obtaining the PDF from the time series (after Wiener Filtering the data) has been discussed in
Chapter 3. The Bin size used is 0.5 nV. This implies that voltage jumps above 2 nV can be
trusted as data and below that it is a part of the background.

Figure 5.23: The calculated Probability Density Functions (PDF) as a function of voltage
2
fluctuations ( (ΔV ) ) have been plotted for few representative temperatures (a) below and (b) above

TFMI .
It can be seen that for T < TFMI , the PDF is predominantly Gaussian as the plot of ln[

P(ΔV ) ] against (ΔV )2 is a straight line as is expected for a Gaussian. Even if there is a
small non-Gaussian component, it is not visible. However, in the insulating phase we can
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observe sharp deviation from Gaussian nature. For the low temperatures below 70K, we can
observe long tails in PDF as a signature of onset of non-Gaussian components in voltage
fluctuations. These tails disappeared for TFMI < T < TC . Typically at lowest temperature, the
rms fluctuation is so small that the PDF becomes Gaussian again. It is likely that above TC ,
in the insulating phase, the non-Gaussian tails may appear again. However the extent of the
deviation from the Gaussian PDF may not be too large that it shows up in the PDF data.

5.4.3 Analysis of second moment-the correlated nature of the fluctuation:
The PDF analysis showed existence of deviation non-Gaussianity in the low
temperature PDF. The non-Gaussian nature of the fluctuation can be studied quantitatively
using the concept of second moment. The concept of second moment has been expressed in
Chapter 3. In Fig. 5.24 we plot second moment S (2) ( f ) of voltage fluctuations as a function
of frequency at few representative temperatures of our study in LCMO single crystal sample.
In order to estimate the non-Gaussian component (NGC) in the fluctuations of resistance, we
have evaluated the second spectrum S (2) ( f ) which is the Fourier transform of the four-point
correlation function, within each window of T as:
∞

S

(2)

(f )= ∫

ΔR 2 (t )ΔR 2 (t + τ ) Cos(2πfτ )dτ
t

0

(5.17)

In effect, S (2) ( f ) measures a ‘‘spectral wandering’’ or fluctuations of the power spectrum
itself within a chosen frequency band ( f L , f H ), so that NGC is reflected as a non-white
contribution to the frequency dependence of S (2) ( f ) . Because of the finite detection
bandwidth ( f H - f L ), where f L = 1 Hz and f H = 3 Hz for our experiments, a white
Gaussian background limits the sensitivity of S (2) ( f ) to non-Gaussian effects which are
hence expected to dominate only at low frequencies [92]. The integrated power in some band
f L < f < f H will have a large variance and will itself have a power spectrum reflecting the
frequency modulation of fluctuators by their neighbours.
Fig. 5.24(a) and Fig. 5.24(b) illustrate the normalized second spectrum of resistance
fluctuations estimated using the relation:

sN ( f ) =
(2 )

S (2 ) ( f )
⎡ fH
⎤
⎢ ∫ SV ( f )df ⎥
⎣⎢ f L
⎦⎥

(5.18)

2

at few temperatures of our measurement. The expected Gaussian background is calculated
from the measured SV ( f ) within the same frequency band, and shown as the thick dark line.
While the spectrum at 300 K shows no evidence of a non-Gaussian component down to ~60
mHz and agrees completely with the estimated background, S N(2 ) ( f ) at the other temperatures
show a steep rise at low f (≤ 300 mHz). The solid green line in Fig. 5.24(a) and (b) shows
the calculated Gaussian background as well.
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Figure 5.24: Plot of normalised second spectra S N(2 ) ( f ) as a function of frequency at frequency
representative temperatures (a) T < TFMI , and (b) T > TFMI . The solid line shows the calculated
Gaussian background in the same graph.

In Fig. 5.25 we have plotted S N(2 ) ( f ) as a function of T at lowest possible frequency
f ≈ 60 mHz because we found the highest value of normalized second moment at this
particular frequency for all temperatures. We observed a sharp drop in S N(2 ) ( f ) at a
temperature exactly where we observed a sharp drop in total noise power (see Fig. 5.20). We
can see this typical normalized second spectrum is showing nearly same temperature
dependency what we have observed in Fig. 5.21 (where we have plotted SV ( f ) as function of
T ). The second spectrum deviation from unity is due to non-Gaussianity. It is clear that low
frequency the built-up of temporal correlation that leads to long charge fluctuation relaxation
time leads to non-Gaussian fluctuations. We take this as signature of entry into the glassy
phase. However, at lower temperatures as the fluctuations freeze out kinetically the long term
correlations also freezes out and the fluctuation again becomes Gaussian.
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As we mentioned earlier that these types of PDF and second spectrum have been observed
earlier by Kar et al. [70] in the insulating side of doped Si:P(B) predominantly below 10K. It
is interesting that in a very different electronic system (the manganites) we see rather similar
behaviour. The marked qualitative difference is that these type of behaviour in the oxides at
much higher T . This is due to the much larger value of energy scales like ΔCG. The deviation
of the second spectrum from white “Gaussian” kind indicates the correlated dynamics. We
observed a shift of spectral weight towards low frequencies. It can be inferred that the onset
of very slow correlated dynamics is strongly coupled to the transport process.

Figure 5.25: Plot of normalised second spectra S N(2 ) ( f ) as a function of temperature below TFMI at
frequency f ≈ 60 mHz.

5.4.4 Power spectral density of resistance fluctuations
In this subsection we discuss the detailed power spectral content of the noise power, in
particular its deviation from the 1/ f only dependence. We have studied the frequency
dependent spectral power density for few representative temperatures, which encompass two
transition regimes (around TC and TFMI) are shown in Fig. 5.26(I.(a)) and (II.(b)). The data
have been plotted as f .SV ( f ) / V 2 as a function of frequency in Fig. 5.26(I.(a) and (II(b)). We
can see the spectral power is not purely 1/ f type. There are discrete frequency components
that “ride” on the 1/ f broad back ground. These discrete frequency components seem to
have contributions above 100 mHz.
We have fitted the spectral power at each temperature T by the following relation
which consists of a 1/ f term and a Lorentzian term with a temperature dependent corner
frequency f C (T ) [93],

SV ( f ) A(T ) B(T ) f C (T )
= α + 2
2 .
V2
f
f + f C (T )

(5.19)
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The temperature dependent A(T ) and B(T ) represent the weightage of two terms, i.e., 1/ f
and Lorentzian term respectively. We have fitted our experimental noise data using the
equation 5.19 and the solid lines show the respective fitting curves at each temperature. We
can clearly see the excellent arrangement with the above equation (equation 5.19). The fitted
curves clearly show peaks with f C at low frequencies.

Fig. 5.26: The noise power spectra as a function of frequency at few representative temperatures in
LCMO20 single crystal have been plotted in (I) and (II) TFMI respectively. Two temperature regions
have been separated considering the FMI region. In (I.(a)) and (II.(b)) we have plotted the raw power
spectral density SV ( f ) / V 2 for T < TFMI and T > TFMI respectively. Corresponding f .SV ( f ) / V 2
as a function of frequency in two temperature regions have been plotted in (I.(b)) and (II.(b)). The
solid lines show the fitting using equation 5.19.

In order to compare the relative resistive fluctuation

(ΔR )2

/ R 2 by integrating SV ( f ) / V 2

within the experimental bandwidth f min ≈ 60 mHz and f max ≈ 7 Hz and using equation 5.20
we can write

(ΔR )

2

=

/R =
2

[ (ΔR)

2

f max

∫

f min

/R

2

A
df +
f

f max

∫

] + [ (ΔR)

f min

2

1

Bf C
df
f + f C2
2

/R

2

]

2
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The temperature dependence of the total fluctuation

(ΔR )2

/ R 2 and the contribution of 1/ f

component [ (ΔR ) / R 2 ]1 and that of the Lorentzian [ (ΔR ) / R 2 ]2 are shown in Fig. 5.27.
2

2

It is clear that Lorentzian component contribution to the total noise is slightly higher in
comparison with the component coming from 1/ f noise.

Figure 5.27: The temperature dependence of the total fluctuation
of 1/ f component [ (ΔR )

2

(ΔR )2

/ R 2 and the contribution

/ R 2 ]1 and that of the Lorentzian [ (ΔR ) / R 2 ]2.
2

We have plotted the temperature dependent fitting parameters A(T ) , B(T ) , relative
weightages of Lorentzian component over 1/ f component B (T ) / A(T ) , f C and α with
error bars in Fig. 5.28(a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) respectively. The error bars are fitting errors.
Here we shall discuss the results we plotted in Fig. 5.28 in three temperature regions
separately. Our observations are as follows:
(a) T < TFMI : At lowest possible temperatures (< 60 K), we found the weightage of A(T )
, B(T ) are low compared to other T in this temperature range. But the magnitude of
both noise increase sharply and reaches maximum value around 100 K and then
started to decrease. The relative variation of B(T ) over A(T ) is relatively high below
TFMI. The corner frequencies f C s’ are lying above 75 mHz except at 40 K. In this
region α varies significantly from 0.85-1.2 having nontrivial temperature
dependencies.
(b) TFMI < T < TC : This region is metallic region sandwiched between two insulating
regimes. There is a very little temperature dependencies were observed for A(T ) and
B(T ) . They are nearly temperature independent. The values of f C are lying high
frequency regimes > 120 mHz. It is also noted that the weightage of two kind of
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fluctuations having nearly equal contributions to the spectral power. In this region α
varies within 1.0-1.1 showing well behaved 1/ f noise components in this region.
(c) T ≥ TC : This regime is paramagnetic insulating region and at TC, α reaches its
maximum value 1.2. Otherwise, α ≈ 1.0 for all other temperatures. It should be also
noted that around two transition temperatures values of f C are relatively high. In
stead of this, f C is quite independent of temperature for T > TC . We observed nearly
temperature independent nature of two weightage factors in this region.

Fig. 5.28: The variation of fitting parameters (a) A(T ) , (b) B(T ) , (c) B(T ) / A(T ) , (d) f C and (e)

α as a function of temperature encompassing three different temperature regimes: T < TFMI , TFMI
TFMI < T < TC , and T ≥ TC . The error bars are also shown in respective graphs which are fitting
errors.
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These observed phenomena are very new and as per our knowledge this is the first
report on noise spectroscopy investigated for LCMO20 in a wide temperature range at low
frequency scale. The Lorentzian-type contribution to the power spectrum with a corner
frequency f C arises from the discrete fluctuators, which show random telegraphic noise
(RTN) in the time series. The RTN-type time series generally shows that the fluctuators
causing the resistance fluctuations are of two-level type. However, there may be a number of
superimposed two-level fluctuators processes can be possible. Hence, discrete two-level
process may not be clearly observable in the time series. We also found the time series of
voltage fluctuation as a superimposition of large number of discrete fluctuators instead of
discrete and distinct two-level processes. The average time scale for the two-level-fluctuators
is related to the corner frequency f C seen in the power spectrum by the relation τ C = 1/ 2πf C .
In our case, τ C is order of few seconds.

5.5 Investigation of hot-electron effect using non-linear resistance
and “white” noise spectroscopy
It has been shown before that due to strong non-linear electrical conduction the electrical
resistivity in the low doped manganites that show FMI state depends on the measuring
current. The strong non-linear effects lead to reversible colossal Electroresistance. This
colossal resistance effect that occurs in the FMI state below TFMI is reversible and is distinct
from resistive switching in oxides that show hysteresis and leads to memory effects even at
room temperatures [94] which generally owe their origin to ionics. Existence of an insulating
sate that shows ES hopping with a finite Coulomb gap and a finite linear term in heat
capacity raises a unique opportunity of hot electron-effects which may lead to strong nonlinear conduction. It has been shown recently [2] that strong nonlinear electron transport in
the ferromagnetic insulating state of manganites, can occur due to a hot electron effect. It was
shown using a model that the temperature of the electron and lattice baths can decouple at
high input power levels, leading to heating of the electron bath. Parameters of the hot electron
effect model were independently determined via time dependence experiments and are in
good agreement with the experimental values.
Effect of hot electron in disordered films (at low temperatures) has also been
investigated very recently both experimentally and theoretically by Altshuler et al. [95]. In
this part of the thesis we have investigated hot-electron effects in the FMI sate using noise
spectroscopy along with investigation of conventional non-linear conduction. The basic idea
that we used here is that to have a measure of the electron temperature (which is expected to
be larger than the lattice or phonon bath temperature, T ph ) when the two baths decoupled by
using the non-linear conductance or resistance data and have an estimate of the same
temperature using the white noise when it equals the Nyquist noise S Nyquist = 4 k B T e R sample ,
where Rsample is the sample resistance and Te is the electron temperature. The use of the
Nyquist noise to measure the electron temperature assumes that the electron bath forms a
proper temperature bath in equilibrium. If there is large deviation of the observed broad band
white noise from the simple estimate of 4 k B T e R sample it may be concluded that the electron
system is not in thermal equilibrium and it is not an ergodic system. The two measures of the
electron temperature (Te ) are going to be similar when the electron system can establish
thermal equilibrium within itself but these two temperatures will differ when the electron
system becomes non-ergodic (glassy state) and the Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem (FDT)
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breaks down. It is noted thaat this is the first su
uch work where thesee issues hav
ve been
addresssed to using this physical approachh.
The investiigation will be presented in two parts. In thee first part we present the nonlinear conductancee/resistance data as meeasured by us and evaaluate the ellectron tem
mperature
using thhe hot-electtron model discussed by Jain et al. [1, 2]. In the nextt part we make the
investiggation of thee white noisse.

5.5.1 Hot electrron effectts and two separatte temperrature scaales for ellectron
and ph
honon baaths
As has been madee evident, thhe electricall conductan
nce in the FMI state is unique in that it is
activateed below TFMI , and yeet the FMI state is no
ot a convenntional bandd or Mott-H
Hubbard
insulating state thaat has a hardd gap in thee electronic density of states near the Fermi level EF.
As was shown in last section 5.1, low teemperature heat capaciity measureements of LCMO20
reveals the presennce of a finnite electroonic contrib
bution γT to the heaat capacity. This is
consisteent with thhe observatiion of ES-V
VRH rangee hopping conductancee in the FM
MI state
whereinn exists a sooft gap (Couulomb gap)) Δ CG in thee electronicc density off states at th
he Fermi
level N (E F ) . Thuss, as was discussed earrlier, the tem
mperature deependence of the resisttivity ρ
followss ES-VRH conductancee. Subsequeently, we haad seen (see the data inn section 5.1
1.2) very
strong non-linear conductancee (NLC) efffects in the FMI state and the conssequent pheenomena
of ER and MR. Noow, for systems in whicch the electtrical conduuctance takes place via variable
range hopping, succh as is thee case for LCMO20, th
he cause unnderlying thhe NLC can
n be the
electric field that is present within the saample, or it can be caussed due to another effeect, such
as an ellectron heatting effect. For such syystems, the electric fieldd induced non-linear, i.e., nonOhmic, effects maanifest for values of electric field
d E, such thhat the folllowing cond
dition is
satisfiedd: E ≥ k B T / el h [966, 97]. The maximum value of electric fielld E max deeveloped
during the presentt current biias measureement is much lower than the raatio k B T / ell h . It is
thereforre clear thaat the NLC as observeed in the prresent sampples is likelly not electtric field
driven.

Figure 5.29: The scchematic diaagram of hot-electron
t
mo
odel where Te and T ph are the elecctron and
lattice/pphonon temperatures respectively.
p
Λ e− ph represeents the therrmal conducctance whichh couples
the electtron bath to the phonon bath. Adapted from refereence [2].
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When a source of electrical power, such as for instance a current or a voltage source is
connected to a sample in which the electron-phonon thermal coupling is finite, then the
applied electrical power is dissipated in the electron bath which, because the coupling
between the electron and phonon baths is weak, can consequently be driven out of thermal
equilibrium with the sample phonon bath. Under these conditions, the temperature of the
electrons can increase above the temperature of the phonons, and the electrons are
consequently referred to as “hot” electrons. In an insulating regime of temperature dependent
resistance, this can then manifest as a NLC. In connection of this effect we want to mention
that the temperature T which we record is known as bath temperature or phonon temperature
T ph . The data is taken at indicated fixed temperatures T ph . The temperature has been
qualified with the subscript “ph” in anticipation of a later discussion in this chapter, where we
will argue that there exist two distinct temperature scales within a sample, one of the
electrons Te , and another of the phonons T ph , and that the “temperature” referred to until
now, represents the temperature of the phonons. We first discuss about the relevance of “hot”
electron modelling and the origin of two separate temperature scales in the observed system.
We have modelled NLC effect observed in manganites by hot electron effects where
exist two separate temperatures for electron and phonon/lattice baths. This effect has been
demonstrated in metals [98-101], in semiconductors [102-105]. In metals, at room
temperatures the hot electron effects are extremely small due to strong electron-phonon
coupling at high temperatures but below 1 K one may see hot electron effects. Very recently
Jain et al. [2] investigated the FMI state of manganites La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 systems and
demonstrated the presence of two separate temperature scales in it. They inferred that in the
FMI state, which they show is an insulator with a Coulomb gap, the temperature of the
electron and lattice baths can decouple at high input power levels, leading to heating of the
electron bath. We shall discuss our experimental data using the approach of Jain et al. [1, 2]
and will make it more quantitative and will investigate new aspects like noise spectroscopy.
The simple hot-electron model [1, 2] has been chosen is shown in Fig. 5.29. Bias
power is assumed to be dissipated in the electron system and distributed among the electrons
involved in conduction to establish a temperature scale independent of the lattice phonon
system. Thee authors proposed that the NLC effects in manganites arise due to heating of the
electrons because of the presence of a thermal conductance Λ e− ph , that is finite, between the
electron bath and the phonon bath. In this situation the electron bath temperature Te will get
decoupled from that of the phonon bath T ph when the input power P is large. Joule
dissipation due to the flow of current will result in heating of only the electron bath.
Consequently the temperature of the electron bath will rise above the temperature of the
phonon bath, i.e., a temperature differential gets generated between the two baths. They have
also shown that even at the lowest measured temperature, where the Joule dissipation is
highest, the rise in the phonon temperature T ph is not substantial [< 5 K] [90]. In the present
model, the heat exchange happen through Λ e − ph and can be expressed empirically as

Λ e− ph = Λ 0T α

(5.21)

where Λ 0 and α ≥ 1 are parameters. The sample sits very close to the bath and the model
ignores the finite thermal resistance between the phonon bath and base. The base temperature
has been taken equals to the base temperature. From the definition of thermal conductance
one can write
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dP
= Λ 0T α
dT

(5.22)

and for P , equation 5.22 is integrated between phonon temperature T ph and electron
temperature Te as:

P=

Te

α
Λ
T
dT
0
∫

T ph

.

(5.23)

The working relation between Te , T ph , and P can be expressed as:

⎛
α +1 ⎞
Te = ⎜⎜ T phα +1 +
P ⎟⎟
Λ
0
⎠
⎝

1/ (α +1)

.

(5.24)

Using the equation 5.24 and equation 5.5 for resistivity we get the following equation of ρ
as a function T ph and P as

ρ = ρ0

⎛ α +1 1 + α ⎞
⎜⎜ T ph +
P ⎟⎟
Λ
0
⎠
⎝

1/ (α +1)

−1/ (1+α ) ⎞
⎛
⎛ 1+α 1 + α ⎞
⎜
⎟
exp⎜ T0 ⎜⎜ T ph +
P ⎟⎟
⎟⎟ .
Λ0 ⎠
⎜
⎝
⎝
⎠

(5.25)

The above model was applied by Jain and Raychaudhuri and they showed that Λ e− ph = Λ 0T α
is a valid way to discus the electron-phonon coupling and the parameters estimated from the
model match with direct determination where a current has been pulsed into the system (i.e,
energy has been pulsed) and the resulting relaxation of the electron temperature to an
equilibrium value has been monitored.

5.5.2 Hot electron temperature estimated from the non-linear resistivity
data
The model discussed above has been applied to the NLC data taken by us and the relevant
parameters are evaluated. In the low power limit, the T ph and Te are necessarily very close
to each other. One may thus obtain the parameters T0 and ρ 0 by performing a temperature
dependent resistance measurement at very low power levels. This data from such a
measurement was presented earlier in section 5.1, where the values of T0 and ρ 0 were
obtained. Having thus fixed T0 and ρ 0 , the hot electron model represented by equation 5.25
has only two free parameters now, namely Λ 0 and α . The NLC data shown in figures Fig.
5.16 to Fig. 5.18 in section 5.3 are now fitted to equation 5.25 using Λ 0 and α as two
parameters to be evaluated from the fits to the experimental data.
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Representative fits to this hot electron model for LCMO20 indicated T ph are shown in 5.30
(red solid curve). We have fitted the NLC data for temperatures below TFMI , this because the
model fails to fit the NLC data above TFMI (we used resistivity equation 5.25 which is
applicable below TFMI only). The value of Λ 0 = 1×10-7 W/K2 where α = 1. We observed that
even for the lowest possible temperatures we got reasonable fit to the data fitted curves.
However, there is a power level above 10-3 Watt where there are deviations. It is noted that at
this power level and higher the whole sample heats up and T ph becomes undefined. Thus we
kept all fits below this level.
Given the simplicity of the model, we feel the model fits the data well. The simple
model however, neglects few points. We have not considered the electronic inhomogeneity in
the FMI state. Moreover, we assumed uniform power dissipation within the sample which is
not true in case of manganites and strictly saying in the composition like LCMO20. The
systems with metal-insulator phase transitions can have inhomogeneous conductivity which
can lead to non-uniform power dissipation in the system. This non-uniformity can give an
inhomogeneous distribution of Te . The inhomogeneous electronic state is also envisaged in
the model of Shenoy et al. [40].

Figure 5.30: Left ordinate: experimentally observed variation of resistivity ρ as a function of power

P for LCMO20, at indicated fixed phonon temperature T ph . The respective fits to the hot electron
model (see equation 5.25) are shown in red. Right ordinate: power dependence of electron
temperature Te , calculated as per equation 5.24, is shown in green. The fixed phonon temperatures at
which the data was obtained are (a) T ph = 80 K, (b) T ph = 90 K, (c) T ph = 100 K, and (d) T ph =
110 K.
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(

)

Figure 5.31: The ratio of Te / T ph − 1 as a function of power P have been plotted as a function of
input power for fixed phonon temperatures T ph , i.e., (a) 80 K, (b) 90 K, (c) 100 K, and (d) 110 K. The
data shows deviation of the electron temperature Te from the lattice temperature T ph that occurs
beyond a threshold power Pc .

In Fig. 5.31 we plot the power dependence of the ratio Te / T ph as a function of the
input power P for all T ph (80-120 K). It can be seen that the ratio Te / T ph ≈ 1 , for low power
and then at higher power it deviates. We find that there is indeed there is a threshold power
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Pc beyond which Te becomes larger than T ph . The threshold power Pc has been identified by

fitting the quantity (Te / T ph − 1) to the empirical relation:

(Te / T ph ) −1 = (P − PC ) c .
n

(5.26)

The fit to the above relation is also shown in Fig. 5.31 as lines. There is a variation of Pc and
nc with temperature. In Fig 5.32 we plot (Te / T ph ) as function of (P / Pc ) to bring out that the
empirical relation is followed at all T below TFMI .

Figure 5.32: The plot of Te / T ph as a function of (P / Pc ) . Each curve is for a fixed phonon
temperature mentioned in the graph and all temperatures are considered below TFMI .

Figure 5.33: The plot showing the comparison between the threshold power (Pth ) for NLC and Pc
(see text).
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In Fig. 5.33 we show a comparison of Pth , the threshold power for severe non-linear
conduction as discussed in section 5.1.2 and that of Pc , the power threshold for electron
heating. It can be seen that in the temperature range below TFMI , the on-set of substantial
NLC coincides with electron heating. This is a reassertion of the hot-electron model in a
much more quantitative way. We note that even above TFMI and even above TC in the
polaronic insulator regime, there is non-linear conduction. However, the scope of the thesis is
to restrict the investigation to the regime below TFMI where is substantially larger.

5.5.3 The broad band white noise and its comparison to the electron
temperature.
In this section we explore the crucial idea whether we can use the white noise to estimate the
crucial electron temperature independently and compare it with that obtained from the NLC
data in section 5.3. We recapitulate first some of the important aspects of the white noise, in
particular the Nyquist Noise that are relevant to our discussions.

Figure 5.34: Typical WBN voltage fluctuation time series data at 80 K for few representative dc
current biases.

Our noise spectroscopy set-up (as described in details in Chapter 3) allows us to
measure the total noise (sample “excess noise” + background white noise (BWN)) and only
the BWN simultaneously. The measured WBN is also a measure of sensitivity of the system
to extraneous noise sources. One can always calibrate the set-up by measuring the BWN only
using a standard resistor as all the parameters ( Rsample , T ) are known. In this case the BWN
should equal the Nyquist noise for a resistor Rsample at T . We have calibrated our system by
measuring the BWN and comparing that with the expected Nyquist noise at a particular
temperature and for a known resistance described in Chapter 3. The typical value of Nyquist
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noise we achieved is 2×10-20 V2/Hz for a 1Ω resister at 80 K and the voltage series
demonstrates the efficiency of our measurement system (we reproduce Fig 3.25 here as Fig.
5.34 for quick reference.) In this section we investigate the temperature and dc current bias
dependence of the BWN in the LCMO20 sample. Before discussing the results we want to
discuss few relevant things for completeness of our measurements.
Nyquist-Johnson theory for voltage fluctuations (equilibrium fluctuations) follows
from the fundamental Fluctuation-dissipation theorem [106]. The theorem has been further
generalized by Callen and Welton [107] for generalized dissipation (e.g that arises from the
radiation) so that one can have a general impedance as a dissipation element. This is in
addition to the Joule heating type dissipation that occurs in a resistor. More recent
developments using many body techniques show how the theorem can provide a measure of
hot electron temperatures on semiconductor devices [108, 109]. The use of the Nyquist noise
formula, S Nyquist = 4 k B T e R sample and thus gives us a measure of the electron temperature
Te . It follows that the relation depends on the validity of the FDT, which assumes that
electron system is an equilibrium bath. The temperature enters the Nyquist relation through
the use of equipartition theorem. However, it may happen that the noise can have a white
noise spectrum yet the temperature Te obtained from the noise power may not represent an
equilibrium temperature. We show that at high power input below the TFMI, such a situation
can arise. We will show that such a situation may be interpreted that the electron system
being a glass, the electron bath is no longer an equilibrium system.
The experimental methodology for obtaining the BWN in presence of d.c bias is
described below. The temperature is fixed at a particular bath temperature ( T ph ), the back
ground noise which is a white noise has been measured. This can be easily separated from the
excess noise that has 1/ f character. We have used ac five-probe noise measurement
technique where we can collect the sample voltage fluctuations (xpower) and background
voltage fluctuations (ypower) simultaneously. The xpower time series contains information
about noise coming from sample as well from background. We can separate out sample noise
completely by using Weiner filter (please see section 3.4.3.b). The ypower is completely
uncorrelated with xpower, so we can measure background noise without any interference of
xpower. The BWN in equilibrium situation (which indeed occurs in absence of d.c bias) is the
Nyquist noise. Experimentally we varied the input dc power and measured the BWN. If we
extract the power spectra from each of the time series we get a frequency independent power
spectrum i.e., white spectrum. This is the BWN. At this point we test the system with a
standard linear resistor that the BWN is not a function of the applied dc bias. This establishes
that what we observe is not an artefact of the experimental system.
The data shows that BWN does not get enhanced due to the dc bias. The raw voltage
time-series across the standard resistor for three bias currents have been shown in Fig. 5.35.
We have estimated the power spectra from the above mentioned time series. Both results
show that the spectral power is independent of the bias when measured on a standard linear
resistor. The ratio ζ ≡ BWN
in case of a resistor of resistance Rsample in thermal
4 k B T ph R sample

equilibrium with a thermal bath at temperature Te / T ph is close to 1. We find that in case of
the standard linear resistor is indeed the case as shown in Fig. 5.36. Thus the measurement on
the standard resistor thus establish what is expected of a standard resistor in thermal
equilibrium and it establishes a bench mark for the ratio ζ .
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Figure 5.35: The raw time series of voltage fluctuations taken at three different dc current biases for
a fixed resistor. The voltage fluctuation is ~ 2 nV.

Figure 5.36: The frequency dependence of ς for a standard resistor for three representative dc bias
currents. The data shows the power independent character of ς for the standard resistor. The value
of ς = 1 for all the current biases as we expected.
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In contrast to the standard resistor we observed an increase of BWN in the insulating
regimes of LCMO20 sample with the increase of biasing current, i.e., with the increase of
power P (see Fig. 5.34). It is noted that our method of measuring the noise with a.c bias
allows us to separate out the BWN from the 1/ f type “excess” noise. On application of a
stressing current, the observed white nature of this noise remains unaltered but there is an
enhancement of its magnitude. It can become quite high compared with its base value, when
BWN is equal to the Nyquist noise where the Te = T ph . The enhancement of BWN noise we
demonstrate the as observed voltage time-series data with increased current biases at 80 K (a
temperature below TFMI ) in Fig. 5.37. The time series itself shows that there is enhancement
of the BWN when the power input is enhanced by enhancing the dc input.

Figure 5.37: The plot of spectral decomposition of ς at T ph = 80 K at few representative dc current
biases mentioned in the graph. The spectra have been extracted from the raw time series shown in
Fig. 5.34. Note that current bias changes by order of magnitude from 1μA to 1mA.

If we extract the power spectra from each of the time series (as shown in Fig. 5.34)
we get a frequency independent power spectrum BWN for given bias as shown in Fig. 5.37.
We have plotted left ordinate as normalised fashion i.e., BWN
to provide a
4 k B T ph R sample
basis because both R sample and Te change significantly with current bias current due to nonliear conduction.. The normalizing factor S = 4 k B T ph R sample gives us a measure of the
expected spectral power of the Nyquist noise when the electron and phonon systems are in
equilibrium with each other and Te = T ph . The deviation of the ratio
would show how much the electron temperature Te has deviated
ζ ≡ BWN 4 k T R
B ph
sample
from the phonon temperature T ph if the magnitude of the WBN can be taken as a measure of
Te . In equilibrium when the two systems are not decoupled, this should be ideally 1 which we
observed (see Fig 5.35 and 5.36). We want to mention that at low bias (1μA) the ratio ς is
indeed unity as it should be. However, an applied bias raises the ratio and it can even be more
than 100 with current bias of 1 mA at 80 K. The frequency and current dependence of
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normalized BWN at few representative temperatures (below TFMI ) are shown in Fig. 5.38.
The temperatures marked are the phonon temperatures T ph .

Figure 5.38: Plot of normalized white noise as a function of frequency at few representative
temperatures below TFMI . The temperatures marked in the respective graphs are phonon
temperatures where the noise has been calculated. The dc current biases are also mentioned in the
graph.

In Fig. 5.39 we plot the ratio ζ ≡ BWN
4 k B T ph R sample

as measured at different

temperatures as function of the d.c power P . The power has been scaled by the Pc at a given
temperature to bring the graphs to the same scale. This graph can be compared to figure XX
where we plotted the ratio (Te / T ph ) as a function of (P / Pc ) . The dependence of the ratio ζ
as function of (P / Pc ) at all temperatures below TFMI seem to fall on the same scaled graph.
The enhancement as a function of (P / Pc ) is also non-trivial and it appears to occur in
stages. It can be seen that at low power, typically P ≤ 10 − 3 Pc , the ratio ζ like the ratio
(Te / T ph ) is close to 1. This is the regime where one does not see any deviation from what is
expected of a system in thermal equilibrium. However, at a somewhat larger power, ζ
begins to differ from 1 but for (P / Pc ) ≤ 10 −1 the deviation is not large and ζ ≈ 2 . However
at larger power as the power P →Pc and beyond there is substantial deviation of ζ from unity
and for (P / Pc ) ≈ 10 2 it approaches a rather large value of 100.
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Figure 5.39: The variation of ζ as a function of (P / Pc ) for all T ph below TFMI .

It can be seen that substantial deviation of the ratio ζ from unity occurs where the
(Te / T ph ) starts to differ from 1 and we see large NLC. In this context we note that though
large NLC sets in for P > Pc even for a lower power the transport is not truly linear. It has a
mild non-linearity (see figures). It is worth noting that in then range of the low power when
ζ differs from unity and is ~2 , the charge transport already is non-linear although much less
prominent than that occurs for P > Pc .
The large deviation of the ratio ζ from unity and also from the ratio (Te / T ph ) , points
very clearly to the fact that the electronic system becomes a non-equilibrium system with
application of rather low input power in the FMI state. We clearly see signature of break
down of the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT) that would ensure that the ratio ζ ≈ 1 ,
which indeed is the case at very low power. The break down of FDT at a reasonably small
power can be interpreted as the case where the input of small power puts the electrons in a
state of energy from which it does not have a simple path to relax to more equilibrium
condition. This one would expect in a system that is kinetically frozen. This of violation of
FDT in non-equilibrium systems like a glassy system has been a topic of considerable
theoretical research in the field of non-equilibrium thermodynamics. In particular, it has been
established that in systems, such as a glassy system the effective temperature can be
considerably different from the equilibrium temperature and the effective temperature can
slowly evolve over long time. In the particular electronic system studied by us, which
undoubtedly gets into a situation which is far from equilibrium, the FDT will thus not be
obeyed. Our observation thus would clearly point to the fact that the insulating state in this
case is indeed a glassy phase.
There are certain other issues that need be pointed out. The ratio (Te / T ph ) , which we
obtain from the non-linear conduction data using a simple hot electron model is well behaved
that the ratio is not unphysically large unless the ratio ζ which even for a low power is much
larger. Ideally, if the electronic system (the electronic system as a thermal bath) would have
maintained internal equilibrium then even under electron heating one would expect ζ ~
(Te / T ph ) . The fact that even for a large ζ we can find a reasonable value of T e from the
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NLC data is interesting. It appears that the electrons that are taking part from the conduction
process (e.g, those with energy close to the chemical potential) are in equilibrium among
themselves that an effective T e can be defined even in presence of electron heating. The
BWN on the other hand gets its contribution from all electrons. Thus it may happen that the
large BWN is originating from that part of the electronic spectrum that is not close to the
chemical potential. Thus the process of relaxation separates the fast electrons close to the
chemical potential from those away from it which have long relaxation time.
It will be interesting to carry out these investigations in the polaronic insulating
regime above T C , our preliminary investigation using the tool of noise spectroscopy shows
that such issues as described above may also be relevant in that state in a general way.

5.6 Conclusions
To summarize, we have a detailed investigation of the Ferromagnetic insulating state of
manganites using noise spectroscopy. This is the first extensive investigation of the FMI state
of manganites using the tool of noise spectroscopy which as we have seen addresses a
number of new questions.
(a) The FMI state is caused by electron localization due to long range Coulomb interaction,
i.e., that the charge transport is of the Efros- Shklovskii- variable range hopping (ES-VRH)
type, we had obtained the value of the Coulomb-gap Δ CG . The coulomb gap in the FMI state
is large ~ 152 meV. The Δ CG sets the temperature scale for the manifestation of the hot
electron effects to ~ 101-102 K.
(b) In addition to noise spectroscopy we have investigated the resistivity and non-linear
conduction in the ferromagnetic insulating (FMI) state. We have used a model of hot electron
model to explain the NLC observed and quantified the electron temperature as the electron
bath is heated.
(c) Using the noise spectroscopy we have investigated the slow and glassy dynamics of FMI
state and in particular from the temperature dependent power spectral identified a freezing
temperature. We have also identified that the freezing process is kinetically governed with the
time scale determined by an activation energy that is similar to the Coulomb gap which we
determined from the transport data. Some of the other important noteworthy points are:
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Chapter 6
Study of low frequency resistance fluctuations in
magnetic nanowires
6.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters our focus has been on studying two types of manganites, on an
oriented film of ferromagnetic metallic manganite La0.67Ca0.33 MnO3 (LCMO , x = 0.33) and
single crystal ferromagnetic insulator La0.80Ca0.20MnO3 (LCMO, x = 0.20). The scope of
investigation in the first sample was to look for the contribution to 1/f noise by magnetic
excitation, while in the second sample the scope was to look into charge fluctuations in the
ferromagnetic insulating state. In general, the “excess” noise that gives rise to the celebrated
1/f noise arise in films and polycrystalline samples predominantly from structural defects and
noise from other origins like magnetic and charge fluctuations get buried under the noise
from structural origin. In case of the oriented film of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 the quenched disorder
with high activation energy led to extremely small noise from structural origin so that noise
from magnetization fluctuations can be studied. In case of the FMI sample, the single
crystalline nature of the sample led to low noise from structural origin and we did observe the
noise from charge fluctuation. (Note: In this sample also in the range TFMI < T < TC there may
a small contribution from ferromagnetic spins as in the LCMO, x = 0.33 sample. However, in
this sample charge fluctuation predominates). It is thus clear that high quality samples are
needed to observe the types of noise that have been investigated in this thesis. In this chapter
though not directly connected to the manganites we have investigated another magnetic
system namely Ni nanowire to study the excess noise due to magnetic origin. The
motivations for studying Ni nanowires as part of the thesis problem are two-fold:
(a) The challenge of growing yet another material whose excess noise due to structural
origin can be suppressed so that magnetic noise can be studied.
(b) To investigate the resistance fluctuation in a material where the resistance fluctuation
though magnetic is more subtle that it arises from the domain wall resistance with
fluctuations controlled by magnetic reversal.
High quality single crystalline nanowires of Ni have been grown in our laboratory by
Mr. Venkata Kamalakar inside porous alumina templates using the method of
electrodeposition [1]. The high structural quality and single crystalline nature of the wires,
tempted us to investigate whether the materials indeed has low enough noise due to structural
origin so that magnetic noise can be investigated.
The resistance fluctuation in ferromagnetic materials can couple to the magnetization
fluctuation through the mechanism of magnetoresistance where it is substantial in
manganites. The relation of the resistance fluctuation to the magnetization fluctuation is
linked by the relation:

(ΔR )2
R

2

⎛ 1 dR ⎞
= ξ⎜
⎟
⎝ R dM ⎠

2

(ΔM )2

,

(6.1)
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which has been discussed in Chapter 4 adequately. In this case the magnetization fluctuation
is within a ferromagnetic domain because the in the film we have multiple domains and this
masks any contribution from domain walls. In case of Ni nanowire, where we do experiments
with very small diameter sample (~35nm), the main contribution to the MR likely arises from
domain walls. Thus there is a subtle but important difference between the resistance
fluctuations in these two magnetic systems.
With the development of advance studies on sub-micron magnetic structures,
electronic noise measurement has become a unique and promising tool to probe the physics
of spin fluctuation in a nanometric scale. Resistance fluctuations, at low frequencies allow us
to identify the slow dynamics regarding the magnetic instabilities in ferromagnetic
nanowires. We note that though there are reports of 1/f noise in nanowires and devices of this
dimension, there is no report of magnetic noise due to spin fluctuations.
The chapter starts with some basics on domains and domain walls in ferromagnetic
nanowires before the issue of magnetization reversal and fluctuations are taken up.

6.1.1 Domains and domain wall resistance in ferromagnetic systems
6.1.1.1 Formation of domain walls
A magnetic system like Ni is a very good ferromagnetic (FM) material even in form of
nanowires. Recent studies done in our laboratory has shown that even in wires with diameter
down to 20 nm there is a finite TC of 520K [2]. In nanowires of Ni the domain formations as
well as domain walls width are determined by parameters like the exchange energy,
characterized by the parameter Aex , the anisotropy energy characterized by the constant K
(that consists of the shape as well as the single-crystalline anisotropy). Another important
parameter that is important in this context is the saturation magnetization M S which
determines the coercive field H C along with other parameters.
In physical systems such as nanowires domain walls have been found to exhibit a
number of interesting electron transport properties. In particular, the presence of domain
walls can enhance the electrical resistance and, reciprocally, the application of a large current
can cause a domain wall to be displaced.
An important length scale for such a magnetic system is the thickness of the domain
walls (DW) d dw [3, 4] the size of the domain wall is determined by the relation,
1/ 2

⎛A ⎞
d dw ≈ ⎜ ex ⎟ . In a ferromagnetic nanowire, the relative size of the d dw with respect to the
⎝ K ⎠
diameter d decides the magnetic nature of the wire. For a magnetic wire with diameter is
d ≤ 2d dw , and length L >> ddw can be called one-dimensional. Moreover, in a
ferromagnetic nanowire there are two different anisotropic energies namely, shape anisotropy
and magnetocrystalline anisotropy which determine the easy axis for magnetization [5-7]. For
nickel nanowire, the shape anisotropy energy is at least one order more than the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy; the easy axis of magnetization is along the axis of the wire.
For Ni the domain wall width is d dw ≈ 35-40nm. Thus Ni nanowires with diameter d ≤ 50 nm
can be considered as one-dimensional magnetic system with spins aligned along the axis of
the nanowire. The domain walls in such systems will be 180o domain walls.
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In such nanowires, substantial contribution to the transport property can arise from the
DW resistance. The origin of the DW resistance is attributed to the mixing of up-spin and
down-spin electrons due to the mistracking of the electron’s spin on passing through the DW
[8]. The narrower DW width results in a larger angle between the magnetization directions of
successive atomic layers thereby lowering the electron transmission and hence enhancing the
resistance.
6.1.1.2 Magnetic behaviour in Ni nanowire samples
Magnetic behaviour of one-dimensional magnetic wires like that of Ni has been extensively
investigated. We refer to the reviews Ref. 9-15 for this. Generally in such nanowires, if they
are properly crystalline, the shape of the M-H curve depends on the orientation of the field
vis-à-vis the easy axis. For Ni nanowires with diameter 50 nm or below where the easy axis is
along the wire axis, for field applied parallel to the wire axis, the hysteresis loop is close to a
rectangle as shown in Fig. 6.1. The shape anisotropy of a wire leads to the existence of two
stable orientations of the magnetic moment, namely pointing parallel or antiparallel to the
wire axis. These orientations correspond to a symmetric double well potential with two
energy minima separated by a barrier energy U. As the magnetic field along the wire axis
increases, the double wall becomes asymmetric and U decreases. At a particular switching
field the barrier vanishes and even at zero temperature the magnetization will switch
irreversibly [3, 4]. Of importance to our investigation of the resistance fluctuation studied
here is the fact that the magnetization reversal is thermally activated across the barrier and the
dynamics of such fluctuation will be determined by the dynamics of barrier crossing. The
coupling to the resistance fluctuation to the thermally activated magnetization reversal occurs
through the DW resistance. The experiment done below captures this physics.

Figure 6.1: The magnetization (M) versus (H) loops studied on Ni nanowires of diameter DP = 40 nm
[12]. The applied magnetic field is along parallel (||) and perpendicular (⊥) direction to the wire
axes.

6.1.2.2 Synthesis of nanowires in templates and the experimental arrangements
We used electrodeposition method to grow nanowires in nanoporous templates. For details of
the growth we refer to the thesis of Mr. Venkata Kamalakar [2] who has grown these wires.
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The wires were characterized by X-Ray diffraction and microscopy tools like SEM and TEM.
Representative XRD and TEM data along with the selected area diffraction pattern on single
crystalline Ni nanowire of diameter 35 nm on which we have studied the magnetic noise are
shown in Fig. 6.2 (a), (b), and (c) respectively. The nanowires used in the experiment have
length in the range of 50 μm.

Figure 6.2: (a) X-ray diffraction data for and (b) TEM image and (c)selected area diffraction pattern
of 35 nm Ni nanowires (Reprinted with permission [2]).

In this section we shall discuss about the experimental setup for our noise measurements done
on arrays of nickel nanowires. The nanowire samples appear to be metallic [1, 2] through out
our experimental temperature regime 77-300 K.
We have used ac four-probe noise measurement scheme as described in Chapter 3 in
detail. The schematic diagram for noise measurement is shown in Fig. 6.3(a). The silver film
coated in one side of the template is used for one current ( I + ) and one voltage probe ( V+ ).
We allowed overgrowth of the nickel nanowires in another side and used silver epoxy to
make other two low noisy electrical contacts, i.e., I − and V− . The sample is fed with suitable
ac voltage (V0 ) from lock-in-amplifier (LIA). We used a large resistance R (typically 1kΩ or
10kΩ) in series with the sample and voltage source (LIA) to make the sample as constant
current biased system. The typical current we allow to flow through the sample is few
microamp. The voltage drop across two voltage probes ( V+ and V− ) is fed to the input of a
low noise transformer preamplifier and the gain of the amplifier is set to 100. The
preamplifier output voltage is then again goes back to the two inputs (X-channel and Y220
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channel) of LIA. The simultaneous measurements of X and Y channel voltages give us
voltage fluctuations from sample and background respectively. Using digital signal
processing (DSP) technique (see Chapter 3) we can measure the resistance fluctuation hence
the power spectral density for the nanowires.
During electrodeposition some of the nanowires do not grow from end to end and
these will not contribute in any of the electrical measurements. Sometimes there is no
uniform distribution of pores in the templates. Hence we can not estimate the exact number of
nanowires in contact. But we can definitely draw an equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 6.3(b)
where each of the nanowire is with resistance Rs . We assumed that there are N identical
numbers of nanowires in parallel to each other contributing to sample resistance. The
2
normalized resistance fluctuation < (ΔR ) > / R 2 for a nanowire of resistance R is obtained by
integrating the power spectral density S V ( f ) /V 2 over the detection bandwidth ( f min → f max )
of measurement and is given by

(ΔR )2
R2

f

max
⎛ 1 ⎞
= ⎜ 2 ⎟ ∫ SV ( f )df .
⎝ V ⎠ f min

(6.2)

Where we have taken f min ~ 60 mHz and f max ~5 Hz.

Figure 6.3: (a) Schematic diagram for electrical measurements R0 is a large resistance compared to
sample resistance R and the sample is fed ac bias voltage V0 through lock-in amplifier (LIA) The
voltage across the nanowires is fed into low noise preamplifier and measured by two inputs of LIA.
(b) The schematic of the equivalent circuit shown in (a) where Rs is the resistance of each nanowire.
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The above equation, while giving correctly the relative resistance fluctuation of a single wire,
is also applicable when there is more than one wire in parallel. If R is the total sample
2
2
resistance then 1/ R = N / Rs . Thus < (ΔR ) > / R 2 N = < (ΔRs ) > / Rs2 and resistance
fluctuations is independent of nanowires in parallel. Each of the nanowire acts as an
2
independent noise source. Though the resistance fluctuation < (ΔR ) > depends on the
numbers of noise sources but relative fluctuation is independent of the number of nanowires
in the templates under study. This also implies that nanowires are well separated from each
other. This effect has been checked earlier by Bid et al. [16] for Ag nanowires. In the next
section we shall discuss about the results of our study in nickel nanowires as a function of
wire diameter at room temperature.

(

)

6.2 Diameter dependent noise in nanowires at room temperature
We have discussed in the earlier section (see section 6.2) and Chapter 3 that the noise was
measured using a four-probe ac technique. During the noise measurements we ensured that
the current through the sample is low enough, otherwise it will unnecessary warm up the
sample and will introduce additional noise. The spectral power SV ( f ) is ∝ V 2 , where V is

the sample bias voltage (typically few tens of μV). The V 2 dependence of SV ( f ) for two
samples, 15 nm nanowire and 50 μm bulk wire are plotted in Fig. 6.4 (a) and Fig. 6.4 (b)
respectively.

Figure 6.4: The spectral power SV ( f ) at 1 Hz has been plotted with bias voltage V for (a) 35 nm
and (b) 50 μm wire. There exists V 2 dependence for both cases.

In Fig. 6.5(a) we show that the typical low frequency power spectral density of the voltage
noise arising from resistance fluctuations in the current biased nickel nanowires diameter
ranging from 15 nm to 50 μm. The power spectra show 1/ f α nature and are independent of
the nature of the templates. To know the diameter dependence of α we have plotted
f .S V ( f ) /V 2 as a function of frequency in Fig. 6.5(b). It is clear that for wires with diameter
d ≥ 35 nm shows noise with clear 1/ f dependence. For the other two wires 15 nm and 20
nm, spectral power deviates significantly at low frequencies. The deviation is more severe for
20 nm wire. So we can conclude that there is an enhancement of low frequency noise
component for low dimensional wires. The noise seen in the nanowires can arise from
structural as well as magnetic origin. The purpose of the present investigation is to have
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nanowires with low enough noise due to structural origin so that magnetic noise can be
studied.
From the data presented we find that the magnitude of the noise is the least in case of
d = 35 nm diameter nickel wires. This is a single crystalline wire. All the other wires are
polycrystalline in nature and they show higher noise. So, good crystallinity reduces the noise
even in the nanowires. We shall be discussing this issue later in this chapter in detail.

Figure 6.5: (a) Low frequency power spectrum SV ( f ) of the voltage noise arising from the
resistance fluctuations in current biased Ni nanowires of diameters ranging from 15 nm to 200 nm.
(b) f .S V ( f ) /V 2 has been plotted to accentuate the deviation of the spectral power at low frequency
regime.

In Fig. 6.6(a) we have plotted diameter dependence of frequency exponent α for
nanowires. The value of α was calculated by plotting ln (SV ( f )) vs. ln f and the errors bars
are the fitting errors. For nanowires with d ≥ 35 nm, α ≈ 1 but its value increase for lower
diameter wires. The value obtained for larger diameter is very similar which we generally
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obtain for good metal films. This type of noise is expected to arise from thermally activated
defect kinetics [17] as discussed in Chapter 1 (see McWhorter and Dutta-Horn model). The
increase of α indicates the extra component of noise arising in smaller diameter wires which
is significantly absent in large dimensional wires. This type of result was also reported earlier
by Bid et. al. for 15 nm Ag and Cu wires [16]. We want to mention that single crystalline
wires ( d = 35 nm) have α value is very close to unity and lower than the values of α
2
obtained for other large dimensional wires. We have plotted < (ΔR ) > / R 2 as a function of
d at 300 K in Fig. 6.6(b). We can see the noise magnitude is significantly high at lower
diameter wires, i.e. for 15 nm 20 nm. Compared to other wires, 35 nm is much less noisy than
other wires. We have collected noise data for different samples and the error bars are
calculated from the statistical deviation of the data. Below we investigate in details the data
on the 35 nm wires where we can study the magnetic noise. The noise in the other
polycrystalline nanowires arises mainly from structural defects. The investigation of such
defects is beyond the scope of the thesis.

Figure 6.6: Diameter dependence of frequency exponent (a) α and (b) normalised relative resistance
2
fluctuation < (ΔR ) > / R 2 at 300 K. The error bars are also plotted simultaneously in the graphs.

6.3 Origin of excess noise in nanowires
As mentioned earlier, the magnetization reversal an important property of the low
dimensional magnetic wire which strictly depends on the diameter of the wire. In particular,
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in nanowires which have length much larger than the diameter, the nucleation of domain
walls and its propagation between opposing magnetic domains (magnetization reversal) has
been a topic of recent investigations [3, 4, 18-20] The uniform rotation is energetically
favourable when d ≤ 2d dw . We mentioned already that for Ni, dDW is ≈ 35 nm. We can
expect a reversal mechanism of this type for the wires with diameter < 50 nm. This has been
tested by detailed investigation in Ni nanowires [21, 22].
The important thesis of this chapter is that the reversal mechanism can be an
important source of low frequency noise in magnetic systems, because this is thermally
activated through an activation barrier. Such a barrier has been seen in experiments like
magnetic hysteresis. In general, there are two principal mechanisms by which resistance
fluctuation can couple to magnetic fluctuations:

•
•

First mechanism is through domain walls which can directly couple to resistance
fluctuation because they offer an electrical resistance. The magnetization reversal
would mean creation and motion of domain walls leading to resistance fluctuations.
Second mechanism is the intra domain mechanism by which resistance can couple to
magnetic fluctuation by the mechanism of magnetoresistance. This is what we have
seen in manganites and this is governed by the equation 6.1.

In Ni nanowires, we will see that the first mechanism is operational. In Ni nanowire, as
mentioned before the shape anisotropy determines the orientation of the magnetic moment.
The moment will be aligned along the wire axis with parallel or anti-parallel orientation. The
parallel and antiparallel magnetization states of a nanowire are generated by a symmetric
double well potential separated by an energy barrier ε b . In principle, the magnetization can
switch both from parallel to antiparallel and vice versa. The magnetization reversal would
thus need overcoming barrier energy ε b . This is schematically shown in Fig. 6.7.

Figure 6.7: Schematic representation of the energy barrier for the magnetization in double well
potential model.

In these wires the magnetization reversal processes have been well studied in the
nanosecond and microsecond range which is the time scale of the magnetization reversal
either in a field and or by a current [23]. However, in addition, there is a finite though small
probability of thermally activated magnetization reversal and resulting domain nucleation and
propagation. The kinetics of domain wall motion involves nucleation, pinning/de pinning and
transit through the sample and thus has an element of stochastic process. It is thus expected
that the domain wall kinetics may show low frequency fluctuations. This fluctuation can give
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rise to resistance fluctuation due to finite domain wall resistance and thus the study of low
frequency noise can be an important tool to probe domain wall dynamics and low frequency
magnetization fluctuation phenomena in nanowires. The origin of the magnetic part of the
resistance noise is traced to the fluctuations in domain wall and it has a direct correlation to
the magnetoresistance (MR) that arises from the domain wall resistance. The low field MR
which due to funite resistance of the domain walls can couple to low frequency domain wall
dynamics and can show noise that is correlated to the MR.
The thermally activated magnetization can be described as follows. In thermal
equilibrium these two orientations will be in dynamic equilibrium with reversal rate τ −1
determined by an Arrhenius rate equation τ −1 = τ 0−1 exp(− ε b k BT ) , where is an attempt
frequency τ 0−1 ≈ 109-1010 sec-1 [21]. It has been estimated that εb (as determined by shape
anisotropy energy) is inversely proportional to d 2 and for 20 nm wires ε b ~ 3x104 K [21,
24]. We can thus estimate the characteristic rate τ −1 for our system. As can be seen this is of
the scale as that one observes from the power spectrum of the resistance fluctuation. Thus
thermally estimated magnetization reversal can give rise resistance fluctuations. The
activation energy barrier ε b will depend on various imperfections. This will give a
distribution of ε b and thus the power spectra originating from such a process will be broad as
has been observed. The process of magnetization reversal in this case involves motion of
domain walls. Since the magnetization just flips between two orientations without change in
magnitude, the magnetoresistance mediated coupling mechanism will not be an effective
mechanism in this case. Instead, the domain wall resistance can provide effective coupling
mechanism. Since the low frequency dynamics is essentially the dynamics of domain walls,
this will give rise to an effective coupling mechanism resulting in resistance fluctuation. The
low frequency noise in magnetic nanowires can also have structural origin (non-magnetic)
other than magnetic sources as we stated earlier. In general in most cases, this is the noise
that dominates. However, for the 35 nm wire this noise is low, a separation is possible. We
used an external applied magnetic field to separate out these two noise components from each
other. To investigate the noise sources in nanowires we have chosen single crystalline 35 nm
nickel nanowires. There are few reasons behind this choice: crystalline quality of the 35 nm
nanowire is very good, hence the stability of measurements and reproducibility of the data is
very good, and there is no hysteresis in the resistivity measurements as well as noise data in
heating or cooling cycles and is sensitive even to a small external magnetic field. In the next
section we study the temperature dependence noise phenomena in presence of low applied
magnetic field ≅ 0.12 Tesla. The μ0HC for these wires is = 0.09 Tesla, thus the investigation
has been done for B / BC ~ 1.3.

6.4 Noise spectroscopy in nanowires (d ≈ 35 nm) in presence of
external magnetic field
In this section we shall study the noise phenomena in 35 nm nickel nanowires with the
application of low magnetic fields (≤0.12 Tesla). In all our measurements we allowed the
magnetic field along the axis of the wires.
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6.4.1 Magnitude of the noise as a function of magnetic field and
temperature
We have studied the magnetic field dependence of low frequency (1 mHz < f < 10 Hz) noise
magnitude < (ΔR ) > / R 2 as a function of magnetic field at few representative temperatures
as shown in Fig. 6.8. We observed the suppression of normalised resistance fluctuations for
all temperatures. For all temperatures the noise starts to decrease first for magnetic fields ≤
0.04 Tesla, and becomes saturated for higher field strengths. Two different regimes are
clearly observed from the above data. One part is highly magnetic field dependent ( B ≤ 0.04
Tesla) and other part is magnetic field independent ( B > 0.04 Tesla). The phenomenon of
reduction of noise with an application of external magnetic field is definitely an indication of
the presence of magnetic contribution to noise.
2

Figure 6.8: The variation of < (ΔR ) > / R 2 as a function of magnetic field at few representative
temperatures for nanowires of diameter 35 nm. The noise gets saturated for fields B > 0.04 Tesla for
all temperatures.
2

The scale of the magnetic field can be seen from the magnetization versus magnetic
field (M-B) of the wires as shown in Fig. 6.9. The magnetic measurements were done using
Variable Sample Magnetometer (VSM) retaining the nanowires in the templates. The
magnetic field is applied along the axis of the wires. The coercive field of 35 nm wires is BC
≈ 0.09 Tesla at 300 K. The M-B curve shows saturation magnetization at B < 0.25 Tesla and
its value is 5×10-3 e.m.u. The retention ratio is mr = ℜ R / M S ≈ 0.90 where ℜ R is the
remanent magnetization at zero field value and M S is the saturation magnetization. This
indicates that the alignment of all the wires is not perfectly parallel to the magnetic field. We
have chosen the maximum magnetic field value 0.12 Tesla just greater than BC . The value of
BC does not depend much on the length though it does depend on diameter of the wires. In
the temperature range of our interest BC has a shallow temperature dependence and in wire
of diameter of this value from the room temperature value on cooling (almost linearly with T
) to 80K.
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Figure 6.9: The variation of magnetization (M) as a function of magnetic field ( B ) at 300 K for 35
nm nickel wires. The coercive magnetic field is BC ≈ 0.09 Tesla. The data is reprinted with
permission [2].

The dynamics of the localized nucleation phenomena is controlled by the dynamics of
the domain walls so created. In zero field value the probability of reversal by thermal energy
alone is low, given the height of the activation barriers, however, it is still finite and give rise
to slow spin dynamics. Hence, the fluctuation phenomenon which we observed is closely
related to domain wall dynamics. As we mentioned earlier that domain wall fluctuation
dynamics is correlated with MR in the nanowires. We will discuss this again in next subsection. For applied magnetic field B > BC , when the material is fully magnetized there is no
domain wall and all of them collapse. In this range the source of noise is primarily of
structural origin.

Figure 6.10: The variation of normalized resistance fluctuations < (ΔR ) > / R 2 as a function of
temperature in presence and absence of magnetic field. The data has been collected for arrays of 35
nm nickel wires.
2
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To look into the magnetic field independent part, we have used a magnetic field of B
= 0.12 Tesla to suppress the magnetic contribution. This field is larger than BC and as the

data shows, changes in < (ΔR ) > / R 2 as a function of field saturates for B ~ 0.5 BC . We
2

have plotted < (ΔR ) > / R 2 as a function of temperature in Fig. 6.10. We have plotted the
zero field noise data along with it for comparison the field dependent reduction in noise
magnitude. But the peak near 100 K at zero magnetic field (marked by arrow) is absent in
magnetic field dependent noise data. For each temperature at B = 0.12 Tesla, we have
2
2
2
marked < (ΔR ) > / R 2 values as < (ΔR ) > / R 2 nm . We subtracted out the < (ΔR ) > / R 2 nm
2

(

)

(

(

part from total < (ΔR ) > / R 2 to extract the magnetic noise part < (ΔR ) > / R 2
2
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2
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2
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stands for “non-magnetic” and

“magnetic” fluctuation parts of total < (ΔR ) > / R 2 respectively.
2

Figure 6.11: (a) The variation of magnetic noise component [ < (ΔR ) > / R 2 ]m at few representative
magnetic field ≤ 0.04 Tesla The non magnetic noise component of total noise has been estimated the
2
values of < (ΔR ) > / R 2 at highest magnetic field ( B = 0.12 Tesla) and has been from subtracted
out to get the magnetic part.
2

In Fig. 6.11 we have plotted magnetic noise part [ < (ΔR ) > / R 2 ]m as a function of
temperature at few representative magnetic fields. The magnetic field values have been
chosen below a certain field (here 0.04 Tesla) above which the total noise gets saturated. This
field is approximately ~ 0.4-0.5 BC . When the magnetic field is low, the major contribution to
2

< (ΔR ) > / R 2 is coming from magnetic sources. This magnetic noise is suppressed by higher
magnetic field. The reduction of the fluctuations in magnetic field is almost temperature
independent (nearly one order of magnitude) but starts to decrease above 225K. It is to be
noted that though magnetic field can be used to separate out the two contributions, there
appear to be some “cross-talk” between the two mediated by defects. It is noted that in most
nanowires of FCC metals like Cu and Ag, there is a temperature dependent part of the
structural noise (with activated character) occurring in the temperature range above 100K
2
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[25, 26]. Similar things happen in Ni nanowires also. We elaborate on this issue for the sake
of completeness in the next part.
We observed that in the temperature range 140 < T < 200 K, the noise is enhanced
(see Fig. 6.10). This is present in the data with field as well as without field. This temperature
dependence has an activated nature. We have fitted the magnetic data with Arrhenius
activated model to calculate the activation energy in the above temperature range. The
estimated activation energy E mag is 93 meV which is more or less same with the value of
activation energy found for the data with field ( E max ~ 97 meV). The experimental data (with
B = 0 and B = 0.12 Tesla) and the corresponding fit to the Arrhenius model are shown in Fig.
6.12.

Figure 6.12: Plot showing ln[ < (ΔR ) > / R 2 ] as a function of inverse temperature for B = 0 and
B = 0.12 Tesla. The corresponding fits to the experimental data with Arrhenius model are also
shown. The estimated activation energy is ~ 90 meV obtained from fitted data.
2

We thus find that the noise without magnetic field also has a component that has thermally
activated kinetics for mobile defects and it does not alter even with the application of external
magnetic field. In this case the dynamics of domain walls that control the magnetic part of the
noise is also controlled by structural defects. We seek an independent proof of this from
direct magnetic experiment.

6.4.2 Power spectral density of noise as a function of applied magnetic field
and temperature
In this section we shall study the frequency as well as temperatures dependence of power
spectra in presence of external applied magnetic field up to 0.12 Tesla.
In Fig. 6.13 we have plotted the frequency and magnetic field dependence of the
power spectral density at few representative temperatures. For all temperatures we can see the
decrease of magnitude of spectral power with the increase of magnetic field. The suppression
is maximum at B = 0.12 Tesla for all temperatures. These power spectra have been integrated
over the frequency range to estimate the total resistance fluctuation of the system (see
equation 6.2). It is also clear from the data that the power spectra of noise do not change
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much for B > 0.04 Tesla. This effect has been reflected in experimental data explained in
section 6.4.1 also. Moreover, for magnetic field B > BC , no additional noise response of
magnetic field is observed in the system. We already mentioned that at B = 0, the noise is
coming from both nonmagnetic and magnetic sources. When magnetic field increases the
domains collapse gradually and contributions coming solely from magnetic sources decrease.
Finally, for B > BC , all the domains collapse and effect of magnetic filed is no more
observed. Hence, the spectral power at B = 0.12 Tesla represents the fluctuation coming due
to nonmagnetic as well as structural noise sources. The type of power spectral density shows
S V ( f ) /V 2 ∝1/ f α noise for all temperatures and magnetic fields.

Figure 6.13: The variation of power spectral density of resistance fluctuation as a function of
frequency at few representative magnetic fields at temperatures (a) 80 K, (b) 110 K, (c) 160 K, (d)
210 K, (e) 250 K and (f) 300 K. We can see the decrease of magnitude in power spectral density with
the application of magnetic field at all temperatures.

In Fig. 6.14 we have plotted frequency exponent α as a function of magnetic field for
few representative temperatures at which the power spectra have been demonstrated in Fig.
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6.13. The value of α varies from 0.84-1.12 and decreases with increase of B . The value of
α is minimum at B = 0.12 Tesla and is ≈ 0.84 for temperatures other than 300 K. Only at
300K, α does not change much from 1. Thus the resistance fluctuation shows 1/ f noise in
presence of magnetic field also. However, there is a small variation in the spectral component
α , which shows that it is lowered in presence of a field. It would imply that the lower
frequencies fluctuations are predominantly suppressed in a magnetic field.

Figure 6.14: The magnetic filed dependence of frequency exponent α at few representative
temperatures where the power spectral density has been plotted in Fig. 6.13. The values of α vary
from 0.84-1.12. At 300 K, α values do not change much from 1 with the increase of B .

Figure 6.15: The magnetic part of the power spectral density [ S V ( f ) /V 2 ]m as a function of
temperature at few representative frequencies.

In Fig. 6.15 we have plotted the variation of magnetic part of the power spectral
density [ S V ( f ) /V 2 ]m at few representative frequencies. We have written the total power
spectral density as a sum of two contributions: S V ( f ) /V 2 = [ S V ( f ) /V 2 ]m + [ S V ( f ) /V 2 ]nm
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where m, and nm stand for magnetic and nonmagnetic terms respectively. We have
considered temperature dependent [ S V ( f ) /V 2 ]nm values from values of S V ( f ) /V 2 at B =
0.12 Tesla. Then [ S V ( f ) /V 2 ]m has been estimated by subtracting it from S V ( f ) /V 2 values
at B = 0 Tesla. The temperature dependence of [ S V ( f ) /V 2 ]m shows an activated nature in
the frequency scale. Thus we have plotted ln ( f / f 0 ) as a function of inverse temperature
followed by Arrhenius activated kinetics in Fig. 6.16. The temperatures are taken where [
S V ( f ) /V 2 ]m peaks at four respective frequencies. The linear fit is also shown in the same
graph and the experimental error bars have been estimated from the chi-square fitting. The
activation energy E a ≅ 0.68 eV is high enough and is seven times higher than the activation
energy at B = 0.12 Tesla (0.097 eV).

Figure 6.16: The variation of ln ( f / f 0 ) as function of inverse temperature to estimate the activation
energy in presence of magnetic field.

6.4.3 Magnetic fluctuations at 80 K
In Fig. 6.17 we have plotted magnetic field dependence of relative resistance fluctuation
along with resistance of nanowire arrays and MR at 80 K.
2
In Fig. 6.17(a) we have shown < (ΔR ) > / R 2 as a function of magnetic field B at 80
K. The resistance change in magnetic field is shown in Fig. 6.17(b). The reduction of the
resistance R in magnetic field is small though distinct and it saturates for B > BC as shown
in Fig. 6.17(b). Beyond 0.04 Tesla, the field dependence is shallow. The magnetic field axis
is scaled by BC . The corresponding change in MR of the nanowire taken at 80K is also
plotted simultaneously in Fig. 6.17(c). We connect the resistance change at low field
predominantly arising from domain walls which in such ferromagnetic wires can have a
positive resistance of around ≅ 1-2% [27]. When the wire is fully magnetized there is no
domain wall in the wire (uniformly magnetized) and the resistance mainly arises from
nonmagnetic sources. In zero fields (which we start as a demagnetized virgin state) there are
domains present in the system. Thus the negative MR seen in the samples occur
predominantly due to positive resistance of the domain walls. It can be seen that when the
resistance change nearly saturates, the fluctuation also reaches a field independent value. The
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main change in resistance as well as the noise occurs for B / BC ≤ 0.5. The above correlation
of the MR and the magnetic field dependence of the resistance fluctuations are seen over the
whole range of temperature. Thus, the likely magnetic source of resistance fluctuation in a
narrow ferromagnetic nanowires ( d < 2dW ) can be linked to the domain wall resistance and
their dynamics that accompanied the thermally activated magnetization reversal mechanism.
We now relate to the relation

(ΔR )2
R2

⎛ 1 dR ⎞
= ξ⎜
⎟
⎝ R dM ⎠

2

(ΔM )2 . When B → BC , the magnetization

fluctuations (ΔM ) → 0 . It is thus understandable that
2

(ΔR )2
R2

→ 0 , as B → BC . Important,

dR ⎞
however, is the observation that the MR as represented by ⎛⎜
⎟ saturates at a field B ~ 0.5
⎝ dM ⎠
BC , which is much smaller than the field for technical saturation. The saturation of
magnetization as with B > BC , in this case is noteworthy, because in an ideal case of a
ferromagnetic wire, one would expect a rectangular M-H loop where saturation occurs at BC .
It appears that the collapse of the domain walls (that reduces R ) occurs predominantly at
fields below BC . The MR and the resulting fluctuation are saturated at fields < BC .

Figure 6.17: The variation of (a) relative resistance fluctuation < (ΔR ) > / R 2 , (b) resistance of
nanowire arrays R and (c) Magnetoresistance (MR) as a function of magnetic field B at 80 K.
2

The observed magnitude of [ < (ΔR ) > / R 2 ]m is 10-12. If all the domain walls that
contribute to the resistance would have contributed to the noise in the time scale of the
2
measurements, the fluctuation [ < (ΔR ) > / R 2 ]m would be ≅ 10-4. This is much larger than
what we observe. This is because what we observe within our detection band width ( f min =
10-3Hz to f max = 1 Hz) are those fluctuations that occur within the time scale 1/ 2πf max sec < t
2
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< 1/ 2πf min sec. Fluctuations outside this time window will not be recorded by us. Thus the
experiment captures a small fraction of the total fluctuators. This is expected as stated above
that the magnetization reversal and associated domain dynamics due to the stochastic nature
can occur over a substantial time scale. The 1/ f nature of the power spectrum occurs from
this long distribution of time scale. In the arrays that we are making measurements there are
nearly 100 nanowires in parallel, each of which acts as an independent source. This leads to a
distribution of the relaxation time and the 1/ f nature of the power spectrum.

6.5 Conclusions
To summarize the results discussed so far:
1. We have observed low frequency resistance fluctuations for ferromagnetic nanowires
with diameter ranging from 15 nm to 50 μm in the temperature range 77-300 K and
the spectral power density for 15 nm and 20 nm wires show substantial noise
components at low frequency. The spectral power density for wires with diameter ≥35
nm shows perfect 1/ f noise throughout the whole experimental temperature range.
2. The presence of structural component responsible for noise in nanowire. All the
nanowires except 35 nm are polycrystalline in nature. The noise in polycrystalline
samples may come from diffusion of charge carriers through grain boundary and
defects and give high noise magnitude than single crystalline wires.
3. We continued our investigations of resistance fluctuation in 35 nm single crystalline
wire in presence of magnetic field. We found there are two main components namely,
magnetic and nonmagnetic component in noise. The magnetic component can be
suppressed with the application of external magnetic field while the nonmagnetic
component remains intact. This nonmagnetic part of noise magnitude has a structural
origin. The magnetic part is associated with domain wall resistance fluctuation
through magnetoresistance and magnetization reversal mechanism.
4. Here we have carried out a systematic investigation in ferromagnetic metal nanowires
with large variety of diameters and studied how the magnetic fluctuation couples to
the resistance fluctuation in magnetic samples.
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Chapter 7
Concluding remarks and scope for future work
7.1 Conclusions
The focus of this dissertation was to study the noise spectroscopy in hole doped rare-earth
perovskite manganites. We have extensively studied low frequency resistance fluctuations in
two different perovskite systems in form of single crystals (La0.80Ca0.20MnO3, LCMO20) and
oriented films (La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 on SrTiO3) with different doping concentration of Ca. We
have also studied a magnetic nanowire (nickel) system to study the “excess” noise due to
magnetic origin. The systematic investigations in systems of three different verities enable us
to understand the transport properties as well as the fundamental fluctuation dynamics related
of these systems. In the final chapter we summarize some important observations of this
dissertation, the deduction we draw from them and their significance with respect to other
experimental and theoretical work. We also give an outline for future work, taking the present
set of investigations to a better conclusion.
(1) The films of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (LCMO33) were grown on oriented single crystalline
SrTiO3 substrate. The system showed a metal-insulator ( T P ) as well as paramagneticferromagnetic (TC ) transition. We extensively studied very low frequency fluctuation
dynamics in this system and found the presence Lorentzian fluctuations riding over 1/ f
noise. Generally, noise in polycrystalline samples comes predominantly from structural
defects. Due to presence of strain relaxation along with quenched disorder the noise arose due
to structural origin was very low. We were able to study noise coming from magnetic sources
with the application of external magnetic field. We concluded that observed noise is
appearing due to a coupling mechanism between resistance fluctuations with magnetization
fluctuations through magnetoresistance.
(2) We extensively studied the ferromagnetic insulating state (FMI) of manganites in form of
single crystals of composition La0.80Ca0.20MnO3 encompassing the electrical transport
property in FMI state which follows Efros-Shklovskii variable range hopping. In such a
lightly doped system at low temperatures electrons are localized and activation required for
the use of charge carriers becomes very costly. The charge carriers are only within a narrow
band of energies around the Fermi level participate in the conductivity and the conductivity is
due to hopping between the two sites. With decreasing temperature the width of this band
shrinks and hops become longer.

9

9

In the disordered systems with highly localized electronic states will strongly influence
the special distribution of electrons by long-ranged Coulomb repulsion between them.
This leads to a depletion of the single particle density of states near the chemical
potential known as Coulomb gap (~ 152 meV) near Fermi energy.
We experimentally verified the non-linear conduction phenomena in FMI state.
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9

In context of non-linear conduction effect we have explained our results with “hot
electron model”. There exists a weak thermal conductance coupling between electronphonon systems in FMI state. This weak coupling defines two different temperature
scales, one for electron and other for phonon bath. We found that the electronic system
actually gets decoupled from its phonon bath with the increasing electrical power. As a
result the electron bath is getting heated and driven out of equilibrium of its phonon
bath. We estimated the rise of electronic temperature ( Te ) above its phonon
temperature ( T ph ) by hot-electron model.

9

We observed colossal electroresistance as a manifestation of non-linear conductance in
these systems and found it reaches nearly 100% in FMI state.

(3) We experimentally established that LCMO20 sample becomes an electron glass system in
FMI phase and due to long range Coulomb interactions between the charge carriers. System
appears to be a Coulomb glass. By ac noise spectroscopy we investigated the charge
fluctuation dynamics in such glassy systems.
(4) By the extensive investigations on noise spectroscopy we found rapid fall of the noise
below T FMI which we taken as a signature of kinetic freezing of the charge fluctuations. Our
experimental results are supported by the theoretical results as well. The investigation
regarding the kinetic freezing using resistance fluctuation process is not been reported earlier.
This is the first time we have investigated such effects in FMI phase of manganites.
(5) We found that the charge fluctuation is activated across the Coulomb gap. The activation
energy according to Arrhenius model gives E a ~ 163 meV which is same with Coulomb gap
energy. Two independent set of experiments found the same energy values which is very
consistent.
(6) We also studied “white” noise spectroscopy using ac biasing technique in presence of dc
bias in LCMO20. We observed the increases of this white noise with increase of the dc bias.
We experimentally demonstrated that with the injection of dc bias in the system, there is a
marked increase of Te over T ph . We found a critical power above which Te becomes > T ph
and the systems falls out of equilibrium and becomes nonergodic. Hence in this case, by
entering into the FMI state, the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem (FDT) breaks down.
(7) We studied fluctuation spectroscopy in single crystalline nickel nanowires with diameter
35 nm. In such magnetic systems one possibility of low frequency noise is because of
magnetic fluctuations originating from domain wall dynamics. As domain walls contribute a
finite resistance to the sample, the fluctuations in domain walls couple to the resistance
fluctuations through magnetoresistance (MR). The low frequency noise in nanowire systems
can have structural origin. As the sample is very good single crystalline in nature, the
structural noise is relatively low and we can separate out the noise components coming from
magnetic and non-magnetic origins. We studied noise due to the magnetization fluctuations
in such systems in presence of low external magnetic field ≈ 0.12 Tesla.
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7.2 Scope for further investigations
The noise spectroscopy is a sensitive and non-destructive tool to investigate the fundamental
kinetic processes of any system. So there are lots of new problems which can be looked into
by noise spectroscopy. We want to mention some of those possibilities as an extension of our
work presented in this dissertation as:

 We

investigated noise in thick oriented films of LCMO33 where strain is relaxed
within the film. But there is lack of systematic investigation in thin / ultra-thin films
where strain plays an important role by tuning the transport and magnetic properties
of the system. By using different substrates and varying thickness one can investigate
noise phenomena in them. We suggest that the presence of noise other than 1/ f noise

can be more informative one which can be investigated. The transition regions need
more attention.

 The

hysteresis and reversible polarity-dependent resistive switching effect can be
studied in thin films varying dc bias tress, voltage stress or by pulsed voltage
amplitude and duration. In such systems one can study noise phenomena by varying
above parameters.

 Nanowires

of complex oxides can be fabricated as Field Effect Transistors (FET)
structures. Low frequency noise can be investigated by varying drain current. We
expect that in such systems we can observe RTN attributed to correlated carrier
number and mobility fluctuations. This will be a very interesting problem can be
further looked into.

 We

studied MR and magnetization fluctuation phenomena in arrays of magnetic
nanowire systems at very low filed. But noise spectroscopy on a single magnetic
nanowire is completely unexplored problem. One can study the noise spectroscopy
with the application of high external magnetic field. It will give a better understanding
for the origin of magnetic noise coming from domain wall resistance.

 The study of temperature dependent current induced resistive switching by injecting
dc current pulses in LCMO20 samples need to be investigated.

 The photoconductivity and low temperature scanning tunnelling microscopy can be
helpful to find out the possible presence of electronic and magnetic inhomogeneity in
the sample.



We have studied “white” noise spectroscopy in FMI state of manganites. One has to
search for a suitable theoretical model which can do an estimation of the electronic
temperature from white noise spectroscopy.

 The noise spectroscopy should be done in epitaxial thin films of the same composition
LCMO20. The non-linear conductance and related phenomena which we studied in
single crystals can be investigated as a function of strain effect. One can also
demonstrate the validation of hot-electron effect in strain induced films.
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